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ABSTRACT
This thesis studies the social life of the Abbasids 
during the 5rd/9th century (170-289/786-902), the “Golden Age" 
of Abbasid Iraq. Though stigmatised by various political and
administrative crises the downfall of the Barmakids, civil
war betifeen Amin and Ma’mun, Turkish ascendancy, Zanj rebellion, 
transfer of the capital from Baghdad to Samarra and again from 
Samarra to Baghdad etc., the general pattern of life 
remained laregely unchanged, notwithstanding a strain of 
refinement that runs throughout the cultural and social life 
o£ the century*
The thesis has been divided into seven chapters, a resumS 
whereof is given hereunder :
Chapter I deals with the various types of sources used in 
the preparation of the present thesis. The sources portraying 
the social life — - contemporary, near contemporary, dhirnml,
secondary etc., --- have been classified into several groups
with an assessment of their comparative value and reliability* 
Chpater II examines the evolution of various forms and 
designs of head-gear, foot-wear and garments in common use in 
a historical perspective. The dress of the various social 
classes, the state functionaries, the dhimmls and the sufis 
has also been dealt with underlining the regional, ethnic and 
ceremonial differences effecting form and design.
Chapter III discusses food habits and describes the various 
kinds of food prepared from meat, fish, bread, rice, vegetables, 
ans other ingredients e.g., spices, oil and fat, sweetening 
agents etc. There is a brief description of the trade in edibles
and the regulation of food prices etc. The chapter also 
discusses the table and social manners of the period.
Chapter IV investigates and discusses hunting, a popular 
pastime of the period. There is a description of the use of 
the predatory beasts and birds for this purpose, various weapons 
and devices employed in hunting and the economic aspects of 
hunting e.g., the prices of the hunting animals, annual hunting 
budgets of the caliphs and the attitude of the flqh towards 
hunting.
Chapter V surveys the popular indoor and outdoor games 
of the period, their organisation, rules and regulations, the 
sports popular among women and children and the attitude of 
the fiqh vis-a-vis these pastimes.
Chapter VI deals with the festival and festivities 
observed during the period under st\\dy by the court and the 
people in general, both Muslims and non-Muslims.
Chapter VII reviews the housing situation in Abbasid 
Iraq, the prices of the houses, the housing rent, and the cost 
of land, the interior and exterior structure and decoration 
of dwelling houses, and the basic amenities e.g., the water 
supply, sanitation, cooling and heating system. The public 
baths found in almost every city, their maintenance, supervision, 
personnel and the role they played in the social life of the 
early Abbasid period have also been discussed.
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We have drawn upon a very wide range of source; material 
for the compilation of this work, This diversity of sources 
has been necessitated by the nature of the topic that has^  
been investigated, The social life of a period is portrayed 
in the writings of its historians and geographers, its poets 
and adlbs, its proverbial writers and anecdotists, its lawyers 
and jurists, its bureaucrats and scribes, its biographers 
and its natural scientists. We have drawn upon the work of 
such men and have also incorporated material from manuals on 
hisba and culinary art and treatises on hunting, falconry, 
furuslyya etc.
An important problem has been the assessment of the 
comparative reliability of the various sources. Generally 
speaking sources on the life of the caliphs, their court 
and the ulema etc. tend to be more reliable and better 
authenticated. The adab literature and works describing social 
practices prevalent among the downtrodden and the middle 
classes tend to be written with less scruple as regards 
standards or crieteria of historical authenticity and sometimes 
with the aim of ridiculing the uncouth mannerism of the 
socially inferior groups. However, in the absence of better 
alternatives such sources have proved invaluable to us in 
our investigation.
The different types of sources are discussed below in 
some detail.
14-
(i) Adab Literature (Belles~lettr.es)
Adab literature dealing with general ethics, worldly 
wisdom and etiquette was brought to Abbasid Iraq mainly 
by scribes of Persian origin who sought to give moral 
instruction and lay down rules of conduct for different 
social groupso l'he third century hi<jra represents a 
"Golden Age" of adab literature„ The most conspicuous 
place attained in this field was by the encyclopaedic 
writer al-Jahiz, Abu 4Uthman 4Amr b. Bahr al-Basri al"
o i 6 o
Mu‘tazilx (b„ 160/776; 255/869)„2 He was one of the
first Muslim writers who showed a great deal of interest 
in social problemsc With his critical power of observation 
and appreciation he succeeded in recognizing the changes 
that were taking place in the social fabric of the 
Abbasids as a result of the active growth of an urban 
system of life® He was the first Abbasid author to notice 
the formation and development of a middle class resulting 
from the economic organization that- prevailed in the 
towns of Abbasid Iraqa^
1P EI^, SoVo Adab (F» Gabrieli); cf* also Cho Pellat,
Life and works of al-Jahiz, (English translation by 
BoNoHawke,1969) p<>23 
2o Por his life and contributions see, 0ho Pellat, op*cit;
„ 2 ----idem Pjahrz in El ',and the sources quoted there; see
p  o w
also Wadi<”a Taha Najim Studies on the writings of al" 
Jahiz, Ph0Do thesis, S0AS,1958o' "o ,n,r,o'
3o Buri, Ta’rrkh al~4Iraq al-Iqtisadi, po108o The
transformation of a semi-agrarian, semi-pastoral econo­
my into a commercial one was among the most profound 
changes that occured during the Abbasid period0 Abbasid 
Iraq represents a dramatic economic metamorphosis for
the land of the Tigris and the Euphrates® A number of
important urban centres were developed, trade and
commerce thrived, new economic Organizations ’in the
form of craft guilds, trader and merchant associations
. (continued)
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In the series of tracts and epistles authored by 
Jahiz, written in a sonorous and witty style of an
c ©
unequalled linguistic vigour and variety, one would find 
most of the social changes and tensions of his time* In 
his prolific writings he makes occasional remarks about 
the correct language of true beduins, its gradual 
corruption through the vicinity of towns, about the patois" 
of the lower orders, the cant of pedlard, the argot of 
beggars, the technical terms of traders and professions 
and also about mispronunciation and faulty speech on the 
one hand and euphemism and mannerism on the other* Jahiz
Q O
himself being a man of the 3rd/9th century and not 
belonging to the court office offers us more reliable 
and contemporary data on different aspects of social life 
which has enabled us to undertake the present study*
Others have been equally indebted to Jahiz*s work* Taha
o o o
Husain, for example, observed, and rightly so, that "if 
one wants to visualize the life of the 3rd century A oil* 
one should not look for it in al-Buhturl, or Abu Tammam,
o
_ -i
or any of other poets, but one will find it in al-Jahiz I1
o o
Born in Basra, Jahiz spent most of his time in
© o
Baghdad and Samarra without loosing contact with his 
native and favourite town Basra* This is why Basra appears 
to be the continuous thread running through all his 
works* Though he adhered to the FhBtazil! group, he was 
above mere sectarian prejudice and his writings do not
etc developed* All this resulted in a fundamental
reorientation in the structure of the economy and the 
effects of this change on social mobility in particular 
and on the whole fabric of social associations and 
relationships in general was what might be described as 
"revolutionary" * cf* Goitein, Studios, pp* 217-24-1 *
L a s s n e r , rfo p o g rap h y  o f  Baghdadj ppT 121 -1 8 8  *
10 Taha Husain, Hadrth al-Arba4a, Cairo,194-8, ii,po 13°
© (i o
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appear to be coloured with factional antagonism* His 
Kitab al-Bayan wa1l-Tabyin (Elegance of expression and 
clarity of exposition) offers, for example, valuable data 
on the mode of costume of the people,. He declares that 
every! group of people had a specific dress with compulsory
i _
head-gear, 6 imama — - a statement not to be found in such
unequivocal terms in other contemporary and near contempo-^
1 . - rary writers. According to his information 6 imama was
the crown of the Arabs and people from all walks of life
2
habitually wore it on their heads«
His book al-Bukhala’, written towards the end of his 
life, which is more imaginative than factual, is a
~z
"portrait gallery"* Supplemented by humorous anecdotes 
of a piquancy all their own and unique in Arabic litera­
ture, the book is designed to demonstrate that Arabs 
excel in generosity whereas non-Arabs are inclined to be 
niggardly* His acute power of observation, his light 
hearted scepticism, his comic sense and satirical turn 
of mind fit him admirably to portray human type and 
society, which moreover he did^generally keeping within
A
the bounds of decency* This book of Jahiz is a treasure-
o o
trove of information on the food and dietary habits of 
different groups of people living in early Abbasid society*
10 There are, however, some traditions which stress that 
turbans should form an article of dress of a Muslim* 
of* Concordance * sov0 c imam a; see also, MnCanard,AJECh 
viii^200ffo_It is only~Tn the 7th/13th century that 
Ibn ICh alii kail (d* 681/1282) notes that the Qadi Abu 
Yusuf was the first man to recommend specifid dress 
for the ulema and other officials*(cf« Wafayat,xi,56)°
20 Jahiz, Bay an, iii, p^'j^
3«. EI^; S0V0 al -Djahi z (Ch» Pell at) ; idem , Life and works 
of Jahiz, pp025~26
In itself a remarkable feat given contemporary 
standards»
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One would not find such, details about the food of the 
common people, table manners and,, other allied information 
even in the culinary manuals surviving from the Abbasid 
periodo Al-Bukhalas also throws light on costume, house 
rents and prices of the commodities of the third century 
hijra.
His monumental work al-Hayawan is not merely n
*nr1‘ TrTB-rQr~l* i-rr
zoological lexicon but a mixture of theology, metaphysics 
and sociology where one can even find embroynic theories 
(although it is impossible to say how far they are 
original) of the evolution of species, and the influence 
.of climate and animal psychology• In his own peculiar 
style, the author takes certain animals and sets out
A
verses, anecdoues and traditions concerning theuu Because 
of the voluminous nature of the work, the book offers 
us a mass of raw materials on diverse subjects which one 
has to scrutinize and utilise carefully,, "Animals'' has 
offered us a great deal of material on hunting, food, 
games and sports and economic matters such as price etc *
It is not in al-Tabassur bi’l-Iijara but in al-Hayawan
^ 1 " 1 O o ....  ■■ 1 1 ^ o
that one would find price quotations of animals and some 
other commodities„ Speaking on pigeons, for example, he 
reveals that "pigeons have such high intrinsic value and 
such superiority that a single bird may sell for >^00 
dinars; no other animal can command such a price, neither 
the goshawk, the peregrine falcon, the saker, the eagle, 
the pheasant, the cock, the camel, the ass nor the muleOOD
2 . -
ScV* al-Djahiz (Ch« Pell&t); idem, Life.and works of —• * 0 * —  -  • -   - -
Jahiz, Eng T~Tr „ p „~*21 D
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You will find that a young male pigeon of good pedigree will
fetch 20 dinars or more, a female 10 dinars or more and an 
1eSS 5 dinars ." This passage is but one example of numerous
interesting passages contained in al-Hayawan by Jahiz. The
* • •
prices quoted by Jahis may be exaggerated but we are not in
9 9
a position to check them as no other source, either contempo-
p
rary or near contemporary, contains such type of information*
In this sence, Jahizfs information on numerous topics is
• •
unique and ‘unchallengeable*
Though the data given by Jahiz is of high merit, they
♦ •
are not to be taken as infallible. In his rhetoric and 
humorous style he often fell a victim to exaggeration and 
made some obviously erroneous statements* His remarks on 
animal psychology^ and on the specialization of particular
2l
trades by certain groups are faulty and should be 
scrutinized with extreme caution.
Hayawan, iii, p. 212. The passage is translated in Pellat's 
Life and works of Jahiz, p. 150 ...... ——■— —--  B— ir
2. Of., for example, Ashtor, Prix.. section, 'animal prices1*
5* Por example, animals could be hunted through music* (Hayawai 
vi,pp. ^71-72). On this point see later in'the chapter 
Hunting, of this thesis, p. 267.
4. Cf., for example, his remark that Jews are mostly cuppers, 
dyers, tanners, butchers or tinkers. (al-Radd 4 ala al- 
Nasara, in Pinkel’s "Three Essays", p.17). That dyeing i\ras 
a Special profession of the Jews is corroborated by other 
sources; but Jahiz*s other assertions would seem without 
foundation or at least generalizations on limited evidence. 
Jews, on the other hand, are seen, especially from the end 
of the 3rd/9th century as leading moneychangers and bankers, 
(cf. El2, SoV. Pjahbadh (W.J.Pischel); idem, Jews in the
economic and poITbTcal"life of Medieval Islam, London,1937; 
cf. also, FI.A.J.Begg, Tlie social STstory of the labouring 
classes in 4 Iraq under the^AbbasTds, Chapter,- Survey of the 
Sounces’7~The”~’findings of H . J.Cohen ( JESHO, xiii, 197'0? PP • 16-6" 
sHow that a considerable number of Muslim scholars, 
jurisprudents and traditionists engaged in such manual work 
throughout the early Islamic period.
The literary adab made fashionable by Jahiz was
• ♦
systematized by a junior contemporary of his, Ibn Qutayba 
fcAbd Allah, b. Muslim al~Dinawari (d. 276/889-90), one of 
the great Sunni polygraphs of this period, being both a 
theologian and an adib. His adab comprises an ethos and 
a culture in which are united the intellectual currents of 
Abbasid society of the early 3rd/9th century* It displays 
an intent to popularize the prevalent social norms and
A
mannerisms among at least a certain literate public. His
padab has been described as "a kind of humanism" for its
egalitarian overtones and its general preoccupation with
the problem of introducing the lower social groups into
the mysteries of the so-called "higher culture"* Unlike
Ibn al-Muqaffa* and Jihiz, Ibn Qutayba introduced a
# •
prose whose dominant characteristic was ease and facility. 
His sentences are more simple, short and without artifice*
1. Eilirist, p. 121; Khatib, la’rikh, x, p. 170; Yaqut, Irshad,
r - *■' T,-L,r ft    ' 1r'" '
i, p. 161f* ; cf. also, EI^ sTvv. Ibn Kutayba (G.LecomheT* 
cArabiyya (H„A.R„Gibb), 6Irak (Ch. Pellat).
2. Elf s.v* Ibn Kutayba, (G„ Lecomte).
Of his 14 printed hooks, Kitab 4Uyun al-Akhbar, Kitab al- 
Maysir wa11-Qidah and Kitab al-Ashriba are of direct 
interest for this study, The chapter on food and detailed
information on costume and games in the 4Uyun al-Akhbar--
originally a large compendium of adab --- have been
extensively used in shaping this study into its present 
form. Kitab al-Ashriba devoted to fermented drinks, and 
al-Maysir wa'1-Qidah, a juridico-philological study on'"r_ri™1" ■ . n ...... J.Tp
games of chance throws sidelights on various aspects of 
social life. His other books (e.g., K.al-Ma*arif, a histo­
rical manual with encyclopaedic appendices on very varied 
subjects, Adab al-Katib, K.al-Shi6r wa'l-Shu4ara?) have 
also occasionally been consultedo
An Andalusian writer and poet who was born, lived 
and died at Cordova,Ibn *Abd Rabbih (b. 246/860; d„328/
940) astonishingly provided a great deal of material on 
contemporary Abbasid society. His monumental work on adab 
entitled al-^Iqd al-Farld "(The Unique Necklace" is 
apparently based on data drawn from the works of Jahiz,
o o
Ibn Qutayba and others who had assembled the elements of 
Arab culture. The 1Iqd is a sort of encyclopaedia of 
knowledge and general culture. The 6th, 7th, 22nd, 23rd, 
24th and 23th chapters of the 6Iqd dealing respectively 
with religious knowledge and the principles of good 
conduct (adab); proverbs, anecdotes, nature of man and 
animals, food and drink, and diverse anecdotes are directly 
related to our study. A basic characteristic of this 
encyclopaedic, work is that, apart from a portion of the
210 See for his biography and literary appreciation, El , 
s.Vo Ibn' cAbd Rabbih (C. Brockelmann) and the sources 
quoted there, in particular the introductory note 
given by the editor of al-tlqd al-Farid.
ur.juza it contains very little of Andalusian origin and 
aims at presenting the social and cultural practices of
A
Abbasid Iraq to an Andalusian audience.
In his anthology of verses and prose entitled Kitab 
al-Muwashsha, the well-known litterateur Abu Tayyab Muhd.o o
bo Ishaq known as al-Washsha’ (d. 325/936-7)^ gives us a 
vivid description of a social group known as Zurafa’
o ' —
(people of elegant and sophisticated taste). In his 
typical style, Washsha ’ enumerates the habits of elegant 
people in matters of their dress, food, drink, table and 
social manners. While concentrating on the traditions 
relating to the dandies of Baghdad he occasionally mentions 
the common people and their behaviour in society as a 
contrast. Under the headings of food, dress of the elegant 
etc., he explicitly distinguishes between the tastes of 
the common people on the one hand and of the elite on the 
other. Washsha’ is, therefore, an indispensable source for 
the Baghdadi society of the late 3rd and early 4th century 
hijra.
The 4th/10th century . bellottrist (adib), a great 
admirer and imitator of Jahiz, Abu Hayyan al-Tawhidl (d.o o ' C» o
414/1023) was a capable recorder of contemporary intellec­
tual life with good interest in social affairs? . Though
o
1 * El , SoV. Ibn {Abd Rabbih (0. Brockelmann)
2. Irshad, vi, 277f; Khatlb, Ta’rlkh. 1,253; GAL, i,124; 
Supplo i, 189; cf. also El , s.v. eIrak (Ch. Pellat) 5A ~
El , s.v. al-Washsha’ (C. Brockelmann); F. Rosenthal, 
Humour in early Islam, p. 71» n.1«5 SI,xi,39ff°
 ^ -r- rj. P —
3. For a study on Tawhldl, see El ,s.Vo Abu Hayyan al-O “ — " o"""
Tawhldl (ScMo Stern) and the sources listed there; see-a- —^"2 „
also El , svv. < Arabi5rya (by H.A.R.Gibb) and ‘Iral^ ,
(by Ch. Pellat).
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al-Tawhidi does not belong to our period of study (i.e.,
o
3rd century of hijra), his data on food and labouring 
classes contained especially in his masterpiece Kitab al- 
Imtac wa11-Mu? anasa are of great value.. The material 
derived from this book shows that the food habits of the
i
people living in the 4-th century underwent almost no 
change from the 3rd century onward-* His K* al-Basa’ir wa'l*-
_  ru 1.1 ... I I . . - _ W. ITli I- - -
Dhakha*ir contains invaluable material on the economic
and social status of the lower1- professional groups such
as cuppers, building workers, sailors, tufayliyun (gate
©  jjm
crashers) etc.
The versatile genius al-Thacalibi (350/961-4-29/1038), 
though not an adab writer in the strict sense, was a
/i
writer with wide interest in cultural and social problems I 
His encyclopaedic work Lata^if al-Ma6arif is in fact a” O......
mine of information on diverse topics among which social 
topics occupy undoubtedly a prominent place. The 
excellent English translation of the book by Prof. C.E. 
Bosworth has increased the value of the book in many ways. 
Materials contained in his other books will be discussed 
in other groups of literature.
Another powerful writer at par with Ibn Qutayba1s 
style and indeed of Jahizian style was the 11th century
O Q
writer al-Raghib al-Isf^^11^  (d. about 502/1108)? Iiis
— -f 21. On Tha6alibi, see El , svv. 1Arabiyya (HoA.R.Gibb);
4 Irak (Ch. Pellat); EI^, s.v. Tha6alibi, (C.Brockelmann)j 
cf. also, Prof. Bosworth1s long introductory note in 
Lata9if* s English translation.
2. EI^ 7~~“sTv . al-Raghib al~Isbahani (C. Brockelmann)
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popular book Muhadarat al-udaba’ wa muhawarat al-shulara’
1 . I. J1 - l0  -roTu - ji t ft ■ i - i .rLMiiTij. ' ' 1 1 <» r 11 * ',r ’r  ’ T ^  '~T — *•'
wa al-bulagjaa? , as is evident from the title, is a 
collection of miscellaneous topics drawn from Arab poetry 
and history, politics and rhetoric, anthologies and 
collection .-of anecdotes and popular ethics, Though written 
in the late 11th century, the Muhadarat al-Udaba’contains"o-1 on '
sufficient information on the social life of the early 
Abbasid period. He adds considerable details on the social 
life of the lower px^ofessionals and supplies information 
on social and economic developments that had occu^ed in 
Abbasid Iraq since the days of Jahiz,
© o
The work of scholars from Jahiz to Raghib al-
© ©
Isfahan! provides us with an opportunity to study the 
evolution of Abbasid culture over a period of 300 years. 
Perhaps no other medieval civilization can be studied 
over such a long span of time, as large gaps separate the 
findings of the scholars whose work has reached us,
(ii) Anecdotal and Narrative Literature,
Though anecdotes and stories are contained in almost 
every writing of belles-lettrists, some writers have 
devoted special attention towards producing anecdotal
literature --  a literature not merely entertaining but
incorpox^ating a portrayal of society and civilization. In 
the course of our discussion on Jahiz we have already
o o
mentioned his Ki t ab al-Bukhala?.Iiere we may introduce 
the anecdotal and narrative writings of Abu'l-Faraj al- 
Isfahan!, Tanukh!, Azdl, Hanadanx, Ibn al-Jawz! and 
Khabxb al-Baghdad!,
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The Arab historian, litterateur and poet Abu'l-FaraJ
al-Isfahan!1s (b0 284/897; d* after 360/970) voluminous 0
compilation entitled Kitab al-Aghanx is an indispensable 
source for the social history of the early Abbasid period0 
An estimate of Isfahan!1s talents and of his writings by
o
his Junior contemporary al-Tanukhl would not be out of ' 
interest here,, "I never found", he says, " a person knowing 
by heart such a quantity as he did of poems, songs, histori­
cal accounts, anecdotes of ancient times, authentic 
narratives and genealogies; besides which he possessed 
information on other sciences, such as philosophy, grammar, 
story-telling, biography and the history of Muslim conquests; 
he was acquainted with the branches of knowledge requisite 
for. a boon-companion, such as falconry, farriery, the
preparation of beverages, a smattering of medicine and
2astrology etc»"»
It must be remembered however that Isfahan! lived a 
life worthy of any wooer of Bacchus and worshipper of 
Venus„ He was an admirer of song, of the cup and the 
danceo He has even acknowledged his preference for "young 
boys"? From the religious point of view he was a pro-Shi1ite* 
In order to accept or reject a datum from the Aghani one 
should look into its sources, a perusal of which would 
reveal that the author used three different sources of
2 „
1„ El , SoV, Abu11-FaradJ al-Isbahani (Mo Nallino) ; see
in particular Nabih Ak.il* s thesis on the social life
-- -v 2of the Umayyads in the light of Aghani; cf„ also El ,
S o w 0 ‘Arabiyya (H„ADR„Gibb) and 1 Irak (0ho Pellat)*i'll*'i wina it,
Waf ayatii, 250; to this the high regard shown by the 
following scholars should be added* Tliac alibi, Yatlma, 
iii, p „ 109 ; Irsliad, v, 152; Fhatlb, fa *r!kh, xi, 4000 
i^Shad, v, pp* l58-9> 167.
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information viz* (a) oral narrations, (b) written books 
and (c) written narrativesP As the Kitab al-Aghanx is not 
a religious study, there is no logic why it should not he 
given its proper place among the writings on the subject of 
social’history*, If one excludes minor discrepancies, 
contradictions and historical faults, Isfahanl's Kitab al-^ 
AghanI, comprising of 21 volumes, stands as an important 
source for a graphic picture of Arab civilization from its 
very first days down to the end of the 3rd/9th century*
Since Isfahan! was a near contemporary author, his informa- 
tion on the 3rd/9th century is more reliable and less 
defective from the point of view of the sources# His 
materials on the gay life at the caliphal court especially 
of Harun al-Rashid, where convivial parties with caliphs, 
high officials, boon-companions, poets, singers and dancers 
dominated the scene-would seem far from erroneous* Apart 
from the data on literary criticism, Arabic music and 
song and the court life of the Umayyad$and early Abbasids, 
AghanI contains numerous scattered information of 
great value on such subjects as food, clothing, sports, 
festivities, houses and furniture, business and transaction* 
Indeed the ’Book of Songs’ is sometimes so detailed in 
giving information on social aspects that it is possible 
to write some of the chapters of early Muslim social 
history mainly based on the materials buried in this
— *v-1voluminous book of Isfahanlo A few examples of such
o
1. See, for example, the Ph«D* thesis of Habib Akii on 
Umayyad social life^ entitled "Studies in the social 
history of the Umayyad period as revealed in the Kitab 
al -AghanI V SO AS, 1960«,
interesting materials will perhaps be of interest here,, An
anecdote, related to late eighth century, mentions that a
well-dressed man requires three pieces of robes to visit
outdoors the durra‘ a as the top-coat; the tjubba as the
middle garment ; and the qam!s as the undergarment which
-1
touched the skin„ In another anecdote belonging to the
3rd/9th century, Isfahanl describes the difference between
©
a SlMtks and a qaba9 by saying that when a man tears his
o
qamls from the opening below the neck (the tjayb) to the
— Pfoot, it becomes a qaba?„
Another of Isfahanl’s book written on the tragico
history of the ‘Alids entitled Maqatil al-Talibln is not ^ - - •’ ’ri
related to our study and therefore has not been used
extensively«,
Al-TanukhI, al~Muhassin bo ‘Al! b„ Muhammad (327/938-
o o
384-/994), a qad! by profession and a courtier of Muhallah!
©
and ‘Adud al-Dawla^ was the author of some brilliant works 
containing materials for the social history of the second 
half of the 3rd/9th and the first half of the 4th/10th 
century„ His monumental book Nishwar al-Muhadara (originally  o o
contained in']0 vols, but surviving only in three vols) is, 
a portrayal of the social life of the Iraqi people*
—  -v-i1 *> Aghana. , xxi, p „ 150 
2o Ibid7~Vii,p0134/'r .
BI^ * sov0 al-Tanukh! (R» Paret); EI^,s0v o ‘ Irak (GhoPellat)
1 r jJ_L~1 ’ 111 n" “ 1-,-... 1
Margoliouth, The Table Talk of a Mesopotamian Judge, 
Preface, ppc v-vii; cfQ also Badri Pahd, al-Qad! al-— * o
TanukhI wa Kitab al-Nisliwar, Baghdad, 1966, p„ 7£i°
** On the definitions of these costumes see, infra. 
Chapter, Costume, pp. 63-66, 67-68, 70-71.
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His Nish war like other two books al~Musta(jad min facIat 
al-a(iwad and al-Faraj ba*d al-shidda is, in the form of 
entertaining stories, rich in detailed information on food, 
costume, prices of commodities, estates, games and sports, feast* 
and festivities, gay life of the caliphal court and social 
position of various groups of people living in Abbasid society.
a
He seems to be more cautious in accepting narrators than his 
teacher Abu'l-Paraa al-Isfahanl and more comprehensive than hisft
other teacher Sull. Apart from personal experiences Tanukhl . ■ * 1
derived his materials from oral traditions, from his father and 
learned scholars and savants (masha’ikh, *ulam a* and udaba?) , 
from literary sources and a great deal from secretaries and
A
fudges. Hxs choice of sources and mentioning of full chain of 
transmitters lends weight and credence to his writings.
Being inspired by Jahiz, the 4th/10th century prose-writer
• ft
Muhammad b. Ahmad Abu11-Mutahhar al-Azdl created a new genre
ft %  •
(in the field of prose) by delineating in his Hikayat Abl'l-
Qasim al-Baghdadl» a satirical but realistic picture of life and
.
manners in Baghdad. Bor our study of the social life of the
early Abbasid period Azdl offers us a good deal of material on
the food, drink and furniture of the Baghdadi and IsfahanI
houses. It corroborates the data given by Washsha* on the refine*
culture of Baghdad and contains a volume of additional
3xnformation otherwise not available in other sources.
Another specimen of anecdotal literature somewhat 
different from other narrative literature but forming a 
part of social history is the Maqaraat of the Arabo-Persian
1. See the preface of the Nishwar.
2* El? SeWc Abu11-Kasim (J.Horovitz); Hikaya,cIrak (CboPellat) •
3« Of.,for example, the information^on the AbbadanI mats which 
could be folded like cloth. (Azdl, Hikayat, p« 36).
writer Bad!4 al~Zaman al-Hamadani1 (358/968-598/1008). The
©
theme of the Maqamat or "seances" of Hamadani like those©
of Hariri are, as seen by Prof. Gibb, "firmly rooted in the
e
common life of the Islamic city, an,d portrays its manners
and its humours so realistically as to constitute one of
the most precious social documents of the Islamic Middle ^
2 —Ages"* Since Hariri (d. 516/1122) is very late a source ©
for our period we have tried to draw some material from
Hamadani, who is, however, a near contemporary to our
period. Hamadani's maqama madlriyya and maqama Baghdadiyya
©
are of special interest for our study as they reveal 
fascinating information on food, food shops, houses and 
other fields of social interest.
f
The anecdotal and humorous writings of the Sunni
Hanbalite Ibn al-JawzI^ (d, 597/1200) and those of al- 
©
Khatib al-Baghdadi^ (dc 4-63/1070) though belonging to the 
later Abbasid period, are veritable repositories of all 
sorts of interesting information on diverse aspects of the
social life. Ibn al-Jawzl’s Akhbar al-Humaqa wa*I-Mughaffalin,
©    __
Akhbar al-Ziraf, Kitab al-A&likiya’, Dhamm al-Hawa, Talbis
M rl1' O — 1 tt-t- t. , f . , ' f""
Iblis — - all deal with social life of the Abbasid period 
until the end of the 12th century AoD. These writings also
1 o On Hamadani, see El , s.vv. al-Hamadhani (R.Blacliere) ;
Hikaya and al-4Irak (Ch. Pellat); see also, W. Prendergast, 
The Maqamat of Bad!4 al-Zaman, Madras-London, 1915; 
the historical authenticity of the Maqamat, see Mazin 
Mubarak, in RAAD. 4-3-4-5(1968-70) in six series, Mufcama4 
al-Hamadhani fi khilal..."
2. EI ,^ s.v. 4 Arabiyya (H.A.R.Gibb).
3o EI^, s.v. Ibn al-Pjavjzi (H. Laoust) and the extensive 
bibliography quoted there.
4-. On Khatib Baghdadi see, El , s.v. (V/. Marpais), cf„ also 
Muniruddin Ahmad, Muslim Education and the scholars1
present some valuable economic data not to be found in
other sourceso Khatib Baghdadi's Kitab al*-Sukhaia’ (no© L ~"r~^r
match with Jahiz's Bufchala* either in style or contents)6 © — ___
al-Tatfll contain a number of interesting tales of the 
social; life ranging from the rise of Islam to his own 
period (i0e0, 5th century hijra). .Unlike Ibn al-Jawzi's
i**
writings, Baghdadi1s monographs are not comprehensive and 
limited only to two groups of people— - the misers and the 
'gate crashers'o The collections of "Thousand and one Nights" 
are fictitious in nature and contain very little historical 
authenticity. Bor these reasons we have avoided utilizing 
materials buried in these 'fairy tales'.
(continued from the last page):—
Social status upto the 5th century Muslim era in the light 
of Ta’rikh Baghdad0 ; also, Jc Lassner, The Topography
of Baghdado and Mal&eha Rahmatul1 ah, The women of Baghdad 
in the 9~1Oth centuries as revealed in the History of 
Baghdad of al-Khatib., Baghdad, 1963°
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(iii) Proverbial Collections.
She Arabic proverbs excelling in wisdom, wit and 
acute observation, couched in comparatively easy language 
and clad in similes of general human character are treasures 
for contemporary classical society, some of which are of 
particular importance because they are confined to certain
'I
localities, social groups and communities. She topic of the
present-day Arabic proverb as a testimony to the social
history of the Middle East has been vividly discussed by
Professor Goitein in one of his masterly essays a topic
which also reveals the importance of the classical Arabic
2
proverbs for medieval Muslim social history.
Al-Maydani's (d. 5i8/1124) comprehensive proverbial
collection Amthal al~‘Arab, al-Salaqani1s (c. 421/1030)
 •
Risala al-Amthal al-Baghdadiyya allati tajri bain al-‘Amma 
and Sha*alibi’s Shimar al-Qulub and .Samthil al-Muhldara,
-w-t— ■> ___  _ ____  _______  e #
on the collections of proverbs, maxims and dictums and the 
chapters on proverbs contained in adab literature (e.g., Ibn 
Qutayba’s cUyun; Ibn *Abd Rabbih's fcIqd) together with 
de Goeje's lists of the proverbs occurring in the 'la’rihh 
of labari, Kitab al-Agh.ani of Isfahan! and other classical
1 —1. El , s.v. Mathal (C. Brockelmann); Goitein, Studies, pp.
361-379; cf!“aTso, Begg, opoCit, Chap. Survey of the Sources 
Section, ’‘Proverbs and proverbial phrase “.
2. Goitein, Studies, pp. 361-379°
texts are mines of information on social, cultural and 
political events of the period concerened. Only a few 
quotations of such proverbs would suffice to prove this 
fact, “Heavier than the rent of the houseu( ^  o0 '
recorded by Talaqani reveals that the housing problem in 
Abbasid society was acute and the rent was exorbitant — — 
a fact corroborated by the statements of the 3rd, 4th and
p
3th centui^y writers * Though the phrase does not explain
the period in question, it can be applied on the basis of
other corroborative evidences, to the 3rd-3th century alike,
"Apples of Syria", *5Pigs of Hulwan", "Kulham of Khurasan",
• •
-  3 - -
"Melons of Khwarazm" etc., not only express the proverbial
especiality of a particular locality but also explain the 
excessive demands of these commodities everywhere with the 
refinement of taste and culture of Abbasid society.
"Gluttony diminishes wisdom1 ( id&aJt un&d; ixijl an^ table- 
without vegetables is like an old man devoid of wisdom"
( Jh 38 _ —  are indicatives of the
awareness of dietetics and the evil effects of gluttony and 
the importance of vegetables in the daily diet of the people.
These examples of proverbial quotations make it clear that 
the proverbial sayings constitute an important source material 
for the study of the social life of the Abbasids.
1. Talaqani, Amthal, p.7?No*7?
« — — -
2. See infra. Chapter, Housing.
hat a9 if, pp.136,183,237*238; PP°531,536*
40 O'ahis, Bayan, ii,p.81; Ibn Qutayba7 6Uyun, iii, p.219.
5« Raghib, Muhadarat, ii,p«6l2. According to Tha4alibi
(Thimar,p0 ^ 09) vegetables are the "Ornament’s of the table".
(iv) Poetical Literature.
That the poetry is the 1 dlwan1 (register) of the Arabs 
does not hold good for the Abbasid period. Prom the 3rd/9th 
century onward poetry was displaced from its former social
A
function by the new prose literature. Nevertheless, the 
dlwans of the 3^d and 4-th century poets preserve many interesti-
p
ng traits of social history in an indirect form. The witty
and humorous verses of Abu Dulama, a court jester in the
palaces of Saffah, Mansur and Mahdl (d. 160/776-7 03? 170/786-7)’“
* •
contained in AghanI, Tabari, Mas‘udl and other writers are
interesting and useful. It is to him that we owe, among other
things, the knowledge of the introduction of the tall head-gear
- 4and other official mark introduced by the Galiph Mansur.
dlwan of Abu Nuwas (died in Baghdad between 198/813
and 200/813) contains for the first time in Arabic literature,
together with panegyric poems, acrimonious satirical poems,
funeral odes and drinking songs, a special chapter containing
hunting poems (tardiyyat). The so-called zuhdiyat (ascetic)
poems of Abu1l-4Atahiya (d. 213/828-9) written in lucid and
simple style^ also throws some light on contemporary society.
The collection of verses of Buhturl (d. 284/897)j Ibn al-Buml
*
(d* 283/896), the Abbasid prince Ibn al-Mu‘tazz (d. 296/908) 
and the encyclopaedic writer Kushajim (d„ 360/970) — - all 
throw some light on contemporary social life through different 
angles.
2
1. El , s.v. *Arabiyya (HoA.R.Gibb)-
2. Cf. B. Lewis,"Sources for the Economic history of the Middle 
East", in Studies in the Economic History..,p.92»
3o El£, s .v . Abu -Dulama (Jo Horovitz).
4« See, for example, AghanI, x,'p. 236
3. Eor the life, and literary assessment of Abu*Atahiya 
see, H.A.A.ei-Kafrawy,"A Critical study of the poetry of 
AbtPI~fcAtghiya”, Ph.D. tn^rxs7~BUAS^   ~
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(v) Historic al Lit erature 0
The contemporary historian ^bn Jarir al~Tabari (do 3"10/ 
923) is an eye-witness of the events occurring during the 
later half of the 3rd/9th century* Since his main interest 
was to record "the History of the Prophets and Kings’1 one * 
would not expect a great deal of material on the social aspects
of life* Except for some passing remarks and incidental
records of topics of social interest it contains almost 
nothing on the social history of the early Abbasid period* 
Nevertheless he records the court life with comparative 
detail and gives some economic data and some fragmentary 
information on social groups like fityan, 6ayyar, shuttar,
—  —  - - 1 1 o o
etc* On the life of the clhimmis, however, he has much to
say, especially in respect of their dress, mount and
A
festivities -— - a fact conspicuously missing from other 
contemporary and near contemporary sources*
His junior contemporary, a brilliant historian and a 
callable geographer, Mas^udi (d* 3^5/95£> or 3^6/957) shows 
great interest in social life and records a volume o f  
unique informative material in his Murug al-dhahab wa 
mol adin al - 3 awhar» Though he is not an eye-witness of the 
events of the 3i'& century, his narratives on the whole 
would seem credible and trustworthy* The details he gives, 
though in an indirect form, on the costume of the various 
groups of people, on the food habits of the fich and poor
1o Taba?:-i, iii, pp0 1389-90»
o
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alike, on the pastimes of the caliphs, wazirs and high
dignitaries and on such other interesting topics^ gives
him a unique place amongst the Abbasid historians. To list
but a few instances of his unique information would suffice 
in order
here/bo prove his keen interest in social life. Speaking 
about the times of Mutawakkil, he reveals that the Caliph
favoured a special type of fabric known as mulhara ; people
11 '6 'J 1
followed him widely with the result that the fabric itself
came to be known as "thiyab al-Mutawakkiliya"» He adds
that this fabric was popular among the masses even during
his own tine (e* 352/942) » Speaking about the same Caliph
he further notes that Mutawakkil introduced a new type of
building style-—  the Hira style with large scale imitation 
2m  socxety„ Writing on costumes, he once remarked that 
the sleeves of the. qamis became so wide that it measured 
three spans (ashbar)^, whereas the tall caps (tawlla,~ ___ wam
danniyya) of the qadls became so popular among the masses 
that the Caliph Musta^n had to issue orders limiting its 
use only-to the qadi<A Speaking on the game of shatranjo o___
he remarks that a new type of play was introduced towards
the end of the 3**d/9th century which went by the name of
al-Jawarihiyya.^  The detailed description of the special
gathering held at the bidding of the Caliph Mustakfl to
discuss the favourite food of the period, and recording of
6poems on the topics of choice food , otherwise only
 ^° vii, p, 190
20 Ibid, vii, pp„ 192-93 
3® Ibid, vii, p 0 402 
4* Ibid, vii, p, 402 
Ibid, viii, p® 314 
6« Ibid, viii, pp0 392-406
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partially found in the diwans of the poeta, makes his 
writings all the more valuable and usefulc Judging from 
all this his minor faults such as contradictory remarks 
(cf. the report on the origin of nard are overshadowed 
by his invaluable, informative and unique materials on social 
historyo Por all these reasons, to call him a "social 
historian" would perhaps not be an overestimation.
The contemporary geographer and historian Yacqubi 
(d. 284/897) in his "History" and Baladhuri (eL* 279/892) 
in his Putuh al-Buldan give no mohe than some stray-j-w- - I _
information about the social life of the early Abbasid 
period. Among the later historians, Ibn al-Athir (dB 650/ 
1255) and Ibn al-Jawzi (d. 597/1200) also provide some 
socio-historical data about Abbasid Iraq. The surviving 
parts of Ibn al-Jawzi's Hunt az am (comprising of historical 
events of Baghdad and obituaries beginning from 257/871 
to 57V1179) is richer as a source of information on social - 
matters than the Kamil of Ihn al-Athir written in the style 
of Tabari.
Of much value and interest are contemporary local 
histories written by Ibn Abl Tahir Tayfur and Azdi. Ibn Abl
* o
Tahir Tayfur, -the Baghdadi littei'ateur and historian ( born * •
in 204/819-20 in a family of Persian origin and died in 
280/893) is the author of the famous "History of Baghdad" 
upto the reign of Huhtadip Unfortunately his work is not 
extant except for the sixth section dealing with the 
caliphate of Ha’n u n T h o u g h  the work?as P„ Rosenthal
1. Muru£, i, pp„ 157-58
2o s.v. Ibn Abi Tahir Tayfur (P. Rosenthal).
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observes, "is a pioneering and highly successful effort 
in the field of political local historiography leaning
a
heavily towards literary and cultural matters" , it also 
throws many sidelights on the social life of the period 
concerned.
The Ta’rikh al-Mawsil of Abu Zakariyya’ al«Azdi (d.
' " o
334/945-6) a 1highly creditable achievement of early Muslim
2 -historiography1 is, like his contemporary Mas^di’s
writings, a mine of information on different aspects of 
social interest not only confined to Mawsil but extending
o
to Baghdad and other important Abbasid cities.
(vi) Bureaucratic Writings.
The officials and the kuttab (secretaries) in the 
Baghdadi court produced■from the beginning of the 4th
7*
century onward a new type of historical writings-** which 
may be called "secretarial historiography". Since these 
writers maintained close links with bureaucratic personnel, 
had easy access to the official documents and possessed 
intimate knowledge of the court gossip and happenings of 
the inner circles, their treatises abound in. 
interesting materials on statecraft, civil administration 
and indirectly on various social aspects of life. Their 
inf ormatioiv especially the economic data on the salaries.
p — _ _
h  s.Vo Ibn Abl Tahir Tayfur ( F a Rosenthal).
2. Ibid, s.Vo aI~Azdi (F. Rosenthal).
5 * , Suppl o s o v o Taj_pikh, (H. A . R . Gibb ) „
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v .
of the different officials, /the annual budget of the caliphal 
court and the like are quite reliable and of particular 
use for our present study*'
A near contemporary member of the bureaucracy 
Jahshiyarl (d, 33^/942) in his biographical type of 
chronicle Kitab al~Wuzara? wa1!-Kuttab, tracing the history
r
of the secretaries of state and wa&irs until 296/908 
(however the history of the secretaries upto Ma’mun's era
s\
alone are extant) , preserves1 a number of incidental but 
valuable data on social and economic life of the early 
Abbasid period* It is from him, for example, that we come 
to know about the court holidays of the early Abbasid 
caliphs
foo-iifo sind nadim of the caliphs and the contemporary 
of Jahshiyarl was Abu Bakr b„ Yahya al-SulI (d* 335 or  
336/946 or 947)? His Kitab al-Awraq deals with various 
social aspects and is rich in poetical citations* His 
other book dealing with the history of the Caliphs Kadx
c
and Muttaqx is of very little importance for our study 
except for some cursors7- remarks incidentally related to 
earlier periods*
An important fifth century 'secretarial historian1 
was Abu*l-’Husain Hilal b* Muhassin al-Sabi (d*448/1056)^
® €> „ O
2 ~ -1»EI ? SoVo al-D^ahshiyari (D, Sourdel and the bibliography
noted thereTJ" -
2 o WuzaraJ, p* 166
3c Mascudi, Tp.nbih5 ppG 345?352; Khatib, la’riljh? iii, ppo 
427^32; Irshad, vii, pp0 36-7 etc* ; see also El ,s*v« 
al-SulI (I* Kratschkovsky)*
~c~_ (r. A .. ^
4* On Sabr? see El , s.Vo al-Sabl (E* Krenkow) and the 
detailed bibliography listed there*
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an officer in the Chancellery (Dlwan al~Ingha9)„ His Husun 
dar al~kh.il af a, in which he quotes extensively from the 
personal experiences of his grandfather, a member of the 
bureaucracy, is of great significance to the study of this 
thesis. Among other matters, it throws some light on the 
feasts and festivals of the Abbasid court and the official 
costume worn by the caliphs in their processions. Another 
of his book entitled Kitab al~Wuzara*, the extant part of 
which is devoted to the early Ath century wazirs ‘All bo 
‘Isa and Ibn al-Furat, is a fund of economic and social 
data. In many respects he is unique in his information and 
supplements the data of Jahshiyarl and Sul!0
(vii) Biographical Literature,
Ike biographical and encyclopaedic writings devoted 
to the life and works of individual authors throw many 
sidelights on the social affairs generally connected with 
on individual’s life. The Bihrist —  a biblio-biograpliical 
writing-—  of Ibn Nadim (do 585/995)? the Ta ?rlkh Baghdad 
of the Khatib Baghdad! (d„ A63/1070), the Wafayat al-A‘yan 
of Ibn Khallikan (d« 681/1282), the TaJrlkh al-Hulr.ama? of 
QiftI (do 6A6/121-8) 5 the ‘Uyun al-Anba 9 of Ibn Abl ‘Usaybi6a 
(590*“668/119z!-~1270) and the Irshad al~Arxb of Yaqut (d, 626/ 
1228) offer, within the framework of an individual’s 
biogmphy, a great deal of direct and indirect infomati on 
on vaidous aspects of social life. Though these writings 
have not been compiled in the period with which our present 
stud3f is concerned, yet their discussion on the lives of
individuals belonging to the third century hijra,with 
occasional references to social practices.are on the whole 
reliable and useful * These sources generally confirm the 
materials found in historical or adab literature and at 
times furnish much additional and unique information which 
enhance.’? the value of the biographical literature as
A
source material for social history.
(viii) Geographical and Topographical Literature.
A great deal of material on socio-economic history can 
be had from the writings of the geographers and travellers
p w
of the 3rd and 4-th century hijra. The Kitab al-Buldan of
Yacqubi (284/897) is a primary source for the topography
of Samarra9, its buildings, markets and economic lifec
Though all the works edited and published by De Goeoe in
BoGoA. series contain material in varying degree on matters
of social interest} the works of the 4th/10th century
geographers5 Ibn Hawqal (387/977) and MaqdisI (do 333/966)
©
entitled al-Masalik or Surat al-Ard and Ahsan al-Taqasim
are of particular interest for our study of society. Both
Ibn Hawqal and MaqdisI drew upon the experiences of 
©
X>receding geographers as well as their own observation 
and study. They opened up a new vista in geographical 
writing and widened its sco]?e to such an extent that now
1 o Bo Lewis, Sources for'the economic history... in Studies 
in the economic history of the Middle East, ed„ M.A.Cook, 
Londons 1970, pp. 91"92; Of. also, H.A.R.Gibb, Islamic 
biographical literature, in B.lewis and P.H.Holt,Histcrl:;ns 
of the Middle East, London, 1962, pp. 91-'58«
2. El s0Vo D'jughraf 1 ya (8. Maqbul Ahmad).
it included, a variety of subjects ranging from physical 
features of the iqlln (region) to mines, languages and 
races of peoples, customs and habits, religion and sects, 
character, weights and measures and the territorial 
divisions, routes and distances etc*, The writings of these 
two authors have furnished us with detailed materials on , 
the production and trade of various lands, prices of the 
commodities, regional differences in the habits of food 
and clothing, housing and other interesting topicsi,
Of no less value is the encyclopaedic work of Yaqut 
al-Rumi (d« 626/1228) entitled Mu*jam al-Buldan* His 
geographical dictionary— - although dates from the late 
Abbasid period, is a repository of historical, economic, 
social, geographical and topographical material and as 
such can.be used to substantiate, or.supplement the material, 
foundsin the earlier sources*
The topographical treatise of Ibn Mihmandar (c* ^Td/
9th century) entitled Bada’il Baghdad and the Manaqib Baghdad 
attributed to Ibn al-Jawzi (d* 597/1200) furnish data on the 
foundation of Baghdad, its population, census on the basis 
of the number of baths of Baghdad and other economic details* 
The material of Ibn Mihmandar on public bath;-:, and. its 
personnel has been incorporated in the writings of the 
authors of later Abbasid period (e<>go, Sabi’s Rusun* and
— „ p
Tanukhi’s Nishwar" )0nuniw
1o sw* D^ughrafiya (S., Maqbul Ahmad) 5 ibn I^awkal(A*
Mi quel) $ cf„ also A  Krackovskiy, Ar ab skay a geo gr afic ekaya 
literatura (vol. iv of his collected works) Moscow-Iienin-- 
grad,1957 « Ar „ tr* (chap*i-3cvi published so far) by S*D*
* Uthman Hashim, Gaixx>,1963; A* Mi quel, La geographie 
humaine du monde musUlnan jju.squ’an milieu jduj£i£ s*, 1967« 
20 See, Rusum, p0 19f» ; Nishwar, i, p« 193*
(ix) Hisba Manuals.
Hisba manuals written for the guidance of the rauhtasib 
(market inspector; the municipal officer) contain a wealth 
of information for our study, These manuals abound with insightj
into the economic and social life of the various groups of
A ^ o
people, The Zaidi manual of hisba of the 3rd/9th century
the period with which our study is concerned — is interesting
in the sense that it mentions various topics of social interest
in a direct or indirect form. To this the Ahkam al-Suq of
Yahya b. cUmar of Cordova (3rd/9th century) could be added for
comparative study and be supplemented by al-ShayzarS*s (d. 589/
1193) Nihayat al-rutba fi talab al-hisba and Ibn al-Ulthuwwa5 s
gin —  I * ' ' ...   V'1"".....
(do 729/1336) allm al-Qurba, The materials in these 
monographs are theoretical in nature, yet their importance 
for social history cannot be underestimated,
(x) Juristic Literature.
Juridical writings such as the Kitab al-Khar ad of Abu 
Yusuf (do 182/798), Qudama b. Ja‘far (do 238/839 or 337/94-8) 
and Yahya bo Adam; Kitab Sharh Adab al-Qadr li'l~Khassaf by
C G © **— *- 0
Ibn Maza^(d. 536/1141) etc, contain useful insights into
prevalent social practices, and as such are indispensable fo:e 
a comparative study of theory and practice of social norms 
and behaviouro
2
1 * El , So Vo Hisba; Serjeant, Is 1 amlc T ext ii os, Al, ix, p * 51; 
eft also, Begg, op »cit,1 Survey of the Sources1, section,
 ^^3rl 3 1) £3,. Q xi'Q, "L 3 ^
2o Edrbid by R«.B« Serjeant, in RSO, 28(1953) j PP* 1-31*
3o The monograph has been recently edited by KoI*H»I*Surty for 
a Ph.Do thesis, SOA.S, 1972.
(xi) Biographies of the Judges.
The biographical studies of the judges compiled in 
narrative style by the contemporary QadI WakT* (d. 306/918)
o
in his Akhbar al“Qudat and by the QadI al-Kindl (dG 350/961)" " tB r |  ^• *r L •
in his al-Wulat wa'l-Qudat contain a number of evidences of 
practical demonstration of the theoretical juridical 
literature. Special mention has been made of the status of 
the qadl in Islam, their robes, emoluments and their private 
life. Both WakI* and Kindi offer us a great deal of direct 
and indirect information on social and religious status of 
different groups of people. Bor example, Wakl* records 
that according to the QadI Shurayh the ahahada of the
W-«»l
pigeon trainer and the hammaml was not accepted in the
i ■* I ., n i u
court — —  a point indicative of lower legal status of these 
professions in society.
(xii) Hiyal literature
Hiyal literature . according to Sehacht is "one of our
most important sources for the knowledge of the legal
Ppractice of the Muslims in the middle ages"~„ The books on 
hiyal written by Shaybanl (A. i89/805) and Khassaf (d„ 261/874) 
which have survived and have been edited are contemporary 
documents of direct and great value for our study of social 
hi story» They show how people, from almost all walks of life,
1. Wald/ , Akhbar al-Qudat, ii, pc 308
p P"”", _ _qixi _ t_
20 El ~ s s ®v« Ipltii X Schacht) »
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tried to find out, within the limits of the sharlta, certain 
devices (hiyal) to solve tlieir complicated problems in 
social, economic and other spheres of lifec A typical 
example can be seen in a hlla (device) recorded by ShaybanI
i
that if a man vows not to wear an izar , and afterwards he
wears a rida? in the fashion of the izar, he would not be ■*
“ 1a hanith (sinner)-—  a point indicative that the rida * could 
also be used as an izar,
(xiii) Culinary manuals*
The manuals of culinary art, though directly related 
to cuisine, embrace a great deal of material on social 
topics related to food such as table manners, diet and 
dietetics, drinks and the like* The earliest surviving 
treatise on cuisine is that of al-Warraq (a writer of the 
early 4th/1Oth century) entitled Kitab al-Tabikh wa Islah
i0 C* O
al^aghdhiya al -ma’kulat —  a book of prime importance
for our studyo The Kitab al-Wusla ila* 1-Habib by Ibn £ Adim 
(do 660/1269)^ and the Kitab al~lablkh of ^Abd al-Karin al- 
Baghdadi (dc 637/1239) are also useful for supplementary 
evidenceso Of almost equal importance are the books 
entitled 3? a wa»i d al --M a w a? i d ^ and Ri sal a Ad ab al -Hu ? ak al a 
of Ibn al-Jazzqr (d0 6/9/1280) and of Muhammad al-GhazzI 
(d0 984/1577) resxjectively enumerating various dos and 
don'ts of wining and diningo
1c Makharid fl'l-Hiyal, p„ 64*
o
2o is lodged at the Bodlien Library,
Oxford, (No* Hunt, 187)o 
3o Bre Muse Ms, No* Or, 6388; also SOAS, Ms. No* 90913- 
4* Br„ Mus, Ms, No0 0ro 6338*
(xiv) Treatises on Falconry and Chase*
Though a number of treatises, exclusively devoted to 
the art of hunting by animals, were written in the early 
Abbasid period, very few of them have survived* These 
treatises written primarily on the art of training of 
predatory animals, their species, their diseased etc®, 
interspersed with poetical citations from contemporary 
poets, are a good source of information on many social 
aspects.
The earliest surviving works on hunting are those
written by a writer of many-sided interest, Kushajim (&• 961
or 971 A*B.). His first tract on falconry entitled ICitab al~
Bayg.ara exists in manuscript form (of which a few extracts
have been published in JASB in 1907)6 It is the basic work
that has been
oh falconry and the art of the chase,/much exploited by 
later writers* His second book entitled Kitab,al-Masayid 
wa11-Matarid is in fact a complete monograph on the art of 
venery and falconry* It also gives great attention to adab 
and supplies us with a lot of valuable information otherwise 
not found in adab literature or historical writings* 
Kushajim’s writings like other Arab works of chase and 
hunt suffers from certain naive and fabulous beliefs which 
originated in part in the imagination of the Greeks and came 
to the Arabs through Arabic translations(eeg*, Aristotle's 
"History of the Animals")*
1o A transcribed copy of the original Gotha manuscript is 
in SOAS, Ms* No. 2091*
A contemporary of Kushajim, belonging to the court of 
the katinid Caliph 4 Aziz bi'-llah (975-96) devoted a treatise 
al-Bayzara to this Caliph which possesses rich materials on 
the nature of predatory birds and beasts, on the long
i
experience of the anonymous author and that of the specialists 
in hawking* The book is excellent for the history of hunting 
of the katimid period and therefore of little use for our 
study except in corroborating some data derived from Abbasid 
writers.
Apart from these three near contemporary works, the
*hawking-sport memoirs* of the illustrious Syrian hunter-
knight of the 6th/12th century Usama b. Munqidh (d. 1188 AoD.)
in his Kitab al-I4tibar4 the work of the Mamluk Muhammad al-
Mangll, entitled Kitab Uns al-mala’ bi wahsh al-fala*written ._____   _ *  _
in 1371 and the Kitab al-Mansurl fIll-Bayzara of an uncertain 
date help in supplementing, elucidating and corroborating 
materials to be found in the writings of the early Abbasid 
authors (eagM  Kushajim)* These writings possess a number 
of long quotations from the writers of the Abbasid period 
otherwise lost to the world (cf. for example, many excerpts 
in al-MansurI fx11-Bayzara from' an unknown author called al- 
Mutawakkill,perhaps the falconer of the Caliph Mutawakkil) 
and thus help in creating a bridge over the gap created by 
the loss of these valuable books0
Of considerable use and value are the materials found 
in the zoological writings of the contemporary author Jahiz
o o
(d* 255/869) (Kitab al-Hayawan); thirteenth century naturalist 
Qazwxni (599-682/1203-83) (Kitab <Aja*ib al-Makhluqat) and 
the 14th century author Damirl (742-807/1341-1405) (Kitab 
Hayat al-Hayawan) * All of them tend to give materials on 
diverse aspects of social life, whether directly or indirectly*
The latter author also possesses ah unusually interesting 
chapter on the Muslim table games viz* Shatranj and Ward.
(xv) Writings on Furusiyya and Hor
fupusiyya literature surviving from the Abbasid 
period9 is of great help for our study of social life« Some 
of it is devoted to equitation, hippology, farriery, archery 
and other akin subjects* The Kitab al-Khayl of AsmacI^  (d.
. -  o
213/828) and Kitab Asma? al-khayl al~sArab wa fursanihim of 
Ibn al-Kalbi and Ibn al-*Arab3! (do 207/828 and~231/845are 
treatises on philological erudition, but the Kitab Bllyat 
al-fursan wa shi< ar al-shujc an  ^of the Andalusian Ibn
Hudhayl of the 8th/14th century, Kitab al-Wadlh f i macrifat
* iln al-ramy (Br. Mus« 0ro9454) of Wadih al-Tabari (d.1295);
© o o
Kitab Nihayat al-sul wa; I~umniyya fi tac lim ac raal al-Purusiyya 
of Muhdo b«, 6 Isa al~Aqsara Ei (d. 1384 ?)^ ; Kitab al-Oaws wa’l-~ 
sahm (BroMuso Or.3134); Kitab al^Baytara (Br. Mus* Or.,1523); 
Risalaf111-rimaya (SOAS, Ms. 46339) of anonymous authors;
Kitab Ghunyat al~Tullab fi iaa*rifat al-rainy bi1 1-nushshab by 
Taybughas al~Baklamishx al-Yunani*^ (ca. 1368 A.D/, and 
Kitab al-Eurusiyya of Ibn Qayyim. al-Jawssiyya (691-751/1299- 
1350) are important sources for materials on games and
1.Edited by Haffner, Vienna, 1875*
2P Ed. by G. Levi Della Vida, Leiden, 1928«
3o Ed. and translated into French by L, Mercier ,Paris,1924.
40 Critical edition by A.LoS.M.Lutful Huq for Ph.D. thesis, 
SOAS, 1956a (still unpublished).
5« Translated into English by J.D« Latham and V/.E.Paterson, 
entitled ’’Saracen Archery”, London, 1970.
sports of Islamic periods in general and of Maraluk period 
in particular. These treatises, most of them far removed in 
time from the 3rd century hijra, provide a number of useful
.data on the early Abbasid period as they derived information
i
from earlier bobks of such nature available to them but no 
longer extant.
(xvi) Archaeological Studies.
The archaeological evidences are a vital complement 
to the literary sources. The voluminous works of Creswell and 
Herzfeld on Baghdad and Samarra’, the recent excavation
•t- *—
reports on Srraf by David Whitehouse , the publication of 
the Iraqi Government department of antiquities entitled 
Hafriyat Samarra? (Excavations at Samarra* - 1936-39) and 
similar other findings, not only enable us to collate the 
reports of historians and geographers but sometimes furnish 
additional information on public houses, sanitation, baths, 
ceramics, and a host of other topics related to the social 
life in the early Abbasid period.
(xvii) Numismatic Sources.
The surviving 'dinars and dirhams of the early Abbasid 
period are parts of documentary evidences for social history. 
Like miniature paintings, numismatic sources, especially 
those with figures, offer us visual aids<> These coins offer 
us, among other things, an opportunity of seeing the costume 
of the caliphs which can be identified through the help of
1o Bee, .Iran, 1968-1970
literary sources, The coins adorned with the portraits of 
the Caliphs Mutawakkil and Muqtadir are of particular 
interest. The reconstruction of Mutawakkilfs portrait on 
the basis of the debased dirham seems to be faulty as our 
literary sources do not mention any head-gear similar to 
that shown on the head of Mutawakkil.
(xviii) Inscriptions o
Inscriptions, survived on the pious foundations, various
mosques, tombs and marble slabs - now dispersed in many
the
museums— - are of particular interest for/social and economic 
historian. According to Prof. lewis the inscriptions on 
metrological objects (weights, coin-weights, measure-stamps, 
vessel~stamps, tokens) and trade-marks or certificates on 
manufactured articles, especially textiles and metalworks 
are also of interest. Inscriptions, therefore, form one of 
the important documentary sources for our study of social 
life of the early Abbasid period. It is known through 
inscriptions, for example, that the Caliph Harun al-Rashid 
built a cistern at Ramla in Palestine In 172/789*^
r*
do Bo Lewis, Sourceso. in Studies in the economic history 
of the Middle East, ed. by M.A.Cook, London,1970,po86« 
Creswell.. Early Muslim Architecture, ii,pp0 161-6A0; 
for one of the earliest waqf inscriptions see, M.Sharon, 
A waqf inscription, from Rani ah, Arabic a, xiii,l96G,
PP. 77-84.
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(xix) Dhimral Sources«,
The chronicles and other literature of the dhirami
populations under Muslim rule are useful for our study of
social history. As Prof. Lewis observe^, the non-Muslim
communities, living within the Muslim world, by virtue of
their coherence and institutional structure, often enjoyed
a continuity lacking in the larger and more fragmented
Muslim society, and were thus able to accumulate and preserve
'Irecords over long periods of time. The flbimmi writings, 
therefore, constitute a source not negligible for the social 
history of the Abbasid period especially for the history 
of the non-Muslims living xvi thin the‘Muslim community.
Both ‘Amr b. Matti and Marl b. Sulayman in their 
biographical type of books entitled Akhbar fatariqat kursi■1- 
Mashriq have preserved in detail , though in a critical tone, 
the regulations issued by the Caliph Mutawakkil pertaining 
to the distinctive dress, mount and dwellings of the dhirnmls. 
At certain points they add information on Tabarifs statements
AP ^ _
on the regulation. Marl b . Sulayman also informs us that 
the Caliph Harun, who had once imposed wearing of distinctive 
dress (ghiyar) on the Christians, allowed them to wear 
costumes of their choice at the indirect request of the 
Caliph’s private physician, Jibrxl b. B a k h t r s h u * a  point 
not to be found in Tabari and other Muslim writings.
1« Bo Lewis, Source^.., pp. 79-80,91«
2c 4Amr b. Matti, Akhbar fatariqat kursis 1-mashriq, ed. by 
Gesmondi, Home, '"‘Akhbar
. fatariqat kursi ’ !■-Mashriq, edo by ^esnondi^ Rome7^^9> 
po/9; of. also U'abari,xxx, 1389-90
o
3o Marx, op.cit, p. 73-
Other dhimml authors either contemporary such as Dc-nys 
of Tell-*Mahre (ca. 5*’d/9th century) or late such as Yahya
o
b. Sa‘Id (d<> 458/1066); Michael the Syrian (d*1199)? Dar 
Hebraeus 085/1286), Benjamin of Tudela (c0 12th century) 
and others give sporadic allusions to various social aspects 
of the Abbasid periods Besides furnishing materials on the 
life of the non-Muslims, these authors have incorporated . . 
in their writings, within their limited scope, a number of 
interesting information on Muslim economic, social and 
political history*
(xx* ) Miscellaneous Sources*
The heresiographical writings like that of al-Barq bain:al 
firaq of Baghdadi (&* 429/1057) and al-Milal of Shahrastani 
(do 548/115:^5 the pseudo-philosophical ’Epistles* of Xkhwan 
al-Safa (10th century onward); the an sab literature of 
Sam^anl (ch 562/1166) and Baladhurl (ca* 895); the mystic 
literature like that of ICashf al-MahJub of Hujwlri (d* 
between 465 and 469/1072 and 1077); the lexicographical 
writings like that of Hiikhassas of Ibn Slda (d« 458/1066) ?
*■ ■ o o ‘ C*
Mtab al-Mu* arrab of Jawaliql (466-539/1073-1144) ? Li sail of 
Ibn Mansur (dc 711/1311-"12) etc* supply us with bits of
o
information and cross references which are, at times, as 
necessary as other literary sources, to construct a composite 
picture of Abbasid social life*
1o See CoCahen, 1kiscalite, propriote, ant agoni sines sociaux 
en Haute-M^sopotamie au temps des premiers *Abbasid©s, 
d 3aprls Denys de lell-Malire3, in Arabic^aji, 1954,. pp*
136-52*
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The Athar al-Baqiya of BirunI (d„ after 442/1030) 
offers us valuable materials on the origin and development 
of festivals and festivities of different religions and the 
Mafat ih al~* Ulum of Khwarizmi (do 387/997) provides 
definitions of technical and scientific' terms such as ;the 
terminologies relating to a study of numismatics, administra­
tion, weights and measures, food and the like»Shabushtl*s 
(d*399/1008) Kitab al^Biyarat is very rich in materials 
useful for social history. Among other things, it describes 
the festivals of the Eastern Christians and enumerates the 
role of the impious Muslims who frequented the monastaries 
in quest of pleasure and sin. Ibn Zubayr's (ca„ 3th/11th 
century) al~bhakha*ir wa'l-Tuhaf is really a ‘treasure1 for 
varied information concerned with the court life such as the 
festivities and gifts of the court, the annual budget of the 
early Abbasid caliphs, the lists of articles left by the 
caliphs and wazirs and the like.
( xx±) Secondary Sources.
The secondary sources are, at times, vers7- important 
and of great assistance for our present study, not because- 
of the infoiroation they supply, but for their analysis and- • 
criticism of the primary sources. A number of orientalists 
have examined various aspects of social history of the 
Muslims in the medieval period. The economic historiau 
Bo Ashtor in his important book Histoire des prix et des 
salaires"dans 1 * orient medieval, and articles published in 
various journals, has'very ably dealt with the cost of 
living and the earnings of various social groups in the
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early Abbasid period* Though. Ashtor's study deals at greater 
length and more comprehensively with the economic life of 
late and post-Abbasid period, his critical approach and 
valuable information on the early Abbasid period is no less
i o
important. F. Vine's articles in the El on hunting animals
and sporting birds (e.g., bayzara, fahd, ibn ‘irs, ham am etc.)
provide very useful material. The author, being intimately
familiar with Muslim natural history, critically examines the
information given by Muslim writers often intermingled with
their personal prejudices and naive remarks on animal psychology
inspired mainly by Greek sources. F. Vire is, therefore, very
helpful in understanding various hunting terminologies current
in the medieval peidod but rarely used in modern Arabic0 M„
- 2Kodxnson m  his article Ghidha* m  the EX has collected useful 
information on the food habits of medieval Muslim society. His 
writings may, with benefit, be supplemented by those of 
scholars like E. Ashtor, M. Canard and H. 2ayyat. Other authors 
who have dealt with social history, either directly or 
indirectly, like Dozy, L. Mercier, R. levy, L.A. Mayer, B. Lewi? 
C.E. Bosworth, Duri, Mt. Jawad etc. have also been a great help 
in solving problems related to various aspects of medieval 
social history.
Observation on the sources <>
The sources portraying life in early Abbasid society are 
not without defects. Sources like anecdotes and stories contain 
exaggeration and inventions; hisba manuals and juridical 
writings are theoretical and seem divorced from reality; and 
the works on adab embody elegance and rhetoric more than a
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factual picture of social behaviour and cultural developments» 
Nevertheless, they catiQiot be brushed aside as untrue and 
ignored in any serious study of Iraqi social life* Indeed 
they are indispensable for a clear picture of medieval 
society* The late and sometimes post-Abbasid sources also 
are important for their rich references and citations from 
earlier sources* Thus, for instance, works such as al«
Kansuri f 1 1I~Bayzara preserve lengthy excerpts from
A
earlier works now no longer available* These fill in the 
lacunae when other sources are sparse and provide detail 
and precision or offer possibilities for a critical study 
in case of copious contemporary sources* Since medieval 
Huslim society was more or less traditional and conservative, 
sources near contemporary or of a slightly later period may 
carefully be relied upon especially when contemporary 
evidence is absent or scant* It is with this end in view, 
that we have supplemented, corroborated and sometimes 
derived materials from the sources not belonging to our 
period of study (i.e#, the 3rd/9th century)*
1 o Bee su}>ra, p * 4.5o
Chapter II 
COSTUME
The sartorial concept in Islam is more functional than 
formal. It also reflects social status> work, sex and even 
religious and ethnic affiliation* Some articles of wear 
represented official mark and symbol. References available 
in our sources relate more to the sartorial fashions and 
habits of the court and the important functionaries than 
to the social habits in general.
The general picture emerging from Arabic sources .
reveals that the various ethnic and social groups in the 
Abbasid period wore their own distinctive dresses** They also 
used to wear different dresses on festive and ceremonial
A
occasions and seasons* On the formal plane one finds that the
various state functionaries, the qadis, the deputy qadls,
© 0
Buttab, the kuttab al-Jund (military secretaries) etc.., all
2had different ceremonial dresses.
The costumes? worn by the people of different, social 
groups, in this period, can be divided into three broad 
divisions : (a) head-gear, (b) articles of dress for the 
body, and (c) foot-wear* It is to be noted that most of 
the costumes were common to all sections of the people, but
7
were different in colour, design and fabric quality^
1 o Jahiz, Bay an, iii, ppc Illiruq, vii,po 124; viii, pp.
14,181; Afghani? i,p„49; v,pp.51 ??407-8; Muhadarat, iv,p0 t
575? Ibn alfj'avjzi, Ziraf, pp. 85’-"86„
2v> Ibid, Bayan, iii, p #1140 Ibn Khaliikan tells us that
differentesTin dress for different functionaries were first 
introduced by the qadi Abu Yusuf (d<>182/798) <* (cf8 Wafayat, 
xi, p 0 58)*
5o While describing Arab costume, Ibn Manzur, the famous 
Arab lexicographer treated it in two bio ad divisions ;
(i) garments which are cut and sewn like the qamis, qub b a. 
sirwal etc. (ii) garments which, are not cut andT'sOwn like 
^He””riflas, i^ se?, mitrajC etc* (cf. Lis an., s,vt qatac) .
Losy’J ”:ui hi softie tToffiry of Arab costume, has fuXly descri­
bed the dress worn by the Arabs at different periods. (Con*)
(a) Head-gear*
Caps and turbans formed the main head-gear of the 
people from all walks of life.
During the time of the Umayyads and even earlier the 
use of an ordinary and short qalansuwa, probably shaped
A
like a skull-cap or a fez and made of fur or cloth , was in 
vogue; a turban was generally wrapped around it* During the 
Abbasid period a tall cap, probably made of silk and known
p
as qalansuwa tawila, became a popular article of wear. It
is reported that the Caliph Mansur, perhaps in imitation of
*
the Persian head-gear, introduced the practice of wearing
this tall qalansujja, which resembled the long tapering wine-
0ar known as dann. This assumption is further supported by
the pictorial representation of the Persian kings with tall
&
caps on their heads. It appears to have been cone-shaped,
a
though it could also be in the form of^truncated cone. The
(continued from the last page) : —  But his book seems to 
have a bias towards the usages of the western rather than 
of the eastern Islamic' worlds (cf. the omission of a word 
like mitraf from his dictionary as well as from his Suppleme­
nt). Dd2y, indeed, is of no great help in determining the 
fashion of some of the Baghdadi costumes. Nevertheless, his 
dictionary is an indispensable work for students of the 
history of Arab dress.
 0—
1o Ibn Sa'-d, Tabaqat, vi, p. 196; Aghanx ,xv,po7^i £!pbadai?aty 
iv,po 566o’* " Tr~~‘r~ ””
■s-P ^
2C Aghani , x,p« 256; Tabari, iii, p« 1528; Azdi, Ta’rxkh al~
°   rr:.m
B'awsiT, p0 216.; Husri, Jam* _al~Jawahir f 1' I^mulah waTT2
nawadir, p. 106.
5© A^hani^ x5p* 256; ShabushtiC, DiyaPat, p. 188; Referring
ITd'TtT" Abu'l-Parad al-Isfahani quotes the followingttwo 
verses, which satirize juhe introduction of the fashion 
into societyo (cf. ‘Afghani? x sp„ 256) :
^ x j,-’ if pt} j*U jjs 1:5
"We expected an increase (of favour) from the Imam , but 
he showed benevolence by an increase in the height of 
ppilanpuv/a; you see them reposing on men's skulls as If 
tKeyf'^ Tere^  Jewish^ wine*-* jars wrapped_in^burnous-cloaks15 <- 
4c Jali 1 Diyapur, Pushak ba-Astani Iranian, PIs« 151 * ^ 62,176,,
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tall shape of the tawila was maintained by means of an
A
internal frame-work of wood or reeds. (L^ JU-U £*] ^ »X1 — Of I l-L»  ^ ^
On account of its extraordinary height and popularity it 
was frequently known by the adjective tawila, without the
, | <j- - ^
2 — n« — — t*noun qalansuwao According to Mas‘udi, Harun al~Rashid did
not like the general use of the qalansuwa tawila.^Mu6tasim,
however, is reported to have re-introduced and popularized 
4it once again* His fashion of wearing this tall head-gear 
— —  and also of using muslin for his clothes «—  was so 
widely imitated in society, that the fashion itself came to 
be known as Mu6 tasimiyat 0^ Although the tall cap (danniyya) 
was to become a characteristic head-dress of the qadi (a
c
fact evident from Shabusbti1s story of Sa6d b* Ibrahim and
— 6 7‘Ubada, and also from Dozy’s definition of danniyyaf), its
use seems not to have been confined to any particular group,
until the Caliph Musta^in limited its use to the qadi only.^
1 * Aghani^, x, pc 256„; Azdi, op.cit; p Q 216; BalkhJ., Kltab
2 al^Bad4 wa11-Ta5rikh, p, 91®
- hoziy! SupnTei'nelrH7~siv* tawila
3° Murutj, viii, p 0 502*
4„ Ibid, viii, p* 302° ■
5* Ibid, viii, p. 502.
6* hiyarat, p* 188; these two persons lived In the time of 
the~TTaTiph Mutawakkil, the formei* was a secretary and the 
latter was a nmkhanriath. Said b, Ibrahim's remark 
( •' i p >1 oA# ) "a mukhannath without
whore is like a qadi without danniyya" indicates 'that 
as whoredom was indispensable for the mukhannath, so the 
danniyya was essential for the qadis* I'or "more details 
orTTh e _ qadi' s he ad- ge ar see, I) an.nl yy at al -jqadi; fl 'I- * a s r »V- 
‘Abbasi, Nikhael 4 Awwad, in al-lixsdla HJTTaTiro J, ~x(194 2) ‘ 
nos. ^ >-196, pp. 979-81; 10t)6^ iT5Q7o
7<> Hozy, Dictionnaire, pc 185®
8o Nuruj, vii, 402* The tall cap (danniyya) of the qadi 
. ‘ sometimes * became so lon^'anai.imp that a°M 
litigant called it a top-boot (khuff) 0 (cf „ Kindi, Wulat 
589f »)
The tall caps of the Abbasid period, although designed as 
tawila and danniyya, were also known merely by the adjectives 
and. Dawraqiyyao^ The Rusafiyya derived its name
0 1 o
from a suburb probably in Baghdad and was a favourite head-
ogear of the caliphs, princes and wealthy people *
It is worth mentioning here that the Abbasids wore 
turbans on all caps, perhaps in response to the Prophetic 
tradition that "the difference between a Muslim and an 
infidel is the wearing of a turban on the cap"
*Imama :—
The second popular head-dress of the period under 
discussion was the 6imama or turban,, Prom the caliphs down 
to the 6 ainma, which included even the thieves and the rogues, 
all had an 4imama suited to their position*^ (Imama was
a length of cloth wound round the head, sometimes as far
S Gdown as the ears , and even the cheeks, one end of it being
hung between the..^shoulders* This tail or the hanging portion
of the cloth was called £adhaba. An 6 imama without an
6 adhaba was considered a bid*- ac There was no fixed rule
with regard to the length of this turban cloth and that of
the {adhaba„ The former depended on individual taste and
the more ostentatious a man was, the greater was the length
of his turban clothe^ The length of the Gadhaba was usually
four fingers
 ^° T a,jar lb, iii, ppc 152-53; Sabi, Rusum, p<.81; Nish war, viii,
p«12; Khatlb, Ta’rikh, iv,p<,6; cf* also, Badri^ ^Tmma,pu 13°
2* Yaqut, Buidan, ii7783*-4-; Serjeant, Islamic Textiles,, Chap* 
II, p0 ~ _ ■
3° Concordance, s0v0 cimama, see also the vej;se quoted 
earTier in connection with the tall cap, p B 59011«3°
do Jahiz, Bay an, iii, p 011 I <>
5 * Ibid, ._Bi^hala?, p » 310°
Tabari, iiTJ p. 781o 
7o Fiaqo p. 129.
The wearing of the 6 imama, when out of doors, was
considered indispensible for males except on occasions of
1 2 pilgrimage or of condolence» While in their offices,
government personnel, following the official colour of the
i
i
Abbasids, had to wear black turbans and were not allowed to 
take them off, even for a respite. Anyone found not strictly 
observing this official etiquette was subjected to humilia­
tion and even to corporal punishment, Hilal al-Sabi (359~Zl-4-8/ 
969-1056), in his Rusum, relates some interesting anecdotes 
about such punishments.
According to Abu'1-karaJ al-Isfahanx and Ibn al-Jawzi
■ . —  ZL
the 6imama was the main distinctive dress of a man. To put 
off the * imama in an assembly was a kind of punishment*^ In 
the language of Abu'l-Aswad al-Du’ali the * imama was " a 
shield on the battlefield, a net in the summer-, a dithar or
outer garment in the winter, and an honour in the assembly,
a protector in vicissitudes, and an increase In the stature
6 *7of a man". It also served the purpose of a purse^ and was
sometimes used to hide the identity of a man when he was
o
in a disadvantageous position. Needless to say, people in 
all walks of life must have striven to increase the quality
1c Ibn al-Jawzi, TalbIs ; cf, also the books of Fiqh, Chap, 
Man asIk al-HaJJa 
20 Aghanx, x, p* 190,
3* SaFx7~Rusum, pp* 77? 96, 72°
... ““ r
I, Aghani ,xv, p e 71; Ibn al-Jawzx,Mudhash, p a 169; cf, also,
Kat t ani, Pic am a li-mac rlf at ahk am^sunn at al »•c i m am a, p »13 
5c Huntazam, x, p* 89°
6o Jahiz, Bayen, iii, p„ 100 ; Muhadarat, iv, p* 371*
7° Nishwar, in RAAD, xii, p, 693; Dozy, Dictionnaire^po 236„
  z  _.. ~ ' ,;,p “*'■ If"..
8* Muj.npi_, vi, p* zi-78; Aghanx, v, p 0 218; Nishwar, ii, in HAAp.
of such an important article of wear. They not only chose 
fine stuff for it, but also adorned it sometimes with gold 
and costly materials * We are told that the turban presented 
to Mukhariq, the singer, by the Caliph Amin was so heavilj7-
S\ ,
woven with gold that ’it dazzled the eyes'. From Mas^udi's
Muru.i it can be seen that the ghuzat had a special type o,f
tu rb a n  known as ‘ ama’ ira a l - g h u z a tV ^ A lth o u g h  o u r sources
do not give any specific information about it, it must have
been a part of uniform or a distinctive turban by which the
ghazis, i.e., the frontier warriors who made tjihad against 
-
th e  i n f i d e l  , could be d is t in g u is h e d  from  th e  r e g u la r  s o ld ie r s
4. ~
of the Caliph. Another kind of 6imama known as cAma?irn al
Musmata , i.e., a turban made of a cloth of a single colour,
was, according to Sabi, a special article of head-gear
o
reserved for high ranking officials and commanders , whereas 
the boon companions (nadims) of the caliphs wore mostly the 
‘ama3im al-washi al-mudhahhaba (turbans of gold-figured
silk). From Sabi it is also known that the descendants of 
Ansar (awlad al-Ansar) wore a special yellow turban in the 
earlier centuries of Muslim era. The practice, however, 
ceased from the 3th century hi^jra onward.^ Wealthy people 
had a number of turbans which they wore on different
—
1. Aghani , xxi, p. 239=
2. MurhJT* vii, p. 133°
5« Fl^s .v . Gh-azi, (I. Melikoff ) .
A. Badri, 6Tmam a ,pP. q4— 15 ; The Caliph Harun. .al-Kashid is 
credited" to* have worn a qalansuwa, inscribed with the _ 
words " ‘iU j{i " when he'^ihvaded Greek territory in
the year 19O/$03° (cf. Tabari, iii, p.709seq.)
o
3° Rusum, p. 96.
6. Ibid, p. 96. WhshI is a kind of silk material made in
different colours, and sometimes threadod with gold. (cf.
I)ozy, Suppl.* s o v o) o
7* Rusum, p . 4-1.
1occasions, while the poor used scrap of cloth as their
-  2 -‘ imamao Some o f  th e  s u f is  and th e  p e a s an ts  in  g e n e ra l used
rrT1'l,_l,1J a
for their 4imama dyed fut , a kind of coarse silk which is 
said to have been imported from India
(b) Articles of dress for the body :—
— .....   r- - ' - -r ^
As has been mentioned above, the costume of the people 
in Abbasid society varied according to the social groups 
ethnic affiliations, occasions and seasons. According to 
Jahiz the costume of the Arabs was known by the name of
c •
shi4 ar i 0e 0, clothes worn next to the bare body, and of 
dithar, clothes worn outside the shikar* The shirt, and 
the trousers are shi4 ar and the other garments are dithar *
The general articles of wear (other than the head-gear and 
foot-wear) were the izar (waist wrapper), the rida? (mantle), 
the jubba (long garment), the qamis (shirt), the durra4 a 
(a long coat of wool open in front), the mitraf ( a square­
shaped wrap with ornamental borders); the ghilala (chemise), 
the sirwal (drawers), the sudra (waist coat), the taylasan 
(a robe with hood), the qaba? (a loose outer garment), the 
4 aba9 (a simple outer garment) etc*
1c Dhakha? ir, ppQ 229-30 ? Ibn 4 linad, Shadharat al-Dhaliab, 
XoTirro7'~350-31) 3 iv, p * 101« — - —  —
2* Ibn al-Jawzi, Talbis, p* 198*
3* Shari shi, Shark Fiaqamat al-Hariri, iii, p„ 30; Fakhra, 226, 
40 Lis an, ill O F J a T s " 0 cf* also, BadrT7~~
P° 145*
5o Taj (attributed to Jahiz), p* 1540
o o
6* Ibid, p, 154*
Izar :—
The izar, an unsewn close-fitting garment wrapped round 
the waist and legs and extending upwards as far as the navel, 
which it might cover or not, and downwards as far as the
middle of the leg or beyond it, was a characteristic dress
'I *of the Arabs» During the Abbasid period this term was also
• p
applied to an outer-wrap used by both males and femaleso 
Women used it for out^door wear* Tabari records the flight
o
of women found in the street without an izar at the time of 
raids carried out on private houses, when I'kCtamid returned 
to Baghdad from Samarrah^ Mustafa Jcjwad, in his article
o o
Azya J al~(Arab al-sha6biyya, further informs us that women
" - '.... __ /i
covered their heads with their izar* To make it firm on their 
heads they sometimes fastened it with a girdle (zunnar) and 
silk threado Mutayyam, a slave-girl of the court of Ma ’inun
cr
and Mu4tasim is said to have invented this fashion^—  a 
fashion widely followed by women of her own and also of later 
times* During the period of our study this izar was considered 
to be an essential part of a gentleman's dress* This is
1* Dozy, Dictionnaire, pp* 24-26; Ibn Sacd, Tabaqat, ii, pp*
"153-54; Muhadarat ;iv, p„ 3735 Salih Ahmad, al-Albisa al--
6 arabiyya fi qarn al-awwal al~hitjri, in MMII, 1966, pp.
47^49 o' “ ~ "" ' ~  ‘ “ “
2* Levy's statement that, during the Abbasid period, it was 
"an outer-wrap worn exclusively by women" is misleading*
(cf. Levy,“Notes on Costume” JRAS, 1935? p*32l)* The 
reference in Khatib al-Baghdadi to the appearance of a 
muhaddith (early010th century) in a maplis without an 
Izbr indicates that the use of this garment v/as not 
confined to women* (cf. Khatib, T a ’rikh, i, p*374; cf. also
Azdi, Ta?rikh al-Maws.i.1, p*26l for^^refer.ence of this,kind
3. T ab ariT^TiiT^'pT’ 2T22 o
1* M 0 Jawad, Majalla Turath al--Sha6bi, Baghdad, viii(1964),p *6
o___________________ _
5* Aghanif viX, p V A t  XlaySr, Mamluk Costume, p 0 71 „
60 7iz~dl7'"tlikayAbi' I-Qasim, p* 85 o
why Khatib Baghdadi records with surprise that the muhaddith
0 o
Muhammad b* Ahmad al-Sadusi, was found in an assembly
o ©
^  A _ _
without an izar«, During the time of the Caliph Harun al- 
Rashid the izar underwent a certain modification when he
introduced a special wide-bordered and profusely decorated
.  _  _  „  p
izar, Known after him as izar Rashidiyya0
a
Mi »zar : —
flti9 z ar was a smaller type of izar generally unsewn 
which was wrapped round the waist which covered the legs
•z
down to the knees? It was an important article of wear of 
the common people,, The mi 9zar or the loin-cloth was regarded
essential for entering a battu^ According to Ibn al~Ukhuwwa,
, ,, , , with a
the bath-keeper should supply the bather' large mi *zar which
could properly cover the portion from the navel to the knees?
m-i 9zar could also be used as a rida» or mantle * According
to Ibn Hawqal the people of IChuzistan and Sind, because of
the hot climate of these regions, habitually wore izar and
mi 9z a r a person not wearing a mi *zar might be regarded an
uncultured mane The phrase used by Tawhidi u ^  ^   ^"
• o
(0 one wearing a shirt without a mi ?zar) for an uncultured 
man shows the degree of importance attached to the mi?zar 
especially by men of refined taste
1 «. Khatib, Tahrikh, i, p0 37^ ~«*
  SPZ "
2c Aghani, v, p7 224-; Tabari, iii, pG 753°_ o
3o Dozy," Dictionnaire, sev» mi *zar; Ibn al-Ukhuwwa, Ma^ljLm 
al-Qurba, p 0 136 o
A0 Serjeant, A Zaidi manual of hisba of the 3rd century Ho. 
RSQ, 28(1933) 1 p o 2"7; Ibn Abi0 Zaict, Risala, Ms „ 1193 ? f°^ ° 
74-7, quoted by Dozy Dictionnaire, s7v„ =■- Persian tr&nso 
Hus ain 4Ali, Tehran, p„37»)
5 o Ibn al-Ukhuwwa, op^ cqLt, p„ 1360
6 c. Dozy, opfhrb, s 0 v 2 miTz ar 0
7 o Ibn Hawqal ,~"pp0 3 79-, 2282T"
8c Tawhidi, Irnta9, ii, p0 39-
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Rida? : —
The rida* was a cloak worn over the shoulder, covering
•r- 1
the qamis» It might also he put over the head for protection
o
against the weather or to take the place of a qina’ (veil)
o
to cover the face0 The Abbasid caliphs, like the Umayyads,
were very fond of the rida’ and used it through most of the 
5 -year0 Like the izar, the rida* was also a common article of
A _
wear amongst men and women, Washsha’ speaks of a girl who 
wore a rida’-cloak embroidered with a pattern all over of
circles like eyes (mu*aiyyan) and adorned with a tiraz
5 «  «
border0 A popular rida? known as rida’ Rashidi (perhaps
after the fashion of the Caliph Harun al-Rashid) was, as
— 6Serjeant suggests, often embroidered with tiraz inscriptions« 
Qamis :-—
The qamis seems to have been a kind of shirt with a 
round hole for the neck and without an opening in the front?
A vertical round collar in the shirt was introduced by the 
Barmakid wazir Ja4far b„ Yahya, a change which is said to
O
have been widely accepted in society. Fashion varied as
1o *Uyun, i, pc 501; Tbn Sa4 d,Tabaqat, vii, p-155, Salih Ahmad
‘O " ' -‘Tn— i 0 O O
opocit, p o 4-7
Muruj, vi, vi, p, 528; Tabari, i, p, 2736° The rida? 
could also be used as ah izar» (cf* Shaybani, Makharij 
f l*I-hiyal, pe 64-) 0 — —
1 " O —
3° Taj (attributed to Jahiz), p 0 154-0 ” © ©
4, Levy, Notes, on Costume, JRAS, 1955, P° 521„
5o Muwashsha, p, 252,
6c Serjeant, Islamic Textiles, Chap0 xxii, pc 67
- - .-1 . *
7* Aghani, xiv, pn 5° The poet Farazdaq is reported to have
worn a qamis with an opening cut in front reaching to the 
navelo "(cf 7"°"Ibid, ix, p« JO) D
80 Jahiz, Ihiyan, iii, p„ 556«
to the length of a shirt; a full length was popular in the 
Umayyad period, but it went out of favour under the early 
Abbasids, when it was felt that no garment should be so
y\ rr
long as to cover the heels, During the period of Musta6in,'
„  p
the qamis for men acquired wide sleeves, Prom a statement
• 1 ' m r ~6~
of Has4udi in his Muruj al-Dhahab we learn that the width
of a sleeve was three spans (shibr) ^  It seems that a wide 
sleeve was regarded as an essential for a well-dressed
person, A narrow sleeve reflected either lesser affluence
• 4or miserliness on the part of the wearer,
The wide sleeves of the qamis were used as pockets,
o
The word tjaib ,^ in the meaning of pocket was indeed not 
unknown at this time. It is clear, however, from the sources 
that the sleeves of the qamis were often used as a receptacle 
for documents, money and other important items,^ It seems 
probable that the word jaib (pocket) indicated a pocket in 
the sleeve and not elsewhere in the shirt. The available 
evidence does not suffice to show whether there were 
pockets elsewhere in the qamis than in the sleeve. The
1, 4 Uyun, i, p, 298; iii, p,238; Ibn al-Jawzi, Talbls,206,218,
2, Muru j, vii, p, 402 
Ibid, vii, p, 402
4, Tabari, iii, p, 298
o
‘Ulayya, the sister of Harun, is reported to have once 
composed this verse which indicates the use of the word 
jaib In the sense of ‘pocket1 :
b AZ Jj i oLi
“I have concealed in my poem the name of one whom I 
wanted; like the^concealing of something in the pocket 
(^ pailp) , (cf 0 Aghani2, x, p,166)c Bad!4 al-Zaman al- 
EamadanI has recorded in one of his r is a I a the sentence 
^  u ^  bird in the hand" ill better than the
S-w-AJ’two in the wilderness), which also indicates that the 
word was_known at that time, (cf, Hamadani, H^ saji.1,
4b) D AghanJ also mentions a singer* who put hisT hand in 
his (jaib~aind brought out a playing instrument (cf, xr,p»
21) o
60 piyarat, pp, 151, 198o* Jahiz, Bukhala3, p, 108
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S I
sleeves, in time, appear to have become wide and capacious„
p
Ordinary people carried coins in them* Sometimes a book 
or a casket was also kept in a sleeved A tailor might keep 
a pair of shears in his sleeve/1 We are also told that, 
when fAli bo 4 Isa, the celebrated wazir of Muqtadir, was
i
arrested in 316/928, he had with him a copy of the Qur’an
and a pair of scissors in his sleeve-pocket^  Students,
teachers, 4udama’,secretaries and udaba’used to place therein
their slates, tablets, inkpots, books and official documents*
M a g ic ia n s  and c o n ju ro rs  co n ce a led  in  them t h e i r  t r i c k s  and
7items of magic</ There is even one mention of a snake carried
o
in a sleeve«
In addition, sleeves could be used as a kerchief to 
wipe tears or to clean the face; to hide the face from
other people and even, at need, to blot the ink from
Q
writing-paper*y
As the power of the Abbasids grew lesser so the width 
of the qamis sleeve and also of the turban increased in 
size '— - a development not without irony* Things came to 
such a point that a man with a tall cap, a turban over­
elaborate, or sleeves too wide was regarded as on the 
verge of ruin*
—  o „
1 * Afghani, x, p 0 109 j Jahiz, Bukhala ’, p * 117 °
2„ Yaqht'7 I r shad, i, p 0 25A; IFn" aT-7awzi, Zip a I, p e 81 „
3 p Irshad, vT75^T Fbn Abi 4 Usaybi4 a, 6 Uyun al-Anba 5, i, 1 Al 0 
5° Tir/axnA), i, p 0 183° (A) 0 Mu.ru ;j, vi, P  °3 A3 
6* 1Jahshiyari, Wuzara’ / p.228; H 0 Zayyat, Azyat al-akmam, in 
Mashriq, 19^7, p. A/20
H* Zayyat, op ,cit, p» 1-7 A; Ibn al-Jawzi, Adhkiya *, p „ 100 * 
6° Sliabushti, biyajrat, p * 11*
 ..  o
9o Muruj , vii, p „ 110; A_ghanI7 x, p«61; H „Zayyat, op_cOitL, 1-70* 
10 *Raghib, Muhadarat, iv, pP 371?
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The Abbasid caliphs appear to have been fond of the qamis 
made of Dablql , a cloth produced in Dabiq, a place situated
p
between Farama and Tinnis in Egypt* The Dablql cloth seems 
to have been a favourite article of wear amongst the Abbasid 
Caliphs, their wazirs and the governmental elite* Abu'l- 
•Faraj al-Isfahanl informs us that Ishaq al~Mawsili, a well-
© 0 0
known singer who was a favourite of Mahnun and Mu4tasim,
o
found the latter wearing a Dablql shirt (qamis) which looked
0 -z **.. \
as if it had been cut out of the planet Venus * ( ^
Zjjb).]\ )0 According to Mas4udi, Mu4tadid (279-89/892-902)
asked his khazzan (wardrobe keeper) to choose the best of
Sus and Dablql material and to set them aside for his
q „ „ _
personal use* Hilal al-Sabi, referring to the time when
4 All b* 4 Isa was wazir, mentions a precious red Dablql 
shirt * From TanukhI we come to know another use to 
which Dabiqi was put: we are told that Muqtadir1s mother 
used to wear sandals covered with Dablql c l o t h T h e  same 
source Informs us that a certain man of Anbar possessed a 
large number of clothes, his Dablql shirt being kepii in
n
boxes separate from the ones containing the other clothes*
The Abbasid caliphs were ostentatious in the wearing of 
the qamis * Unless it was made of precious and rare material,
O
they seldom used a qamis more than once*
10 Yaqut, ii, p* 548°
2* Dabaqa is one of the villages of Egypt near Tinnis ( a 
port In lower Egypt frequented by ships from Syria and 
from the Maghrib)„ It was from Dabaqa that the material 
called Dablql came -— - a material described^in the sources 
as unparalleled in its excellence* (cf* Yaqut, Buidap,il, 
p * 548; Dhakha 5ir, pp * 299-56 5 Mez,p *160; EI^, sIv/Dlbik)*
5 * Agpianl^ v7pl~54|~97
4* viiix p * 115
5- S’aHT,/ V/uz ar a 9, p* 527 
6* Disliwar, vTii, p c 145*
7 o Ibid), viii, pp 0 190-9i »
80 Taj (attributed to Jahiz), p. 154* .
6?
Durra4 a : —
A loose outer garment with-sleeves, slit in front,
—  1known as durra4 a seems to have been generally donned by
p
the Abbasid caliphs while going out of their palaces The
— 3 durra4 a was often made of wool and was thickly embroidered.
Its colour variedProm a passage in Tabari it would seem
o
that the durra4 a was sometimes worn by the caliphs at their
c _
installationsThe Abbasid caliphs favoured a durra4a made 
fliborj ^(brocade) and employed it for personal as well as 
ceremonial robes (khilsa) offered to dignitaries and 
officials who were high in their esteem. Mas4udl records 
that in 223/837 Afshln received a durra * a of brocade 
embroidered with red gold, the front of the robe being 
studded with rubies and pearls. ^
The chief part of the wazir’s costume was a special
—  O
durra4 auwith buttons and loops and with an opening below the 
Qneck.^ With it -went a belt called wishah (a broad belt of
leather studded with jewels) and a sword which in the
~  1 1language of Jahiz was lrdignifiedn. Under Mutawakkil the
1. According to the Taj al~4Urus it was a jubba with a slit 
front, (cf, SoV. DTr4"}
2. Muru j, vii, p. 13"4; Tabari, iii, p. 1368.
3c The Caliph Mu*tasim is said to have worn a white woollen 
durra4 a when he Set out on his campaign against 6 Amura 
(Amorium) in 224/838. (cf. Muru j, vii, p. 134).
4. Muru j, vii, pp. 1355270; Tabari, iii, p. 1368.
3. Muhammad b, Viatjiip was invested by the Turks with a black 
dufra6 a and a RusafI qalansuwa (cf. Tabari, iii, p.1368).
6, Urban is a cloth whose warp and woof are of silk (cf„ 
Serjeant, Is1amic Textiies, Chap. iv, p. 72, n.)
7o Muruj, vii, pp. 127-28.
8« Aghani, xx, x>. 49; Nishwar, i, p. 29; Mez, pp <. 84,89, 389 -
9o ITozy^  Dietionnaire 1)
10.Ibid, p. 1-29' ~
11.Jahiz, Bayan, iii, p.118.
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wearing of the durra4 a became obligatory for all persons 
(except the qadis) who wished to have audience with the
o
Caliph, During the 4-th/IOth century the officials and
secretaries in Shiraz and Western Persia in general, as a
; 2 
rule, ;wore durra4 as and commanded great . prestige. The
secretaries in Baghdad also used durra4 a, and according to
'Hiskawayh, the Baridl kuttab (secretaries) were called
Ashab Darari4•
Jubba :—
jubba, which was often used in place of the durra4 a 
was a long outer garment with an open front and wide sleeves 
Like the rida *, the jubba was also used by the caliphs in 
all seasons. The jubba was often used with the qamis, 
izar and rida9, though sometimes a single jubba could also 
be worn without adding other garmentsThe Abbasid caliphs 
seem to have been fond of sartorial display, using for the 
-jubba silk and other rich materials woven with gold thread, 
Amin is said to have offered a jubba of gold figured silk to 
the singer Hukhariq, He soon regretted that he had given 
such a precious garment to a singer and spoiled it by 
throwing a piece of meat at it. The material was so fine 
that it could not be cleaned by washers and bleachers of 
Baghdad
1, Nishwar, in HAAD, i-ii(1950), p, 9
2, Flag Q Ahsan al-Taqasim, p, JAO,
Ta~j arib, i, pc 575-
A, Tag (attr, to Jahiz), p„ 15L'r°
,vm o o
5® Ibn Sa4d, Tab a gat, v, p= 215; Salih Ahmad, qp0cit, p«, 59
6, Tabari, iii, p, 968; Aghani , xxi, pp, 259*-zl-0
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Mitraf :--
The mitraf, a garment made of silk and richly
—  0 r
embroidered, was a large piece of cloth, sometimes so large 
as to enfold the whole body of the wearer. According to 
Tha6alibi and Ibn Manzur, the mitraf-cloak was something 
like a wrapper (kisa*, rida5) whose two borders were
embroidered. It was generally worn by rich people and by
■5high dignitaries. People wishing to call on high ranking
A -
officials, as a rule, donned the mitraf. Raghib mentions
n - . - i  ~  .. . .i-i '
the words of a certain Habib b0 Thabit : "I would be
o * IT-‘
delighted to be respected in a khamisa^ rather than despised
o -
in a mitraf" — —  a statement which suggests that the wearing
r
of the mitraf without proper cause was regarded as a mark 
of ostentation. Abu’I-4Abbas al-Saffah seems to have been
o
fond of the mitraf"robe made of khazz-silk, whereas people 
of elegant taste are reported to have preferred cotton to 
other materials for their mitraf--cloaks. ^
Ghilala :— —
The ghilala (chemise) was. a garment worn next to the 
body beneath other clothes. The name is also given to a 
chemise worn beneath a coat of mail.^ It seems to have been
1 o Levy, No t e s on Cost urn e, ^LRAS, 1933o PP- 322-23; Ibn Abi 
4 Usaybi4 a", ~ 4 Uyun jil"Anb a 5 7 ^ ? P • 139 »
2. -Tha4 alibi, Piqh al-Lugha, p. 216; Lisan, s.v. mitraf.
3o Levy, c^.p"°*'”322^1^ 3 Salih Ahmad, op.cit, p. 62.o d o ———
I. 4 Uyun, i, po 297; cf. also Aghani', xiii, p.132, who notes 
tliat care was taken to remove the mitraf (a voluminous 
and expensive garment), when going t6 the water-closet.
3. It was a long coarse stuff v/hich could be used as a 
blanket (cf. Aghani ',xix, p .131); According to the Tap
it is a black square blanket having two borders. A blanket 
having no borders can not be called a^khaniisa (cf. Tap? 
iv,p. 390; Dozy, Dictionnaire, pp.
6. Iluhaplar at, iv, p.~367»  ~~
7 o V/ashsha 5 , p „ 180; Serj eant,^ Islamic Textileus, Chap„ ii, 69«
8 o lh-s ar i, s.v, ( 9 ) * Dozy, D1 c t To m il Te 7Pp". 319-23*
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used by men and women alike and was considered to be an 
indoor costume* Dozy describes it as a very light and 
transparent robe* Slave-girls and singers of our period
p
wore it m  their homes* Their ghilala may have been fairly
long, as they wore it sometimes without a sirwa l T h e
Caliph Harun al-Rashid is said to have worn a ghilala r&qiqa
—
during the summer season.
Qaba9 :--
wajs a kind of a sleeved, close-fitting coat
resembling the qaftan, generally reaching ■ the middle of
the shanks, divided down the front and made to overlap over 
5
the chest * It was regarded a characteristic dress of the 
6Turks * Like the durrac a, the qaba9 also seems to have been 
an official dress of the wazirs* This is evident from the 
fact that 6Abd al-Malik b* Zayyat accepted the post of 
wazir on condition that he would be obliged to wear neither 
the qaba9 nor the durraGae^  Miskawayh notes that the wazir 
Abn'l-Fadl received, at the time of his appointment, a 
qaba9 together with a sword and a belt, both of which were
o w
adorned with gold* The qaba9 and the mintaq (belt) are
Q
also reported to have been the dress of young boys* It is
1c Dozy, Dictionnaire, p „ $22*
2° Diyarat, pp. 138-39; Tabari, iii, p* 733*
9° Diyarat, ppD 138-39; Qutub al-Surur, p* 78*
A* Tabari, iii, p* 733»
o
3o Dozy, Dictionnaire, pp<, 332-382; Levy, op0cit, p* 321-; 
Tritton, in' JRAS", 1927, p» 1-80; From a passage of the 
Aghani  ^ (vii,134) it appears that when a man tears his 
qamis ’ from the opening below the neck (the /jltyh) bo bhe 
foot"It becomes a ^aba9,
8o Raghib. Muhadarat, iv,po373; Ibn al-Jawzi, Ziraf,p.132.
7*> Aghani ■, x± , “pc 1-9 ° .
So Ta'jarib, i, p0 241 *
9* Aghani 7 x, pp. 111-12; Diyarat, pp0 155,1859 Taboiii,543-
...    ° ZLZI.
said that Zubayda, the consort of the Caliph Harun al-Rashid, 
wishing to draw the attention of her son, Amin, to her 
tj a war! (slave-girls), ordered the girls to don the qaba9, 
the mintaq and the 4imama --  a report which throws a little—  ■I—  U.^  ... _ - ~i
light on the attire of boys* Shabusht1 notes that Amin, 
when he was Caliph, bade his favourite slave girl, 4Arib, to
p
wear the qaba9 and the mintaq in his presence0
o
T a y la s a n  : —
The ta y la s a n  was a p ie c e  o f  m a te r ia l  worn o ver th e
D ' 1
shoulders and hanging down from them like a hood thrown 
backe It might be long enough to cover the head, the 
shoulders and the back in the manner of a rida?«^The taylasan
in.a ... h* ^  r— »
was a special garb of the qadi and the faqiho^ The qadi Abu
W n i m  1 * m ■ — 1 p-    n _O O
Yusuf is reported to have made the wearing of the taylasano J"
r r
compulsory for the qadis. Although it was the insignia of 
the qadis and the lawyers, it was also in use amongst the •
o
7common people »r Even an ordinary clerk in the imperial
o _
palace of Baghdad could wear it* Nevertheless, the qadis
<•
and their ashab, from their wearing of this article, were 
often given the special designation of arbab al --tayalisa,^
1o Muruj, viii,pp„ 299~300 
2° Diyarat, p c 165
3° Dozy, Dictionnaire, s0v o Lane, Arabian Nights, ii,p* 512, 
thinks it to be similar In ■ origin^to'*"the^acaderaic
hood and scarf worn in the Europe of his own time.,
Yaqut, Irshad, i, po373° also the illustration which
Go Domombynes published in RBI, 19J9x p. 4-24-; Also the 
illustration of the Haqamat al-Hariri, published by Cu 
Gr ab ar, in "Th e I  s 1  arnicT C ilfy ’1, p 1  „ ~no * 7 ° Y  aqut and Abu 1 1  ~ 
Earaj al-Isfahan’i record that in the rtign of the Caliph 
Amin, the Qadi Khulayji, when his qalansuwa was removed 
in a^mosque,0covered hisu he ad with~his ^ aylasan« (cf. 
Lrshad, i, p c575; Aghani, x, p» 123) ° D’6zy*~describes this 
robe as a certain article of apparel worn by the \a(jam 
(i.e., non-Arabs), round in form and black in colour, its 
warp and woof being of wool (cf. Dictionnaire,pp*276-90)c 
He notes also that because it was thrown over the shoulder
( C O l l t  o n ) .
Shabushti I'ecords that a certain ‘Abbas of Basra wore a
„  y\
taylasan resembling the costume of the qadis ( aU'CU ix.r )° 
Moreover, Ishaq al-Mawsill is said to have appeared at the
o »
court of Ma’mun wearing a taylasan, i»eD, a piece of apparel
o  ‘
’’similar to the costume of the qadis" ( M-fSan ij j )p
IiI
Shamla : —
The shamla was a garment of the kind called kisa*,itte,,
a robe which a person wrapped around himself and which was 
smaller than the qatifa0^ It may be a small kisa? which one 
wraps in the manner of the izar (waist-wrapper)Mustafa
' O O
Jawad, quoting from Abu Mansur al~Azhari, states that the 
milhafa was knowvn to the Arabs as a wrapper (mi 9zar) made 
of wool or hair* When its two ends were adorned, it became 
a mashmala which could also be used as a blanket The
shamla seems to have been in frequent use amongst the poor*
It was, to all appearance, a dress indicative of poverty
(Continued from the last page):—  it was sometimes called 
taraha (cf* Ibid, pp„ 254— 57; 273) D Levy suggests that this 
?yordDhas been derived from the Persian talishan, which itself 
comes perhaps from the Hebrew tallith "the cloak of honour, 
the scholar's or officer’s distinction"* (cf0 Notes on Costu- 
me, JRAS, 19355 p. 334-, n*5)» Ibn Qayyim al-Jawziyya~describes 
it as an article of wear characteristic of the Jews (see,
Ahkarn ahl al-dhimma, ii, pp* 752-53)•
(5)» Aghani^, v, p* 390; vi, p„ 291? Irshad, v,261; Mez,389°
(6)* IbidT™*v, p* 390; Ibn IQaallikan, *Cde—Sl”ane)x iv,p«.273; 
xi, p * 38; Ibn Abl 4 Usaybi6 a, ‘ Uyun al-Anba?, ii, p. 4-*
The importance of thi£ insignia (ptaylasdnj"was so great 
that the usher refused to introduce_the~ qadi 4 Abd al- 
Rahman b* Mushhir to the Caliph Harun in the gathering 
of#the judges, unless the qadi put on his official 
gown (taylasan) * (cf0 Wafayat, xi, p*4-4-)0
( 7 ) o Diyarat, p0 297> Azdi, Hikayat, pp„ 5~“6o
(8)* Tabari,' iii, p. 627* ^
(9)o Levy, Notes on Costume, JRAS, 1935? p» 335°
-.-0—
4° Diyarat, p* 297*
2* £ghani.2s v, p. 390*
3° ii|_a was an outer garment made of material which had 
kharn.I, i.e., a nap or pile (cf* Lis an, s.vj 
4-o Ibid, _s oVo
5 * M * J aw ad, Azyat al-* Arab, in Turath al-Sh ac hr, 1964 , p * 9 *
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and austerity0 The shamla could be both voluminous and 
shorto It is reported by Aghani that the poet Abu'l-6Atahiya 
once wore a small shamla which, if he covered his head,
exposed his legs and if he covered his legs, exposed his
1 2 head* This small shamla was also known as falawt0
Kisa5 :--
Among the dress of the common people, especially of
the beduin, we also find mention of the kisa * which was
used as a blanket and as a wrapper?  It was generally made
of wool and worn in the cold season0^  Jahiz wore one such
© ©
kisa9 before winter had really come and was admonished by 
a miser to change it for a jubba mahshuwwa ( a quilted jubba) 
as the wind might harm the kisa9 irremediably.^ Like the 
barnakan (a long outer garment large enough to enfold the 
whole of the body), the kisa? was worn by men and
women alike
4 Aba? :--
4 eba3 seems to Jiave been a dress common to men and
women, worn amongst the Arabs both in pre-Islamic and Islamic
times.6 According to the Lisan the caba5 is a costume similar 
- 7the kisa! Dozy defines it as a robe resembling a mantle, 
short and open in front, with no sleeves, but having two
...
1. Aghani, iv, p . 83 «»
2 * ITJidTj" xv, p 0 309? cf. also, Jawad, op.citn p»9 
3° cUyun, iii, p 0 300 
A* Jahiz, Bukhala5, p„ 32o 
5» Ibid, p732T ”
60 Ho Jawad, qp^ qit_, p. 11.
7« Lisan, s o v „ c aba}«
holes for the arms to pass through. This 4 aba5 was a 
characteristic dress of the beduins, generally made out of 
coarse cloth or sometimes of wool in different colours.
The ‘Aba5, when worn in the large towns, underwent a 
considerable change, being often fashioned from fine and 
expensive material. The Baghdadis, as a summer dress, wore an
* aba5 of thin cloth. Baghdadi women, however, often wore
. - -  2 an ZLzax> instead of an 4 aba5. One beduin, who possessed
only a solitary 4 aba5 , regretted his inability to go to 
for
th e  m o s q u e /p ra y e r, r e c i t in g  th e  fo l lo w in g  v e rs e s  :
•M- t &  t
 ^ ^^ Ao d h& f IfO I (5*^ ^ O ^ ^
"If the Lord grants me a qamis and a jubba, I will pray
and worship Him till the end of time; were it not for this 
torn 4 aba5, all that remains to me, I should not be able 
to endure the cold1','
Sirwal : ■--
The sirwal (pi. sarawll), trousers or drawers is a 
word probably of Persian origin.1 This garment was ’worn
V
next the bare body under the other garments’^  When Amin
was arrested and brought to prison by Tahir, he was found
- 6to be wearing a sirwal. Similarly, Mutawakkil wore a 
sirwal at the time of his installation as caliph by the
7 ...
Turks. Like the izar, the sirwal was also commonly used
1. Dozy, Dictionnaire, pp. 200-202
2. Mo Jawad, opoCtt, p. 15 
3 o Huh ad ar at, iv, p. >^68.
A. See the pictorial representations oi\ the costume of jbhe 
Pe.rsian kings in Jalil Diyapur, Pushak b a-as t ini Iranian.
5c El^ s. v 0 sirwal (B. Walter) .
60 Tabari, iii, p„ 922 
©
7o Ibid, iii, p. 1368.
by men and women in the society. The sir will for women was
wide and capacious. HamadanI informs us of a woman who made
— — 'Iher sirwal from a piece of material twenty dhirac long.
The dhirat seems to have been introduced by the Caliph Ma’mun 
for the measurement of the cloth known as dhira( al-sawad.
1 -rr - -L . i i - —.
It was the .official Abbasid measure of twenty four fingers
— P(isbac).length. **— *
The sirwal was supported by a special girdle which was 
tied round the body and called tikka (pi. tikak). Although 
the tikka was covered by the other garments and could not 
be seen, it was the object of luxurious decoration. It was 
usually made of ibrisim silk.^ The special tikka (trouser— 
cord) produced in Armenia was regarded as the best.^ The 
elegant wore trouser-bands of ibrisim silk and khazz silk.
They also used woven girdles (tikak) of brocade or of 
twisted sharrab-cloth made from ibrisim silk (sharrabat al- 
ibrisim al~raaftula) .^
Tubban : — —
The tubban was a short sirwal which covered the lawrs;, 
the lower portions of the body from the navel to the knees 
Attendants of the public bath wore the tubban habitually.
It was also worn at times of hunting, because it allowed the
huntsmen an ample freedom of movement. According to Sank an!
1. HamadanI, haqamat, pQ 120.
2o MuruJ, i, p.183; cf. also Serjeant, Lslamic Jlipxtile^ s,
Chap. ii, pp. 69-70; also El25 s.vc DhiratTi^"Hinz)’r
3o„Ej2.j s.v. sirwal. (B. Walter). — —
Dozy, Dictionnaire, pp. 93-99
3° Tabassur bi11-T1Jara, pp. 336-7; Data ?if5 p. 236.
6. Muwashsha, p « 186.
7. Ibh Sicla, Mukhassas, i, Chap. iv, p » 83? Dozy,op.cit,s.v.
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the tubban was worn by fish-mongers and sailors who were
A
the inland river transport workers0 
Sudra —
The sudra was a waist-coat which appears to have been?0 hi i ■■'■■■■
p
a special dress used m  playing outdoor games * The Oaliph 
Mu6tasim is reported to have refused to allow his partner * 
Ishaq bo Ibrahim to play polo with him, unless he donned a 
sudrao- It is also probable that the sudra could be worn as
° 'o'"
an under garment with other clothes, 
itandil :— —
mandil (kerchief, towel) was an article of common
use. People of all walks of life made use of it. It was of
two types,one large and one small^ The small one was used
for wiping tears and cleaning the nose and the mouth. The
extravagant wazir Ibn al-Purat -was in the habit of using
more than ten mandils(kerchiefs) a day. Whenever he sniffed
one, he threw it aside and took anotherThe small .mandll
7was also used at dinners and at drinking parties<2 The large
.mandil was sometimes wound around the head in the absence of 
— 8an cimama ; ordinary people used it also as a shopping bag; .
lovers sent manadil al-kabir as presents to each other with
Q
beautiful verses written in gold,and perfumed. At need the
'S* - A
large mandii could be worn as a wrapper (izar),
10 SanHani, An sab, (Hyderabad ed») iii, p,13
2o Tabari, iii, pp«, 1326-27; Dozy, Dictlonnaire, s»vv* suhm 
Sadariyya, " ”
3o Tabari, i’ii, ppD 1326-27»
4- - Dhakha > ir, pp * 73 ?10d,213,218, 229 ; Haq» p» 367 g F * Ho s enthal,
5 . m i;-p ''; - - '2 5 9 5  A g h ln lb  x ,p .  19'K 2S2SEU&55Z&L-.
6o Ibid, p c 230«
7o Sabi, Wuzara5, p D 2610 • cf; also, F<, Rosenthal, »7 6 •
|* vix, P“ 5%. (10). Tab. iii. 62J; Manaqib Baghdad, 3d9o nuwashsha, pp 0 262-64. o 1 5— — A— ■---•***■--
(c) Root-wear —
There were several types of foot-wear used at this 
period. They were known as the khuff, nacI, tamashshuk, madas 
etc. They also used stockings known as the jurab, muza,j, ra*n 
etcetera.
Khuff :— -
The khuff seems to have been a kind of 'top-boot* made 
of leather. The Abbasid caliphs often used to line their 
khuff with sable (sammur), marten (fanak) and other types of
1 —  animal fur. The fur of the sammur (sable) was regarded by
Damlrl as excellent for its softness, lightness, wramth and 
2
beauty. The khuff-boot was sometimes used as a pocket for
books, documents and other articles.^ While mentioning the 
numerous furred boots of the Oaliph Harun al-Rashxd, the QadI 
Rashid b. Zubayr in-his al~Bhakha*ir wa'l-Tuhaf says ^  <j
(each boot had a knife and kerchief in it).^ That 
boots were used as repositories for some articles is also 
mentioned in the Maqamat of HamadanI, where the author states
H^iw.ihtfnuimn i> f/.jt ^  »
that his hero al-Iskandaranl stabbed his foe with a knife which 
he kept concealed in his khuff. The khuff-boots were quite 
long* and covered both the ankle and a portion of the 3.ego The 
khuff which did not cover the ankle and the shank is mentioned 
by the sources with an special adjective" {te i.e., jhJt — a
1. D hakha5i r , p. 218 
H ay a * v« samrnur
3 » M uru j , vii,po240; Ir s h a d , vi,p«56; M a s a y id , p p 167-1681
Waf ay at, xi,p.68; '"“"'D’ah. Wuzara5,188; Sabi, Hu sum., 66-67 <
40 Bhakha5ir, p» 218
1boot having no legging* On account of the length,the upper
p
end .of the khuff was sometimes folded downward* The khuff 
might also be provided with laces^
ha4! i--
naC1 (pl° ni4 al) was ordinary sandal having 
thongs (shirak) It was generally made of leather, though 
sometimes linings of cloth could also be used* Amongst the 
sandals in use at this time there is mention of the ni4 al 
Sindiyya, described by Jahiz as a very thick and heavy kind
o o
of foot-wear characteristic of the Magians and producing
6a particular sound in walking* It Is interesting to note 
that in his Rasa *il, Jahiz has discussed the reasons for 
the origin and development of the use of these sandals in 
Abbasid society.^ In his book on 'Misers' (al-Bukhala5) he
1  Aghani^,xiii, p e 180; 4Uyun, iii, p„ 238 
2* t^ ev’yT^hotes on Costume, JKAS, 1935? P - 327°
3® I»o A* Mayer, Mamluk Costume, p„ 33
A. Jahiz, Bayan, iii, P*121 ; Khalidiyyan, Tuhaf, p. 27;
O a »-->-« mi-—
4 Uyun, iii, p. 39; 4 Iqd, vi,p* 283; of* also Dozy, op.cit.SoV 
3» hishwar, viii, 143; Bay an, iii , p»121 „ (6). Bukhala5,91 -9"2. 
Spr:alring~ about this sandal, Jahiz states tTiat‘“‘Yl’there is 
divergergence of^opinion amongdt°us about the origin of_ 
the Sindiyya ni4 al. Some say that the author of the Kit aba[- 
Bah was dreadfully short but very anxious to impress 
women, and therefore had the idea of wearing sandals like 
this in order to increase his stature by the thickness of 
their soles* In time it came to be supposed by the ignorant 
that they were merely decorative, or had some advantage
or comfort in walking* Others say that they were designed 
to give protection against scorpions by night and mud by 
day, but that with the passage of time their origin was 
forgotten* Certainly they are thick pnough to allow one 
to walk through almost any mire, and If scorpion' s sting will 
not penetrate their sole. Others again say : On the 
contrary, they were adopted by Indian rulers because of 
the noise they make, so that their tapping might give ' 
thei:o wives and free or slave women advance warning of 
their approach when they were busy about some task; the 
tapping became the signal of their arrival and their 
request for admission*1 (of. Tarbr4, ppo137‘~58; Rasa’il,
criticizes the niggardliness of a wealthy man called Asad bo 
Janx who used to walk through the streets with his shoes
in his hand, sometimes wearing broken heel sandals through-
i _
out the day* It is reported that the poet Abu1l-4Atahiya
once presented to the Caliph Ma’mun among other things a
2pair of sabatiya sandals* The sabatiya sandal --  a type
of footwear which, since it was presented to a caliph, may ' 
well have been expensive and made of fine leather*
Madas :—
in&das seems to have been a light sandal, used as an 
indoor foot-wear and also carried to the hararaanu Dozy thinksro1 ■ir*l“ 1
that it was often embroidered and used both by men and
z . .
women* Ibn al-Jawzi observes that a certain Muhammad Sakara
*
entered a hammam with madas in his feet, but when he came
«» n  to- * * — - —
out he lost them* He then returned home bare-footed and 
composed these clever verses :
iU Jib I 2
1 To you (my friend) I condemn the bath of Ibn Musa, even 
though its fragrance and heat are beyond expectations; the 
number of thieves has increased in it to such an extent that 
visitors are left bare-footed and naked; although I did not 
lose any clothes there, I entered it as Muhammad and came
o
out as Bishr'1 * (an allusion to the famous bare-footed Sufi 
Bishr al-Hafi, d„ 227/841^
1 „ Jahiz, Bukhala 3, pp „ 9"I -92 ®
o r>
20 Ibid, Bayan”,~Tii, p„ ^21 > Khalidiyy.an, l\]haf, p*27- 
3» Dozy, Dictionnaire, s*v. madas;
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T am ashsb.uk : —  -
Most probably people of lesser means and also the slaven 
wore a kind of sandal known as tamashshuk. It was light and
helped its wearer to walk quickly. Tanaukhl records the 
story of a man wearing khuff boots who finding himself unable 
to keep pace with his companion, borrowed a pair of tamashshuk 
from his slave and walked quickly. It is possible that there 
were different kinds of tamashshuk. Ibn Abl *Usaybi£a tells
us that a certain Ibn Salah ordered from a shoe-maker a
• o
pair of tamashshuk described specifically in our sources as 
f Baghdadi1„
Jurab :--
The tjurab or jawrab (socks) were worn beneath the usual 
forms of foot-wear —  i.e., khuff (boot), ni*al (sandals) or 
ahdhiya (shoes)Much attention was paid to the cleanliness
of the tjurab. Tha*alibi criticizes people who did not take 
good care of their socks and wore them unwashed and emitting 
a bad odour. The jurab was also called muza,j —  an arabiciz- 
ed word from the Persian muza^  One wazir, Path b* Khaqan, 
liaised to that office in the time of Mutawakkil, used to wear 
fairly long muzatj (socks). He used the muza,j as a pocket for 
the book which he read, while going “to make his ablutions.
1„ Nishwar, ii, in RAAB, xvii, p. 521
2. jT6im"BT £Usaybisa, £Hyun al-Arba’, ii, pa 164. Sabi
(Husum, 75j92o ) mentions a special type of shoes known 
aa^Talaka which were worn by the caliphs and 
dignitarieso The word has not received attention from 
the lexicographers. The 1awlak was perhaps some^type 
of boot which resembled the' kiiuff „ (cf. Badri, c An.vma, 159) 
Prom Ibn al-Jawzi (llhamm al -IT awa7 p. 89) it appears that 
the 1 awl ak (or laleica7"'ijda^ j a) was a foot-wear common to 
b o t h m en and m ome n TTt ^ wa s“ als o pr o vid e d with 1 ac o s ( Hu sum, 
3o *IJyun, i, p.299; Jjhakha^ir, p. 218o _ p .92) „
4» Mix mar, p. 486.; c f7~aTsb7 Tal&qanI , Amthal, p. 8 (N. 100 ) „
5. Hoz y 1 ctionnaire , s.v, niu|a.,;i_0 — ---
6„ Pakhri , ” p7 ...
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Sometimes with the khu-ff, people used to -/wear a
"  A
special type of legging called r a presumably worn in
o _
cold weather0 According to the Taj al- ‘ Arus and the Null It 
al-Muh.it the ra *n is an article of wear :like the khuff, but 
without a foot like the tjurab ; it is longer than the khuff-; 
Lane observes that rah is a Persian word taken over into
Zj.
Arabic. The ra9n has also been described as a piece of 
cloth made like the khuff, stuffed with cotton, and worn 
beneath the top-boot to ward off the cold,'’
It will be interesting to quote here a passage from 
Washsha9 regarding the shoes, boots, and socks of man of 
elegant taste. According to him, such men "use Zanj.iyya 
(Negro) shoes and thick Kanbati^ shoes, furred shoes from 
the -Yemen, also fine and light shoes of the nmkhattam type i.e 
of checked’leather. The black coloured kind can be worn with 
red laces (or thongs), and the yellow (kind) with black 
laceso These men wear Hashimi boots and the split shoes of 
the official';, (also shoes made of) firm leather and of heavy 
black leather, with stockings of khazz-silk (or of) goat™ 
hair (mir6izzi) and silk. They dislike the red style of boots 
and black leather (boots) called darish"?
1. Figurative representations in 1.. A. Mayer's book clearly 
show a number of leggings worn on the khuff-boot (cf.
(M amiuk Costurne, pi. 11).
2 0 Diyarat, pp. 138-39; Bayhaqi, Mahasln, p.128; Walxma Ibn 
WasamaT in RAAD, x(193°)j PP° ^1-719" •
3- 3L§fb P0^223; Nuhit, i, p. 846.
4„ Lane, Lexicon, s.v.’rfi’n,
3. Ibid.
60 Kanbati shoes were brought from Cambay in India. NuqaddasI 
while speaking of Sind says "and from Mansura was brought 
fine Kanbati shoes". (cf0 p.481). Mansura °v/as the capital 
of Sind which was conquered by Muhammad b. Qasim, a 
nephew of Hajjag in 32/2'] 1 . (cf. Lane-Pool, Mohammadan 
°Po283) - Azdi (Hikayat, p.41) regardirThe’ 
Kanbati shoes as fine and^smo'oth. For more details on 
Kanbati shoes see, Dozy, Suppi. ii,491; Ahmad Taymur, in 
RAAD, iii(1923), p.77.
7o 'Muwashaha, p. 180. ; Serjeant, op.cit, Appendix, 1,78®
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The Official Colour and Ceremonial Robe of the Caliphs.
On ceremonial occasions the caliph sometimes wore the
✓I
sacred mantle (burda) of the Prophet with a girdle and 
2sword. Black, during the reign of Mansur, had become the
]
colour prescribed for the officials serving the Abbasid 
3regime. The caliphs themselves wore black on occasions of
state, Mu6tasim wore a vest of figured silk when he went *
4out to play polo.
Black remained in fashion until Ma’mun, seeking at that
time (201/817) to secure the succession to the throne of an
‘Alid prince, i.e., 6All al-Rida?, ordered that green
j 5
should become the official colour,, This change was of brief 
duration, black coming once mote into favour after the death 
of (Ali al-Rida5 in 203/818. Black continued now to be the
o
colour held in esteem. Mu‘tadid, when he went into a battle
o
wearing a yellow qaba9 (an outer garment with full length 
sleeves), found himself exposed to ridicule.^
Servants at the court of Baghdad as a rule had to wear 
black and l,to wear black" was a sign that a man was in the 
service of the caliph. Persons disliking this usage sometimes 
left the imperial service and even departed from the capital. 
Ibn al-Athlr tells us that Hamid b. ‘ Abbas J7 to avoid the
1 c M o Canard , 0ambrldge Medieval History (new edition), iv,pt . i ,70< 
Bur da is a~kiii’d oh°‘striped garment generally used, of the 
fabric of Yemen. From the fact that it could be worn by 
the successive caliphs it appears to have been a sleeveless 
cloak or shawl, (cf. Lane, Lexicon, s.v. Burd; Lozy, 
Bictlonnaire, s.v. Burda; For details on the burda of the 
Prophet see/ Subh, HZ T’/~p0 273)*
2° Aghanl^ x, p. °238*} gabl, Rusum,pp. 90-91.
3. IbidT:*, 236.
4. Tabari, iii, pp. 1326-27
3o Xbid,_iii, p. 1012; Azdi, Ta5rlkh al-Mawsil,pp. 34-2? 332o
6„ Nish war, viii, p. 227*. — — — ------
7* Hamid~T".“ s Abbas( 223-3H 1^837-923) was an able financier 
°ftho later became the wazir of the Caliphs Hut tarnid and 
Nuqtadir. (for details see, Ll1, s.v. Hamid b. ‘Abbas)
wearing of "the black", left Baghdad in disgust*^ A qadx
o
who refused to wear black is reported to have been threatened
and warned that his failure to adhere to the custom would
be interpreted as a sign of adherence to the TUnayyad cause.
The burda,, the qqdib (staff) and the sword seem to have
o
been the royal insignia of the Abbasid caliphs Tabari
o
tells us that Amin, as a sign of his submission, sent the 
. • - dn d a  * , with a sword and a staff, to Tahir b„ Husayn,
o o
victorious in his siege of Baghdad in *198/813 Though it 
was one of the royal insignias, the burda was not always 
worn by the caliphs at their installation„ The Turkish 
soldiers invested Muhammad b„ Wathiq with a black durra*a 
and a Rusafl' qalansuwa, but, finding him unworthy to be a 
Caliph, transferred the tall qalansuwa to Mutawakkil* This 
qalansuwa with a turbanformed the only mark of sovereignty0 
The Abbasid caliphs and affluent members of Abbasid 
society seem to have been much given to fine fabric, silken 
garments and material woven with gold threacU Washi (figured 
stuff) and washi muthaqqal (washi heavily adorned with gold) 
were much favoured by the caliphs*^ Washi*produced in
p
Alexanderia, Kufa and the Yemen was highly prized,, The
1« Kamil, viii, p* 101 
20 Kindi, Wulat, p* 1-69 *
3° Murutj, vi, p„1-82; vii, pp<, '291-, 36ZK 366; viii,p„331 5 Tab*
iii, p 0 771; Azdi, Ta’rikh al-Mawsil, p 0 331; Lata^if,131°
Ac Tabari would seem td~~'us"e“"the~~word"~rida? with the same__ 
sense as burda * The event has been recorded by Mas*udi 
and Ibn al-Athir with the_word burda (cf* Tabari, iii, p* 
928; Mur up, vi, p 0 1-82; Kamil, vi, ppe 198-99)«
3° Tabari, iii, p Q 928*
©
6o Ibid, iii, pe 1368D
7o Diyarat, p»169; Taparib, v,p <, 85; Aghani ,xxi,p«239°
8 o. Muru,j , v, p * 1 0 0 Aghani , v, p * 318; ^ ^uy ut I, Husn ai-Huhadara 
Ti, p * 193 ; Serp eant’~ Islarnic Textlies, °Chaf)i^iii-iv, bp.
79"101 p ix, p *70; On reciting two~verses of Ishaq al~ 
Mawsill, Asmaci is reported to have said, "thi§ is (Con,JO)
Caliph Harun al~Rashid was so fond of wash! that he used to
-  ~  . y]
have his durra* a, 4imama, izar etc*, made from this material* . 
In Muharram 175/7915 when he came to the Khuld palace, after 
his marriage with Zubayda, he bestowed on various people
t. ~ 2al-washi al-mansupa, wash! woven, it would seem, with gold*
He also offered to the ladies of the Banu Hashim, gifts of 
■»* 3washi muthaqqal* At the time of his death he left a large 
number of garments made from washi embroidered with gold--
“  h.
4,000 garments according to Ibn Zubayr* Ibn Zubayr mentions 
the following garments left by the Caliph in the royal 
wardrobe ?—
a) Four thousand pubba of variegated silk (said by Ghazuli 
to have been woven with gold)*
b) Four thousand pubba of khazz silk lined with the fur of 
the sable, the marten and other animals*
c) Ten thousand qamis and ghilala (shirts and chemises)*
cT "
d) Ten thousand khaftan (a kind of robe resembling the gab a9) *
e) Two thousand trousers (sirwal) of different materials*
f) Four thousand turbans (cimama)*
g) One thousand rida* (wrapper) of different stuffs*
h) One thousand taylasan (a robe furnished with a hood)*
i) Five thousand handkerchiefs (man&il) of different materials*
(Continued from^the iast page/ —  wash! al-Iskandarani 
and this is dibaj a.l-khusru wani''« (cf * A g h v/p«318JT~Fine 
texture of Yamanite "washi v7as~-some'times*" compared to the skin 
of the beautiful girls"*7 Suyuti quotes :
1 o
"She is like the figured cloth of the Yemen, which the 
merchants brought from Sanc§/'«! (cf* Mustazraf ,pp. 42-43)<>
 -0— -
1«, Agh ani , v, p * 218
2» Diylr^t, p* 157
3* Ibid,j?o 157 
40 Dhakha?ir, p* 214*
5* Iblrf, ~pp« 214-18* Another list, differing somewhat in
points of details, can be found in Ghazuli's Nataliy*
j) One thousand girdles (mintaq), which Ghazuli described 
as studded with gold, 
k) Pour thousand pairs of khuff boots9 most of them lined
with the fur of the marten, sable" and other animalsB
1) Pour thousand pairs of stockings (tjawrab) 0
Harun’s wife Zubayda was also extravagant in her dress.
Her robes made of wash! material were so expensive that a 
single one of them cost her fifty thousand dinars• The 
Caliphs Amin and Mutawakkil are said also to have liked
_ p
washi clotho The Caliph Mutawakkil is said to have introduced 
a new kind of material called thiyab al-mulhama (a cloth
1 11 a
with a warp of silk, but a weft of some other stuff) He 
preferred it to all other materials and this fashion was 
followed by all the members of his household and spread 
among the people0 Everyone wished to imitate the Caliph, 
with the result that the thiyab al-mulhama rose to a high 
price, the manufacture of it being pushed .forward so as to 
meet the fashion and satisfy the taste of the Caliph and
Zi ~  ...
his subjects. Mas£udi further tells us that some of this 
material was still being made even in his own time (332/9/t3) 
and was known as thiyab al-Mutawakkiliyya — - a cloth of 
very beautiful weave and excellent colour.^It is noted that 
Mutawakkil, when he was at the Buro palace in 239/853? 
donned a robe of gold embroidered wash! and ordered that 
no one should be allowed to call on him unless wearing 
washi or dlfcajl (brocade) garmentThe-annual expenditure
1» Murup_, viii, p. 298. The report seems exaggerated and the 
figure/j50,000 dinars seems_incredible«
2„ Aghani, xxi, p„ 239; Diyarat, pc 15-
3& D'ozyJ SuppJ-ement, ii, p0 522 
4- o Mur up pi 190
5o Ibid, vii, p. 190
60 Myarat, p. 161.
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of this Caliph on clothes is said to have reached three
A
hundred thousand dinars,
l’he Abbasid caliphs and their high dignitaries often 
received valuable robes from foreign rulers. Tabari records 
that in 190/805 the Byzantine .emperor sent a present of one 
hundred robes of dibaj and two hundred of buzyun material
■r i.W L . n i n. r »i Im ■fci«Vfcfc ifcpn
(i.e., of brocade) to the Caliph Harun al-Rashid.^ In 295/ 
906 the Prankish queen Bertha, the daughter of Lothair, sent 
a present to the Caliph Huktafi billah, which included 
twenty robes woven with gold.^
The Caliph Ma’mun is reported to have sent a number of 
gifts to princes in India. Amongst the gifts were five 
different kinds of robe (kiswa). Of each kind the Caliph 
sent 100 items ——  i.e., of "biyad Misr" (Egyptian white
o o
of khazz silk from Sus, of washi material from the Yemen 
and Alexandria, of KhurasanI mulharn and of KhurasanI dlbaj 
(brocade).^ In 282/895 4Amr b. Layth al-Saffar is said to“ r o
have sent to the Caliph Mu*tadid gifts which included one 
thousand robes of RumI dibaj and twelve pairs of sandals 
(ni* al) studded with silver,^ In the same year the Caliph 
Muctadi& also presented to *Amr b. Layth al-Saffar two* “---  o
7 “>8hundred badana robes* and a tap which cost him thirteen
Q
thousand dinars,
1 1 Dhakha3 ir, p , 219 «.
2. Tabarf^ Iii, p.
3° Dhakha5 ir, pp.. 18-19 o On the Prankish Queen ( Mai aka I f r an;j a )
see, Ml Ii amidul 1 ah, J ournal Paki s tan_ Hi stopical Society,
19 5 5 5 pp: 272-300; cf. also*, EI^7~ ‘sTvL ~Tf "flaml.il
1« Possibly it meant white un-coloured linen as it was the 
true Egyptian style and was compared, as the current 
saying went, with "the membrane round an egg", (cf. Mez,160) 
5 « DhpkhjPir, p ,27
6. Ibid, pfc”*43o
7o According to Serjeant, Islamic Textiles, xiii-xiv,105? 
the badana was a garmen t liiade ~”espec!ally foigthe caliphs. 
Mez, ori the evidence of MaqrizI and Ibn Duqraaq notes that
(Continued.,)
• Distinctive Oostumes of some social Groups
As lias been mentioned above , tbe government functiona­
ries generally worE their official distinctive robes* For 
example, the qadi wore the danniyya (tall cap) and the
taylasan , the wazirs and the secretaries (kuttab) wore
durra*a etc* According to Jahiz, for a khatib the• ° *~*"~* o
*imama and the mikhsara (staff) were inevitable* Sometimes,
however, he wore the izar instead of the sirwal, when
P -dressed for the khutba. Jahiz also tells us that the poets
" O * 0
  1 — ✓wore washi*', muqatta6 a and rida* (of a black hue) and were
fond of wearing clothes of bright colour.^ Singers, in
6 —general, wore fashionable and bright hues* Ishaq al-Mawsili
0 <?
is reported to have possessed durrlha, qaba* and other 
garments .made from khazz silk and mulharn material^  
Ordinary singers, of course, could not afford such costly 
robes and had therefore to be content with the less 
pretentious qamis, izar, and other garments in common use,
o' ^  “ “
1o See, Supra, pp0 61,72; Sabi (Rusum, p.91) notes that 
the danniyya was abandoned towards the end of_the 1th/ 
10th century from the official marks of the qadis*
c
20 Jahiz, Bayan, iii, p* 92*
3° Wa^hi —  here a robe of wash! cloth i*e*, a figured 
material*
Muqatta*a — - a long robe fashioned like the jubba and 
made‘of khazz silk* (cf, Lisan, s,v. qatac)
5* Jahiz, Bay an! iii, po115«; HamadanI, haqfimat, pc81o
6. AaBaflxgrvTp. 317- * ----
7° biyg-rat, pp* „
— -0— -
(Continued from the last page):■■*■- badana was a special 
manufacture of the I'innisians, woven”Th the shape of a 
garment, so that it had not to be cut and no stitching was 
required* Being a caliphal. robe it contained no more than 
two ounces of linen, ail- the rest being gold; its value was
1,000 dinars (cf* Maz, p* 160)*
(8)* Taj literally means crown, but here perhaps turban,
(9)o Dhakha5 ir, p * 15 *
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Dress for the convivial parties :—
At the convivial parties known as maqlis al-sharab
a special dress called thiyab al-munadama was worn, This
dress' consisted of a fine ghilala (chemise), a bright
mula *a and a qamis (shirt) made of silk, Failure to don
the thiyab al-munadama at these marjalis was looked at
askanceo Aghani tells us that, a certain 4Abd al-Malik
through a mistake of the ha,jib (chamberlain), entered a
raajlis al-sharab which the wazir Ja4far b. Yahya had   »
arranged, without wearing the prescribed dress. All the 
participants were puzzled to find a man with a qalansuwa 
and a taylasan present at the matjlls p He was persuaded to 
don the thiyab al-munadama forthwith.^ According to Sabi 
the robes of honour for the nadims (khila4 al-munadama)
consisted of the following items : (a) 4imama wash!
zl q "
mudhahhaba, (b) ghilala (chemise), (c) mubattana^, (d)
durra4 a dabiqlyya , (e) and other gifts and perfumese'
1« The mulix’a would seem to have been a garment made from 
two pieces of cloth sewn together to form a robe. It 
should be contrasted with the rlta, a robe fashioned out 
of a single piece of cloth. The iftula3a was,in general, 
yellow in colour, (cf, Ibn Sacd, Tabaqat, vi ;p*197 
nmula ?a safra5" ; also^ Lisan, s.v* T and in addition
Lane, "‘belieoh, s.v. rnula?aT)
2» Aghanl, v, pp. 4-07-4-08; Qut ub al - Surur, p ® 15 \ Muwasbpha, p 0
179; Azdi, Ta’rxkh al-Mawsil, pp. 262-265a **
3o Aghani^ v,p T ' P P *  262-63*
4-o IT e 7 r~ tu rb a n s  o f  v a r ie g a te d  s i l k  woven w ith  g o ld  o r
embroidered with heavy gold. On 4imama see, above,p. 571*
5° On mubattana, see Dozy,- s.-v; also, Sergeant, opoclt,Index.
60 i.e., the durra^a. made out of the Dabiqi stuff. On the
durra4 a an.d the Dabiqi stuff see, above, pp® 66, 67-68.
7. Rusum,p0 96o
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3)ress of the Elegant people (Surafa’) : — —
—■j mt-* Ek»Vii wminwin^ w—.>,» i.Sri.m iw nwpt—4*■ »».Mih ■ ,< *  " ' *'"'*"*
x ’Though the people of sophisticated and refined tastes 
did'not form a distinctive social group in the real sense 
of the ..term, they received special treatment by medieval 
authors who wrote books- on their social lives and described 
therr'modes of dress, food etc. in details. The near 
contemporary author Washsha* (d. 325/936-37) perhaps the 
most copious in providing details on the costumes these 
people- generally wore — -—  a description which also throws 
some light on the specialities of different lands in the 
field of textile and garment manufacture.
According to Washsha5 these people wore fine chemises 
(jghilala) and thick shirts (qamis) of excellent kinds of 
linen5 soft and pure of colours, such as Dabiqi and JannabI 
(from Jannaba in Ears), linings (mubattanat) of takhtanj
O O .
and raw stuffs (khamat), durra4 as of Darabjird and Alexander 
ria, (garments made out of) mulharn,'khazz-silk and
u. «... Tr L. MK-SM
Khiirasenx. materials with linings of soft Kuhl stuff, isHrs 
of thin linen, bordered gowns (rida’) from Aden, taylasan- 
hood of Nishapur mulharn and Dabiqi of one colour,Jubbas
2(gowns) of Nishapur, other stuffe with tiraz inscriptions, 
Sa?dl figured washi-stuffs, ICufan khazz-silk etc., mitraf- 
cloaks of Sus, robes.of Ears and the like.^ They used 
t roxis er--b ands (tikka) of ibrisim-silk and khazz-silk, and
A
cotton mitraf-cloaks of figured Armenian stuffs.
1® Ofo M. Ghazi, "Un group social : "les raffines"(ZurafaJ)M
SIy xi(1952)>'PP* 39-71. ■‘> "~
2o t)n the Theaz see below, pp. 104-106.
3* Muwashsha., pp<» 178-79o The passage has been translated
Inifd'T^igTish by Serjeant in Islamic Textii les, Appendix X5 
pP ?8 and by Carl Jolmtx Lam'Tn^^oI’t’on^l/n^uhe 'Medieval 
Textiles of the Near East11, Paris, 1937, pp. 102-83» 
Muwashsha^ p e.„ 180 „
The elegant, noble and educated men did not wear
soiled clothing with clothing which had been washed, nor
garments which had been washed with new garments* nor linen
with cotton, nor cotton with Kuhi material. The best taste
advocated the wearing of clothes which suited one another
in gradual range of colour,and materials which had something
2m  common and did not clash.
According to a passage of the Hikayat Abl'l-Qasim of 
Azdi it 'appears that the wealthy people and the men of 
refined taste wore garments, of Reddish Dabiqi, of Qirati 
Zuhayri (perhaps a stuff with patterns embroidered all-over 
in the shape of the coins called qirat, a fraction of a 
dinar, and manufactured in the Zuhairiyya Quarter of 
Baghdad) and of reddish woven stuff * They also wore the ri&ri 
of Aden, garments of qagab^linen , of figured material of 
brocade with the woven gold and decorated with beautiful 
markings . -
It is to be noted that the accounts of Ziryab in Spain 
give a good indication to Baghdadi standards of elegance * 
According to Maqqari, Ziryab introduced a change of clothing 
according to the different seasons of the year. Bor spring 
he suggested to wear the jubba of coloured silk or mulharn 
material, and the durra4 a having no liningsy and made of 
light materials. For summer, and autumn he introduced light 
clothes such as found in Marv, and thickly lined and wadded 
clothes to be worn in t.lie morning when the cold began to 
be sharp. On the approach of winter, people were suggested 
to put on warmer clothing of different colours, lined
1c On the material called' Kuhi cf« Serjeant, IslamixpJOq:<tiIq: 
Chap. ix, 119- referring to Tabari, iij^polOJS 
( *s jJ\3 • ') and. also to Tabari, iii,9^9
( j, ) passages which perhaps indicate
a kind of brocaded cloth.
2e Muv/ashsha, p. 179* ' (3)» Azdi, Hikayat, p. 33f*
whenever the weather required it, with various kinds of 
fur.^
Dress of the Sufis : —
— .— ill -rrmi - .-r- T —  - j~ . ~i - -  r ... l
The sufis of our period wore woollen garments and patched 
2robes. Striped clothes and garments having different
x
colours were also sometimes worn by them* The most 
conspicuous items of dress, which set them apart from other
Zl
people, were the jubba of wool, and the khirqa i.e., a 
garment made of materials in two or three different colours 
stitched together. It was also used as a robe of investiture, 
which sufi novices received from their shaikhsThe sufis 
also used sometimes the rida’, the taylasan, the qamis and
" ' ' "b" r —
"^ ke izar, but often bearing a few patches.^ There were some 
sufis who piled patch on patch until the garment became 
abnormally thick. It is reported that once the sleeve of
o
such a patched garment weighed eleven ratls. Such heavily
patched garments were known as al-Kablo^  Ibn al-Jawzi
informs us that some of the sufis of later Abbasid times
used to take new materials of various colours, cut a piece 
and
out of each, I stitch the pieces together most elegantly.
Others donned dresses of fine material and fine Byzantine 
'10head-wear without embroidery; the shirt and the head-dress
have
thus worn might/cost five times as much as a similar article
.,,11 m  silk.
1 Maqqari, Nafkli al-Tib, Beirut ,1968, iii, p „ 128 „
2. Ibn al-Jawzi, Talbls, pp. 181,183,1880
3. Ibid, ppo 180, liTG'^ l'^ 'B0
Ibid. cf. also Hariri, Maqamat, ed. Steingass, p.4-05 •
"he wore the wodl and became"^’ leader of the rows (i.e., 
of people at prayer) and a well-known mystic." <>
%  Ibid, Talbis, p. 198. The Ansars of Mahdi in Sudan also used
6. Ibid, pp. 1H6-87. the patched garments.
7o Ibid, pp. 216-19} Ziraf, pp0 6-7
8o Ibid, pu186c ir— -
9,. KabI literally means chain or fretters; since the garment 
was heavily patched and became abnormally thick, it was
(Cont. c)
Dress of the Soldiers :--
It appears that regulations defining the dresses
to be worn by officers and soldiers of the caliphs' army
were laid down and maintained. Uniforms for soldiers are
not heard of until the formations of the standing bodyguards
of "Turkish" mercenaries during the time of the Caliph
Mu6tasim. Mas‘udi' notes that the Caliph dressed them in
magnificent costumes which distinguished them from the rest 
pof the army. The different divisions of troops had different 
distinguishing signs. Thus the abna*^  wore turbans and also 
garments with, a border. The standard bearers from—amongst 
*fcke abna’ used to wear coats of mail. The KhurasanI 
soldiers wore a special epaulette called bazbakand or 
bazfakand. The high ranking commanders generally used to 
wear coats of mail. Nas^udr notes that it was only Bugba al- 
Kablr, one of the Turkish commanders in Mu4tasimfs army, v/ho
e
*never donned any dress made of iron1 (i.e., coat of mail);^
There is also mention of soldiers wearing tunics of royal
satin (atlas), with close-fitting caps and hoods pointed at
the top. Among other dresses of the soldiers sirwal has
been particularly mentioned which, in winter, was lined
q
with the fur of various animals.
(Continued from the last page) perhaps satirically
called al-kabl (i.e., a garment as fetters for the wearer).
(10). Talbis, pp. 189-99 t( c imam a al-Rumiyya", perhaps from 
the material of Byzantihe^’textries.
(11). Ibid, pp. 189-99»
---
1« Qalqashandl, Subh, iii,272; Eclipse, iii, p„15?2.
2. Tanbihp. 356 ° .....
3* Abna5 v;as a term applied in the early Abbasid period to 
^Ke ""members of the Abbasid house, and by extension to the 
KhurasanI and other Hawaii v/ho entered its services and 
became adoptive members~of ”’it. (cf. Fly s.v. Abna9.). 
According to Saleh el-All, most of the commanders of the 
Abna5 were Ar&bs.cThey were probably the descendants of 
IhlT’army levied by the Arabs on the local cities and
( C Oil O n . )
I
Some indirect information about the uniform of the 
military commanders can be gleaned from the khil* a (robes
According to Hilal al~Sabi, the Abbasid caliphs offered
*
their military commanders the following articles of dress 
as the khil6a : (a) black turban of one colour (6imama 
musmata sawda»), (b) a robe (sawed) of a single colour having 
a collar and a lining, (c) a similar robe without the collar, 
(d) red khazz-silk of Sus, gold figured silk (washi mudhahhab) 
and mulharn stuff or one coloured stuff of 1Khajj', (e)Dabiqi 
gab a ? and a sword with a red sheath studded with silver,
<f) mounts with saddles, The commanders who distinguished 
themselves in.battles received, in addition, a collar (tgawq), 
two bracelets (siwarayn), a sword and a girdle (mintaq). .* ™ t* “
: A
The collar and the bracelet were often studded with jewels* 
Afshin, the military commander of Mu‘tasim, Badr, the
p
commander of Mu6tadid, Mu’nis, the commander of Huqtadir and
P
■ 2 'others received these robes of honour and distiiiction.
(Continued^from the last page) :*—  provinces of Khurasan and 
Central Asia* (cf, .The Islamic City, p« 98), The Abna? , 
according to Tabari, were about 20^000 fighters who fought 
in many battles, and sided with Amin in his struggle with. 
Ma’mun, (cf0 Tabeiii,838,840)« They spoke Arabic and some of 
them were poets, (Tabc iii, 833,936; <. Fox4 their various 
names see, Tab, iii, pp*4-99,84-9,823,830, «■
(406 Jahiz, Rasa>11, i.p,19^ Bng* Tr* JRAG, 1913,631-52).
(3)o Thd word Bazbakand or bazfakand, b^/iksnd as meaning
"epaulette,r7 though is~put"”in the origin'"and. sense of the 
term, seems to be hitherto without an adequate explana­
tion * The word seems a Persian Arabicized one —-mfrom 
baa, hawk and bagand, nest, (cf, ibid,i,pAl9;Bayan,iii, 
(6)*. ilurufj , viii, 4-7;’""Baladhurl, Putuh, 34“8 {  1 Arxb,123  115)°
(?)• SHSMi vii> P* 361 ’ v
(8) c Ta;jarib} i, p. 3yK
(9)» ?Taba*rT7 iii, p« 1731 o
O y~\
h  Rusum* pp* 93-94-o ;
20 TCidT p 0 94-0 The victorious Muwaffaq was decorated by 
Mu6tazz with a diadem and a double wishah (a broad belt 
of leather adorned with jewels) as Afshlii before him had
of honour) they frequently received from the caliphs.
O'
seen ror m s  success against ±5 a Dale* d i (, fiuruj , vxx, pbp• 
Dress of the Dhimmls :—
Dhimmls were required to wear particular forms 
of dress. According to the Shafi*! madhhab the dhimml
had to wear a cap, a girdle round the waist, while 
he was at the hammam, a boss (khatam) of coppoer 
or lead around his neck. No dhimml was to wear a ^
tuihan or a long coat; dhimml women had to wear girdles 
under or over the skirt and also one shoe of black and one 
white. In his Kitab al-Kharaj Abu Yusuf mentions a number
of regulations which affected the non-Muslims in respect of 
their dress, of their mount, and of their general attire*
p
Dhimmls should wear 1 the aunnar round their waist 
resembling a thick cord which each of them would wear as a 
belt, their qalansuwa should be quilted, and on their 
saddles they should put pommels of wood, as large as pome­
granates, and not pommels made from precious metal. They • 
should also twist the straps of their shoes and should not 
(in general) imitate the fashion of the Muslims. Their 
women should be forbidden to wear leather sandals in 
ridingo — •- The qalansuwa of the fire worshippers, however, 
should be long and q u i l t e d " '
Ishbihi, Mustatraf, i, p. 106; Shayaarl, Nihayat al-Kutba,
p * 106; Ibn al-Ukh'uv/wa, Mac a.i. im al-Qurb a , pp. 40-41; cf.
also Tritton, Islam and the Protected Religions, in JRAS, 
1927, pp. 479-841 ~
2C Cf. A.S.Tritton, op.pit., p. 482 : "The word is Greek, 
came into Arabic tifrough Aramaic, and came into popular 
favour only gradually. Finally it was so identified with 
the non-Muslims that in modern Arabic the Jew's lovelocks 
.— the corners of the head which he is forbidden to shave 
— are called aunnar".
Khar4j, pe.72; cf. also, I. Lichtenstadter, J^e^^^sl^nc^ti^e 
dross^of non-Muslims, in Historia Judaic a, 1949, '0.42.
In 191/806 Harun al-Rashid, according to Tabari,issued
r t>
an ordinance for the dhimmls living in Baghdad to the effect
that they should distinguish themselves from the Muslims in
1 -*•their dress and in their mounts* Tabari, however, gives no
m
details about this decree of Harun al-Rashid* According to 
Mari b. Sulayman, the Caliph was pursuaded by his private 
physician, Jibra’il b* Bakhtishu* to reconsider the 
ordinance* The Caliph acceding to the request of the physi­
cian allowed the non-Muslims to wear costumes of their
P ** I-choice. Tabari and other dhimml authors offer a full 
account of the similar ordinance which the Caliph Mutawakkil 
issued in 233/84*9. According to this ordinance Christians 
and ahl al-dhimma had to wear honey-coloured hoods (taylasanX
zunnar or girdle, and also two buttons on their caps *— - 
caps differing in colour from those worn by the Muslims. 1 
Their slaves should wear two patches on the outer garment*
The patches should be yellow and four fingers square* If a 
dhimml wore a turban, it was to be yellow. Their women, 
while visiting outdoors, had to wear a yellow wrapper 
(izar) and their servants had to wear the zunnar and not 
the mintag^  In the year 239/893 Mutawakkil imposed some 
new regulations and ordered the Christians to wear durrac a 
and qaba3 (tunics) with two yellow dhira9 (sleeves ?),^*and 
forbade them to ride horses#
1C Tabari, iii, p G 712; Azdi, Ta^rikh al-Mawsil, p. 311®* ,   ^   6 ^
2" Mari b* Sulayman, Akhbar fatariqat kursi'1-Mashriq,p*73®
— -* ° •«*»>•-<
3.Tabari, iii^ pp. 13*89“90; Mari", oplcit/ p.""79l ‘fmr bc
Matti, Akhbar fatariqa lcursl al-Fiashriq, p. 71® The mijit/a.q
was a kind of girdle or waist-belt, fastened around the.-, 
waist with a buckle or clasp * It was worn both by men and 
women* Women of means sometimes adorned their mntaq with 
plates of silver or gold, and with Jewels also~T'cf«" Dozy* 
Dic^tiqnnairn, p. 420)*
1-rTjhlra ^ t. meaning forearm or arm, but perhaps to be construed 
iif -the sense of sleeve*
One of the distinctive garments which the dhimmls had
'i s ^ '
to wear was the ghiyar. The word ghiyar is Arabic and means 
distinction or cognisance* Perlmann explains it, m  relation 
to dress, as a robe of distinction imposed on the dhimmls 
or as a piece of cloth having a patch of stipulated colour 
placed on the shoulder.^ In his Ahkam ahl al-dhimma Ibn» r,"~n
Qayyim al-Jawziyya has given us his legal opinion regarding 
the dress of the dhimmls* He says that the non-Muslims 
should not wear the ‘imama or the latiya (a close fitting
.  A
cap). Their shoes and sandals should be different from 
those of the Muslims. They should not wear the rida?, 
because this was the characteristic dress of the Arabs.
They could wear the taylasan because this was a traditional 
costume of the Jews. Dhimmis should not carry swords*, their 
women should wear one red shoe, when visiting outdoors. In 
order that their status should be visible to all, the ahl 
al-dhimma aught to wear ash-coloured (ramadi), yellov; or • 
blue dress, since Muslims, in general, did not use garments 
of these hues.^
2 —  ■1o El , s.v. Ghiyar (M. Perlmann) ; Mari, op.clt, pp.11A|
115; Matti, op,cit. p« 71; Serjeant, "A Zaidi manual of 
hisba of the~3rd century HU RSO , 2 8 ( 1 9 5 3 ) j P ° 2 9  ;Nihaya,
2. Ibid, Elf s.v. Ghiyar., 6Amr b. Matti notes that the1^ ^ " ^
ghiyar. indie at eci^ dTst’inctive colour : blue for the 
Christians and black for the Jews. ( c f 0 op*cit,p.71)«
5« S jl, SoV q Ghiyar.
A. Ibn Qayyim al-Jawziyya, Ahkam ahl al-dhimma, ii, p. 738.     ——
It was regarded as the favoilrite~head-"ge ar ~"of the Prophet 
Muhammad
5. Ibid, Ahkam, ii, pp. 755-7^•
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Regional and Ethnic . Dif.Corences In Dress
It will be of some interest to look into the differences
of dress worn by the people of different strata in
different regions* Ihe main source of information on this
point is the eye-witness reports of the geographers and
travellers who travelled over a long distance in the east
and the west and recorded their experiences in the form of
excellent treatises<, Both Ibn Hawqal and Maqdisl were keen
*
observers of social life* Ihey recorded the picturesque 
life of the common people in the second half of the 10th 
century A*D0 The accounts of these geographers, though represen 
tative of. the 4th/10th century, throw some light on the 
practices of ' the 3rd/9th century as the Muslim community 
in the medieval period was mostly conservative and rather un- 
willing to accept changes in Its.1 social life and general 
attire.
Speaking about the dress' worn by the Iraqis, Maqdisl
A
notes that the people there^are fond of sartorial fashions* 
According to Ibn Hawqal and Maqdisl the use of the tavlasan 
( a robe with hood), the qamis, long turbans, linen stuff ■
(shurub) and sandals v/as wide-spread In Iraq*^ Ihey seldom 
cut their tayl again in a round form (muqawwar) The 
merchants (tugjar) wore the cjamls and the rida,Z|*, whereas 
the preachers (khutaba?) donned the gaba5 and the mintag 
(girdle) ^
10 Muq * p * 129 o
2 b Ibid, p*129; Ibn Hawqal, p* 17^*
3* Muq* po 129. 
d* Ibn Hawqal, p* 232
V V
3c Muq* p„ 129.
In the Arabian Peninsula, Maoist notes that most
of the people wore the izar without the qamis» In some
places the izar was the only garment with which they covered
their body* They used cotton for their clothing and took
2
sandals as their foot-wear,,
The Syrians had a decent taste in the choice of their
dress* People from all walks of life --  whether
educated or ignorant — - wore the rida5; they used the 
khuff-boot in winter and sandals in summer* They did not 
wear taylasans in round shapes* The durra4a was a costume
to 1 ' TT'»“ “
worn exclusively by the villagers and by the secretaries*
In some villages of Syria people wore only a single kisa5
- 3
without a sirwal.
According to Ibn Hawqal, the people of Khuzistan mostly 
wore such costumes as were worn by the Iraqis, i*e„, they, 
mostly donned the qamis, the taylasan and the 4imama. Among 
the aged and old people the Izar and the mi »zar were also
4- . •7'common* Maqdisi notes that the taylasan was worn mostly 
by the elite (wajlh), and other people used mostly the square 
rida5, the mzmdll (perhaps in the form of a wrapper) and the 
futa (wrappers)* The khatlb in Khuzistan, following the 
Iraqi fashion, wore the qaba5 and the mintaq„^
The dress of the people of Pars presented a variety of 
forms* The sultan donned the qaba5 and the durraca, the 
latter being loose with wide collars and with an opening 
like the durracas of the secretaries* They used tall caps 
under their turbans, girdles round their waist and top-boots
1« Muq* pp* 99-100*
2* Ibid, pp, 95~96D 
3o Ibid, p* 183*.
4* Ibn Hawqal, p. 174*to
Muq* p* 4160
of- short length on their feet. The judges wore the extra­
ordinary tall caps like the danniyya, the taylasan. the
■  I l l PM P* ti fan lfi'W if  w  !■,« iw  >1 *
#
qamis and the jubba. The judges did not wear the durriba,C "1 * IT 7r ,_T "*'
the sjjlit boots and such caps which covered the ears. The 
secretaries wore costumes similar to the dresses used by 
the secretaries of Iraq, (i.e., the durra6 a). They did not 
use the qaba9 and the taylasan. Other local residents used 
dresses like the taylasan, the rida9, the kisa9, the qamis 
the jubba, the mubattana, the unsplit khuff, turbans and 
.other costumes of khazz silk which are also generally worn 
in Iraq. Maqdisl notes that the people of Ears adhered 
to the 1Abbasid black'and the -use of the taylasan was so • 
common among the masses that its ivearer lost all prestige.
He also notes that in Shiraz those wearing the taylasan
*5 "" r
received no respect from the masses; on the contrary those
— Pwho wore the durra4 a commanded greater respect and prestiges
In this connection he also notes his own experience that 
when he went to have an audience' with the wazir wearing the 
taylasan, he was refused permission to enter the house;
*6"
but next time when he donned the durra4 a he was welcomed.^
Like the oyrians the people of Kirman showed elegance
in their dress.^ The textile industry of Kirman was highly
specialized and, according to Ibn Hawqal, fine qualities of
»
taylasan were exported to Iraq, Egypt and Khurasan and were
**4r — i"
liked by the caliphs and d i g n i t a r i e s The general customs 
(rusum) of the people of Kirman resembled those of the
h  Ibn Hawqal, pp. 205-206,
o
2„ Muq. pp. 7» 440o
3. Ibid, p. 7°
40 Ibid, p0 469.
Ibn Hawqal, p. 225.
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people of Kars*
The people of Daylam, Tabaristan, Ray and Sijistan wore
o
p _
costumes similar to the costume of the Iraqi peoples* In Jurjan 
taylasan was not an article in common use,^
The mode of the costume of the people of Khurasan, Marv 
and Nishapur differed from other regions,, In these regions, 
the Mi at ib did not wear the qaba} or the rida?; they wore.’ 
instead, the durra* a. The use of the khuff in these regions 
was common both in summer and winter; hence sandals were 
rarely seen on their feet* In big cities such as Nishapur 
the faqih and the kabir (dignitaries) wore the taylasan* In 
winter they put their taylasan over the turban and then wore 
a dnrra6 a over it, the lower portion of the taylasan being 
thrown back over the shoulder on the durra6 a  ^In Tranxosiana, 
the taylasan was the special costume of the dignitaries; 
other people wore the qaba9 which was open from the front*
In Marv, some ulema put their taylasan only on one shoulder*
It was the custom there that whenever a faqih was promoted
or given an honour, he was asked to don the taylasan
1„ Muq* p» 469•
2o Ibn Hawqal, pp„ 2?0, 302*
c
3* Muq* p* 308o 
4* Muq* p„ 327*
3c Ibid, po 328*
6* Ibid, p0 328*
Dress of Women :---
Although AghanI informs us that the dress of women 
differed from that of men only in the . omission of the 
turban, Washsha3, in his Kitab al-Muwashsha, states that
it differed both in kind and in colour from that of men.
The Arabic words ” » (x put on my dress), if
spoken by a male, meant an izar, a rida3, an (imama, a
durra* a, and a khimar;^and if spoken by a female, referred
p "X — 4-to a dir*, a milhafa  ^and a khimar. . •
/neither
According to Washsha3 elegant women of this period wore
the trouser-cord (tikka), unless it was made of ibrisim
silk, nor any garment sprinkled or perfumed (marshush or
one
mutayyab), nor/of a simple colour, nor any garment of white
o
linen except that which is coloured by nature, or dyed
according to its kind, or altered from being exclusively the
garb of men with some kind of musk or perfumes of sandal
wood, so that the scent made them a different kind of dress,
a c
seeing that the wearing of white is part of'man’s dresstw
1.The khimar was a head-cover or veil with which women
covered-their head and face. (cfe Dozy, Dictionnaire,s.v. 
khimar ).
2.*~Di p*' — - a women’s garment, either a qamis (shirt) or a 
robe to be worn over the qamis, made from°”wool; or else
a tunic something like the duftra*a (cf. Lano, s.v. dir*)o
The milhafa was an outer garment worn usually in cold ' 
weather£ All garments which one wraps around oneself can 
be described an lihaf or milhafa« To the Arabs the lihaf 
was the _ r °Ca kincT~cTf cloth used to cover tables).
Y/hen the lihaf was lined with some^other material or with 
fur, it became a milhafa. (cf. Lisan, s«v. 1 ahaf.)
Lisan, ix, p. 4-05
f?«, Muwashsha. pp. 181-85o
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The ghilala dukhaniyya (smoke-coloured chemise), the rida?
Rashidiyya (the Rashidi cloak, perhaps from Rosetta), the
ardiya Tabariyya (the Tabari cloaks), the harir mu*ayyan
(silk embroidered with round circles), the miqna4 Nishaburx
! _  — ---------------------- - - - - - —  -------------------------
(the Nishapuri veils), the izar al-mulham al-Khurasani (the - *    * f "
izars of Khurasani mulham)  these were some of the dresses
. 1 ■ worn especially by ladies of elegant taste* Zubayda, the
cousin-wife of the Caliph Harun al-Rashid, is said to have
set the fashion for the smart set and was the first to
p
ornament her shoes with precious stones* Similarly, the 
princess ‘Ulayya, the daughter of Mahdi, devised a fillet 
set with jewels*
The distinctive feature of women’s dress lay in the 
variety of colour and multiplicity of decoration*^ Widows 
and scabby women with skin disease (muqarra4 at)" wore indigo
8 'I'O,or black* Dancers and singers and Nabati'women used
©
garments dyed red, green or rose colour*® AghanI tells us'
that a certain Abu Ishaq found the singing girls of Harun,
©
al-Rashid wearing bright rose coloured qamis,- sizcwal and
1 * Muwashsha, p * 184 *
2* HuruJ7 ~ o  PP« 298-99*
- n-25* Aghani, x, p* 162*
A* Miskhwayh, Tahdhib, p* 49; Suyuti, Mustazraf, p« 66»
*■ *** * " ' C'~~r ”
5* The word muqarrarat is difficult to interpret in a precise 
sense* The’"3icFionaries (lisan, s.v« qjrOgive to this 
term the meaning of ’women suffering from skin disease I 
Serjeant, however, translates this word as ’women in 
trouble'* (cf * Islamic Textiles, Appendix,I,p•79) •
6* Muwashsha, p* 185°
7* On the term ’ Nabati’ cf. El, e.v, Nabatean —  where the 
word is given the following definition : in the Muslim 
era the Arabs used it to denote, in Syria and Iraq, people 
who were neither shepherds nor soldiers* It was also 
applied with a somewhat contemptuous connotation to the 
Aramaic • - spe aking p e as ants *
8C Muwashsha, p* 185*
qina*. so that it looked as if ‘a hyacinth had been placed 
upon a rose'. One difference between the dresses of the well- 
to-do and less well-to-do was that the former never 
used a garment which was dyed a second time, while the latter 
did it.2
As to their head-dress, the women of our period used 
the khimar (head-cover) and the miqna4 or niqab (veil), the 
latter being generally worn, while going ont*^ Por the 
decoration of the head women used to wear the iisaba * 
According to Dozy the ‘isaba was something like a wide lace
J " o ,n~
intended to be tied round the head. It was richly embroidered 
and decked with jacinth and pearls by wealthy women* Ladies 
of elegant taste also used the wigaya, a band to hold the 
hair in place which was ornamented and sometimes adorned
er rz
with tiraz. inscriptions. Such ladies decorated the sleeves 
of their qamis too, with tiraz bands and other luxurious
© m9TT 1
7 -embroideries. r From the writings of Washsha *, it is known '
that the slave-girls of the well-to-do people sometimes used
qalansuwa as their head-gear which was profusely decorated
Pwith tiraz inscriptions and ornamented0
„ q
Among the dresses that women used as shic ary were the 
itb, the si dir, the shawdhar, the qarq-qr, the qarqal etc*
All these words designated sleeveless blouses and chemises
1* Aghini2,‘v, p, 299o 
2 * huv/ashsha, p * 185 *
3* AghariTRT^ 'iiii PP* 45-46; Tabari,iii,p* 1084; gutub si-
Surlir^ p p * 163-64; IChatib, Ta*rlkh, ii, p* 319*—  - *
4o Dozy, Dictionnaire, pp* 301-30;f; rIpd, iv, p* 3?0fo;
{Is aba , whqri used of a man, had the sense of a turban *
(cfo Aghani", v, p* 317)*
5* On the‘7FTr9iz see below, pp* 104-106 
6« Mu washsha, p p * 257“ 58 ? 259 °
7 * Ibid7 pT’~242 0 
8o Ibid, p0 256ff„
9<v On the shiPar see, above, p. 60.
similar to each other in shape, but different in sartorial
"I
fashions.
The ladies of Baghdad wore special shoes called khifaf
gananiya* They preferred mushatara (furred shoes) from
Kanbay for winter wear and the split type (maksur)
and the Edessa (Rahawl) kind of shoes .for summer ,
2 -  -usage. Harun's wife, Zubayda, is said to have been the first
woman to ornament her shoes with precious stones.^ Similarly
Muqtadir's mother is reported to have been in the habit of
•»- -i- 4usmg luxurious sandals of Dabiqi stuff studded with 
precious materials*^
Tiraz Inscriptions : :
A student of Abbasid sartorial fashions often comes : 
across the word Tiraz, i.e., an inscription on a dress* A,
„ A
Grohmann, in his article Tiraz in El and Serjeant, in
his work on Islamic Textiles, have discussed at length the
origin of the word and the introduction of the practice into
6 —  the Muslim world. According to them, Tiraz is a word ofT ~
Persian origin taken over into Arabic* It would seem that 
the tiraz was first introduced into Muslim practice during 
the time of the Umayyad Caliph Marwan II (744-50) J  The 
demand of the caliphs for fine fabrics, not only for their
1* Dozy, Dictionnalre, pp. 21-23, 245-46; Badri, 4Smma,pp«
162-63 *
2* Muwashsha, p* 186
3° Hurup", p~p * 298-99 *
4o On the Dabiqi stuff see above, p. 66.
5* Nishwar, viii, p. 143
6* ETT^Tv. Tiraz (A. Grohmann) ; Serjeant, Is 1 amic Textiles, 
Chap* i, pp. 60-68*
7& Serjeant, opecit„ pp.66-67»
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own use but also for robes of honour, for gifts, for the 
covering of the Ka<ba, for banners and for military 'uniforms' 
was so great that a dar al-tiraz was established to meetT—  . ... , , . —
1 -this need* Tiraz textiles bearing decorative ' inscx’iptions ‘ 
were produced in two types of workshop; the public 
establishment (al-tiraz al-camma) and the private or royal
— -run*-“n mr-- .I i ~  ,
establishment (al-tiraz al-khassa)« The former was owned by
o r -rr'm a o
merchants (bazzazun) who sold their goods publicly or
exported them to other countries, while the latter, situated
within the royal palace was devoted to the making of cloth
for the caliphs' household e,g», robes of honour and
2the like, The Abbasid caliphs had indeed several tiraz 
factories located in cities important for their production 
of clothes, cities like Baghdad, Samarra, Khurasan, Dablq 
etc
fragments of costumes surviving from our period are 
to be found in the various museums of the world* These 
fragments demonstrate the fact that the 'inscriptions' are 
in Kufic script (a type of square angular writing)* The 
fragments, in general, bear the "basmala" followed by the 
name of the caliph, his personal title (l^ ajqab) and also 
various benedictory phrases* The date and place of
1« E* Bo Serjeant, op.cit, 0hapo I, pp* 60-68; El , SoV*
Tiraz (A. Grohmann); cf. also, Encyclopaedia of Social
Sciences, s*v* Industrial Art«
2* Serjeant, op *cit, Chap* xiii-xiv, p* 97; N. P, Britton,
A Study of some _early Islamic textiles in the Museum_of
Fine Arts, Boston, 1958, ppc 18-20
3c Serjeant, op_ocit_, Chap* II, pp* 69-84- ;cf0 also, If. Kuhnel, 
Catalogue of dated T:.iraz fabrics, p*6ff.
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manufacture are also usually mentioned there. The earlier 
textile 'inscriptions' (8th-11th centuries) tended to be 
simple and precise, whereas the later ones (from the 11th
century onward) became more elaborate and, as it were,
|
O
'debased' in character.
As for the decoration of the tirazl garments.three 
methods were adopted viz., tapestry, embroidery and painting 
or printing. Tapestry was woven directly onto the ground 
material at the time of its manufacture. It was a ribbed 
cloth technique, using wefts of more than one colour. 
Embroidery, as the word implies, was applied to a previously 
woven ground material. Needles were used for stitching.
When gold thread was used, it was sewn lightly at short 
intervals to the surface of the cloth with a fine silk 
thread as the clumsy hut fragile gold thread could not 
pass easily through the ground cloth. In painting and 
printing generally the brush or stylus and the block or 
stencil respectively seem to have been used by the people .
7
concerned with the production of tiraz. material.^
1. Serjeant, Islamic Textiles, Chap. ii, p. 72; cf. also 
Early Is1 ami c Toxti1es in the Museum of Boston, pp. 17 -20.
2. Britton- , £P^cit, pp. 17-18. ; E. ICuhnel, op.eft. Pis. IJ-2XI
3. Ibid, pp. 21 *~23°
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Prices of the Garments :—
On the prices of costumes worn by Muslims in different
periods Ashtor has quoted a number of evidences and tried to
estimate the relative cost of clothing in relation to other
essentials of life. His evidence on the 9th century is,
however, not copious and therefore needs more careful
investigation.
A comparative study of the prices of the 8th and 9th
centuries, recorded in literary sources, shows that in the
9th century prices rose and it was almost impossible for the
poor people to have more than one or two pieces of clothing in
their wardrobes. Ihe wealthy people who could spend a lot of
money on luxuries, bought and had their garments tailored at
very high and sometimes exorbitant prices.
According to Abu lalib al~Makki (d.977) the pious Muslims
and sufis in the earlier centuries of Islam did not spend
more than 7“8 dirhams on clothing; the Companions of the
Prophet and their Successors spent about 20-30 dirhams. The
theologians sometimes declined to wear' clothes which cost more
than 40 dirhams and others allowed themselves to wear clothes
?of upto 100 dirhams only.
We will now discuss the prices, of the ma^or items of 
clothingo
Qamis
In 204/919 at Mawsil, one qamis of standard quality cost
7y .. ....
about 2 dinars. In the 10th century one ordinary Saqlatani
c
1o Ashtor, Prix, pp* .92-33; idem, "Essai sur les prix et les 
salaires** dans 1 5empire calif ien”, ESC), 3§(1961), pp„19--69 *
2 o MadkTfcal, i, p. 132; ii, p. 238f.; Qut aT--Qulnb, i;L,p.i 83; of <.
also Ashtor, Prix, Pc.53  ""
3*> Azdl, Ta’rikh al-Mawsil, p.333®
qamis cost 5 dinars.^At the same period we hear of a Dabiqi
— *1* Pshirt worn by an ostentatious gadi which cost him 200 dinarsv
The shirt might have been embroidered with costly materials,
otherwise 200 dinars for a shirt is incredibly high. This is
why the wazir ‘All b. ‘Isa ridiculed the qadl for such
extravagance and told him that his own qamis and the durra‘ a
did not cost more than 20 dinars.^ From Mas‘udl we learn that
in the 3rd/9th century the cost of the tailoring of a qamis 
4was 2 dirhams.
Izar :--
In the 8th century 6J dirhams were paid in Basra for an 
izar.^An anecdote (probably 3rd/9th century) recorded by Ibn
•t* — 6al-Jawzi shows that a woman bought an izar for 22 dirhams.
In Mawsil, probably in the middle of the 8th century, the 
price of an izar varied between 6 and 18 dirhams.^ The izar 
which was imported from far-off lands and worn by the wealthy 
and men of elegant taste, might have been more costly.
Kisa * :--*
During the period of Ma’mun a kisa9 could be bought for ■
8 —two dirhams. The kisa* which was imported from places known 
for their textile industry, was highly priced. Jahiz notes 
that a Tabari kisa’ cost 400 dirhams, whereas the one brought
from Qumis cost 100 dirhams. Aghanx also notes that the price
" 'i n
of 400 dirhams was paid for a kisa* of khazz silk. The
 ^° Tatj arib, iii, p. 6?; of. also, Ashtor, Prix, p. 53
2. Nishwar, i, p.29; Sabi, Wuzara’, pp. 353-54*"“* ' « *■“* —
3® Ibid.
4. Muru.jvi, p. 344 
5* ‘Uyun, i, p.251c
6. Huiaaqa, p._65
7. Azd:f,’~Ta*r Ikh al-Mawsil, p.237; cf. also Begg, op.cit.s.v.
8. Ibn Tayfur, ^IpihdgllT p.24.
9* Day a wan, iii, “p. 27; Ibn al-Jawzx, Ziraf, p.187 
10. Aghani, iii, p.25
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made of silk and other fine fabrics cost 500-700 dirhams*
According to Ibn Hawqal the kisa* made in Susanjird (in Bars)
2was sold at the highest prices such as 100 dinars and so on* 
Rida* :—
The rida*, a robe which resembled the .kisa* was sold 
probably at the same price as the kisa * * According to one 
report the rida* made in Aden was sold at a price of 2,000 
dirhams.^ This rida* might have been of wool and/or richly- 
embroidered* Ibn ‘Abbas, according to Ibn Qutayba, wore a rida * 
of T, 000 dirhams which was made perhaps in Aden and was richly
A
embroidered*
hurra*a and Taylasan :--
There is very little material on the prices of the costumes 
worn by the wazirs and the judges (i.e., the durra*a, the &aba3 
taylasan etc*)* The cost of such clothes must have been 
dependent on the material used in fashioning these dresses* We 
have already seen that the durra‘a and the. qamis which the 
wazir ‘All b. ‘Isa — - a wazir well-known fox1 his frugal 
household — —  donned, cost him ‘20 dinars altogether*^ Thus the 
durra‘a might have cost him 10-15 dinars* About the price 
of the taylasan we have one evidence dating from the first 
half of the 8th century. In this report, a Basran Muhaddith 
is said to have purchased a taylasan for 400 dirhams*^ The 
taylasan and other excellent robes manufactured in Bamra ( in 
the province of Kirman) were of very high quality* These robes 
were expox^ted to Khurasan, Iraq and Egypt and fetched the
1* Ibn Sa‘d, Tabaqat, v,96; iii,p.40;v,561 .
2* 3~bn Hawqal, p* 212*
5° Aghani , xviii, p. 89 
4* i, p* 298*
5* Nishwar, i, pp* 29~50
6o TEua'Sald, l^ abapitc, vii,p0 155? c *> also, Ashtor,
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price of more or less 30 dinars * The garment had a durability
/which
similar to that of the clothes of Aden and Sana, the cheapest o±j
s\
lasted for five to twenty years* Similarly the V/Idharr
garments (, from V/Idhar, a place in Samarkand) were much
prized and exported to many countries* Of Wldharl garments
Ibn Hawqal noted that they were woven of cotton and employed
raw without being cut* They were of a colour approaching
yellow saffron, soft and light to the touch, but nevertheless
very thick, excellent in their wearing qualities and durable*
He further noted that there was not a prince, wazir, or
qadi in the whole of Khurasan who did not wear one Wldharl • 11 1
garment in winter over his clothes* Such Wldharl robes were
2
sold varying from 2 to 20 dinars*
Sirwal -
The price of trousers (sirwal) has not been recorded 
in available sources. Like other garments it depended on 
the quality and quantity of the fabric used in tailoring a. ' 
sirwal* Since the sirwals for women were wide and capacious, 
they might have cost more than those worn by men* Ibn Zubayr 
speaking about the costumes of the wazir Ibn al-~Purat notes 
that the £>iece °i each sirwal of this wazir cost him 30 
dinars*^ The trouser-band (tikka) was sold in various 
colours and at varying prices* It was usually made of ibrisim 
silk and was sometimes luxuriously decorated* The best 
quality of tikka brought from Armenia was sold, so Tanukhr 
informs us, at a price of one dinar each*^ Some of
1* Ibn Hawqal, p* 223; cf* also, IdrisI, Geographic, trans» 
by P.A* Jaubert, Paris, 1836-4-0, i, p* 4-23°
2* Ibid, Ibn Hawqal, p» 403; Idrlsx, op*cit, ii, p* 201*
3 * Dbakha 9 ir,  ^n
■  p p °
4-* ifisjiv/hr, viii, p*l23°
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these troser-bands, according to Ibn Hawqal, fetched even
10 dinars.
*Imama, man&Il : —
During Ma’mun's reign 18 dirhams are recorded as the 
< P
price of a turban. One mandxl^ at the beginning of the 9th 
century was sold at 2 dirhams J* From an anecdote in 
Jahshiyails Wuzara’ it appears that a Tabari mandxl was" ‘ o r 1 J
worth 12 dirhams.^ Qumis was well-known for its excellent'
mandxls both large and small made of fine cotton
and often embroidered. The large man dll, according to Haqdisl.,
8 :might have fetched a price of two thousand dirhams.-^
Foot-wear :—
The prices of foot-wear are sparingly mentioned in 
our sources. The famous sufi Bishr al-Hafi (d. 227/841) is-
Q T t
said to have spent two danxqa for his sandals (na‘1)v— * an 
exceptionally low price which caiOiot be taken as representa­
tive of the prices of the 3^ *d/9th century. The top-boots 
(khuff) and other varieties of sandals which were often 
imported from India, Kufa and other places might have been 
very costly0 A papyrus record shows that a pair of the na{I
n
Smdiyya with laces made in Tinnis, cost about 4 dirhams.
Fabric : —
Garments made out of the Dabiqi stuff was a common 
sight in the wardrobes of the wealthy people. The Dabiqi 
stuff was' highly priced. In one report (311/923) we find
1„ Ibn Hawqal, p. 246; cf. alsor Mez, p. 464.
c- ^
2. Ashtor, Prix, p. 53, quoting from "Lost fragments of Kitab 
al-wuzaraP "wa’l-kuttab" by Jahshiyari, ed. M.‘Awad, Beirut, 
1965*. p. 32. _
3° Khatxb, Ta’rikh, ii, p. 48.
4„ Wuz^ara},“pT“lB4'. /3?ssa^s^^, pp« 75-76*
5. Fluqc/p0 36/o See for some other quotations, F.Rosenthal-Four/
6. Waf ay at, i, p . 112; c f. al s o, Bam4 an I, Ansiib, iv, p. 27.
7o A. Grohmann, From the world of Arabic Papyri, Cairo, 1952, 
152; of. also'/Ashtor, //>()/’' 196T/ 17746 o
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the lowest price of a red Dabiqi stuff (al-shuqqa al-Dablqiyya-
A  ■ i i —  ---------- _ —
al-shuqayriyya) as 70 dinars* The wazir Ibn al~Burat who
was fond of sartorial display donned the taylasan, kisa?,
4imama etc* --  all made out of fine Dabiqi stuff which
2cost him seventy dinars each* Similarly the washi stuff
used generally by the caliphal household and wealthy people
cost a lot of money* The famous physician of flutawakkil
Bakhtlshu4 wore a tjubba of wash! which cost him 1,000 dinars
The pieces of wash! bought for the mother of Harun cost 
  ^
5,000 dinars each* These pieces were certainly decorated 
with gold or other precious jewels, otherwise 55000 dinars 
would seem an exaggerated figure* Sabi records a price of'
200 dinars for a dibaji robe (thawb) presented to the Caliph 
Tai1 in 367/977.5 ■
O
Bur : —
In winter the garments were often lined with some kind 
of fur, which was generally expensive* The skins of foxes., 
and marten were often used for lining* According to Mas4udi 
foxfur was sold at 100 dinars per piece.6 In the Tabassur 
bi11-tijara we find a list of furs exported from various 
lands sold in the Baghdad1 markets*r Ibn Zubayr records 
that the sons of the caliphs Ma’mun and Muhtadi possessed
1 * 4 Arib, p. 116*
2* Dhakha’ir, pp* 229-230*
3o 'QTfFf7“p7 102; Ashtor, Prix, pp* 5^ -“55°
4, Muruj, viii, p. 298* **
5* Rusum, pp* 100-101
17" ~ p
6* Muru.i, ii, p* ii, pp* 14-15*; cf* also, El£ s*v. Barw.
7c Tabassur,* (attributed to Jahiz), ed* Hasan E*‘Abd al~
-r.u_A.jn, ^ . 9 0  /*\
V/ahhab, RAAD, 1932, p* 335f« ; see also, Elf s*.v»
** There is also one report, perhaps exaggerated, showing^ 
that an excellent robe made out of the best availabe wash! 
stuff in the Baghdad market, _for the Caliph Wathiq, cost
6,000 dinars* (cf* Khalidiyyan, Tuhaf, PPo114-1“p ; Husri,^
Jam4 al-Jawahir,pp*2110-201 \  According to Jahiz the? vfa^ hi
woven with gold was sold for 1,000 dinars in0B&ghdad * (Tai.2”‘ 
ssur bl1 1-Ti jara, p* 26*3
o\>
I
robes lined with foxfur in white and black colours, each 
costing five hundred dinars.
The Eb.il4 a robe :--
The khil4 a (robes of honour) usually offered to
dignitaries and high ranking officials in the early Abbasid
period, came under three price ranges. The first grade consistec
of robes worth 300 dinars, the second grade of 100 dinars
2and the third grade of 30 dinars. The khil4 a generally 
consisted of a set of clothes (i.e., an 4irnama, a qamis, 
a sirwal, a taylasan, a qaba* or durra4a etc.).^Sometimes 
a single garment could also be given in the khil4a.^
1. Dhakha >ir, p. 196*
2. Sabi, Rusum, pp* 98-99.
3. Ibid, pp* 93-99*
4o Muruj, vii, ppc 127-28*
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Chapter III 
Food
Under the Abbasids there was a keen interest in the
art ofjcooking --  an interest strong enough to produce a
number'of manuals in this art* In the course of time, 
cooking became a special subject of study and a number of
a
people wrote treatises on it. Unfortunately the books
1. People like Harith bo Bushkhiz (ca. 3rd/9th century),o - u..
Ibrahim b e al-Mahdi (d0 224/838), Yulianna b«, Masawayh ' 
(do 243/857), Ibrahim b. al~4Abbas al-Suli (d. 243/857),
o
‘All b» Yahya al-Munajqim (&. about 257/888), Ahmad bc
o o
al-Tayyib al-SarakhsI (a contemporary of the Caliph 
Mu4tadid), Ahmad b» Ja4far Jahza ( d o  325/938), Abu Bakr
o o o o
Muhammad b„ Zakariyya al~Razi (d. 313/925), Makhbara (a 
grannarain at the court of Mu4tadid), Hunayn b, Ishaq '
( d o  260/873)9 Ibn Manduwayh al-Isf3akani (d. 372/982),; 
Miskawayh ( d o  420/1029), Ahmad b, Isma4ii Nattaha al- 
Anbari ( d e 291/903), 4Ubayd Allah b c Ahmad bo Abi Tahir
© o
( d o  after the reign of Muqtadir, 908-932), Ibn KhurSdhbih 
( d o  300/912), Yahya bo Abi Mansur al-Mawsili (a contempo-
o o ©
rary of the Caliph Ma3mun), Ibn al-Shah al-Zahirl (dc
4th/10th century ?), Pawud b„ 4All ( d o  270/883), Ibn Daya
(do about 340/951) und a host of others contributed to 
this ' science ' o (cfn Fihrist ,pp0 1.80,210,213,218,304,440;
Qif ti, Hukama5, pp 0 173,438; Eurutj , vi ii,p 0 332; Irshad -
ii, po 160; cf, also Mo Rodins on, in PEI, 1949, ppT~T00~
102; He Zayyat, in Mahhriq, 1947, pp - 16-17; Mez, p, 396;
Badri, 4Anna, p0 96X 0"^'1L~groat historian Mas4udi(d0346/
957) tells*us that he himself wrote a manual of cooking,
in which he discussed, amongst other things, the kinds
and quantities of spices required for different types of
dishes0 (cf. Murutj, viii, ppc 103-104)* See, on some
writers of a later period, Habib Zayyat, in Mashriq,1947,
pp. 17-18; Cf o also M„ Eodinson, Cuisine, in~RL^""~1949,
Po 102ffo
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written by these scholars soem not to have survived* Thus
far it has been possible to trace only three works on the
2 -  -  subject : one by Abu Muhammad al-Muzaffar b« Nasr b„ Sayyar
o o o
al-Warraq (d. early 4-th/10th century), the second by Muhammad 
bo al-Hasan b* Muhammad b0 *Abd al“Karin al-Katib al-
o o
Baghdadi (d. 637/1239)^ and the third by Kamal -al-Din bD 
al-6Adim (d. 660/1269)° The work of Warraq, entitled "Kitab 
al-Tablkh wa Islah al-aghdhiyat al-ma*kulat”, exists in
o ,TT-1"J o o 'rr"-,rw r
manuscript o This work discusses not only matters of cuisine 
but also the beneficial and harmful properties of various 
foodso Written presumably sometime in the late 3rd/9th or 
in the beginning of the 4-th/10tli century^, ioe0, during the 
period with which our work is mainly concerned, and by a 
writer who had access to the actual recipe-books of the 
Abbasid caliphs of that time, the text is of great interest 
to us*^
1. bee, Mo Rodinson, Gusine, in R E I 194-9? Po 100f; Ho Zayyat 
Tabakha, in Mashriq, 194-7? P° 16ff0
2o liab£F7Z ay y at~iotes'”that another three manuscripts (two 
by anonymous authors^and the third by a certain Jamal al- 
Din Yusuf al-Dinashqi (do 909/1503) exist in some Egyptian 
librarieso The work of Dinashql being published by him’
Mashriq , 1937? PP° 370-6„ (cf* Mashriq, 194-7?PP°1?-‘18) *
3* The book was written in 623/1226* (cf* Tablkh, Chapter, 
Introduction)* — —  •
4-. The manuscript is unique and is preserved in the Eodlion 
Library, Oxford, Hunt, No* 187°
5o This is evident from the fact that the last caliph to he 
mentioned by the author in this book is MuktafI who 
reigned during 289*"95/901-907° He has also mentioned 
some of the poets v/ho flourished during the end of the! 
3rd/9th and the beginning of the Jth/16th centuries* 
Arberry, however, suggests that Warraq belonged to the 
4th/1Oth century* (cf„ A Baghdad Cookery Book, p*10,n »5)°
6* The te,xt of this manuscript has been briefly discussed 
by Habib Zayyat in Ha&hriq, 194-7? PP° 1S--26 and by It 
Rodinson, in REI, 194-9”, pi 104-*
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Of the latter two works, entitled Kitab al-Tablkh ando "
al-Wusla ilii'l-habib fl wasf al~tayy.ibat wa'l-tlb, the second
» - -- I • " " ri 1-1 o' * n ' " ' ' O ni"r' 1^-1 " ■ ■■ r ■r T" ' ,-T11 1 ^ r
A A
is in manuscript form, while the former has already been
2
published and translated* Though written at a considerably 
later period, i.e., during the 15th century of the Christian 
era, these books throw much light on the cooking cf the 
classical dishes.^ The culinary terms used in these two 
books are almost identical with those employed in the work 
of karraq from which it can be assumed that the dishes of 
this period had not undergone much change.
In addition to the above-mentioned sources devoted 
exclusively to the culinary art, books like Ibn Qutayba's 
4 Uyun al-Akhbar, Ibn 4 Abd Rabbih’s 4Iqd al-Farid, Ibn Jazala's 
Minhaj al-Bayan fima yasta4 niluhu* I-insan^', Raghib1 s 
Muhadarat al-Udaba’, Ibn Sida's Mukhassas and also a Risala
'o yWWU-i.LLJ.JimiTIMIIII' --ILJ. JLI I I 14 ' O O  O  1 I T
— - 
fi}1-sukkar  ^contain chapters and occasional remarks on
food and eating. Books on hisba also supply us with some"br‘ J L“
material on the subject.
1. A copy of this manuscript can be seen in the British 
Museum, Or. 6388 and in the SGAS, Library, No. 90913.
The book has been analysed and translated into French, 
in abridged form, by M.Rodinson, in REI, 194-9? p.117ffb
2o The book al-Tabikh was edited by Dr. Daoud Chelebi and 
published at “Mosul in 1353/1934-0 It has been translated 
into English by A.J.Arberry under the title, MA Baghdad 
Cookery Book". Chelsbi's information that the manuscript 
of the Kitab a 1 --TabI'kh is unique is wrong. There is an 
excellent copy of this manuscript in the British Museum 
(Or. 5099)? a manuscript which, at some points, contains 
additional information, (cf. for example, the addition 
of fols. 7-8 in the introductory chapter, where instruc­
tions on cooking are set forth.)
3* Baghdadi, in his Kitab al-Tabikh, notes (p.6) that he 
cane across several”Books bonpos'ed on the culinary art: 
and rejected some recipes, as they did not correspond to 
the usual food habits of the Baghdadis.
A. The book is in manuscript. There is a copy in the British 
Mus eurn, ITo „ 5934.
5. See Cairo Gat. vi, p. 14-8.
The expenses of the royal kitchen :—
The Abbasid caliphs, their wazirs, their high ranking 
officials and people of wealth used to take a meal marked-
i
by its expense, by elaborate preparations and by a lavish 
use of spices. Several caliphs were noted for their extrava­
gant ,expenditure on food and even for gluttony. The Caliph 
Mansur is reported to have died of stomach ailment which, 
as his physician pointed out, was a direct result of his
'i
gluttony.
From a passage in the Kitab al-Wuzara’ of Sabi, it
IT .j-ir -I - i r . o
would seem that there were two types of kitchen in the 
caliphal palace — - (a) the khassa (the private kitchen),_l i o o
p
and the 4Amma (the public kitchen). ' The private kitchen, 
as it appears, catered for the needs of the caliph himself 
and of his friends and companions. The other members of the
court and the visitors took their meal from the matbakh al-
i lirama (i.e., the public kitchen).
The annual budget for the royal kitchen and the daily 
expenses for the caliph's food indicate the unusual interest 
shown in the procurement of sumptuous dishes. The yearly 
expenditure of the Caliph Mutawakkil's kitchen was two 
hundred thousand dinras.^ This expenditure, as it would 
seem, did not include the money spent oh drinks, ice, kitchen
1. H.I.Hasan, 1^1am, p. 380 (quoting from Tabari, ix,pp.290- 
91)o The Caliphs Muctasim and Wathiq were also well-known 
for their gluttony, cf" Huru.j, vli, p . 170; viii, p. 302; 
‘IcjcI, vi, p. 300; Qutub ai-ihirur, p. 290.
2. Sabi, ^13ara% p. 20; idem, Ida sun, p .22; see also, Ya‘qubi, 
Buidan, p. 2AO.
3 o Ibn Zub ayr, Dhakha’ir, p. 219 o
utensils, etc. From Sabi we know that the monthly expense
o
of the Caliph Hu4ta&icV s kitchen (both khassa and ‘anma)
O “ rr"''“ Q © ~
i *1 ^
amounted to ten thousand dinars, The cooks (number unidenti-
p
fied) of this royal kitchen received thirty dinars a day.
It is said that the Caliph Ma’raun's daily expenses amounted 
to 6,000 dinars, a large amount of which was spent on his 
kitc hen Ho w many people were fed out of this kitchen is not 
precisely known, but from the fact that the Caliphs did not 
usually take food alone, it can be assumed that a large
amount was spent on the food of the caliph's nadims (boon-
. . .  4
companions), physicians and guests.
The caliphs, wazirs and other men of wealth preferred
to have a wide range of dishes on their table. Special
occasions such as wedding parties, banquets etc,, called forth
the fullest manifestation of extravagance,^ A banquet which
Ibrahim b, al-Mahdl, a member of the Abbasid house gave in
honour of the Caliph Harun contained one dish prepared from
the tongues of fishes-, which cost over 1000 dirhams. One
of the boon companions of the Caliph. Ma vmun, Ja6far h,
Muhammad, notes that one day he found Ma3mun seated at a
lunch embracing numerous dishes which he thought to exceed
7three hundred in number, { The Caliph Muhtadi, on the other
1o Sabi, Wuzara ’, p , 20
2, Ibid, p, 23
3° Faklirl, p, 312; cf, also Hasan, Islam, p, 361
4, That*-’physicians were often numbered amongst the table 
companions of the caliph is clear from the evidence of 
.various authors, (cf,, for example, Ibn Abi ^  Usaybih a^_
ii,.p „3d)c Aghanl notes that the Caliph Harun £1-Rashid, 
however, was careful in his choice of table companions 
and allowed none.other than an Amir or iAlin to sit with 
him, (cf, Aghani ,v, p, 24), ~
3» See, for example", the account of the wedding party of
the Caliph Mahiiun, Clip at er, Feast & Festivals of this thesis,
6, MuruJ, vi, pp, 349"”30
hand, is reported to have cut down the daily expenses of
tlie royal kitchen from ten thousand dinars to one hundred
a „
dinars only. Similarly, the Caliph Qahir is said to have
reduced the number of main dishes to twelve, allowing
thirty varieties of sweet and allotting only one dinar for
pthe fruit destined for his dining table,
Well-tovdo people in general were also extravagant 
in their food. Abu*1~4Atahiya tells us that, being invited 
by Mukhariq, the singer, he went to his house and was 
served there with numerous dishes. The menu included the 
following kinds of food: fine bread, vinegar, vegetables, 
roasted mutton, roasted fish, sweet dishes, desserts, 
fruits and a variety of drinks.^ On the dining table of 
Ishaq b. Ibrahim, the singer, a certain Ahmad b. 4Abd al-
o o
Rahman al-Harrani found thirty birds cooked for three
a o
guests only, the number of dishes,sweet and sour, cold and
4hot being, in his recollection, uncountable.
(continued from the last page):- the Caliph Muqtadir, findin, 
a particular dish absent from his dining table, admonished 
the cook and asked him not to leave a single dish unprepared 
(cf. Nishwar, ii, p. 152).
  -0----
1. Muruj, viii, p. 20
2. 4Arib, p.
-,-1 _
3* Aghanl , iii, p. 180; cf. also Abu Nasr, al-Hawa wa'l-
shahSb fi 4ahd al-Rashid, p. 201
4. Ta^-j (attributed to Jahiz), p. 13 o The kitchen expenses of
some of the Abbasid wazirs are also to be noted. Ibn al- 
Furat‘s extravagance is well known. His great kitchen, it 
is said, was open to all (cf. Eclipse,i,120). Hamid b.ai- 
4 Abbas used to set 40 dinner tables ""daily for those who 
entered his residence, whether officials, ordinary people 
or even servants. Meals included meat and wheaton fine ‘ 
bread.(cf. Nishwar,i.14). Ibn Muqla (in 317/929) spent 
500 dinar s a_' we nk/pn, fruit s al one. ( Eclip s o , i, 20 3). In 3 24/ 
935? the Har’idi1 s/dxpgnsos amounted to "T/COO dinars a day. 
(Eclipse, i, 348, n. 2; cf. also, Duri, Me s op o t ami a, p. 298 ) °
Meat was one of the staple foods of the affluent class.
A
Chickens were recommended by medieval physicians and widely used 
in the daily diet of the wealthy people. They were used in varic 
us kinds of dishes known by different names relating to the 
use' of specific ingredients or to particular methods of 
cookingo
The breeding of chickens appears to have been common
amongst the people living in the country-side. Even town
dwellers kept chickens in their homes as a source of eggs 
2
and meat. In Baghdad, there were several markets (e.g, 
suq al-tuyur) where chickens were one of the main articles 
of sale.
• Of the four types of chicken mentioned by Jahiz, the
o *
faraj al- Kaskariyya was highly prized.^ Kaskar, according 
to Tha4 alibi, was a village of the Sawad situated between 
the Euphrates and che Tigris. The Kaskari chicken, being
1o See Ashtor, in AESC, iv(13GO) , p .1022 and in JAH, iv(l970), 
p. 4 who quotes, Razi, Ibn Jazla,Moses Mainonides and.
Ibn Juna4i.
2. Jahiz, Hayawan, ii,p. 357? iii, p» 170; Aghani ,iii,p.31c
3° Cf „, for example,the origin of the name of~lTahr al-daja.j, 
in Baghdad.
4. Hayavfan, ii, p . 248. Vihether or not there were "poultry 
farms" in the country-side for the supply of chickens 
and eggs to the markets is not known. Egypt was noted 
for its artificial poultry farming, especially for the 
ingenious incubators, (cf. Hayawan, ii,p.333; also Mez, 
p. 45?).
fat and good to taste, sometimes became "as heavy as a goat
A „
or sheep". An Indian species of chicken (Dajaj al-Hindi)
p
was also much esteemed for eating. Castrated cocks were 
thought to taste better than the non-castrated ones,^
Chickens, ducks and francolins, according to Jahiz, were
o o
slaughtered in the evening and were left overnight macerated
4.
perhaps m  curd,
A special feature of Abbasid cooking was the use of
seasoning freely with plain dishes as well as with fried
and dry food (the latter of the sweet rather than the sour
variety), but sparingly with sour dishes providing their
own broth* Meat was cleansed thoroughly of blood, dirt,
ganglions, veins and membranes, washed in warm water and
salt and fried lightly in oil (tac rig), before boiling and
cooking, Ta4 riq i,e#, frying the neat gently, until the juice
of the meat exuded like perspiration, tended perhaps to remove
5  '
the unpleasant smell of meat so common m  hot countries.
In order to have the meat cooked quickly, borax (bawraq),
_ 6 
wax (shana4 ) or melon (battlkb) were throv/n in the saucepan»
' " • o —— — *
In chicken dishes, they used dry coriander but seldom put
7 1onion or garlic in them,
, — - .. .. .. p
1o Ihimar, p, 426; Yaqut, Buidan, s,v, Kaskar; Aghani”,xi,p0 
356T"^zdl, Hikayat, p. 39 
2* Ibn Jazla, 11 inhaj a1-Bayan, Br, Mus, Ms,No, 59341 f■°1»91a5 
Azdl, Hikayat, p, 39; Bapdidadi, . Bukhala5, p, 144; Ihinar, pp*
333 , 615; Lata’if, p, 214, "
3o Jahiz, Hayawan, ii, p, 248,
4, Ibid, i, p. 299=
3o Tabikh, ppc8-'9 -Eng* Tr* pp* 13-14; cf, also Ibid, in MS* 
Br7~Mus * ( Or * 5099 ) , f ol. 7 ®*
6* Ibid, (Or* 5099), fol. 8b;
7* Ibid, Tabik.h, pp„ 50~5’1
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The chicken dishes were varied in number and nature--
e0g., hanida, nasus, mamqur, nutajjan, naqlus , isfidbaj,
o © o o " a — r" ■“
khashkha sh i y a, faludhajiyya and haiawiyya, To make these
dishes, one had to boil the chicken first, cut it into
pieces, fry then lightly in fresh sesame oil and add the 
1seasonings.
Among other domestic animals the.meat of which was used 
in various dishes,hot and cold, sour and sweet, were goats, 
lambs, sheep, camels and cows. Mutton has always been 
regarded important in the daily diet of the people,, Syria 
had an abundant supply of sheep, and in the 10th century, 
the flocks of sheep were so numerous in some of its areas- .
1. For the hamida (sour) dishes a preparation of sumach-juice 
or pomegfanate seeds, of lemon juice or grape juice, or 
even of vinegar was added; fur the nasiis (macerated chick­
en) the meat was cooked after maceratioh in a seasoning 
of vinegar, celery and saffron; for the namqur, fried meat 
was thrown into boiling water after mixing with vinegar1 
and nurri (brine) in equal parts; for the mutajjan (fried 
chicken y~the meat was fried, until it turned “brown, . . 
and was served with lemon-juice squeezed over it; for 
maqluj(roast or baked chicken) the fried meat was nixed 
with a little hot water and was garnished with poached 
eggs; for isfidbaj, the chicken was boiled with mastic, 
cinnamon ahoTsalt™ then some ground almonds (small and 
sweet) mixed with water together with a handful of peeled 
and soaked chick-peas and a ring of dill was added, after 
which the dish was furnished with poached eggs; for 
khashkhashjyya and faladhajiyya1a more elaborate method 
of cooking was adopted —  the"~meat was fried lightly; 
then it was thrown into boiling water, mixed with spices, 
flavouring, sugar and poppy flour and was left on a 
slow fire to settle; for the halawiyya, with the usual 
spices, sweet almonds, raising, and special types of 
cakes called mubahthara and quradiya were employed, (cfh
Warraq, fols*^d^ffy~Tabikh, po* 50-51 ; Wusih, Bin Mus. MS. 
6388, folo 30ffo ) — — —  " °
A _ ^
that they were exported to other regions. Aghani mentions 
Basra as famous for its fattened sheep* especially pastured
~ _ p
for the 'sacrifice' in the ‘Id al-Adha. The preference
j rrii.i ........ n. . fn i ' 0 "q ' '
given to mutton corresponds to the precepts of Abbasid 
physicians. According to Razi all kinds of meat except the 
mutton contained some degree cf harmful property.^Ibn <Eaz la 
went a bit further and is said to have recommended not to 
eat a great deal of meat-, even that of a sheep. Beef was 
regarded as an inferior meat and was said by some physicains
C „ _ ,r '’
to be possessed of harmful properties. Ishaq al-Isra’ill,.
the famous physician of the 9th century A.D., strongly
advised not • to eat beef as it was*dry’and likely to
adversely affect health.^ This belief perhaps explains why
Ibn Rusta recounts, with surprise (c. 300/912) that the
7inhabitants of the Yemen prefer beef to mutton. ' Young cows
Q
and calves were, nevertheless, not disliked as food. The 
"Nabatean" inhabitants of Iraq,famous for their raising of 
cattle', were often ridiculed as "cow-knights" The buffalo 
attested in Iraq before 2,300 B.C. was perhaps reintroduced
1. Muq. p. 180; cf. also E. Ashtor, in lAH^ 1970, p.3
2. Aghani'? iii, p. 62.
5° Kitab"al~Hav;i, as cited by E. Ashtor, in AESC, 1968, p.1022.
A. Hinhaj al--Bayan, cited by Ashtor, op.cit.
5« Cf. the references in E.Ashtor, in ASSO,1968,p.1022.
6° K° al-Adwiya al-nufrada wa1 l~aghdfiya, Hebrew Tr. of the
Paris^ll 28, fol. 22a —  cited by B. Ashtor, in AESC, 1968,
p. 1022, n.9* ; cf. also Mea, p. 4-56.
from Sindtby the Arabs, Buffaloes made their appearance
in the marsh lands of Iraq during the Umayyad period. This
animal is said to have surpassed in number the oxen of Iraq
during the 10th century A„D. Buffaloes, effectively
employed by the government to drive off lions in the region
of the north Syrian frontier, were not slaughtered for meat 
2m  that area.
Various dishes were prepared with the meat of these 
animals — —  cooked with broth or fried and eaten hot or
cold. It will suffice here to mention --  as illustrative
examples --- some of the special neat dishes in frequent
use amongst the rich :
1) Baznaward : —
One important and popular dish was baznaward. The
nane baznaward is a Persian compound word deriving from
"Bazin”, feast and "Award",: brought. The main ingredients of
and
the dish were roasted meat I the core of good white bread.
In its preparation the hot roast, which has been allowed to 
cool, is sprayed with a little rose-water, leaves of mint, 
vinegar, salted lemon and walnuts being added also. The 
roast, chopped up and moistened in vinegar, is now stuffed 
with soft white bread and left in the oven for an hour. 
Pinally, at the time of its serving on the table, the 
strips of meat are placed one on top of the other and covered 
with a layer of fresh mint, Baznaward was a favourite dish
1. See, for example, A.ff.E.ZeunerJIistory of domesticated
animals, 1963; Mez, p. 453® On the pastures of Kaskar 
buffaloes, oxen and goats were fattened, (cf, !e Strange,
I . , p h a t e , p. 43),
2, Jahiz, Hayawan, vii, p,131ff; Nuwayrl, Nihaya, x,p,124;
Mcz, p, 456, The horns of the buffalo were sometimes 
furnished with a sharp, pointed cover, (cf, Huwayrl,x,124), 
3e Warraq, fol, 35; labikh, p,59 « Engc Tr, p.41,
amongst men of elegant taste in Baghdad.^ The names 1
(Judge’s mouthful), " ^  1 (caliph's mouthful) and
1 » (narcissus of the table) given to bazmaward
indicate clearly the esteem and demand for this dish in :
2high society*
It is rather surprising to note that the wazir Fadl b* 
Yahya was especially fond of bazmaward prepared with hornets
(zanbur, pi, zanablr) --  a dish which the people of the
wazir’s native land, Khurasan could not perhaps imagine 
except with a nixed feeling of incredulity and indignation* 
That hornets were included and eaten in such an important' 
dish is not corroborated in other sources* It is Jahiz alone
o o
who makes mention of this insect and states that the wazir
was so fond of this insect that he engaged some of his
4-servants m  the task of collecting then regularly*
2) Nadira : — --
The word nadira is derived from nadir, meaning curd
g
and "madira" meant meat cooked with curd/ Madira was much
d* Wash she.», Muwashsha, p* 191 °
2* Shifa5 al-Gb-aiil, p"* 98; Muhadarat, ii, p* 612; cf* also
MunaJ Jichj Earn "Hi-Khulafa9, p * 79 °
3 o Jahiz, Hay aw Shi Ivg pp „ 44— 4-5.
40 Ibid, iv, p* 4^0
3* The neat was cut into medium sizedpieces, including the 
tail* If chickens were used, they were divided into 
quarters* The neat was now placed in a saucepan, with a 
little salt, covered with water and boiled* When the meat 
was almost cooked, large peeled onions and Nabatean leeks, 
washed in salt and water and then dried, were put into 
the pot o Then dry coriander, cumin, mastic and fine ground
cinnamon were thrown into it* Once cooked   the moat was
ladled cut into a large bowl and curdled milk pcured into 
the saucepan, with salted lemon and fresh mint* This 
mixture cf curd, lemon and mint was now boiled and stirred 
Thereafter, the meat, together with the spices, was placed 
in the curdled milk* When the boiling subsided the neat 
together with spices was put into it. The saucepan being 
covered, the whclc-_was left to settle over the firo*_(cf* 
Warraq,fol,69; Tabikh, P*2p; The Eng* Tun of the haqanat
of Ilamada.ni, by“TfIJ7~Prcndergast, p*88, n*2)*
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favoured in Baghdad, and Ba&i* al-Zauan al-Hamadanr wrote
gf- _ A
a naqana entitled jnaqana ■ al~nadTriyya0 A story recorded by" o *" ■*
Tanuklil in his Nishwar makes it clear that a dining table
Tn
without raadlra was considered to be a'desert, Extolling 
a dish|of nadlra one poet declares s----
Nadira on the festive tray
° ' i
Is like the noon in full array,
Upon the board it gleans in light
Like suh~shine banishing the night„„
'Tis as delicious as 'tis good —
A very nifacle of food*
3) Sikbaj :--
Sikbaj, a word indicative of a Persian origin 
^probably from sirka, vinegar), was cooked with fat meat, 
carrots or egg-plants, alnonds, currants, dried figs, a 
mixture of date-juice and vinegar and the usual spices 
Sikbaj was regarded as a dish appropriate for all 
seasons and for all conditionso Whether it was winter or 
summer, during travel or in residence, people always wished 
to see this dish on their tables^ That is why it was also 
given such names as " L-sL'iB ^  " (marrow or essence of 
food), " m (chief of broth)
Naqanat , pp„ 109-123
2 c Ui shwar, i, p„ 63 o
3 o Mufu'Jl viii, p 0AC3 passage translated ’into English
by Professor Arberry in "A Baghdad Cookery Book", p 08)0
In preparaing this dish the neat was first boiled in water 
with fresh coriander, cinnamon bark and salt„ While 
boiling, the froth and also the fresh coriander were 
removed and then dry coriander,, onions, Syrian leeks,
carrots or egg-plant --- already . skinned and half-
stewn— - thrown in» When almost cooked, a mixture of 
date-juice and wine vinegar was adds i an 1 the whole boiled 
for an bourn At the final stage, a little of the b.roth 
was taken out and, after being combined with saffron, was 
put again into the saucepan with the addition of peeled 
sweet almonds, raisins, currants and -tried figs0 Before 
the dish was ladled cut for the table, rose-water would
( 0! nr* . - 1 .
IsfIdbaj, a Persian compound word, with the sense
literally, of "white gruel", was named after its main
ingredients almond milk and meat. Isfldbafj was cooked
as
more or less in similar manner'described above in connection
with sikba(j etcetsra, with the exception that here almond
milk was put for making the broth, and the whole was
garnished with poached eggs. Sometimes, cabobs of red minced
meat, with the spices, and a quartered, washed chicken would
ialso be added before the almond milk was added.
5) Drkbarrka^: --
Phis dish was prepared with meat cut*, into medium pieces 
and left in the saucepan, a little salt being thrown in with 
a handful of peeled chick-peas, dry and green coriander, 
sliced onions and leeks. Covered with water, the meat was 
boiled and the froth removed. Nov;, with the addition of wine- 
vinegar and iurri?, and also a little fine ground pepper, the 
meat was boiled and cooked, until the flavour was distinct. 
Some people sweetened the dish with a little sugar
(continued from the last page) :—  be sprinkled to give 
great or f ragranc e . (cf. V/arraq, f ol. 75f 5 Tablkh, __pp«, 9-10; _
Jahiz, Bukhala ’, p „ 1 i 0; Azui, Hikayat, p . 40 al~Bayan,
Br. Muso Us. No. 99$4, fol. 125).
9o Munajjid, IChulaf a ?, p. 79
60 Thimar, p. 5 cf. also, Muna^jid, Iftiulafa9, p. 79 o
There were some notable sour meat dishes cooked more 
or less in a similar fashion, but given different names, 
mainly after their respective souring and distinguishing
ingredients --  e.g., sumaqiyya (after sumaq juice), limuni-
yya (after lemon), rummaniyya (after rumman, pomegranates1), 
hisrimiyya (after hisrim, i.e., unripe grapes), tuffaliiyya° o o_R. I
(after tuffah, apples), rlbasiyya (after ribas, red currants),
_ -rj y\
naranjiyya (after naranj, oranges) etc.
Pish and Pish Dishes :--
Like meat, fish appears to have been an important item 
of food in the time of the Abbasids. The fish of the river 
Tigris were highly prized, because of its sweet water.2 
Por a similar reason the fish of,the Euphrates seem to have
V.
been esteemed more highly than the fish of the Nile. Large 
fish, as. a rule, was more popular than small ones.2*’ Such large 
fishes ——  as the ushbur, tjuwaf and barastiij (species
qawati6,migratory in their habits) — - came mainly from the 
sea and from the great rivers.^ Among the fish caught mainly 
m  rivers and canals were the shabbut, b u n n , haziba,5 jarith
1. On the preparation of all these-dishes see, Tabikh,pp.‘
15-21 - Eng- Tr. By Arberry, pp- 17-21.
2- Warraq, fol„ 21a; cf. also Anonymous, al -I-lan sup I f 1* 1~
bayzara, in Mashriq, 1968, p. 213°
3 o Ibid, fol. 2Ta; ~aT-"Mansuri f11l-bayzara, p. 213.
4 0 For a clescription "of fishing see, chapter Huntin'; of this
tb.e s i s., pp. _274-75. " .
5 c Jahiz, Hay swan, iii, jjp. 259-60
O O Q ^
6. "The name sbabbi.itri states Professor Arberry, "has puzzled 
the 1exicographefs, who variously described it as chad, 
carp and turbot" * (cf. A Baghdad Cooker Book, p -1-2, n „ 5 ) *
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and shaluq. Of all these fishes,the shabbut would seem to
' _ _ _ _ _  o
have been the most prized under the Abbasids#
There is mention also of a fish called tirrikh, which
* o r ' ”'
T- \ S 1-
was caught in the lake of Van (Ar^ish) in Armenia0 klaqdisi
I
I
notes that there were twenty four kinds of fish to be found
A
in the Tigris near Basra <> Like the chicken and the goat qf 
Kaskar, samak Kaskarl (fish from Kaskar) was also highly 
esteemed„ Whether or not a fishery existed at Kaskar is 
not known. However, the chief fish, caught in great numbers
from the canals of Kaskar, was the shabbut, a fish often
salted and exported.'
The bo at-men (mallaliun) and the divers (ghawwasun) 
delighted in eating sea and river animals like halazuno'
(snail), rubiyan (lobster ?) and sadaf (conch) 5’ The common
Va'"
people did not disdain to eat crabs (surtan). Some of them 
ate crabs regularly'r; others took them merely to increase 
their sexual power (shahwa)o^
From a passage in the Hayawan of Jahiz, it would seem
*0  O o
that the Christians living under Abbasid rule took fish as
9
their main food. This fact would help to explain why they
10 Khawarizmi, Mafatih al-c Ulum, pp. 101 ; Jahiz, Hayawan, i, pp. 
107,149-51 ; Azdi, Hikayat, p«, 59; Warraq, fol0 21 f;I'linha jo' * 1 ' ’
al-Bayan, Br. Mus. Ms. 5934, 125b. UJyun,iii, 297.
2o Ibid, Hayawan, i, pp. 233-'34; Bukhala’ , p a 88; Hikayat,
"a “ — —  _ _  ~5---------   - -
P° 39; Khalidiyyan, Tuhaf, p. 119 7 *Uyun, iii,297.
3* Hikayat, p 0 59; Shayzari, ffihayst al-Rutba, p. 33? tlez,pe
436 (= Ar. TrD ii, p. 306); Arberry, A Baghdad Cookery 
Book, p.4-3? no5; cf, also Le Strange, HasteinT"Calilpiiate,
" pp. 124,183?184,
A. Fluq, p, 131
5o Jahiz, Hayawan, iii, p6 295; Thiraar, p. 424; Le Strange,
opcCit, 0pr~43"5 801— .
6o Nafatih al--4 Ulum, p D 101.
7® Jahiz, II ay avian, iv, po45; vi, p. 84
8o Ibid, v, p. 406o 
9o Ibid, Iv, p. 451Ifo
A -
monopolized fish supplies in the market, Jahiz criticizes
e o
the Christians of Baghdad for frequenting the fish markets 
and causing fish to become dear by their excessive demands
 especially on Fridays, Sundays, Mondays and Wednesdays,
Hence the Muslims were obliged to come to the fish markets 
on Saturdays, Tuesdays and Thursdays, as only on these days
p
did the price and the demand remain low.
The celebrated epicure, Ibrahim b. al-Mahdl (162-224/
779-839) is said by Mas‘udi to have been delighted by dishes
*
made from fish tongues.
Fish was cooked both fresh and salted --  hence the
method of cooking varied. Some dishes could be prepared
either with fresh or with salted fish. The most important''
■* 4amongst them was samak mashwi or the "roast fish".
Among other fish dishes, both fresh and salted, mention 
can be made of samak maqlu (fried fish), samak mamqur 
(soused fish), samak maqlu bi-khall wa-rashi (fish fried with 
vinegar and sesame oil) and tirrikh muhassa (soup made witho “ T" O >
tirrikh fish).^
The common people, unable to buy large fishes and costly 
seasonings, contented themselves with small fish, preparing 
them only with salt and v/ith cheap ingredients. Such ordinary 
dishes were known as rubaytha’, sahna’ (or shahna?)5 sayr,■ "o'—“— — * o
1 o Jahiz, Bukhala’, iv, pp. 431-32.
° 9
2 o Ibid, iv7HppT"~43^ ~32.
3o Muruj, vi, pp0 349-50
4* Samak mashwi v/as prepared with fresh fish the skin of which 
was scrapped’ off with a knife. The fish was split open, 
washed thoroughly, dried and smeared inside and out with 
sesame oil and saffron mixed with rose water. Now, a paste 
of ground sumach, of ground, dry thyme (amounting to half 
the proportion of sumach) of garlic skinned and chopped 
fine (equalling one quarter of the total sumach) and of 
walnuts (weighing half the total quantity) v/as made, v/ith 
a little finely ground coriander, cumin, cinnamon, mastic, 
fresh sesame oil and salt. The mixture v/as stuffed into 
the fish, the whole being then tied with strong cotton.
(Contoc.)
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— 1sumaykiyat etc.  dishes which were seldom touched by
2
people of elegant tasteo
Bread :--
Bread varied in respect of its materials and shape and 
was therefore known under different names® It was made of 
millet, rice, barley, wheat etc. Bread made of wheat 
was considered to be the best of all. The predominance of 
wheat bread was a striking feature of the diet of the
Orientals, as compared with that of the Westerners in the
4- - SMiddle ages. Iraq was essentially a wheat growing land.
In some regions so much wheat was grown that grwat quantities
could be exported. Bread made of wheat, barley or dates v/as
the favourite food of South Arabia, even in pre-Islamic
period. Wheat, during the Abbasid period, was everywhere'
a commodity traded on a large scaled Medieval Muslim
physicians, whose precepts influenced the dietary customs
of the people to a great extent, warmly recommended wheaten
(continued from the last page) :— - thread, placed on a new
roasting spit, put into the oven over a slow fire, covered
and left to cook well. (cf. Tabikh, p. 60; also, Warraq,foI. 
33). - — =
3° Tabikh, pp. 62-64 (= Eng. Tr* pp.42-44). On the preparation 
df all these dishes, see, ibid,pp.62-64; cf. also , 
Khawarizml, op0cit5 pD 101.
1 c Mafatih ^ al~fc Ulum, p.101; cf. also Asdl, Hikayat, p.39;
these~~&Xshes 'T/ere, as it would seem, kno¥h "after particular 
fishes.
20 Muwashaha, p. 192
3 o Jahi z, Bukh ala 3, pp. 102,108,117; Minhaq al -Bay an, Br. Mu s.
Mg ! 5934, folso 81-82.
4. Eo Ashtor, The diet of salaried classes in the medieval 
Near East, in'JAS, iv~(l970l ,*pTJ ;"*idem, liiiAESC , 1^ j6B", 10i9f.
5o Mez, p. 430o
6. El s.v. Gliidha3, (M. Rodin son)
7o Ibid, s.v • ’T3hidhS‘3 0 E.Ashtor., quoting from Tartusl(8_ira;j 
al-muluk) p „2ip) J notes that before the Muslim*■ conquest • 
of Iraq, the people of Iraq had only one type of bread 
known as "Isphahan". (cf. AioC, 1968, p. 1019)*
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bread and urged people to abstain from others
Blour-grinding, a task done by women in the country 
districts, v/as often carried out in towns by mills which
p
sold flour ready prepared,, People in the towns kneaded 
dough at home and brought it to the owner of the bakehouse 
(farran) ^
Wheat bread existed in two main varieties called al- 
khubz al-huwwara and al-khubs al-khashkar c The former was 
made of white flour finely ground and sieved, while the 
latter was prepared from coarse, unhusked flour^  The people 
of elegant taste preferred the white bread because of its fine 
quality and softness^  A special kind of borax (bavrraqX 
used for glazing bread by the bakers, was exported at this 
time from Lake Van in Armenia ^  It v/as known as bawraq al~ 
khubz i0e„, bread borax*^
Bread was made in a number of shapes„ It was sometimes 
prepared in the form of a mountaintop or as waffles and flat
Q
loaves stuffed with honey, sugar, almonds and mastic„ These
loaves v/ere often known after the name of their inventor or
q
the person for whom they were first made* Sometimes the
1. Razi, al-Hawi f T1 1-tibb(Hyderabad, 1955-62) , i, pp .62,84;
■m-rnm in.. ' q " '"L'r ' Q ■'T-u *
Hibatallah b. Juma4i, Kit sib al-Irshad li masalih al-anfus
wa1 l-a~jsad, MS* Paris 2963, fol„4-9b — as cited by EoAshtor,
in JAS, 1970, p <,3, n»12,
2 „
2o El, s0v0 Ghidha?, (l'ioRodinson); On the mills of the Abbasid 
period, see-r-— ■ PP» 4-66-7°
3o Ibid, SoVo Ghidha?; Shayzari, Hihaya, p Q 24- 
L  H abash!, Baraka 7 p. 2*37; cf * also, Badri, fi Amma, pp „124— 25 - 
Ibn Jazla mentions other varieties of bread, such as khubz 
maghsul (bread made of soft, stale bread washed in hot 
water), khubz samidh (bread of samolina) ; khubz fati r (pan­
cake), khubz "tctbdh(“bread baked in .a tahinpi small‘jar-shaped 
oven, sunk TIT3the ground and open on”'top)0 (cf. Minhaj a..l- 
bayan, fo1s * 81-82b)«, ’
5» Fluwashsha, p. 191
6. Mez, pu 1-38» Some manuals of hisba discouraged its use on 
grounds of health. (cf„ Shayz’drfJ* Nihaya,pc,25)
7* Ibid*
8 * Warraq, fo 1 s» 24-b- 26a »
9. Ibid, fols, 24-b-26a*
bakers made thin bread so skilfully, that it might almost 
be taken for a fine cloth* Abu'l-Baraj al-Isfahanl affirms
Q
that the poet Nahid b. Thauma al-Kilabl once attended a
•  r - r - , - *
wedding banquet, held in a village near Aleppo, where he was 
served, amongst other dishes, with a kind of fine thin bread* 
He took it for a fine piece of cloth and wanted to ask the 
host to favour him with some of these ’pieces', so that he 
might make a shirt out of them* When the party sat before 
the dining table, he was taken aback to see that people 
were eating them* Now, he realized that it v/as nothing but
a - -p.
bread* Hamadanr also mentions thin, wide breads baked in
9
an oven (tannur) and called "awraq al-riqaq1 (i*e*, the 
leaves of flat bread)* Thin bread was often known as riqaq, 
without the addition of the noun khubz
The recipe books at our disposal give the names and 
ingredients of various types of bread eaten with meat dishes 
or with cheese and olive oil* Some of these breads were also 
consumed with sweet dishes* Among such dishes,mention can be
-  ~r21* Aghanr , xiii, p, 179; cf. also Ibn Qutayba, °Uyun, iii, 
pp * 236-37; tlqd, iii, pp. 4-86-87 •
2* Maqamat, p* 65; see also, for khubz al-riqaq, Jahiz,
' ~ ‘ Q O
Bukhala9, p* 65; The word riqa'q~has~"^be"sn vocalized 
as rugae] n
3* Ibid, Bukhala?, pp* 4-7,49; Tabari,iii, p* 584; Jahshiyarl, 
WuzaraT j ppT~119-20; Fakhri, p* 259» Thin bread was, 
most probably, made wrthT v/hite and husked flour (huwwars.) *
w_ si 2 7)
made of khudknanaj , mutbaq , akras mukallala-'', khubz al-   * 0 ■* 1 ,^*ir ■«*•» ” ..
v
abazir , jardhag^etc„
Prom our sources it appears that bread made of barley,
dhura, or other cereals v/as consumed at times of great
distress, when warfare or insufficient production cut off
the the
the supply, and at all other times only by/poor and7ascetics
1, Khushknanaj (cf* the persian khushlc+nan, meaning dry bread)
was~made- of fine white f 1 our,’~bhree"~6q:§s of sesame oil 
being mixed with every rati of flour and the whole kneaded 
into a firm paste* It v/as then left to rise and shaped'* 
thereafter into long loaves* A suitable amount of ground 
almonds and scented sugar, mixed with rose water, was put 
into the middle of such a loaf* It was then pressed together 
and baked in the oven (cfD Tabikh, p*78; Minha.j, fol*68a)*
2° Mutbaq (i«e„, 1 enveloped1 ) * A dough was made v/ith fresh 
seSame oil (three oqiya of oil to one rati offlour) and 
shaped into loaves in a mould* Now, a small portion of 
plain halv/a (a paste of various sweetening ingredients) 
v/as pl&cecPbetween each pair of loaves and the whole then 
baked in the oven, (cf. Tabikh, pp* 78-79 - E*T* p°51)°
3.' Akras Mukallala (i.e., "crowned loaves1*) were made of a 
dough"left to^rise, with the addition of a paste of ground 
pistachios, syrup and scent* The loaves, after baking, .-were 
dipped into dissolved, scented sugar (cf* Jablkh, p*79=52).
1, Khubz al-Abazir (i.e., "seasoning bread") v/as prepared, 
with dry dates, shelled sesame, toasted poppies, rose™' 
water and almonds or pistachios* (3Tor the cooking process 
see, Tabikh, p Q 79; cf* also H*Zayyat, Kh i z an at al-ISharqiyya
pp* 380-81") o
5* A kind of thick, rough bread used mainly by the common 
people, cf* Jahiz, Bukhala’, pp, 20,48,50,66,83*95?267;
also Rasa 9il, i, p*~~387T~ii? P» 507*
6* Kamil, viii, pp* 285,293?3 '^ > Nasir Khusraw, p. 35; Sibt
Ibn al-Jawzi, Mir9 at al-zam an, ed. Jewett, p* 367; Abu Sham a, 
Dh ail 4 ala al-raw&atain (^Damascus, 19^8), p*1?8* cf* also
o
E* AsTitorq lh d^TeTf"o~['~'sa3-arled classes in the medieval Near 
East, in JAN* iv(l970), p. 3*
Khubz al-aruzz, bread made from rice-flour, appears to have 
been an important item of food for the common people. In 
Baghdad there were several mills, where the Baghdadis obtained
, A
their rice already ground* Rice and rice-bread must have been
Pcheap srnce.people of lesser means often took khubz al-aruzz*
Ihe people of Khuzistan and Tabaristan ate it through most
- r^ c
7 IL
of the year/ People of Basra also ate it regularly* At the 
beginning of the 4-th/10th century there lived in Basra a 
balcer-poet who acquired the title of al-khubzaruzzl (baker 
of rice-bread)*^ Rice-bread is mentioned by Jahiz as the food of 
some misers, which they even presented to .'their guests*
1* H* Zayyat, Khizanat al-sharqiyya, pp* 378-88 —  quoting from
Br, Mu So MGTTToT"0Fr3^~ToT»"2a«,
2* See, for example, various stories, quoted by Habib Zayyat
©
in the Khizanat al-Sharqiyya,. from Jahiz, Ibn Batuta and
Ibn Qutayba* Of. also, El , s.v* Ghidha} (M* Rodinson).
3= Istakhri, p„ 212; Ibn Hawqal, p» T73T  Q o — 0
A* Yaqut, s0v0 Basra’, Ibn Qutayba, in the 3rcL/9th century
mentions BasrV°td be the paradise of the poor, as a young
unmarried man could live there on two dirhams a month,
feeding himself with rice-bread and salted fisho (cf.
4Uyun, i, p. 221).
5* Irshad vii, ppB 206-207 (the poet's actual name v/as
tAblT1 l~Qasim Nasr); cf. also Zayyat, Khizanat al-sharqiyy*
o * ~  ** — —  _^  f
PPo 379-80; Muntazam, vi, p 0 329; and, iiFaodltion, li. •r’~c0
Canard, MLe Riz dans le proche orient aux premiers siecles 
de 1 ’Islam", Arabica, vi(1959)} P° 125»
6o Jahiz, Bukhala’, eda Van, Vloten, p* 101f; 129-
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Rice :--
Rice apart from its use in the preparation of khubz
al-ftruzz (rice-bread)  does not seem to. have been a
principal food in the time of the AbbasidSo It was, however,
i -1
employed xn the preparation of various sweet dishes® Rxce 
with fine sugar, milk or butter was expressive of rich diet® 
We are told that Ibn al-Jassas, the sufx, could not refrain
from tears, when he heard of a sweet dish prepared with
2cooked rxce, covered with ghee and fine sugar® ' On the 
authority of Asma6! (d® 828) Ibn Qutayba relates that white
o >
rice with melted butter and white sugar "is not • the food
of the people of this w o r l d f U L  <> )
According to Warraq, rice was eaten either with milk, clari-
Zl
fxed butter or sugar®
Prom time immemorial rice v/as a popular foodstuff in 
Lower Mesopotamia®^ According to Ibn Hawqal the Hamdanldso e
introduced rice in the middle of the 10th century in 
Upper Mesopotamia, and his contemporary Maqdisx mentions 
the important rice plantations in Palestine and in some 
provinces of Egypt at about the same period®^ Our sources 
make it clear that there was a considerable increase in rice 
plantations during the early Abbasid period® Rice became, 
of course, almost a luxury in the regions where it v/as not 
extensively grownP  rfhe people of the marsh areas in Mazend.ran
1o M® Canard, Le rlz, in Arabica, vx(1959), PP° 113”131j cf. 
also El^a SoV® Ghidha* { M, Rodinson); see also Jahiz, 
Bukhal a3, p ® 11 y~~—
2« l^ whTdx", Imta4 , iii, p® 77
5° jUyun, iii, p®200; cf® also, E,Ashtor, in AESC, 1958,p®1019■> 
Warraq, fol® P3&- 
5* Ec A_shtor, in JAH, iv(1970)» P«2
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depended for their food,on rice.
The culinary manuals contain numerous recipes of rice
dishes which were considered delicious. The Caliph Hadi, it is
said-, favoured the rice dish (tlruzza)^ and Ya4qub b. Layth
al-Saffar is said to have taken a rice dish (Uruzza) daily 
4at his tableD One of the few dishes prepared with rice and 
..used as a popular food was aruzz mufalfal, i.e*, peppered' 
rice. It was cooked with fat meat and the usual spices (i.e., 
salt, coriander, cumin, cinnamon-bark, mastic and saffron) 
Another plain rice dish v/as known as bhatta.^ The word 
bhatta is a persian loan v/ord from the Sanskrit bhat, i.e., 
boiled rice. Bhatta was also cooked with fat meat
and seasonings. It was coloured with saffron and sweetened
Q
with syrup or sugar.
a -
Rice was also eaten with fresh milk.y A sufi declared
o
10that rice with milk is the most delicious of dishes.
1. Ibn Hawqal, p e 272-; cf. also, ties, p. 4*31.
2. Warraq, Tabikh, svv. ; cf. also H. Zayyat, Hashriq, 1937-j 571 ff.
3. Bayhaqi, Mahasin, p.591 •
' "" *b
diruj ^ viii, p. 54^ Extolling the dish of ftruzza, the poet 
Muhammad b. al-Wazir (known as the Hafiz of Damascus) says:
" Its brilliance dazzles th§ beholding eye 
As if the moon ere even shone in sky;
While sugar sprinkled upon every side
Flashes and gleams, like light personified." 
(cf o Muruj, viii, p.401 ; translated into English by Ado 
Arberry, m  A Baghdad Cookery Book, p 07)«
5. Tabikh, pp. 27-28; K.al-Tabakha, ed= by H. Zayyat in the
Khizanat al-jSharqiyy a",’~pT. 3751™cf. also, M. Canard, in ,
Arabica, vi(795911 pT 127f» Following Lane, Canard observes 
that ufuzz mufalfal v/as equivalent to the Turkish 'Pilaw* . 
(cf. Ibid, Arabica, p. 127)o
6. Jahiz, Bukhala.’, p. 115 j cf. also M, Canard,op.cit,p.126
7° Khawarizmi, Mafatlh al-6Ulum, p. 101; Mukhassus, i, chapter,
v , p o 3 5 cf. also Arb e rry, A Baghdad C ,p.26,n .3»
80 Tabikh, pp. 31-32; Mukhassas, i, Chap. v, p.3; cf. also,
M 0 Canard, op.cit, p7~12BT
9» Azdi, Hikayat, p. 39
10„ Tha6 alibi, Kbass, p « 44„
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Vegetables :--
A variety of vegetables were eater. . in Abbasid times* The 
poet Abu Nuwas is said to have remarked : "a table without
A
vegetables is like an old man devoid of wisdom'.' Vegetables
2were also called "the ornament of the dining tabic"* Several 
places in Iraq and Syria were noted for their production of 
fruits and vegetableso Kufa, Basra and Damascus occupied a 
prominent place among the vegetable growing areas.^ Among the
more popular vegetable's can. be mentioned the following:--
Baqilla9 (Beans) :---
Of all the vegetables baqilla* seems to have been the favo
Zj.
urite of the rich and poor alike* Beans wcre oaten parched 
or roasted and often used in the meat dishes* Green beans 
could be peeled and. boiled in . water and salt and served 
with little sesame oil or walnut oil. Some people soaked
bread crumbs in baqilla9 water — - the resulting liquid
- 5 - - ~ 6
being a kind of tharid^called tharid al-baqilla9.
A dish called ma9 al~baqilla9 (i.e., bean soup) was
prepared with beans* It was cooked with meat, beans and
common spices and was eaten with lemon or sprinkling
7ground sumach over the dish-A It is .reported that 4Abdallah
Abu'l-Qasim al-JurJani (d* 388/978), a well-known muhaddith,
1* Raghib, Muha&arat, ii, p* 612*
2* Thasalibi, Ihimar, p* 609
3* Ibid, Lata 3if7~ PP- 187?237; Muq, p. 181; Sabi, Rusura,18*
-I* Nishwar, i, pp *14—15; Lata5 if, pp* 187,237°"—"a
5o Q?harld was a popular food of the Arabs* It v/as a sort of 
pudding made of bread crumbs soaked in broth, served with 
meat * ( c f * Tabikh, p 0 34-; LT^, s«v * Ghidha 1 * )
6o Tha4 alibi, Kh£ss,~ p* 46; cf0 also, Badift/ 6Anma, p. 112*
For the cooIIIrig "method of tharid al-baqilla*, see, V/arrac ,
fol* 61* “ -----~-- ---- ----
7 * Tabikh, p* 34*
used to give a certain man one danaq per month to provide 
him with baqilla9 , in the soup (ma}) of which he soaked his 
bread crumbs*
l'he common demand for baqilla * is evident from the 
report of Ishaq b„ Ibrahim al-Mas^abi, who was sahib al-
i Q o “o ' o '
shurta at Baghdad during the time of Ma’miln, Mu4tas.irn,
^ ' r '■ o o
Wat hi q and Mutawakkil* In that report we are told that
the .money earned daily from the sale of cooked baqilla1
in one quarter of Baghdad amounted to sixteen thousand 
o
dinars^ Though the markets of Jur^an had an abundant supply
_ _ _ x
of vegetables notably baqilla *, the best quality of beans,
-  -  ll
according to Tha4alibi, was to be found only in Kufa„
Badhinjan (Egg-p1ant) :—
The egg-plant was eaten in several ways. It was cooked 
with meat dishes, made as relishes (sabagh) or was eaten 
exclusively as a vegetable dish*, Gome important meat dishes
_ C f. M '
cooked with egg-plants were the sikba(j , hisrimiyya , mad fun a 
etCo Badhinqan mukhallal (egg-plant in vinegar), badhinjan 
muhassa (egg-plant soup); badhinjan bi-lab an (egg-plant with 
milk)® were but a few of the sauces and relishes made with
1. Ivhatib, Ta’rikh, ix, p„ 407rT1 o
2o Sabi, Rustl]iq~"pp0 18-19; ibn Mibmandar, Fada’il Baghdad,
p o19 o The amount in dinars seens incrodiHle7~T^ooo’^dirhci; 
might be a right figure«
3» Lata’if, p* 187«
4* Ibid, p* 237o
3o See, for its method of preparation, abova,p. 126
6. A sour meat dish cooked with unripe grapes, see above,p» 
7» Mad fun a, literally buried, so called because the dish v/as 
prepared with large egg-plants stuffed with minced moat, 
and usual spices „ (cf* Tabikh, p,42)0O " ‘
8* Azdi j Hikayat, ;pB 38, For the preparation of all these ' 
items sec, Tabikh, pQ 63fo - Eng* Tr« pp„44-45*
7
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egg-plants. Hamadani in his Maqamat mentions badhinjan muqla
(fried egg-plant) as one of the important courses in a
1 - feast. The Caliph Wathiq v/as reportedly so fond of the
2
egg-plants that he took forty at a time. Its popularity
among the masses, according to Raghib, was such that a
public denunciation■of egg-plants was sure to bring the
x „ . „
offender m  troubleBadhinjan was not a costly vegetable 
in Baghdad oven in the 4th century when a .hundred egg-plants 
were sold at the price of one danaq only.^This price perhaps 
represents the period of abundant supply.
Jazar (Carrots) —
Like egg-plants carrots were mainly used as an ingredient 
in the moat dishes. A special dish called khabis al-jazar 
was prepared with this vegetable.^ Boiled carrots were also
T- 6taken v/ith vinegar, olive and m u m . Men of elegant taste 
in general, disliked carrots and would not even touch them 
not to speak of eating them.*'7 Unlike badhinjan, jazjir was found 
only in a particular season .probably in winter.
^* Maqamat, p. 133 5 Ibn al-Jawzi (Huntazam,vi,p„3) mentions
mm tmrm . “IT"
badhin,j an mashwi which seems same as the badhinjan mualL
2 . ITqdp v T , ~  p ~ r " 3 0 C  • "
Huhadarat, ii, p. 617.
4. Baghdadi, Tatfil, p. 79.
5. Carrots were peeled and boi3.ed, its hard core v/as removed 
and then they were brayed in a mortar. Then sesame-oil v/as 
boiled and mixed with flour and carrots. Finally a syrup 
v/as poured on the mixture which v/as then removed from the 
fire, (cfo Tabikh, p. 74 = Bug. Tr. by Arberry, p.49).
6. Jahiz, BukhdXfP‘7~p .110; for murri see below , p. 1 49
7. MuwashshS , p.” 194.
8. JlhTz^ iiukhala5, p. 110; cf. also, Tabikh, p. 9*
Kurrath (.Leeks) :--  v
Leeks were found in two varieties --  kurrath shami and
_  „  A “
kurrath nabati* The Syrian leeks resembled the large onions
2whereas the Nabatean ones looked like the garlic* The
kurrath a popular complementary food of the poor--
was mainly added by the well-to-do,to various meat dishes*
Poor people ate leeks with the bread of barley,^ whereas
the affluent ones sometimes took it as the nuql.^~ The
Prophet reportedly disliked the coming to the mosque of a
person immediately after eating leeks. Due to its obnoxious
€5odour the people of elegant taste avaoided it as nuql„
Gourd (Qar4) —
Like other vegetables gourd v;as also used as an ingre-
7dient m  various dishes. Besides, it was also used in 
preparing a special dish called khabis al-qar6 (gourd khabis***__   J r_r ' o
Sometimes relishes wore prepared with~itT Such relishes 
were called qar’ bi~laban (gourd with milk)„^ Jahiz tells
- r“ ' —  o o
us that the qarv/as available in the markets almost through 
"10out the year*
Basal (Onion) : —
o
Onion v/as the main ingredient of all the meat dishes*
It was peeled and cut into piece's and added with other
 ^iingredients to various dishes* Sometimes sliced raw onion
was also placed on tlio cooked meat dishes. Mon of refined 
taste, however, disliked raw onion on their tables mainly
A
because of its odour. And as cited above, the Prophet also
pdiscouraged a man to enter a mosque after taking raw onions. 
Onions were abundantly produced in Sicily.^ Ibn Hawqal
i o
in the middle of the 10th century found onions as one of 
the main food of the Sicilians. They used raw onions in 
large quantities, and its dietary effect was visible in 
their manners and behaviour. Ibn Hawqal v/as very critical 
of them and wrote a lot of abuses about their character and 
intelligence only because they used raw onions profusely in 
their meals.
Thawm (Garlic) :--
Like onions, garlic also formed one of the main
ingredients of the Abbasid meat dishes. People of elegant
taste sometimes called it the "amber of the saucepan"^,
whereas physicians regarded it as an "antidote to poisons". In
the chicken dishes, as a rule, onion and garlic were 
7avoided. 1
Ha^na^ (Mint)
Among the buqul (herbs), mint occupied a prominent 
place. There v/as. hardly a dish wherein mint, either fresh 
or dried, was net used. The culinary treatises advised
1. iluwash sh a, p. 193 o
2* H onccn?danc e, s.v. ; cf. also s.v. Ghidha 'J.
3«> Ibn Hawqal, p. 86.
4. Ibid, pp. 86-87*
3. Qadi Jur^anl, Muntakhah, p. 135®
6. Ibn al-BajTtar, "TJurra*”'*p. 190 
7o Tabikh, p. 51
placing layers of fresh mint over ready dishes,for its
sweet flavour was very stimulating for the appetite. It was maiii
because of this quality that the zurafa * (men of elegant
o
taste) always favoured mint on their dining tables. 
rawn (Asparagus) —
The vegetable called asparagus was such a favourite vegeta­
ble that poetry was written.about it* In the gastronomical sessia 
of the Caliph Mustakfi, where the courtiers vied with each
other in describing various kinds of food in poetry, asparagus
2 -also formed a theme of a poem. Washska3 notes that the men
of elegant taste avoided asparagus because of its innate
x
cooling effects.Damascus v/as famous for the production of 
4this vegetable. And it is from here that the Caliph Mu6tasim
o
used to receive hilyawn regularly through his private post
r
(barid) Z i r y a b , the arbiter of fashion at Cordova, is said
to have introduced, among other dishes, hilyawn which soon
6became popular in Spanish society.
Among other vegetables, mention may be made of radish 
(fujal), cress (hurf), melilot (han&aquq), tarragon (tarkhun), 
cucumber (qiththa ?), chicory (hindiba*) , beet (silq),turnip 
(saljam), chick-peas (himmas), spinach (isfanakh), lettuce 
(khass) etc. These vegetables were either cooked or eaten 
fresh as salad or nuql. People of refined taste, however,.-
* s.
did not like much of these vegetables as some of these byqul
"8caused cold and others left a colouring on teeth and gums.
1. Muv/ashsha, p. 193®
2. Muruj n viii, pp. 399“4-00
3* Nuyyishaha. p. 194-; Jahiz, Bukhala5, p. 134-; Huntazam, vi, p .5
4. Muq. p. 181. '
5« Sabi, Rusum, p. 18. For the methods of transportation and 
preservation see, , p. 178 also, Nuqtataf, 194-3^ PP»170-71
6. Maqqari, _ii, pp. 87~88. (- Beirut (1968’J, JZa^Tg7j « /i, 65 *
7o Mm/ashsha, 193“94-; Ttiblkh, 28,30,32f.; Asdi,Hikayat,4-2;Nigjfvar,.
8. Huwashsha,195-94-« fte'^discussion on the"sboiIeiicial and
harmful properties of these vegetables see, 4 Ipani, iii, 363^92
i ~r-r
Milk and Milk Products :--
Milk (laban) which was the most important beduin
-i
drink was at this period not regarded important as a food.
It was rather used in preparing some important dishes of 
bread, ,rice or meat. Some of the important dishes preparedi1 M O X _
with milk were madira and labaniyya « Some relishes, (sibagh)o ” O___
like those of badhinjan bi-laban (egg-plant with milk), gar6 
bi-laban (gourd with milk) etc. were also prepared with milk.
Milk with dates also formed an important item of food of the
8 " — 6 Abbasids. Sometimes people used milk as idam with bread,
Idam is some sort of condiment taken with bread. Professor
Goitein in his Mediterranean Society observes that there
is no equivalent term in English for idam which means "that
which is taken together with bread". In Arabic adam and in
Hebrew lippot means "taking something as food additional to
bread".7
Milk of cows, goats, sheep or camel was generally used. 
Harun al-Rashid is reported to have liked gazelle milk. In 
198/811 when the governor of Basra presented gazelle milk 
and butter on the caliphal dining table, the Caliph Harun
O
was highly delighted. His wazir, Fadl also reportedly liked
o
q
gazelle milko
Milk products wore: sam^n "clarified butter” which v/as 
10used for cooking; zubad,"butter”, which was,at times, used
„ o
1. Huru.j, vi, p. 229, cf. also El , s.v. Ghidha * (M.Rodinson)
2. For the description of madira, see abobcT7~pT 129
3° Babaniyya, literally "milk dish" was made with moat, sour 
miik, leeks, egg-plants and usual spices, (cf. Tabikh,24).
Idbikh, p.67 = PngF Tr. by Arberry, p.4-5; for "the prepara­
tion of all these relishes, soc, ibid, p.67 = 4-9.
9. Jahiz, Bukhala\pp.66,6?; Khalidiyyan, Tuhaf, p. 112.
6. Ibid,° Bukhala3, p. 186.
7 • M e alterran 6 an S o c i o t y, ii, __p. 126. _
8«, Dfiakha?ir, pp. 97-98; Ghazuli, MatallG , li, p.99 =
9® Iffil’Taiyy an , Tuhaf, p. “112.
10. Jahiz, Bnkb aldv7pp.IT,J7; TaWhldi, lot a ?,ii i,p.77 =
♦ - 1as :L<3-Q.ni ; fjubn, oheoso of an unknown sort which was often
2  ^taken with bread ; and aqit "sour milk cheese". Buttex1 and~ ~ o~
cheese of Dinawar (a district of the province of Media) are
4reported to have been of superior quality. One of the 
specialities of Khawarazm was a buttermilk cheese called 
"rahqin".^ Ib.n. Hawqal mentions that Daylam produced an
o o
excellent kind of cheese which was exported to various places. v 
The inhabitants of Daylam took milk as one of their* main items oj 
food and they prepared a delicious confection known as 
mayastanq„b
In our treatises of cooking there is mention of al-laban
— *r-7al-farsi (lit. Persian milk) —  a word not explained by the 
lexicographers. Da’ud Chelebi and Professor Arberry, however,
are of the opinion that the word evidently meant "curdled
8 —  —  milk". The al-laban al-farsi, it would seem, v/as used in ;
Q
preparing all types of milk dishes. Apart from the al-laban 
al-farsi. shiraz or dried curds, al-laban al-mast i.e., 
coagulated milk and al-laban al-haraid (sour milk) v/ere also
t, ,.-n—  ■- — Q ^
v'lQ
used m  preparing some dishes especially relishes. Liba?
or "beestings" was often taken with datesl^1 Butter and date
'I?was expressive of a rich diet.
1. Jahiz, Bukhala *, p. 163.
2. Ibid, ppT*^07l19}186.
3. Ibid, p. 111; Minhsg al-Bayan, Br. Mus.^MS. 593^7Pol.32a.
4. Khalidiyyan, TuhafT p. 119; AzdiC, Hikayat, p. 38
Bata?if, p. 226.
6. Ibn Hawqal, 267.
7° Tabikh,p. 23ff.
8. Ibid,p.23,n.2; Arberry, A Baghdad Cookery Book,p.22,n.1«
9« Ibid, pp. 23-26 -- E„T. pp. 21-23
10. Ibid, p. 67 = 45 '
■11. Jahiz, Bukhala},pp. 67,111,163; Khalidiyyan, Tuhaf, p. 112; 
cf. also^‘J“lT>nIslda, Mukhass&s, i, Chap. v, p.40*w— . si e
12. Muhadarat, ii, p. 621.
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Spices (Abas 11% Tawabil) :---
Spices were commonly used in food. The rich families
rarely used a dish that was not flavoured with some sort.of 
, . 1
spice. The use of spices, it would seem, was primarily for
p
flavouring and taste. It is also likely that spices were 
used to remove the odour of the flesh-meat or the fish which 
soon went bad in a hot country. The insufficient means of 
preservation of meat therefore compelled them to take recourse 
to spices which were used to an inordinate extent perhaps 
to disguise the taste of incipient decomposition. Moreover, 
spices were also needed to remedy the tastelessness of the 
salted and dried meat (qadid) commonly used in this period.
Yet another reason was that in hot regions like that of 
Baghdad, people’s eating habits were so conditioned that 
without spicy flavour they lost all appetite for food.
The following spices were used in cooking : ( a) 
coriander (kasfara) especially, freshly gathered,
green and dry; (b) cumin (kammun); (c) caraway (karawaya);
(d) cinnamon (dar sini) especially that whereof the bark is 
thick and luxuriant, strong-scented and burning the tongue ;
(e) mastic (mustaki) especially the kind with large, bright 
grains, not small, and free of dust and dirt; (f) pepper
(fulful) fresh, large-grained and not old; (g) ginger
-  *
(zanjabil); (h) clove (garanful); (i) thyme (sa‘tar); (J)
—  .w ©
anjidhan,(a kind of leaf used for flavouring); (k) sticks
1 o See, for example, Tabikh, p e 9if°
2. Ibid, p . 8«n.1 .
14-7
of dill (taqat shibitt).^
These spices were brought from different distant lands 
especially from China, India and Southern Arabia. The 
lightness of their weight and the high profits these spices
p
fetched,justified the long and difficult journeys. Some 
countries sent, among other things, spices to Baghdad as 
part of their kharaj, We are told that Kirman supplied 
Baghdad with one hundred rati of kammun seeds as a part of 
their kharaj.
Utmost care was taken in cleaning spices and grinding
them fine. These spices were ground, either in a mill or
1 1 • 4*pounded m  a copper mortar. Spice pounding was done by
5
women at home. In some dishes, however, spices were also
6used without grinding or pounding.
Salt in cooking, an adage said, was as necessary as
grammar in speech ( ;or vice versa)
During the Abbasid period two kinds of salt were used --
one, the ordinary common salt and the other, the Andarani
7salt; the latter variety being the more prized one. "Ililh
©
Andarani'1 was brought from the rocks of Andaran, a place
T- -  -  8 -near Nishapur. Ibn Baytar compares its brightness v/ith
1. Warraq, fol, 14b; Tabikh, pp. 8,11,28,31; Azdi, Hikayat,
O “o~'>
p. 39ff; Minhaj al-Baydli, Br. Plus. Ms. (5934-), foi.34-b;
h. i 1 y
cf. also Badri, 4 Aram a, pp.jl22-*23 '
2. Tijara (attr. to Jahiz), p. 34-; Tha6 alibi, Lata’if, p. 215 >
"  O O Q  o
Thimar, p. 333; cf. also, El , s.v. Ghiclha ’ (M.Hodinson).
3° Jahshiyari, Wuzara 1, p.283; also some unspecified quantity 
4. Tabikh p. 8 doves, (cf .ibid, 283) •
5 ° HamadsLnl, Maqanat, p. 111; cf. also, Ilez, p. 3&3
Q “
6. Tabikh', p. 9ff.
7. Ibid, pp.7“8; Azdi, Hikayat, p. 39
8. Tabikh, p.7, n. 3
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• —  1crystal (billur) whereas Azdi calls it “polished silver”
( fj^ g culinary manuals prefer Andarani salt
for all varieties of cooking,, ; In the absence of this salt, 
the manuals recommended pure white salt which is free from 
dust and particles of stone.^
Flavouring:--
In addition to the spices,some flavourings were also
used to make the food dainty and delicious. Rose-water
(ma? al-ward) and saffron (za*faran) seem to have been
h.commonly used m  the houses of the well-to-do. The 
rose-water of Fars ( more precisely Jur, one of- the 
towns of Fars ) and the saffron of Isfahan were of an
excellence unequalled in the world. Rose-water obtained as 
a part of the kharaj from Fars amounted to 30,000 flasks 
(qarura) A p a r t  from these two flavourings, the Abbasids 
frequently added to their dishes dried fruits like 
almonds, walnuts, raisins, dried figs, pistachios, currants,
n _
filberts etc. In the preparation of sour (hamid) dishes,*fe o^'
fruit juices like the sumach juice, lemon juice, grape juice,
1. Ibn Baytar, Mufradat, s„v0 milh.
2. Azdi, Hikayat, pQ 59° "Milh Durrani" in the text should
—j. IK .. Q
be read "Milh Andarani".
o
3. Tabikh, pp. 7~8f. (= Fng. Tr. p. 13f°)
TbTd^ po10ff; Warraq, fol „ 13a.
9° Iat a *if, pp. 178-181; Thimar, p. 537°
6, Jahshiyari, Wuzara’, p7~282 ; Data ?if, p. 179 5 cf. a3rso,
Thinar,ppo537*“38 — - where 27,000 flasks has been mentioned. 
7» Warraq, fol0 13b; Tablikh, p. 10ff.
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pomegranate juice or a mixture of lemon and grape juice or
1vinegar were used. Lemon juice and sumach juice wei^ e also 
sprinkled on the cooked food especially on roasted 
meato^
In the list of flavourings we also find the names of 
murri (brine) and "azfar al-tib" (literally, "perfumed
o 0
-r -  -  4nails") , M u m , according to the rfaj, was a type of idam
like sauce and p i c k l e Murri which was used as spice ivas
a mixture of pennyroyal flour, salt, cinnamon, saffron
and some other aromatic herbs. A dough of all these things
was made with rose water and put in the sun for about forty
days kneading every dawn and evening.^ Murri could also 
- 7be used as idam. One of the specialities and items of
v 8 ~commerce of Merv was murri brine for pickling. "Azfar al- 
tib1 was an odoriferous substance ‘of the nature of the
o
shards of shells' » Its Latin equivalent was "strombus 
q
lentiglnosus"."
1. Tabikh, p. 10ff. During the early days of the Caliph Harun
al-Rashid, Fars sent 1,000 manna (about 2,000 pound) 
raisin juice, 40,000 manna pomegrante juice and 1,000 manna 
anbijat (jam), (cf. S.A. El-Ali, A New version of Ibn 
Mutamf's 1 ist of revenues in the early times of Tiarun 
al-Rashid, JEsTTO, 1971? p . 307) °
20 Hamadani, Mac; am at, p. 64 „
9. Tabikh, pp. 12-19 (- Eng.Tr. p. 16).
4. On idam see, above, p. 144
5o Taj, s.v. Murri.
6„ Tabikh, p.12 (- Eng. Tr. p.l67n.l); cf„ also,- Shayzari,
Nihaya, p. 59* Jahiz is said to have written a treatise 
on murri entitled0"Risalai fi*1-murri". cf. Yusuf b„ ‘Umar 
a 1 -Tu rkamani, al - Mu"‘ Faiad "fiE'l-acv/iya al-rau.fr ad a L ( C ai r o,
1970/1951) ? p o 4 9 H  cited *by Bos worthy in““’Tha‘ alibi1 s
Lata Ilf, Eng. $r. p.135,n. 112.
7« Jahiz, Bukhala*5, p. 48 .
o o
Q o Lata 5i-;C7"ppT"^Q2, 226.
9. Arberry, A Baghdad Cookery Book, p0 16.
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Sauces, Relishes and Savouries (MukhalltLlat, Sibagh and 
Mutayyibat) :--
These items,as Baghdadi states, were taken with principal
I
meals "to cleanse the palate of greasiness, to appetize, to
A
assist the digestion, and to stimulate the banqueter".
Mulch alldll at or sauces were made with vegetables like 
egg-plants, turnips, mint etc* Hence they were known after 
these vegetables as badhinjan nukhallal, lift mukhallal 
etCo^ All these sauces were prepared in a more or less 
similar way* Fresh vegetables were taken, boiled, cut into 
small pieces and were steeped in vinegar with some seasonings 
and aromatic herbs* The sauces were kept in glass bottles 
for a few days until they were ready to. be served.^
Sibagh or relishes were made with vegetables and milk* 
The excellent relish which both awakens and stimulates the 
appetite was called shlraz bi-buqul (iQe0, dry curds with 
vegetables)o It contained mint, celery, leek, dried
Zj.
curds, ground mustard, walnuts and salt* Other relishes 
were badhinjan bi-laban (egg-plant v/ith milk), qan * bi-laban 
(gourd with milk), silq bi-laban (a variety of chard with 
milk) etc,^ Jahiz mentions a relish of olive water (mad al-
4 O
zaytun) which was the favourite relish of some niggardly 
people
Baghdadi, fabikh, p n 65
20 Ibid, pp0 65~66™ Azdl, Hikayat, p* 38
3o Ibid, pp„ 65-66; also barrage fols, 56-60
4-c For the^preparation of those dishes of relish see, 
Baghdadi, Tablkh, p* 67-
5o For the methods of preparation of all those relishes, 
see, ibid, p. 67
60 Jahiz, Bukhala’, p. 9^
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Of all the savouries kamakh (from Persian kama,kamak) 
appears to have been the most popular one* Kamakh, in fact,
A
was so important that it was always served (even in banquets)*
It was prized so high that it was exchanged as a valuable 
gift in the higher circles* It is reported that Ibn Abl ghalid 
on a suggestion by the Caliph Ma’mun, sent a set of presents, 
among them poisoned white kamakh, to Tahir b* Husayn (d* 207/ 
822). Tahir is reported to have died within two days of eating
Q _ _
this relish. Baghdadi in his Kitab al-Tablkh mentions a   • r
special ,kamakh called kamakh rljal i.e., relish with confection, 
which was prepared with a large dry pumpkin shell, the pith 
and seeds being removed, fresh and sour milk and some aromatic 
ingredients. All the ingredients were mixed up and the mixture 
left in bright sunshine for some days. In fact, it was the 
heat of the sun which cooked the kamakh. This is why kamakh 
was made generally in the month of June, at the biginning of 
midsummer. It was usually kept for a month and was ready to 
be served in the beginning of August*^ Since it was kept in 
sunshine over a period of a month, the kamakh presented a 
dark brownish colour. The people of refined taste, however, 
did not like the serving of kamakh on their tables because 
of its displeasing colour. A man compared it with ’excrement* 
(khur *, khara®^
1. Kaghib, Muhadarat;, ii, p. 6*15; Muru.j, viii, pp. 392-4.
2* Shabushtl, Diyarat, pp* 147-48.
Baghdadi, Tablkh, pp. 68-69; cf. also the verses of Ibn
Mu‘tazz describing the various types of kamakh in Hu:eu(i,
viii, pp. 392-4; see also, C.E. Bosworth in the Eng. trans. 
of lata*if, p. 63
4* Washsha5, Huwashsha, p. 192.
9. Muhadarat ,~*ixi pi 615*..nm ■».. ^  1+y rtn » / r
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Oil and Pat
Qdie oil commonly used in cooking at this time was the
T A
shiraj or sesame oil. Clarified butter (sari an) and butter 
(zubda) were also used in cooking. The fat of animals 
was sometimes used in some plain dishes. The animal-fat was 
chopped and then melted on fire and the resultant was 1 
preserved after removing the impurities.^ Common people 
used this fat of animals (shahm) in preparing soup (maraq)^
—  o
The Arabs, from ancient times, were fond of the fat procured 
from the fat tail (alya) T h e  Abbasid recipe books often 
give alya as one of the best parts of animals which was 
cooked with other kinds of meat.
Olive oil was also used for cooking. The manuals of 
guidance on hisba advised the use of olive oil in the
'o “'
n
absence of sesame oil,/ But it basically and chiefly remained
—  8a poor man’s idam which he took with bread. Almond oil
(dahn al-lawz) and pistachio oil (dahn al-fustaq) were
applied in cooking costly sweet dishes like lawzinaq,
9 +. 10etc o
1. Baghdadi, Tablkh., p 053ff» cf. also, Ashtor,JAH,1970,p.A.
2. Jahiz, Bukhall","7 pp« 44,4-7; Imta5, iii, p. 77
O O «r..LA U .Ul
5. Tablkh,“pp.*17726; cf. also, Shayzari, Nihjty^ i p.AO 
A. Jahiz,™ Buknale/
p  ° _________ „
s.v. G-hidha3 (th Rodinson).
6. Tablkh, ppT"T9ff; cf. also Azdi, Hikayat, p. AO
7° Nihaya, p. 25ff» **
8. Jahiz, Bukhala *, pp. 20,86,186; Murn.j , vi,pc228 ; Fakhrl, 243 
9o On La^XnaJ~and zalabiya see later in this chapter, p . 164 
10. Azdi, Hikayat, p. A1; Tablkh., p. 71®
Syria v;as famous for it's abundant growth of olive and 
the exportation of olive oil to various provinces in 
• great quantities. (cf.Muq. 180; Dimashqi", 193; also .Ashton, 
1970,p.A; AESC , 1968,1023) * Olive oil v;as, therefore, 
widely used in the diet of the Syrians and according to 
Il&qdisi, the native Christians prepared a special dish
of 1oil-meat1 during their fast.(Muq.lS3-A;Ashtor,op.cit)„
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Sweetening Ingredients :— -
Among the sweetening ingredients, used at this time,
.sugar (sukkar), honey (‘anal, shahd), treacle (dibs), syrup
(,julab) were prominent. Sugar, originally a product of India,
reached Persia shortly before the Muslim conquest; thence
pit was exported to the entire Mediterranean world* It was 
mostly used by the moneyed people to sweeten their food*
Its use among the less affluent, though not frequent, was 
not rare.^ As honey — - the universal sweetening agent -—  
was generally less expensive, the poor used it in place of 
sugar. A treacle of grapes, carobs and other fruits called 
dibs was in particular very popular in the poor households«,
Arrajan (in Pars) was famous for a kind of dibs made from
• * 5raisins*
Sugar-cane was the chief product of Makran and it was
from here that special white sugar, known to the Arabs as 
— *
al-Panidh (from the Persian Panid), was brought* Prom the 
revenue lists of the Ahbasids, quoted by Jahshiyari, it is 
known that Sijistan, a place also noted for white sugar, 
sent 20,000 ratls of fanidh sugar every year, as part of
their kharaj, to the Caliph Harun al-Rashid0^  Kuhistan, in
1*1 ahiz, Bukhala 5, pp „ 26,110, 272;. Tablkh, p * 9
2* h* Dear, tlhe History of Sugar, Lpndon, p 1*9^ 9o i ? PP « 68f f,
74 ff.. — quoted by M* Rodinson, in PI', SoV* Ghidhad; cf*
• also El'* s*v- (J- Ruska)*; also JLSHQ,-y±i<^64)pp*
PI^, s.Vo Ghiflha? (Mo Rodinson). 57~/2T
4-* Ibid* cf* aTso~~E„Ashtor, in AIDGC, 1968, p.1024-.
5« Le Ctrange, Pastern Caliphate, p. 294-.
6. Ibid^ v * 239*) of* also Lata pi f, p„ 237 > v/ho mentions Maskan
r-j 1 V - “! 21 1-T. -w  V i  21 M  A * '  r 'n  T v-» 21 ® t . rV'L 2  Vs A  %-« A  4 *  «-i 23 -4 y". 2  ^  21 TIT r - .  1 v»
7 o Jahshiyari, Vtoara % p 0 283
the district of Jundishapur, was also reputed as a sugar­
cane growing land which possessed a flourishing sugar
-i
industry. Sugar-cane grew in almost all parts of this 
country, and MaqdisI states that in the 4th/1 Oth century,
Khuzis'tan alone supplied sugar to Persia, Mesopotamia, and
1 2 -  „  -
Arabia, The district of Sus' in Khuzistan was particularly
noted for its refined quality of sugar,^ In Mesopotamia, the,
neighbourhood of Basra was also famous for its sugar industry.
In Syria in the 10th century, sugar-cane was grown on the
coast of the Mediterranean and in Palestine,^ The table
sugar, brought from the Yemen, was packed through a special
process. It was dried in the sun, stuffed in osier-rods and
then kept for a few days in a cold storage until it hardened.
The openings of the rods were sealed with gypsum. At the
time of its use the rods were broken and the sugar was cut
with a knife on a dish or on a loaf of bread. This sugar was
6mainly exported to Mesopotamia and Mecca,
—  7Sugar-cane and sugar of Ahwaz were also proverbial, r
It was Ahwaz which supplied Iraq with most of its sugar and 
sent to the caliphs 50»000 ratls per annum in addition to
Q
the land tax (kharaj), A physician living in the 10th
1, Muq, p , 408,
2, Ibid, p, 461; cf, also le Strange, Bastern 0alinhato,246 
3» Baghdadi, Sukhaia1, p, 104
4, Mez, p, 455; c-f. also, E,Ashtor, in JAI-I, iv(19?0),p, 5 
5o E, Ashtor, JAH, 1970,p,5 --quoting from Muq, pp,162,180*
6, Mez, P p435 — quoting from Hamadanl, ed,D.H,Muller,p,198»
7, Lata>? f, PPo 174,185,237; Thiraar, p. 556
8, Ibid, c:§kaJ5hf, P« 174; Thimar, p ,537 where, 38,000 ratls 
have been mentioned, cfT*iXso Ibn al-Paqlh, pp,253-55; 
Jahshiyari, Wuzara1, p, pop ; Tijara (attributed to 
Jahiz), p„ 41,
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century, Abu ‘Abdallah Muhammad b. Ahmad al-Tamlmi noted
* *
that the white sugar was in great demand in Iraq* It was
—  A
called "al-qand1 in Iraq and 1 al-Ahwaz11 in Syria.
People chewed sugar-cane for its sweet juice and used
P
the remnants as fuel. The best kind of sugar was the 
transparent one called Tabarzad.^Sometimes dates ( tamr)
i i • rr 1 "
could also be used for sweetening purposes
Honey which was brought from Armenia was regarded as
5 -one of the best. Nevertheless, the honey of Isfahan remained
o
unequalled^, and according to Ibn Rusta, the caliphal court 
consumed no other honey but the pure white honey of IsfahanP
o
Together with the kharaj, 20,000 ratls of honey and 20,000 
ratls of wax used to be taken from Isfahan each yeai' to the
Q
seat of the central government. Similarly, in the days of 
the Caliph Harun al-Rashid, Hamadhin, Mosul and Takrit sent 
separately 20,000 ratls of Arwand and white honey every year 
as part of their kharaj, to Baghdad.^ In the same period,
Babr and Taylasan paid part of their kharaj in the form of 
50 ziq (containers) of honey.
1. Kitab al-Murshid ±3 a jawahir al-aghdhiya, Paris, M3. No.
287o7 T oI'. 10b— ^Tt8d"by" 1~.' 'A'shtbr7~in'~AESC, 1968, p . 1023- 
note, 11.
2. Jahiz, Bulchala5, p. 23
3 o Muru j , vT,~227T' Azdi, Hikayat, 41; Taj "rib, i i i, 19 4; B ay h a q 3" 
Mahasin, pp. 594,605; cf. also Lane, s.v. Tab an ad.
4. Jahiz, Bukhala9. p. 361.
5o Khalidiyyan, Tuhaf,p.119; cf. also, L-e Strange, Pastern 
Caliphate, p.93T
Lata’if , pp. 181,237
7° 157
8. Lata ’if, p . 182; Thimar, p .538; Jahshiyarx, Nigeria ’, p . 283
9. Jahshiyari, V/uzara’T~pT 285
10. S.A.KL-Ali, "A new version of Ibn al-Mutarrif's list of 
revenues in the early times of Harun allRashld" in JRSHO 
1 9 7 1 }  P -  309.
Food common to the rich and poor.,
As for the dishes popular among the poor and the wealthy 
alike we can mention the following :—
1e Harlsa :—
It was, and still is, one of the popular meals with the
si
masses of Baghdad, ' It was prepared in two ways not very
different from one another with respect to the material used.
In its preparation six ratls of fat meat were taken and cut
into long strips and then thrown into a saucepan covered with
water. When it had "been boiled for a considerable period of
time it was taken out. stripped from the bones, shred and put
back into the saucepan. Then four ratls of washed, cleaned and
ground wheat were added. The pot was kept on a steady fire for
a quarter of a night in the course of which it was constantly
stirred. It was then left to simmer on a higher blaze. A
quartered chicken was added along with cinnamon bark and left
till midnight, when it was stirred well until it set into a
smooth paste. Hot water was used if needed and left until
dawn when it was stirred again and.removed. Before serving-
melted fresh tail was poured on it and cumin and cinnamon,
ground separately, were sprinkled. It was served with old
murri (brine) and fresh lemon Juice. It was better when made
2m  an oven than over an open fire,
Harisa was dear to the young and old alike. Guests were
entertained with the dish of harlsa. It is reported that a 
man (in 351/962) wont for breakfast to the house of moderately
.1, Jahiz, Bukhala5, index; Nishwar, ijPP* 55?173; viii, 40;
o o —  • *
ShabushtiTi Diyarat, p. 125
2. Tabikhj p, 52; Shayzari, Nihaya^ p. 36; Ibn Jazla, NjnhaJ al
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well-to-do friend, The meal consisted solely of an excellent 
dish of hansa followed by some swee£ dishes, At dawn, in 
the city of Baghdad, the shops of harlsa were found crowded,
by the lovers of harisa, It is because of. their love for
harisa that they invented several proverbs praising it, One 
such proverb is : u-W".? o' (i<>e,,
the best places are three --- the shop of animal heads, the
shop of roasted meat and the shop of harlsa) T h e y  even
ventured to concoct a hadith connecting it with the Prophet
o r
in which the Prophet is supposed to have said, "G-abreil fed 
me harisa to enable me to withstand the difficulties of the 
mid^hight prayer (taha.j jud) The Abbasids gave it the 
agreeable names of 1Shahida1 and ’Hadiya1, This shows their 
love for this, food-stuff? In Baghdad, the first wedding dish, 
according to the local custom was invariably the harisa,^In 
this connection it is interesting to note that they picked up 
quarrels with those who did not like harisa, We are told that 
in a debate Ibn Muqla, the wazir, vanquished his opponent al- 
Yazidi who preferred Judhaba to harisa W e  are also told that 
Abu Muhammad al-Katib al-Dinawari died of his excessiveo
•v 8consumption of harisa.
1, Ibn al-JawzT, Muntazam, vii, p. 12
■ >.tn bi rir v m m n ^
2, TaWhldl, Imta’, iii, p. 575 Khatib, Ta’rikh, xi, p, 178;.
o ” — ■*“' o ____
Maqdisi, Ahsan al-Taqasim, p. 129®
f i  ’  ^  T, - I
5» Baghdadi, Tatfil, p, 53*“ o~ *”*“*
4. Khatib, Ta’rikh, ii, pp, 279-80,
5« Qadi JurJamTpTTuntakhab, p, 95°
© — - -
6, Mez, p0 428, nTJ""*--" quoting from Ibn al-Haj jaj ,x,p.70°
7- lawhidl, Imta9, iii,p. 57° - •
8c Khatib, Takrikh, x, p. 170
^  o
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2. 4 Asid or Judhab :--
4Asid was prepared in various ways, the most popular" '-J o'1-1
being the 4 as id al-tamr. This variety was prepared with four
TJ ,o ' 1 ■"   i ^
rath of dried dates and ten ratls of water which were placed
in a pot: and boiled until cooked. The dates were then kneaded
well by hand, strained through a sieve and returned to the
pot adding half a rati of crumbled pulp, a rati of sesame-oil
and a. quarter of a rati of peeled walnuts. These were then
stirred until almost cooked and then placed between two thin
o
cakes. It was sometimes garnished with almonds. It was also
_ r  Z
known by its nick-name MUmm al-Eazma",
There were two varities of 6 asld (known as Mansuriya
o o
an -^ Barmakiya) commonly used in Baghdad. It appears that the 
Caliph Mansur and the Barmakid wasirs were very much fond of
a
A
it. 4Asid might not have been a costly food as a dish, 
sufficient for an individual, could have been bought for one 
dirham only.^
5° Kabab:--
It was also one of their popular as well as cheap dishes 
The people's love for it is expressed by one of them who 
exclaimed that his eyes were appeased to see the kabab on 
fire.^ It was prepared with thin sliced meat,v/ith salt to 
taste, put on a frying pan over fire without grease. The slice
1o TanukhI, Nishwar, i, p. 62.
2. Baghdadi,"*Tab?kh, pp. 71 -“72.
5c Qadi*™ JurjarTf" Huntakhab, p. 96.
. Azdi, Hikayat,~’pT"ITl~
5« Khatib, TaJrikh, xiv, p. 595*
6. Shayzari", Niha;/!:! al-Rutba, p. 50
were turned from one side to another repeatedly till they 
were browned and cooked, Al-Ghazull, after describing the 
aforesaid procedure of the preparation of kabab, adds that 
this was exactly the process (i.e., without the addition of 
spices) in which the cabob was prepared for Khalid b. Yahya~'LT“ o
a
and his sons. One of the varieties of cabobs known as al- 
kabab al-rashldi, seems to have had a large demand among the 
people of Baghdad, but we are not sure whether the process 
of its preparation differed in any way from that of the 
Barmakids o
4, Animal Heads and Trotters :--
These* were prepared in the following way. The heads and 
trotters were scalded with hot water and then washed with 
cold water. After cleaning them thoroughly they were cut into 
middling pieces, boiled and cooked. These were served with 
ground salt and sumach.^
From Jahiz's Bukhala’ it appears that people were 
particularly inclined to buy heads and. trotters on Saturday, 
the reason being that in Islamic society, animals are slaught­
ered mostly on Fridays, On Saturday, the heads and trotters
of the animals were thus in abundant supply and their prices
4.
were consequently reduced,
1, Matali4, ii, p, 55 
2, Azdi, Hikayat, ppe 39-40’(j '"" "
3 c Ibn al-Ukhuwwa, Ma4 alim al-Qurba, p, 105,
4. Jahiz, Sukhaia-'* p, 99; cf, also, Ibn Qutayba, 4 Uyun al - 
Akhbar,“TTI7"*p, 200,
Pood of the Poor;--
The food of the poor was, as a matter of fact, simple 
and inexpensiveo Gonsiderations of price in fact restricted 
their food both in respect of quality and quantity0 The 
dinner of the poor consisted generally of one course. It 
consisted of cheap varieties of meat, bread, treacle, saffron,
A
pickle, olive, vinegar etc0 Fish, rice-bread as well as
some fruits were cheap and therefore also accessible to the 
2
poor* Even locusts were eaten by them especially in times 
of hardshipo In 331/94-2, when locusts swarmed, the poor 
ate them as "one of the bounties of God1'.^  Tanukhi tells us 
about a man in Baghdad who bought a foiv ratls of locust
LL
from a locust seller and ate them all alone.
Sweet dishes (halwa) generally taken after principal1 o r 1
meals were unknown to the poor. They, however, used to take 
date;vand oil cakes instead. Once the Caliph Muqtadir was 
Journeying by boat. At lunch time, he was requested by the 
boatmen to share lunch with the crew of the boat. Having 
finished the meal, the Caliph asked them for halwa (sweet 
dish). The boatmen apologized saying that they were not 
habituated to sweet dishes and therefore offered only dater- 
and oil-cake#,to which they were accustomed.^
Apart from rice-bread, fish and the like, the poor
- ' 7people also took sawiq as a popular type of food. it was
1. Ibn al-Jawzl, Humaqa, p 0129; Hishwar, i,p.62; Hunt az am, 
vii, p. 162, ; cf o also, EhAshtor, in JAH, 1970,pp e 9-10
2, KhawarizmiMafatlh al-Mlum, p, 101; Azdi, Hikayat, p„39* 
Yaqut, Buidan, s»v0 Basra,; Manaqib Baghdad (attributed 
to Ibn al- Jawzij, p0 37°
3o Sull, Adab .al-huttab, ed» 3, Athari, Cairo, 13 -^15 p a 237 =
40 Nishwar, ii, pp. 86, 198.
Ibld7”i’i, in RAAI), 17(194-2), pp. 131-52.
60 Ibid., ii, pp.152-53*
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a kind of dried parched barley-moal mixed with water, butter 
or fat from the tails of sheep, Being in the nature of
gruel or thick ptisan, it was not eaten rather supped or
1 i-sipped, Sawiq made of chick-peas (himmas) was the popularO ~ " Q
food of the common people of Baghdad during the early 
Abbasid period. In 300/97i a seller of sawiq is reported 
to have been grinding $60 kurrs ( one kurr « 500 ratls) cf
chick-peas yearly and selling all of it during the two or
p
three months when fruits were not available,
The peasants who were among the poorest in the society
took very simple meals* It is reported that on a hunting
expedition, the Caliph Mahdi lost his way and was separated-
from his companions; he came to the hut of a Nabati peasant
to ask for some food. The peasant offered the Caliph some
barley bread and a dish of small fish. Fahdl enquired
whether he had some olive and some cress * The peasant
answered : "yes, and some dates tooh^ This meal was
probably the best that a peasant could offer to his guest.
The beduins led a hard life and ate almost anything
that was obtainable, A townsman asked a tribesman : "what
do you eat and what do you abstain from?". The beduin
- 4replied "we eat all that runs except the reptiles".
The staple food of the tribesmen were bread, dates, 
milk and its products. Sometimes they took locusts and 
vegetables. Waft (a mixture of dates and milk) and hais (a"" _ ■ "o' *’
preparation of dates with butter and curdled milk) were some
i. Lane, s,v, Sawiq; cf, also Elf s.v. Ghidha* (M,Rodinson) = 
Manaq^-h Baghdad (attributed to Ibn aTlJawsi), p. 37; cf. 
also Elf s.v. Ghidha? (H. Rodinson),
3 ° Muru j , vi , 227“2B5'”Tak]:ri, 243 ; Jahshiyarl, Wusara ?, 146 ,
4-, Jahiz., Bukhala3, p o'~203";"~c Iqd * iii,p* 485; cf. also Ruri, 
Fie s op ot. amTapT 303®
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A
of their more exotic dishes0
Included among the poor were the ascetics and the sufis.
o
Their ability to put up with hunger and contentment with 
sparse food was proverbial o To be able to go over long stretches 
of time without food was an inevitable qualification for
i
them* The extremists among the sufis refrained even from
eating bread and contended themselves with fatit, i.e., bread
2 • -  
soup. It is said of Bisnr al-Hafi (dn227/8dl), a renowned
1 o
ascetic, that he did not taste grilled meat for forty years„
Ibn al-Jawzi tells us that among the sufis there was a
group which did not eat meat and believed that even a piece
of meat equivalent to a dirham made the heart hard and 
4.
insensitiveo It is reported that one of the extremists of 
the sufis, Sahl b, ‘Abdallah used to buy treacle of one 
dirham, ghee of two and flour of one, mix them up and me.ke 
360 pills out of it* This was his food for the whole year, 
one pill being sufficient for a day*
We may note that with a reduction in the hardships, 
the food, habits of the poor man underwent a considerable 
changeo For example, when Ibn al-QazwIni, the ascetic, 
received a gift of two hundred dinars from the Caliph Qahir 
(381/991) he changed his usual dishes containing egg-plant, 
vinegar, beans and treacle into zabadi (a kind of tender
plant with wide leaves), fowls, fine bread and chicken
4- 6 roast o
1o Jahiz, Bukhala?, pp. 163,203,211; Cf« also EI^ s.v,
Ghidha siTo~ also Duri, Mesopotamia, p, 304-„
2» Tb n~~a 1 - J a w z I, Talbis, pp. 223-2d„
3= Ibid, Sifat al-Safwa, ii, pD 58 
d. Ibid, Talbis, pp. 223-24-.
5. Ibid, p. 220.
6. Ibid, Fiuntazam, vii, p. 162.
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Sweet Dishes :--
The people of the Abbasid society were addicted to the 
use of swoet dishes especially after their principal meals * 
We are not sure of the authenticity of the report but it 
was and still is current among the Muslins that "a sweet 
dish after the principal meal is sunna"« This practice was 
not confined only to the affluent houses. Even people of 
lesser means who could not afford to prepare such dishes 
contented themselves with some sort of sweet like candy, 
molasses, treacle, oil cake or dates.
Sweet dishes taken at the table of the well-to-do
people were of a large variety and in the language of
_  o
Shays a n  "these were innumerable". Of the 'innumerable' the
following dishes were commonly used.
1) Paludlqg ,j : —
Originally a Persian dish, faludhaj made its appearance
into Arabia in the pre-Islanic period. ^Abd Allah b. Jud4an, 
is reported to have introduced this sweet dish into Mecca 
to cater for the needs of the pilgrims.^ It was prepared with 
ground almonds, sugar, rose wester and other ingredients.^
The importance of this dish can be seen from the fact 
that the host, who presented faludhaj to tlie guests, was 
regarded as a 'man of refined taste and culture1.^ That is
1. Nishwar, ii, in RAAJD, xvii(l9A2),p.151;
vITT P° 2155 xiv, p.395; Warraq, fol. 31b; Shayzari”
Nihayat al-Rutba, p. 10.
2° ITihayat, p. 1-0
3° Ibn Hawqal, Surat al-Ard (1938 ed)p028; cf. also EI^,s»y« 
Cdiidhci,7, (M. Rodinson) who quotes from AIusI, Bu iii ah pi , 381 
A. WarrSq, fol, 13a; see also Baghdadi, Tablkh, p7~15Q~~inhere 
the composition of this pastry is fully” closeribod„
5p Khatib, Ta’rlkh, v, p0 117°
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why it was also given the name of” " the father of
1 ~ sagacity. Extolling a dish of falndhaj one humorist remarked:
"had Moses come to Pharaoh with faludhaj, he would have
accepted Moses's mission, but (alas!) he came to Pharaoh
with the S t i c k " •
2) lawzina.j : —
Lawzinaq (lit. "confection of almonds") was made of
brayed almonds, bread crumbs, syrup of rose water and sugar
and sesame oil.-' Because of its rich ingredients and delicious
taste this confection was called "the' Chief Justice of the
sweets" ( ah# Hamadanl describes lawzina.j as
"the easiest to swallow and the quickest to penetrate through 
5the veins" /  Eawzenj made overnight was considered to be 
better in taste than that produced on the same day.^
3) Zalabiya : — -
It was a tart filled with almonds and sugar and flavoured
with rose water, musk or camphor. It was baked in moulds
7 -
of various shapes. Azdi has mentioned a kind of zalabiya
known as Qahiriyya (probably after the Caliph Qahir) which
1. Qadl Juroani, Muntakhab, p» 95 • ■
o '*"LJ
2o Ibn al-Jawzi, Ziraf, p. 40; cf. also Muhadarat, ii, p.619-
O' * « n-rnr.iirr,,,
3» Baghdadi, Tabikh, p. 80; Hamadahi, Maqanat, p068; cf. also
^ «- ’ Q ii... .
Muruj, viiIT,-”pT”240
4. Muhadarat, ii, p. 619
o O 1 ‘I I I I' ' _L ^
5° Maqamat, p. 66 
6o Ibid, p0 66
7° Azdi', Hikayat, note given by Mez, p, 144f. cf. also Levy' s 
Glossary in Ibn al--UkhuwwaT s Ma; al in al -Qnrba, s.v. ; also 
Shayzari, Nihaya, p. 40.
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was soaked in almond oil.
A) Sabuniyya :—o ' 1" ^ m 1
Sabuniyya (from sabun, soap) was prepared with dissolved 
sugar and ground almonds. When thoroughly cooked it was 
ladled out into a plate, stretched flat and sprinkled with
p
fine ground scented sugar. Because it was moulded into 
shapes of soap, it was known as sabuniyya.^
5) Khabis :—
1 o
Khabis was a kind of jelly^ which had several varieties 
such as (i) khabis al-qar* , (ii) khabis al~zujar, (iii)J o <— *- q
khabis al-lawz etc. These khabis were prepared with a
°  a
quarter of a rati of sesame oil boiled in a tinned copper 
dish over which half a rati of crumbled pith of white loaf 
was sprinkled, little by little, stirring over a low fire. 
Pure ground and sifted sugar was added and stirred leaving it 
moist. It was then dished out and sugar was sprinkled on
r;
it. Some people used fresh milk instead of sesame oil."'
1. Azdi, Hikayat, p. 41
2. Baghdadi, Tabikh, p. SO; Nihaya, p0 AO; Ibn al-Ukhuwwa,
Ma^alim al'-^ QurBa, p» 113°
3° Nihaya, p 0 AO; cf. also Badri, tKmma, p. 129=
A. Dozy, Suppio s.v. khabis.
5° Baghdadi, Tabikh, p~7~7Ai Shayzarl, Nihaya, p. AO.
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Fruit s :--
Fruits were taken at the table either before or after 
1the meal. Dates being of numerous varieties and having very-
low prices were often consumed by the common people wh.o bought
! 2 
great quantities of them. Among the fruits taken at the
table of the rich, apples, grapes, pomegranates, melons,
oranges, citrons, peaches and bananas were the prominent
ones*
Iraq and Syria produced many and excellent kinds of 
fruits* The horticulture of Syria was highly specialized, 
and was renowned for its sweet apples,pomegrantaes, plums',
7
figs, sycamores and apricots* The Abbasid■ caliphs received
a great quantity of these fruits from Syria as part of the 
- 4-kharaej. Upper Mesopotamia had plenty of pomegranates, almonds, 
sumach and other fruits which were, also exported to other
5
regions. In spite of that Iraq imported fruits in great 
quantities from Syria which were of better quality and perhaps 
more"' competetive in prices.^ Syrian fruits were also 
exported to Egypt.?
Apples were widely consumed and those brought from
Syria were considered to be of the most superior quality
o
during this period* "Syrian apples" therefore became 
q
proverbial• Syria sent 30,000 apples to Baghdad as part
1. Sabi, Wuzara*, p.261; Warraq, fol. 37b; Muru1, viii,p.270; 
Ibn Hawqal, p a 206; Muntazam, v, pt02,pc 126.
© 1 " 1 o ’“ “ "
2* Cf* for example, Jahiz, Bukhd a3, Index, s.w. tamp, rutab. 
The sukkar variety 6f ’dates"1”was often served at "the dining 
table bf~rhe well-to-do people, (cf. Bukhala *,pp.1OS,122; 
Huru.l, vi,p. 363) =
3* Muqipp* 172,17^»170,180,181 ; Ibn Hawqal, p.172; cf* also 
Eo Ashtor, "The diet of salaried classes", J AH, 1970,0 = 6., 
Thimar, pp, 331 --32; lata7if, p„ 136.
3= Ibn Hawqal, 220, 227 ri'ITq B™l36,1^5; E. Ashtor, op.cit,p060
6. Nuq. pp* 180-81; E.^Ashtor, opoCii., p*6 
7= Suyuti 
8 c Mur 
9= E
Dalalous", Mashria, 33(1937),pp.29-32
_ s\
of their kharaj.
Grax^ es hold a prominent place among fruits* These were 
of different varieties and were named mostly after the
particular localities of origin such as Ukbara, Dayr al-Skul,
—  “  —  2Na'lathaya, Saruj, Hulwan etc. Grapes were also known by
" 1 o
their 'nick^names 1 e.g., rcow-eyes5 'sugar',* tiny flasks'etc.^ 
According to Ibn Hawqal Isfahan, in the middle of the 4th/10th
• o
century, was noted for its abundant production of grapes
L\. *
which were very cheap. A new variety of grapes called
5
"raziqita" was introduced by the Arabs from Ta’if.
a
Citrons (utruj) and oranges (naranj) were used during 
this period, only in the higher circles, as they were rare 
fruits in Baghdad in the 9th century. The orange and lemon 
trees, according to Mas^udi, appeared in Mesopotamia only 
in the tenth century. They were brought there sometime after 
300/9*12, from India to Oman, and thence imported to Basra 
and Syria.^ Basra, in the 10th century, became famous for
P «
its good oranges and citrons. J Jahiz mentions that citrons
• o-
in the ninth century were imported from Sus to Baghdad.^
°^ Tkimar, pp. 331-32.
2o Maq. pp. 122,123,125; Ibn Hawqal, p. 230.
o
3» Mez, p. -4-32^  Samarra’I, Agriculture in Iraq, p. 138
4. Ibn Hawqal, p„ 261.
o
5. Khawarizml, -Rasa ?il, p.4-9 —  cited by Mez, p.432. 8ee, for 
some verses praising "Raziqi" grapes, Asal, Hikayat,p2^3»
6 ° Biyarat, p . 152; Nish war, i, p. 146 ; SamarraJI, op .cit, 140
7 * Muru j, ii, p. 438f~; cf. also, Mez, p. 432. E.Ashtor
observes that since citrons were grown in Egypt in the 
9th century, Mas‘udl had only certain kinds in mind which 
were introduo ed in the 10th c entury A . D. (c f. J AH, 1970,7).
8. Maq. p. 145; lata > if, p. 238; cf. also NuwayrI, i, p«37«
9. Jahiz (?) Tijara, p« 42; see also Azdi, Hikayat, p. 44.
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Citrons of Tabaristan are particularly noted by Tha6 alibi 
1 ~ ;for' good taste •
o
The pomegranates of Sin jar were highly prized in Iraq."' 
During the early Abbasid period Qumis and'Tabaristan were 
noted for their abundant growth of pomegranates. In the 
days of Harun al-Rashid, the former yielded 40,000 and the 
latter 100,000 pomegranates as parts of their kharaj.^ Peaches 
were mostly cultivated in Basra , whereas Rahba, Syria and 
Sinjar were famous for their o l i v e s A n  excellent kind of 
quince was produced too in Rahba.^ The figs of Hulw*an were
o
7 -  -much appreciated,' FroEi the revenue lists of the Caliph Harun
al-Rashid it is known that Ears sent 150,000 quinces and 
Tabaristan 1^ 000 ratls of peaches to Baghdad in partial
Q
fulfilment of their kharaj.
Melons were the favourite fruit in Baghdad, so much so 
that the fruit market was known as the "melon h o u s e T h e  
melons of Khwarazm were proverbial for their sweet taste
1. Bata*if, pp, 186,238,
—  a  ”
2, Ibn Hawqal, pp, 220-21, According*to Thafialibi (Lata9if,
r r *
p.237) Ray was also famous for their pomegranates,
3» Jahshiyari, Wuzara9, *p. 284,
4, Jahiz, Sukhaia9, pp, 114-15,
Q O  "
5a Maq, p. 141; Ibn Hawqal, pp, 220-21,
a
6, Maq.- p. 145, The quinces of Hishapur were also highly 
prized (cf. Lata 'if, p.238),
7« Ibid, p. 123; Lata9if, p. 237; Jahiz(?) Tijara,p. 42; cf.
o o
also Nuwayrl,i, p. 371»
8. Jahshiyarl, Wuz ar a 9, pp. 282,284 0
9. Jahiz, Dala9ii, p.23; Eclipse, iii,p.51; Nichwar, ii, in
RAAI), 13(1933-35)) Po1?9; Cf. also, Mez, pTT“4JJT For an
interesting article on the ‘'melon house" of Baghdad and
Damascus, see, H« 2ayyat, Mashriq, 27(1929), pp* 761-64,
On the cultivation of melons   see also, Samarra9!,
op.cit, p. 140
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and fxagrance„ The sweetest and nicest tasting variety of
„ A „
meloru was called baran,j . The Caliph Ma’raun had them
brought from Khwarazm by post. Melons were imported to
Baghdad either cut and dried or packed in leaden ice-chesty^
On safe arrival a piece of melon kept in ice-box was sold’ ■ 
a
at 700 dirhams. .
The people of sophisticated taste in Baghdad were very
fastidious in their choice of fruits to be ceremonial at
the
mealso They took only/delicacies such as Indian olives, 
pistachios, sugar-cane washed with rose water, quince from 
Balkh and apples from Syria. Pomegranates, figs, water melon 
being cheap were left to the common folk. Fruits having 
stones (e.g., olive, dates, apricots, peaches etc) were also 
disliked by these zurafa}, Dried, unripe and cleft fruits
“• I IT I I ■■■■
were also looked down upon and rejected.^
Bata ?if, p. 226. see also the note on bararj .given by
C.E. Bosworth, p. 14-2, n.157°
2. Ibid, pp. 226,238. Another variety of melon- called^"Hamas 
was highly prized by the Baghdadis, (cf. Azdi, Hikayat,p. 
43; cf. also Aghani^, viii, p. 10).
3* Mez, p. 4-35oTbiTTlawqal remarks that, to his knowledge, 
Marv was the only0country wherefrom dried melons were 
exported in huge quantityto various lands, (cf. p.316).
4„ Lata’if, p P 226*
*■-r.» *-r.w
3c Muv/ashsha, p* 194; cf. also Mez, pp. 395“96.
Drinks :--
As has been mentioned in the section on "Table Manners",
no alcoholic drink was taken at the table„ In Baghdad genera-
illy Tigris water was taken after the meal, There were, 
however, some special drinks taken after the meal but no 
alcoholic drink was included in there. These drinks were 
known simply as "nabidh" with the addition of its principal 
ingredient’s name e.g., al-nabidh al-4anabi (i.e., nabidh of
grapes), al-nabidh al-zabibi, tamari, 4asall, dushabi etc.,
—— ^ _ o
(i.e., nabidh of raisins, dates, honey, dushab etc). The
special after-meal drink recommended for health was called
fuqda$ It was made from white sugar, honey or treacle mixed
with rose water and musk and was cooled with ice.^
In the convivial parties, generally held in the houses
of the rich people, various types of drinks were taken. Those
who did not take wine because of piety or other reasons,
S -took sherbet and fruit Juice Nabidh was widely taken 
during this period by people from all walks of life. There
1. Khatib, Ta3rikh, iii, p. '183; Hanadani, Mag am at, p. 66;
Bayhaqi, Marias in, p. 321-22; There are however reports to 
the effect that the people Joined a drinking party after 
having a meal; but that was not done in the dining room 
itself, rather it was organised in some other apartments 
of the house, (see, for example, Irshad, v,p«260). For a 
general discussion on drinks and — —  matters relaxed 
to them see also the German translation of the Ihya} of 
Ghazali, by H. Kindernann, Bk.ii.
2. Muwashsha, p.196; MuruJ, viii, p. 21-3; Majusi, Kama I al- 
^ihara~"'T, pp. 233-206; ii, pp.14-17; cl- also Badri,
was a fierce controversy among the scholars and fuqaha* as
•* 1to whether or not nabidh belonged to the category of wine.
The common people and those who belonged to lower social 
groups were addicted to a particular type of drink known as
— — _ p _
"dushab al-mahsurl'J The culinary manuals (e.g., Warraq's ._____
Tablkh) give various recipes for preparing drinks from fruits,
o — — •
milk, sugar, honey and even some vegetables like gourd,
*
carrots etc.
The people of sophisticated taste in this period took 
only those drinks which were not blackish.in colour, and
were not stale or turbid and were not .popular among the common 
4
folk. Therefore, they favoured drinks made of 
apricot Juice, raisins, honey,(ingredients)cooked (matbukh) 
together (probably kinds of wine) and with proportionate ' 
ingredients. (mu4 addal)0^
Fruit Juice was sold in the market sealed in bottles
with a label mentioning the name of the fruit and the name
7
6of the producer. Baghdad imported most of its fruit drinks
from Isfahan
1. 4Iqd, vi, pp. 322-78; Qutub al-Surur, p. 444ff; Charles 
Pellat, The life and works of Jahiz, pp. 32-55°
2. Muwashsha, p. 196.
3« Warraq, fol. 9a; Ibn al-Ukhuwwa, Ua4 al 1 rn al-Qurba, p° 
115ff; HamadanI, Maqamat, pp. 60-61.
J. Muwashsha, p. 196; cf. also It Ghazi, Un grout)e social : 
1'tTes"~"r~3."fTinesi; (Zuraf a ’ ) . GI, xi(1959) , P ° 61.
5. Ibid, p . 196; M. Ghazi, op. cit, SI, 1959, p . 61 .
6. Irshad, v, p. 260.
7 o J ah i z (?) Taba ssur, p. 39.
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Nuql :--
Nuql (or "nogalmata", served as an introduction) was as 
important as other items of food at the table. It was some 
sort of dessert consisting of dried fruits like nuts, almonds, 
dried figs etc ... taken as an accompaniment with, drink and also
A
taken after the meal as ta*allul (savoury). The things used 
for nuql, at this period, are known from an anecdote connected 
with the Caliph Wathiq. On one occasion the Caliph asked his 
courtiers as to what was the best of the nuql. The reply was 
varied. Some said vegetables (nabat), some suggested pomegra­
nates, some sugar soaked in rose-water while some others 
recommended salt and biscuits. A young boy who happened to 
be there suggested khushknanaj (a kind of cake) as the best 
nuqlo The Caliph appreciated the boy's answer and rewarded 
him o ^
The men of refined taste were very careful in choosing 
things as nuql. They mixed their nuql with a bit of mint for 
fragrance and did not take too much at a time. They avoided 
eating chicory, ukshush. (a kind' of herb), radish, cress, leeks, 
onion, qaddah (a kind of herb) and melilot as nuql because' 
some of these have the property of inducing cold and cough 
etc., others emit bad odour and some colour the teeth and gum? 
They however, favoured salted hazelnuts, peeled pistachios, 
scented salt, edible earth of Khurasan and other costly 
delicacies.^ Beans, acorns, chestnuts, roasted sesame seeds, 
unripe dates etc., were not regarded upto their standard 
and therefore left to the masses and less soohisticated ones,"''
1 * jahiz, Bukhala5,Index, s = v„ nuql; HamadanI, Ilaoamat,1*2,2 16 \ 
Nuftaghshd, ‘ ; 196-97; AzdT, Hikayat, 1-3“^  Lata ’if, 192
^* Muru.j, vi 1,170-171 ; Qutnb jal -Surur, 290-91.
3« Huv/aahsba, p. 193 •
4. 1 b i d, p p o 196-97 ; Azdi, H i kor/at, p. 48; I* at a J i f, p . ^ 9 2,
3. Ibid, Kuwaghsha,p. 196•, HjXoyar,^ l-3-nl9 ; 'cT7*lT±s6\ Mez,?97.
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Timing for Meals :—
The usual meals in ordinary life were t w o  a mid^day med(
or luncheon . (ghada *) and an evening meal or supper (* asha 3)
■“ A “
which was the more important, .Breakfast does not seem to
have been a formal repast.
The midjcLay meal or luncheon was at noon probably around
12 O'clock. There would be a good margin between the luncheon
and the zuhr or .jum6 a prayer. A man is reported to have been .
in the habit ox taking his Friday luncheon in a garden* after
which he had a siesta and bath. In spite of this he was ’
never late in reaching the mosque for the Jumc a prayer
2usually held between 1 and 2 p.m.
Supper was taken after the Maghrib prayer. Having 
finished their supper.people went perhaps to the mosque for 
‘Isha3 or late night prayer after which they went to bed
except those who were accustomed to singing and drinking and
therefore went to the convivial parties instead.^
The Caliph Ma’mun reportedly took only three meals in
two days --  one at late noon; second the following morning
and the third in the evening of .the next daya There are
reports suggesting that some people took only one meal in 
524 hours. According to Washsha 3 * people of refined taste 
took not more than one meal in a day.^
1. Mukhassas,i, chap. iv,122; The morning meal taken for 
medic hi feasons was c alled sulfa (ibid,i * chap.iv * 121).
p Early drinking o f wine in the morning is reported as a 
regular habit of the pleasure-loving people —  hence the 
term sabuh . ( c f. Out no al -Surur * 2 5 3§ o G1 , 66, 711 200, 205} 213, 
429. Hiyaf Ot, Inclei:', s.v. Gabuh.) 0
2. Jahi s, Buklrl a?, pp. 19-20-
iee.„ for various stories on drinking parties Aghcu.i 'e.g., 
Ai%p.70) cf o also Ho Zayyafc,in Mash rig, 43   (1949)
3* 3<
XIj. 5 5 / V  y V^JL. O i o u ii o tJGLJ J  3. V  J-Ii 1 IdOLJj L j-'.t , ~  J       V. 1 i
PPo 503^511
4. Warraq, fol. 16.
5° Nishwar, i,p. 271.
6„ Muwaslpsha, pp. 192-93■
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Preservation and Conservation :-~
The Abhasids 'inherited the art of food preservation from 
the ancient oast and the classical civilizations. The drying
-i
process was more widely used and less expensive. Even the Arab
2of the remote past were fond of dried meat called qadid.
In the adab literature where the food habits of the Arabs are
described, interesting anecdotes regarding the qadid are algo
presented. The common people of the time used this method
extensivelyo Like meat, fish was also dried in the sun and
used throughout the year,^
In one process of food preservation, antiseptic agents
especially salt and vinegar were used. The meat thus preserved
was known as namaksud -^-—  a Persian compound word indicative
of the Persian origin of the method. While making namaksud,
the meat was cut into slices, seasoned with salt and left in
the sun on a plank to dry. When required, the slices were moi
tened with water and cooked. The salting process seems to
have been the most common practice as the manuals of hisba
often enjoin the muhtasib to make sure, for example, that no
£>unsold fish was left unsalted.
The culinary manuals (e„gD, Wusla) contain some chapters
“o'** '■’*
or recipes for preservation of food which are so elaborate 
and costly that common people could never even think of using
L  EI^j a,Vo Ghidha’ (M„ Rodinson),
2 c Jahiz, SukhaTI1™ P° 28; Muhadarat, ii,p0627« of, also, El)" ,
s o v « GhrahlT o"~" 
o 1 1 1 i'. 'G ...
3 * .El 7 So Vo Ghidha’; of, also, Ibn Hawqal, p, PAS.
A, Jahiz, i, P ° 299; Azdi, Ta’rlkh al-FIavsil, pD210;
In Shays ari 1 s N i h ay at a I - Ru t h a ( read as 
ft ci.k sua o
5c Kusrlj Jam4 al-Jav/ahnr fl'l-mulah v.ydJG-nawsdir, p0239> cfc. 
also. Ho Zayyat, in fiashric, 1969 > p. 338 =
p °.......................... .
6 c El 7 So Vo Ghidha >; cf * also", Shay z ari, oo*cit, p* 33*
them* According to these recipes, vegetables, fruits, small 
fishes and birds ('• usfur) were'preserved by means of various
13
spices and condiments. This sausage was called naqanlq or
“  -r 1Luqaniq (cfo Aramaic, Naqniqa) . In addition to impregnating
with salt and vinegar, a great deal of honey (or its substitute
like sugar and treacle) lemon quice, oil, mustard, walnuts or
hazelnuts roasted and crushed, various kinds of herbs and
2sprees were used m  these preparations. Hutton, beef, goat 
meat etc,, were made into sauces with the use of spices and 
a lrttle of semolina and were eaten for several days/ The 
best sauce was that which contained only mutton and not too
ii.
much semolrna0
Fruits like figs, pistachios, nuts etc,v were mainly
<5
preserved by dryrng them in the sun,- Dried fruit in large
quantity was sent, at this period, to Baghdad from Palestine
-  6and Damascus as a part of the kharaj. Fruits which could not
be dried were preserved in several ways, Sometimes in order
to preserve them, air-tight containers, often buried in the
n
ground, were usedo Preservation by cold storage and the use
of ice also seem to have been a practice among; the Abbasids.
There were store-houses for fruits e,g,, the v.rater melon house
o
of Basra where all types of fruits wore available 1"
1. Ibn al-Uldbuwwa, Hof alira si--fur be, pp. 94f, ; 107; cf. also F
Zayyat, Khizana al~3harqiyya, iv, pp.21,23°
 1___ ____IT1 ____
2. Ff fc~, s.v. Ghidha 4, ~(in Rodincon) .
3o Ibid.
A . _^l-~Qurba , p. 94 f 0 170.
F  Thimar, p. 539; Ilf? s.v. Ghidha» (i"u Rod!neon) ,
6. Dfo’Tbr example, QTiimar, pT'~339"=
7. Ibn al-* Awwam, FillhaT ~ipp° 662f, 664f 0 cf. al30, PIf s*v , 
Gh i d h a} R o d i n s 0 n ) .
80 luql p. 425 > cf. also, Moz, p. 481.
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(The crystallising of fruits in honey or sugar —  a
process handed down from ancient Rome — - might have been
used by the Ahbasids at this period, as various medical works
of the Greeks were in vogue in Arabic translation during this
period. The Muslim travellers of the 9th and 10th centuries,
while describing the products of different lands, often
mention the fruit preserves made with honey or sugar* Herat,
for example, produced preserves made of raisins and pistachios
1 -and diverse syrup. Harran made a special preserve called 
2qubbayt. Balkh and its neighbourhood yielded a preserve 
of pomegranate kernels.
Ice was the chief refrigerating agent and was commonly 
used to keep things fresh. Ror example, we know that melons 
at this time were transported from Khwarazm to Baghdad 
packed in ice inside lead boxes.^ Thalj (ice, rather snow) 
was brought from the mountains. It was either brought from
_  g
Syria or the mountains of Hamadhan and Masabdhan. The 
method of transportation of ice from the mountains over 
long distances to the cities and its preservation from 
melting in the heat of the sun, all along the way and in the 
storage are problems which the ancient writers have dealt with 
only cursorily. Nevertheless, from some scattered information 
wTe know that snow was collected, hardened by pressing and was 
perhaps kept in the khaysh canvas and was fully covered with 
saw-dust (nushara) —  a method still widely in vogue in the
1. Mag,, p. 425; Le Strange, Eastern Caliphate, p. 429«
2* Le Strange, Op .pit, p. 124.
5. Ibid, p. 430.
4. Lata/*if, p. 226; Ibn al-Eaqrh, p.255> cf. also, I'XC', s.v* 
Ghidha’, (M. Rodin son)»
5* Shabush.tr, Ddyarat, p. 88.
A _
underdeveloped countries. In Jibal and at some other places
2there were pits dug for storing ice. In Baghdad there were 
several dealers m  ice. They were called thallaj*^  Their 
method of preservation was so efficient that they could store 
it in large quantities for several days without any danger of 
its melting away. A story about a merchant in Baghdad is 
recorded in Tanukhi’s Nishwar and Ibn al--Jawzi’s Huntazaia 
says that he could preserve five rat Is of ice in the burning
It
heat of summer without any fall whatsoever m  its weight. ‘
Ibn al-Jawzi writing about the events of the year 330/94*1 
records that once during the month of February Baghdad had a 
heavy rain fall accompanied with a hailstorm. The ice dealers 
of the city collected the large hailstones and pressed them 
close together (kabashuhu)This report throws light on two 
points : (i) snow or hail was collected and pressed into slabs 
of ice, and (ii) .ice was sold even in winter*
A considerable amount of money was spent on ice in the 
caliphal palace and in the prosperous households. Expenditure 
on ice formed en integral part of the annual palatial budget
Cl _
of the caliph. The wazlr Ibn al-Eurat v/as so lavish in this
respect that immediately after his assumption of office of
—  7wizarat, the price registered an increase. It is reported
that in the year 304/915 he entertained all the visitors who 
came to congratulate him on his appointment as v/azir and that
o
at this entertaiment 4,000 rat Is of ice were consumed. Apart
1• Huntasam, vi, p• 333
2. Be Strange, Eastern Caliphate, p. 211
3° Kishwlr, i, p.63; Ibn al-Jawzi, Humaaa,pc75; of* also
Sfr~£ahITal a, Hu4 ti am a I-mu » all if in > index, s«v •
• M&hwar, 'i,ppTB3*'"^4pHiuitabalT, v'i, pp. 118-19
9c Kuntazrn, vi, p*333
6. See, for example, Sabi, Rusum,p. 24; Bhakj^i/ir.p*219 
7* Eakhri, p.312; cf« "also,"Bowen, L l f " T i n  a/"-of Ali,*,. p*19Z> 
8 * Sab i, y/uzara *, p * 7 3; * Arib ,p*61 j cf * also, He a, p . 402*
from the extravagant rich, ice was commonly used in the
-I
household for cooling various drinks*
But ice was by no means the only thing wherewith the 
Abbasids preserved different things* For instance, they kept 
vegetables fresh by means of using earthenware* We are told 
that Jam’ll a bint Nasir al-Dawla, in her famous pilgrimage
o
journey in the year 366/976-7 entertained the public, among 
other things, with fresh green vegetables contained in earthen-
p
ware crocks. The vegetable hilyawn (asparagus) was imported 
from Damascus for the Caliph Mu4tasim,packed in lead containers
a
(al-marakin al^asas). It took six days to reach the capital.^ 
The green vegetable merchants kept their vegetables green 
in their shops by sprinkling water and spraying salt and
Ll
ground sa4tar (thyme) on them.
Cooked green vegetables were preserved in vinegar or 
q
other acidic liquids 0' Borne vegetables like egg-plants, gourd 
etcwere also preserved in the form of sauces and relishes 
(sibagh)o6
Cereals were mainly stored and preserved in silos(matmura)
and granaries (agdiadir) 7  Oil was stored in special huge
cisterns. It is reported that in the year 351/962 when Greeks
captured Aleppo, they poured water into such cisterns causing
q
the oil to overflow.
The principal method of.preserving milk was its transform 
mation in the form of cheese. Sometimes it was coagulated 
and made into curd.
1. Ibyyal—jav/zx, Kumaou, p. 73
2. LavaJi;.\ p. 32*’(~ Eng. Tr. By C.E.Bosworth, p. 32 7
3. SlbI7 Bus urn, p. 18.
40 Shay sari, kihuyat al -P.utba, p. 116.
5- lih s.v. gg^&TTnr]<odfn»on).
Go Ipill/Pj PP« 6y-6?»
7. 777 7.Vo Qbidha >.
8. Hunt as am, vii™“pa“9° ; Me a, p. 43d.
9. Misko'v/ p »235; Mss, pp. 434-33; also, Muntasar, vis,p* 9
10. EX , 3 6 V. Ghidqa5* ““   "
11" gabikb.,
Prices of the commodities, as a rule, depended on their 
supply and stable socio-political life in the country* Some 
proverbial sayings current in tho Abbasid society of tho 
period like "everything is cheap when it is plentiful, 
expensive when it is scarce and needed" and "all goods that
'i
multiply have low prices” --  clearly reflect the principles
of supply and demand* The problems of supply and demand ha : 
been explained by Jahiz in the description of the Pish market
o «
2
of Baghdad* The last quarter of the 8th and the first
quarter of the 9th century was a period of happiness and
prosperity for the people. Prices were generally low and
the wages fair. But the civil war between Amin and Ma’mun, the
recurring flood in Baghdad from the last quarter of the 9th
century and the emergence of turbulent elements in the *arnr.a.,
together with the evil effects of army interference in the
political administration of the country right from the
assassination of the Caliph Mutawakkil in 861, the ZanJ war
(869-883) which paralysed the trade and commerce in Southern
Iraq and the menacing Qarmatian revolt (c* 890-93^) badly
affected the normal life of the people resulting in inflation,
/income of the
soaring prices and.decrease in the purchasing power and the rea 
common people? In the absence of demographics! statistics 
of Iraq^at this period, it is difficult to establish 
how far the population problem in Iraq was reflected in the 
decline of agricultural activities and consequent increase
in prices. Certainly the rising prices with no corresponding
increase in wages, and the system of hoarding food supplies
practised by the merchants or the wealthy, added to the
miseries of the common people,
A' great deal of difference between the price ox the
same commodity was found in the regions which produced it
and those which lay at some distance from its place of
P • higher
production. This difference in price was due to the/profit,
transport cost and the import duty.
In studying the price lists of the early Abbasid period
we have to consider various limitations of our soxirce
materials. Our sources, both Muslim and Bhimmi, give price
quotations mainly from the years of unusual hardship such as
famine, civil war etc. Some of these price data are too
fragmentary, -. too disparate and too uncertain to have much
value. Hence it is very difficult to arrive at definite
conclusions for the price levels in the years of comparative
affluence and stability. Moreover the data our sources
present give wholesale prices only. Figures are given in
kurr and qaf3"z and not in ratls. On the other hand the
price index is chiefly concerned with the cost of food in
urban areas and that too in certain important cities like
Baghdad, Basra, Mosul etc. It is therefore not possible to
have a clear idea of the cost of food in rural areas.
Nevertheless, the quotations of odd prices of different
commodities, however fragmentary they are, help us as a
background to the study of the standard- of living and the
amenities of life enjoyed by the various groups of the 
population,
E, Aahtor who has dealt with the question of cost of*
living, wages and prices of different essential and non" \
essential commodities of the Abbasid period has tried to explaii
the rising trends in prices from the late 9th century onward
in terms of the devaluation of the currency and the introductioi 
of
/gold monetary units along with the failure of the government 
to introduce any coherent price control system mainly because
of theological oppositions. He has also hinted at the rising
population and declining agricultural productivity of Iraq.^ 
After this brief introduction we may now discuss the 
price quotations of essential and non-essential commodities 
mentioned in our sources relating to the late eighth and 
ninth century A,I,
(a) Prices at normal times :---
The period of the Caliph Mansur has been described as
o
the happiest era with the greatest amenities for the people c 
The price list found in the writings of several authors
brings out a sharp contrast between the prices of the early
p
and late Abbasid periods, Ashtor concluding from a passage
in the 'History' of Denys of Tell :-Mahre notes that in the
80's of the 8th century, cereal (perhaps wheat) was sold,
in Upper Mesopotamia, at 0*125 dinars per 100 kg. From 
£
Barhebrajus he also quotes a fall of price in 772 when 100 
kg, was sold at 0t027 dinar — —  a fact which compelled the
1 • E, A sht o r, Histoire _de s_ prix et des sal air os dans_ 1 * p r i e i it
medieval, Paris, 1969, p, 42ff,
2, Ibid, pp. 4-2-43 — Denys de Tell-Mahre, p.135> pc113;
Barhebrasus, p, 115=
•'j
government to give rotates in the land tax.
It is to he noted that cereals, during the early Abbasid 
period, were weighed by a standard kurr known as kurr mu4addal
i
which was three times the ordinary kurr« Though the capacity 
of the kurr varied from place to place, Prof, Hinz calculating 
on the basis.of the available sources found that 1 kurr of
p
wheat varied betv/een 2700 and 2925 kg. In rati capacity one
kurr has been calculated* 7200 rat Is? Similarly 1 tj arib was
equal to 10 oafrs ; 1 qafiz was 120 ratls, therefore 1 jarib
z l
of cereals was 1200 ratls.
The principal food of the people of Mesopotamia consisted 
of wheat and barley. Wheat and barley wore widely cultivated 
all over Mesopotamia, and the fcharaj of the sawad was paid 
mainly in wheat and barleyMosul was the granary of Iraq, 
especially of Baghdad in times of need,^ Azdl in his Ta’rikh 
al-MawsIl mentions some of the normal prices in Mosul
»:r.rnrr„-nv-
towards the end of the 8th and the beginning of the 9th
century  a period characterised by its low cost of food.
He says that in 175/791, one jarib ( = 1200 ratls) of wheat
was sold at 30 dirhams and one jarib of barley was bought for
20 dirhams only? Thus 40 ratls of wheat cost only one dirham
and 60 ratls of barley were worth one dirham only. In
-  2the days of Ma’mun, according to Qudama, about 34vj ra^ls
1. E, Ashtor, PriXj p 8 4-2,
2o Hinz, Islamische Masse,pp. 42-43; 0fo also Ashtor, Fydyy 44-
3* Hinz, p. 4p; cf. also, A .S. Ehrenkreutz, "The kurr
system in medieval Iraq", J5SH0, 1962, p.311»
4-. Hinz, p-48; Ehrenkreutz, JESIIO, 1962,p . 3*11 •
5o Ibn Khurdadhbih, pp. 8-24; Qudama, pps 237~9«
6 o Muq, p,136.
7 c A z dI, T a 5 r I kh al M aw s i 1, p c 276.
wheat cost 1 dirham and 11^ ratls of barley cost 1 dirham* 
According to Azdi in 200/815? one tjarib (1200 ratls) of flour 
was sold at the price of 50 dirhams i.e., 24 ratls per
2  -  vdirhamo Mas4udi, recording the events of the year 198/813? 
notes that the quarters of Baghdad not under siege by the 
forces of Tahir offered things at their normal prices as
o
~7
20 ratlsof bread could be-purchased for one dirham only*^
In the year 207/822? it is said? that prices in Mosul became 
exceedingly low so much so that millers refused to grind
Ll.
wheat in their milla. But from the middle of the 9th century 
prices began to rise everywhere* In 307/919? there was a 
serious revolt in Baghdad against the soaring prices* The 
government was obliged to release its stock and regulate 
the price* This regulated price might be taken as representa­
tive of the late 9th century* According to this regulation 
the price of wheat per kurr was fifty dinars i0e05 about
r“
144 ratls at 1 dinar and about 10 ratls per di^ rhairu^  In 
316/928? the standard price for one kurr of wheat and cne 
kurr of barley was 60 dinars* Be G-oeje, making calculations 
on this basis? says that the standard price of a kurr of 
wheat was 545 dirhams or 36J- dinars and that of barley 355 
dirhams or 23f dinars* Thus about 13i+ ratls of wheat and 
about 20 ratls of barley were sold at 1 dirham each*
184
Ehctraordinary high prices at the time of political unrest 
and economic scarcity., ; —
Prices at the time of civil war, political turmoil,
famine, pestilence and economic scarcity are abnormal and canno'
the
be taken as a guide to/normal price index. Such prices show
3-10 fold increase in the cost of food and reflect' the 
miseries of the common people to a great extent. Perhaps 
the first exceptional rise in price was in the year 198/813 
when easbern Baghdad was under siege by the troops of Tahir,
o e
In this part of Baghdad the price of bread was twentyfold
the price of trouble-free zones. The beginning of the year
207/822 was a period of abundant harvest and prices fell
to the lowest degree. But when, in two months' time, a severe
famine struck Mosul, Basra, Kufa, Baghdad'ana other areas,
prices soared so high that one kurr of wheat cost 3300-3900
dirhams, i.e., roughly 10,000 dirhams for three kurr*^
Towards the end of the year when conditions became a bit
normal, . one tjarlb( 1200 ratls) of wheat at Mosul was
sold at 120 dirhams, i0e, 10 ratls per dirhamalmost
4trrple the normal price * In Baghdad, at this time, one
qafiz (about 120 ratls) was sold at about 40 to 30 dirhams o'
the
In 260/873 again as a result of Zanj rebellion, the price© 
up
leaped/rapidly. In Baghdad, now the price of one kurr of ■
6wheat was 150 dinars - about three or four times more
1. Muruj, vi, p. 465* One rati of broad in eastern Baghdad 
was 1 dirham whereas western Baghdad sold 20 ratls for
1 dirham.
2. Azdi, T a ’rikh al-Mawsil, p«362; Tabari, iii, p.1066.
o m
3. Azdi, Bo 3&3"V
4. Ibid, p„276o
5c Tabari, iii, p «1066;^Kami_l, vi, p„ 272; cf. also Ashtcr, 
PriXo, p.‘ 43. TabarI”meht’ions Haruirl. qaflz for which see, 
Kins', p.48.
6* Tab eiii , 1885; Muntazan, v , pt. 2,p.21; Ashtor,Prix, p L3
than the normal price. The price quotations of the 4th and
5th centuries hijra have been extensively discussed by E,
1 PAshtor and C. Cahen.
Price of rice :—
There is very little material on rice prices. E.
Ashtor has found only two evidences on the price of rice
from the Abbasid period. Both these evidences come from the
beginning of the 4th/10th century. Tanukhl notes that in
300/912, 1 kurr of rice was sold before harvest} near Kufa?
at the price of 7 dinars.**" A year late^(i = e. in 300-1/912-13) 
of
one kurr/rice in Baghdad, with the profit of 7 dinars, was sold
at 30 dinars.^ These two evidences are insufficient to
form any idea of the price of rice in the early Abbasid
period. Erom other sources, however, we know that rice-bread
was widely used by the common and poor people in their
daily diet.^ Prom Ibn Qutayba we even hear that in Basra
a poor man could live on two dirhams a month eating mainly
rice-bread and small fishes. This passage of Ibn Qutayba,
8which is reproduced by laqut, shows that rice was quite 
cheap, at least the inferior quality of it which the poor 
people could buy at exceptionally low prices, Prom Busajani 
(d. 997) we also know that rice was numbered with the inferior 
quality of cereals like barley, varieties of millet and cat 
and was priced at 15-20 dinars a kurr.^ If Buz.alanI is
1. Ashtor, PriXo, p.43ff.
20 Cl. Gabon, ~~;TQueI quo s problemes econo mi quo s eh 11 scaur d*: 
l 5Iraq buyide d ’acres un traite da mathematicsue", AITG 
x(1952), pp. 326-363.
3. Asht or, Prix.p .45.
4 c. Ni sh war, "’vii i, pp e 66-67; of® al s o Asht or, p . 15«
5. Ibid, viii, p.92; Ashtor, pp. 45-1-6.
6. Supra, p. 135 ; cf, also, H. Canard, he r 1 z, Arablea1
7o 4Uyun, l,p,221.
8. Ydqut, Buhl an, s.v. Basra.
9 o As cited by Ehrenkreut2; in JEiylO, vi i (1964 ) ? pp. 49-50.
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correct in his assessment, then we can assume that rice was 
normally sold at half the price of wheat and was, therefore, 
perhaps not beyond the purchasing power of the poor people*
Spices and other pr
From the Kitab al-Nanaail of al-Buzajani, a writer of
the late 10th century we can gather useful material on the
valuations of various commodities and their approximate
prices during the life time of the author* On the basis of
the materials furnished by Buzajanl, Ehrenkreutz has
tabulated an index of normal prices of agricultural produce
_ 1
m  the 10th century Sawad.
According to Buzajani different types of grain and 
some other agricultural and horticultural produce were 
categorised by fiscal authorities into four basic value 
classes as following : sesame, wheat, barley and jahjandun 
(i.e., barley mixed with wheat). The highest class from 
the point of view of value was sesame (simsin) which included 
the following spices: cumin, mustard, coriander, caraway, 
poppy, the seeds of lucerne (bizr al-ratba)* The value of 
these spices was always approximately twice the value of the 
wheat-class being about 60-60 dinar per kurr* The species 
classed with wheat consisted of chick-peas, haricot beans: 
lentils, linseed, garden cress, fenugreek, safflower, raisin, 
sumach, shelled almonds, shelled hazelnuts and hemp seeds* 
This category constituted a middle class, the value cf its 
species being always ai)proximately tv/ice that of barley.
1* A* So Ehrenkreutz, ''The tasrlf and tas4 ir calculations 
in medieval Mesopotamian fiscal operations", 
vii(l96d), p a 19fo
and half the value of the sesame class, i.e., about JO-4-0 
dinars per kurr, The species classed with barley were paddy 
or rice with husk (aruzs bi-qashrihi), varieties of millet 
such as jawars, dhurra, dukhn etc variety of oat called 
hurtuman including the kabis dates, a type of coriander 
called kugbara and lentil seeds (maj,j) in Syria region and 
beans in the regions of Jabal. This was the lowest of the' 
above three categories, estimated at half the value of the 
wheat and one fourth of the value of the sesame class. Thus 
one kurr of items listed in this category was sold at 15-20 
dinars. The Jahtjandum category was made up of the last two 
classes, thus corresponding to half a kurr of wheat and half 
a kurr of barley. This constituted a class by itself to 
which no other species were related. Its value amounted 
approximately to one half plus one fourth (i.e. $) of the 
value of the wheat class and to one fourth plus one eighth 
(i.e. g) of that cf the sesame. Thus one kurr of this stuff 
cost between 15-20 dinars. This calculation of the price in< 
is tentative and does not positively reestablish the exact 
prices of the species under consideration, but it may 
nonetheless serve, as Ehrenkreutz* claims, as a useful 
checking guide in our studies of medieval economic source
'i
materials.
l
Meat o
If we believe the price index given by some Arab author.:
/SQ>
f o r the reign' of Mansur to be substantially correct,meat; wou'
very cheap and available to the rich and poor alike« At this
period one dirham could fetch one sheep, 60 ratls of mutton
and 90 ratls of beef separately, whereas zl- danaq (about
of a dirham) could buy a camel* This evidence of the Arab
authors corroborates, to a great extent, the data
furnished by Denys and Barhebraeus for the last quarter of
the 8th century. According to Barhebraeus, beef (quantity
unspecified) in 772 cost 1 dirham, and according to Denys
of Tell-Mahre one calf or one goat in upper Mesopotamia
around this period, was sold at 1 dirham each, whereas a
2
cow could be sold at 4-5 dirhams* Such low prices were, 
however, of short duration,which were maintained presumably 
to enable the workers engaged in the foundation of Baghdad to 
lead a comfortable life? In the middle of the third/ninth 
century. Jahis could write that a she-goat cost 7 dirhams
4 o
and a calf in Baghdad cost more than *10 dirhams
but in Basra a bit less.^ From his various stories recorded
in the Kitab al-Bukhala1, it would seem that one dirham was
an insignificant amount of money- for purchasing meat at t
period. In one of the stories, a niggardly man in Basra is
said to have been in the habit of buying meat every week
worth one dirham and mixing it with other vegetables to form 
- q
a dish of sikbaj . Another miser is said to have bought meat
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daily for -J dirham, and in times of scarcity, for 1 dirham 
and fed his family members in a niggardly way, All these 
anecdotes indicate that 1 dirham which bought 60 ratls of 
mutton in the days of Mansur could not buy a few ratls of 
it in less than half a century* In another story.Jahis
o e
p
mentions that a man became rich and managed to eat meat-—  
a fact indicating that the poor could not afford itfsave 
the cheepest quality such as beef etc.
From Aghani we hear that in the early 4th century in 
Basra, sheep were fattened especially for the "Sacrifice’' 
(udhiyya) and were sold at 10 dinars each. Other sheep for
o a
the consumption of daily meet, therfore, might have been 
cheap, A foolish man, perhaps about the middle of the 9th
century, bought a goat for 11 dirhams which evoked criticism 
from his friends as the price was a bit dear«y From the 
biography of a tenth century scholar we.come to know that
_ r.
20 cows were sold at an extraordinary price of 2~p dirhans4 
This is an isolated evidence and cannot be taken as 
representing the normal price, Ibn Hawqal visiting Ardabil
c
in the 2nd' half of the 10th century found prices very 
low • when he noted that about 3 ratls of meat (probably
mutton) were sold at the price of 1 dirham only a poinu
indicative of the fact that prices in Baghdad said other 
places were' mugh higher,
1. Jahiz, Bukhala’, p, 186,
<* o» ™
2, Ibid, "Ti~ £ 7  41 —  as quoted by E» Ashtor, Prix^, p *5'1 ■ n
3« Agha n i ^ , i i i , p «62 .
4 a Bayhaqi, Hah as in, p, 636.
5. la’rlkh Baghdad of Khatib,ii, p, 318; cf. also, Ashtor, 
BTixVpT'T TI
6, Ibn Kawqal, p. 238 c
As regards the prices of chicken we have only a few 
isolated quotations which help us to have some idea about 
their general pricesc Kaskar, a place well-known for abundant 
fowls, fishes, rice and other commodities, maintained,through­
out the Abbasid period, a very low price. Yaqut writing in
the 13th century notes that he found 21- big chickens sold at 
1one dirham- Similarly Wasit, at this period, gave 12 
chickens for 1 dirham and also 21- young fowls for one dirham
p
only» An anecdote relating to the 9th century shows that
franco 1ms at Basra were sold at 1 dinar each. Chickens,
therefore,.might have been cheaper than this- We have another 
,piece of
evidence about chicken prices from the late 3rd/9th century- 
This price is rather high and a chicken in Baghdad is said
to have been sold at 1 dinar each^  a pricey perhaps to
be 'taken as■ representing the prices of abnormal times -
Fish :—
Fishes were perhaps moderately priced and were consumed 
by people from all walks of life- There are only a few 
quotations of fish prices in our sources- Jahiz, speaking on
o o
the fish market of Baghdad, mentions that on certain days, 
when the Christians frequented the market, fish prices 
registered an increase but on other days the price remained 
normal and c h e a p F r o m  the Hahasin of Bayhaqi we learn an 
anecdote, probably related to the early 9th century, which
1c Yaqut, Buidan, s-v, Kaskar.
2 - Ibid, s-v- Was it -
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shows that two large fishes of unspecified species were 
sold at Baghdad at a price of one dinar. Brora Jahshiyari 
we hear an exceptionally high price of an extraordinarily' 
large fish bought by a Baghdadi Christian for 30 dirhams -
a faCyt..which led to his arrest and-investigation- into his
o v ;
wealth. Small fishes were probably .very cheap.as these
unmarried ■
were normally eaten by the poor, A young'/man at Basra could
live, in the early 9tli century, on 2 dirhams a month, feeding
- ’■ * • Bhimself with rice-bread and small salted fish. ■
Bruits : —
Information on fruit prices .especially those of dates
item, of the
is ample. Dates were importanti foodstuff of the common people
and were widely produced in Iraq. The fresh dates of Iraq .
4-enqoyed great celebrity. Yet Basra was the most famous 
region for palm-tree cultivation which produced, according 
to the estimate of the native author Jahiz, three hundred
o o
Svarieties that had no equal anywhere else. Dates of Basra
were not only exported to Iraq but to India and nearer and- 
6further China, The people of Baghdad, at times of scarcity
• • 7
and famine, travelled to Basra to live on its dates. ( One 
trayfull of dates in this region, in the middle of the 9th 
century, could be had only for two danaqa (one danaq being
1 pg of a dirham), At the time of the construction of Baghdad
1* Bayhaqi, M aha sin, p.. 5Q7*
2. Wuzara’j p.114-. The incident is connected with the reign 
of~Dhe Caliph Mansur.
3. Ibn Qutayba, 4 Uyun, i, p. 221; Yaqut, Bn 1 dan, vii, p 6-7 °
4-o Maq. p.118; lata jif, p. 237 j ITuwayri, i, 369-71 ; uf. also 
Asht or, PrixTp I~92.
5. Ibn al-Faqih,p .293 j see also Burl, Mosonctamia,p. 64-.
6. Naji, Basra (thesis),p.280 — quoting from Chau-yu-kua : 
Chinese and Arab, 137; Qaswinl, Nuzjia, 4-5; Durl, p. 134-.
7 .  M is k d w a y r l , H L T ~ p T 9 5  j M un t a z a m, v T p p  ” 34-4-.
8. Jahiz, BukhalfJ, p* T2T.
it is said, that 60 ratls of dates were sold at a price of
A
1 dirham = 720 ratls per dinar* Quotations of date prices 
coming from the early 10th century show an exceptional fall in 
prices* In 313/925, we see that 8 ratls of date?were being
p
sold at Baghdad for only one habba , or 21- ratls for one
dirham. At one time dates became so cheap that 100 ratls
4.
were bought for two dirhams only. Kirraan, a place noted for
date cultivation and which, in the time of Harun al-Rashid,
paid their partial kharaj in the form of 12Q00 ratls of dataf
maintained very low price over a long period, of time* Ibn-
§awqal, visiting this area about the middle of the 10th
century, found dates exceptionally cheap and he noted that
100 mann (about 200 ratls) of it could be had for only one 
0
dirham* Concluding from such evidences EoAshtor notes that 
dates, during the early Abbasid period, were sold at *0.006- 
0,007 dinar per ratl*^
The prices of other fruits depended on supply and 
season. Peaches, for example, out of season were sold, in 
the middle of the 9th century, at the rate of 6 a dirham, 
whereas during the season 200 could be bought for one dirham
o
only* An anecdote connected with the late 8th century shows 
that a sack of kam3a (truffles) which a beduin carried to
Q
the suburb of Mecca, fetched two dirhams. Ibn Eawqal visiting.
1. Khatib, Ta’rikli, 1,71? Yaqut, i,633; Ashtor, ?rix,>2
2. .36 = 1 dTnar7^§nd 1 dinar at this period was - about 12 
dirhams (cf. Sabi, p*89; Duri, Mesopotamia, p .21-2) *
3 o Taj arib , i, p. 14-6; Muntazam, vi, 196 2
4-. Nishwar, viii,p„50; cf. also Ashtor, p. 52.
3*”~ST”i:u~ICi~Ali, nA new version of Ibn Mutarrif_Js list of
revenues in the early times of Harun al-HashidyjESPbj, 1971 * 
p. 307.
6. Ibn Hawqal, p.223=
7* E^ AShtor, Frix,, p„ 52*
8. Jahiz, Bukhara'7,” PP» 114—-15e
o o
9= 4 Uyun, nTTpp. 282-83-
Isfahan in the 10th century found grapes very cheap as one 
hundred mann (one mann in Isfahan was = 400 dirhams' weight) 
were sold for five dirhams and 70 mann of grape juice could
s\
also be had at 5 dirhams.
Vegetables and other items :—
The prices of vegetables, as Ashtor mentions, are. very
rare in our sources and It is therefore difficult to determine
/a that
the trend ih the prices of these commodities. The- references shoj
vegetables werre not too costly in relation to other basic
necessities, dahiz has written about a man in Basra (early
« •
9th century), who was in the habit of buying onions for one 
danaq, egg-plant for one danaq, gourd for one danaq, carrots
for one danaq and meat for one dirham and cooking the lot
- 2 • Binto sikba.j which he ate for several days. This anecdote,
though initially recorded as a portrait of a miser's character.
.*■ throws sufficient sidelight on the prices of some of
the vegetables at this period. At the end of the 9th century,
i l  S
30 madd of beans could be bought for one dirham at Kufa.
At about the same period, it is said, that 100 egg-plants 
could be found only for one dirham.^ The average price of 
lettuce (khas) in 345/950, is described s twenty leaves 
per dirham.' This was apparently a high. price.
1o Ibn Hawqal,-p. 262. A mann in Baghdad was ~ 2 ratls. (cf. 
for dxmaple, Lane, Lexicon, s.v.) According to the author 
of the Man aq i b E aghd ad ~ f r ui t s, in the early Abbasid period 
were very cheap as the poor could also afford them almost 
throughout the year. (cf. p.37)«
2. For sikbao, see above, p. ^26
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Honey, at the time of the construction of Baghdad was
<\
sold at 12 ratls a dirham i.e., roughly 0.0083 dinar per 
2
rati. According to Ibn Hawqal, Tiflis in the 10th century
gave 20 rati* of honey for one dirham—  an exceptionally low
price which cannot- be taken for other areas. About sugar
price we know only one quotation which has been mentioned
as an evidence of rising price s.According to this evidence,
in the year 975 a mann (about two pounds) of sugar cost 4 
4dirhams.
The price of clarified butter (saran) in the early
at-
period of Mansur has been recorded^double the price of olive
o
oil. At that time 16 ratls of olive oil and 8 ratls of
samn were sold at 1 dirham each.^In the 13th century Yaqut
wrote that in Wasit one pot of butter cost 2 dirhams^—  still
very cheap. E. Ashtor concludes that 0.0052 and 0.001 dinar'had 
for
to be paid-/ one rati of olive oil and one rati of butter 
respectively
Ibn al-Jawsi quotes a price of ice in Baghdad for an
O
unspecified year when 1 to 1-J rati of ice sold at 1 dirham.
This price would seem a reasonable one as ice was brought 
to Baghdad from far-off lands.^
1. Khatib, Ta’rikh, i,p„70; Yaqut, Buldan, s.v. Baghdad.
2. Eo Ashtor, Frix.p. 51- 
3® Ibn Hawqal, p. 242.
o
4. Muntasan, vii, p. 76. 1 mann according to Hinz,pp.16-17 
was -4 Si6,5 g.
5. Khatib, op.cit, i,p,70.
6. Buldan, s.v. Wasit.
7o Ashtor, p. 51*
8° Humaqa, p. 75°
9* Muq. pp. 160,181c An exceptional high price of ice in
10th century Baghdad has been given by Tanukhi. (cf.
Nish war, i, pp. 63-64 5 also Munt a z- am, vi, 118 -19 J»
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Cooked food was also inexpensive, Maqdisi notes that
✓|
in the 4th/10th century in Baghdad a man could eat harisa
— 2an a "restaurant" with full service for one danaa onlyQ
_  3
In the early 9th century a dish of sikbatj containing a
number of vegetables cost 2 dirhams to prepareLuxurious
food, however, cost a lot and was therefore out of the coromon
a
people’s reach. The cost of'1 highly luxurious meal consisting 
of roast-meat, fine bread, sauces, one rati .of .the finest quality 
of sweet in a Baghdad, food shop was Just *10 dirhams. In a 
story referred to the first half of the 9th century we see 
that a delicious sweet dish of lawzlna.i cost 80 dirhams i,e,
3 i dinarsAccording to another text , in 330/941, a similar
dish of lawsi'naj cost 5 dinars or about 63 dirhams.^ Prices
of bread were linked with the price of wheat and fluctuated
sharply with- the rise and fall of wheat prices.
Some anecdotes found scattered in different works
indicate that during this period 10 dinars or about 150
dirhams a month were thought to be sufficient for a modest 
o . proportion
living0 A substantial / of this was spent 011 food, In the
time of the Caliph Harun al-Rashid 300 dirhams was a sum
9quite sufficient for a middle class workman and his family.
1. Por Harisa, see above, p. 156f.
2, Muq. p. 129o
3* Pop sikba:i see above, p/126.
4. J ahi z, Bukhal a ’, p, 110- 
5 . Hamadani, hagarat, p, 67.
60 Ibn Abi Ya4la, Tabaqat, p, 65 ; cf. also Ashtor, p. 65.
1 dinar^in the barly 9'th century was ~ 20-22 dirhams, (cf. 
Jahshiyari, y/uzara?, p,364; cf. also Ashtor, p. 40),
7 o Nishv/sr, i,p.61. 1 dinar at this time was = 15 dirhams (cf
EcIToTe,ii, p, 54),
80 Murn.i, viii, p. 156; Mashari4 al-Ushshaq, p. 159-
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The anecdote shows that 5 dirhams a day were considered 
sufficient for a person to lead a decent life with his 
family. In 282/895» a notorious thief was employed by the 
Caliph Mu6tadid to spy on the Calii>h's former associates in
o
Baghdad for 10 dinars a month. The Caliph is reported to 
have said on his appointment, "I have set for you ten dinars
"i
a month to provide for your food, drink, dress and perfume11,
A certain jurist (da 331/94-2). anxious to insure his son’s
future declared^"I have decided to gite him a dinar daily
for life, as 1 dinar is sufficient for a middle class man
2and his family"•
People with low income and the sufis spent very 
little on their food and living. Prom a biography of a 
scholar of the 9th century we learn that 4- dirhams were 
regarded sufficient for a man to live on for one m o n t h H e  
could spend less than 10 habba i.eB 0*166• dinar* for the 
nourishment of his body, A sufi woman (the sister of the 
famous Bishr al~Hafi,d. 227/84-1) is said to have spent only
_  ° Zp
1 danaq a week on her food, A certain pious Muhammad b.
Yusuf ( d o  2 8 6 / 8 9 9 )  is also reported to have lived on a daily
expense of one danaq only. He gave the rest of his earnings
to charity,^ Prom a passage in the Tabaqat al-Kanabila it
is known that in the 2nd half of the 9th century during the
month of Ramadin one had to spend one dirham and 2-J danaqs * *
for his meal after the iftar (breakfast),^  A craftsman who
1, Muruji viii, p, 156>
2° Muntasam, vi, p, 333; cf, also, Duri, Mesopotamia, p.283. 
3, Khatib, Ta’rikh, i,p, 366; cf, also Ashtor, p.61f."r*'" ‘ 9
A, Ibid, xii7,””^ 7"4’"57 o
5. Muntazaiq, vi, p, 24-.
6, Ibn AhI Ya4la, p, 51; Hunt as an, vi, 5; cf, also, Ashtor, 
Prix, p-o 62, ’
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afterwards became a famous philologist states that , in the
same period, he could live on dinar per month i.e.,
1approximately 10-15 dirhams» At about the same period, a
scholar who was said to be money-conscious, spent 2/5 of a.dinar
2a month .for his subsistence»
i
Thes.e statistics^quoted from various' anecdotes 
refer only to the cost of. nourishment v
of an individualo His other necessities such as clothing 
and housing etc., required a lot of money and were not 
included in the figures quoted» Concluding from such facts 
and figures. E„ Ashtor states that the minimum amount 
required for a man to feed himself amounted to 0.2 dinar 
in the beginning of the 9th century and 0=5 dinar in the 
second half of that century^  From the middle of the 9th centur 
onwards the cost of living went up and food, as it appears 
from the various references quoted in the preceding pages, 
became expensive. The well-to-do people spent a lot of money 
on their food and were little affected by the rising prices 
and high cost of living0 People with little incomes and 
limited resources suffered much,which was, to some extent, 
reflected in sporadic uprisings and also in the activities
-  £L
of the shuttar and 4 ayyarun =
1. Nish war, i, pa 134-; see also Ee Ashtor, Prix, p„ 62.
2. Khatib, Ta’rikh, vi, p= 76; Ashtor, p*62.
3« Ashtor, Prix, p c 62.
4. Hanaqih Baghdad (attributed to Ibn al-JawsI), p. 375  '   _^__ t____ _ .. p
(In iThc/act i vi t i g s  of the 6 ayy arun and shut tar see,
s = w. Futuwwa, Baghdad, and tho sources^irblTed there; see
also,Badri, 4Amina, pp. 286-309. For some other references 
on the cost of food and living pi tho 10th century son, 
Ashtor, Prix, p*d3ff=
Markets, Shops, Restaurants and Supply :—
Markets occupied an important place in urban life* When 
the cities' ; of Baghdad (2nd/8th century) and Samarra (3rd/ 
9th century) were planned, markets received great attention. 
When Mutawakkil (846-61) built al-Ja‘fariyya, north of
p
Samarra, "he founded in every quarter a market".
Each craft or trade had its separate market or lane
3 part'of
(darb)< The western'Baghdad appears to have been commercially
more developingthan the Eastern side. The ’great market' 
of western Baghdad was al-Karkh, two farsakh long and one
ZL
farsakh wide.' This market was divided into several blocks, 
each class of merchants and merchandise being placed in a 
special,street^ (e0g,, the fruit market dar al-bittlkh ,0 3 ~  W
the food market "suq al-ta*an" etc). On the eastern side
-w-rr--— - m i. - - ^ , .mmu
there was a variety of markets including a flower market,
a food market, a gold smiths’ market, a sheep market,
a booksellers’ market, and a market for Chinese merchandise?
Moreover, in the great Rusafa market all kinds of goods 
n
were sold. The allotment of shops was carefully planned.
The butchers' block was kept in the extreme corner of the
o
street for hygienic reasons,
Rood products, such as wheat which were consumed in 
large quantities, were transported on large scale from the 
surrounding countryside to tho city markets. The heavy
2 .. „
1. El , s.v. Baghdad (A0A0Duri), Seo details in Ya^qubi’s
Buidan,
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products regularly consumed were,- however, transported from 
the specific region in which they were originally grown to 
considerable distances by caravans or by ship*(river or sea 
transport)o The products of all the regions of the Muslim 
world were thus available throughout every part of it for 
those who cc-uld afford to pay their prices•
The peasant producers cane to sell their produce either 
in the country, in temporarily set up regional markets or 
in the towns, in markets which were more or less permanent.
In the large towns there were wholesale markets which sei'ved 
the whole of a large town district and also the small local 
markets. Consumers bought their provisions from retailers 
of the large or small city markets.
Every town, as a matter of fact, served as a market for 
the surrounding countryside, a store house for its products, 
and a shopping centre for its needs. The country folk either 
visited ordinary markets or attended fairs regularly held 
at certain days. For example, a suburb of Mosul held fairs 
at definite periods when merchants, peasants and semi-nomad 
Kurds met to buy or sell goods.Mosul had also a Wednesday, 
market (suq al-arba4a) in the large open square within its 
castle, to which farmers frequented*^
Apart from these markets, there were small dealers and 
pedlars who sold their commodities either sitting along
2 - - ~1 o El', So Vo Ghidha9, (M .Rodins on) ; Ya4 qubi, logician, pp. 250,
263; Taj arTb7~"TT, p . 91«
2 * El^, s o v o Ghidha ’ (M.Rodinson),
3* Ibid. — ——
4-o Duri, Mesopotamia, p. 14-7.
5= Ibn Kawqal, p. 21?
o
6. Muq. p. 117°
the road-side or moving from door to door, A greengrocer, 
is reported to have set up his shop in front of a house for 
a nominal rent. A man could buy a stick for two dirhams
o
from a pedlar trading at the road side* The water carriers
(saqqa.) moved from street to street to sell their iced 
3
water. Because of their profession these vendors and pedlars
_ _ 4.
were commonly known as tawwafun. The pedlars sometimes"o _ a
even took their merchandise to the mosque and sold them to 
niusalliyun (persons coming for prayers) sitting in the 
corner of a courtyardThe regular shop keepers, however, 
did not like these pedlars selling their commodities sitting 
in the vicinity of their shops„ There are reports which 
suggest that the pedlars were not tolerated by the shop 
holders who considered their presence a potential danger to 
their business®and so often drove then out of the market
There were a number of food shops and ’restaurants' in 
the food markets of the towns. Food could be taken away or 
eaten in theserrestaurants1? In the Maqanat of HanadanI there 
is a lively description of a restaurant where people could
o ^
eat all kinds of food including sweets. Kaq&isI notes ^hat 
in the shops of harlsa people took their meal on the upper 
floor of the shop*'' The proprietor of the 'restaurant1 
provided the customers perfect service, each visitor having 
waiters (khuddam) to attend to his needs and ever ready with 
an ewer and a basin. Soap and uslinan were provided by the 
owner of the ’restaurant' for cleaning hands0
Diet and Dietetics :—
The caliph and the educated class in general, during 
the period under review, paid a great deal of attention to 
dietetic precepts with the result that this science became 
of^no small practical Importance. The study of nutrition
and dietetics has always been one of the subjects of the
2 Bmedical works ' and even of some of the adab literature/ in
which the description of what was known as the ’virtues’ and 
’harmfulness’ of the herbs, cereals and garden plants can 
be seen. Though ordinary people were not gourmets, popular 
herbal remedies would seen in great repute and many dishes 
were eaten for their alleged health value as much as for 
their taste and nutritive properties.
From the K.al-fablkh of Warraq, it appears that the 
Abbasid caliphs, the members of their families their wazirs 
and singers had individual recipe-bcoks containing instruc­
tions for the preparation of their dishes suited to their 
Ahealth. ' Thus we find that the Caliph Wathiq asked his 
Christian physician, Hunayn b. Ishaq to write a book in
e o
which to make clear the differences between foods, drugs and
laxatives, and to .describe the organs of the human body.
Hunayn wrote the book and called it "the book of physical
cases”. Similarly, Mu^tasim always followed, in .matters of
«
eating, the recipe-book written by his physician. Yahyi b.
o
Nasawayh. If he ate fish, Ibn Masawayh made for him a sauce
1. Muruj, vii, pp. 105,182; cf. also, FI^, s.v. Ghidha3.
20 bee, for example, Ibn Bay t a r, Mu f r ad at; Ibn J as uTa2~~'fe nh ay
al-Bayan, svv.
3* See, for example, Ibn Qutayba’s Uyun al-Akhbar (iii,251-99) 
and Ibn 4Abd Rabbih 1 s 11, q d a 1 - Far:iaT7~^T7pp^'31?i3 L'r °
A. Warraq, fol, 26ff.
5* Muruj, vii, p. 182.
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of vinegar, caraway, cumin, rue, celery and
"I
mustard. The intimate companion of the Caliph Ilu‘tadid,
.Ahmad b, Tayyib al-SarakhsI was also the author of a culinary
4 • “ ”
manual for the use of the Caliph which he composed according'
p
to months and days.
The Abbasid caliphs and some of their wazirs could not 
do without dieticians at their table. The Caliph Harun al- 
Rashid was so dependant on his private physician, Jihra’Il 
b. Bakhtishu4 , that the physician was authorised to get a 
dish, which in his opinion, was injurious to the Caliph's 
health, removed from the caliphal table even if the Caliph 
should not like it.^ Once finding his physician absent from 
the dining table the Caliph Harun reportedly became so 
alai'med that he did not touch the food until his physician
Joined him. This physician, according to Tabari, would be
o
the first person to greet the Caliph in the morning for 
investigation into the Caliph's health.^ It is reported that 
the physicians of the Abbasid courts often appeared on the 
dining table with digestives (Jawarish) and various types 
ma&Jun (confection made of various herbs)cold and hot 
drinks —  those generating heat and natural strength in 
winter and these having cold properties in summer.^ Sick 
persons were not given the usual food; they were- given a 
special invalid meal called muzai/wara (a kind of soup made 
frori various ingredients)
1„ MuruJ, vii, p. 105; of. also H.I.Hasan, Islam,pp. 531-82 
2* Fihrist, p. 587c
5* NuruJ, vi, po. 505-808; vii,27A;TabarI,iii,1A55-56;Xinshad,v,
... 0 "'""Vvo
A. 4 Uvun al-Anba'}, ii, p. 3 A; cf. also H.Zayyat, in Mashriq, 
19A7, pp.'"10-11. 0 • — — -
5« Tabari, iii, p. 755-
o
6. Qif 11, Akhbar al-4 U1 ana ’, p. 2A9; 6 Uyiin al - Ar.baJ , i, p »128
7. Warraq,Torsi’*"25,'^cyThalidiyyan, Tuhaf, p. 12?
fo9 o
c:u;5
Personnel :--
Our sources are silent about the staff, engaged in the 
kitchen of the royal or wealthy people. Prom Mas4udl,however,
i
we know that in the- caliphal kitchen there was one supervisor } 
or head of the kitchen (qayyin or wakll 4ala11-matbakh) whose 
duty it was to prepare the menu, arrange the material and 
employ others to run the kitcheno He had several cooks and 
servants (khuddlm) under him. It was the tabbakh (cook or
~ _ __ . * o
perhaps the head cook) who was solely responsible for the
quality of food cooked in the kitchen. We hear of a cook .
being severely punished by his master for slight negligence 
2m  cooking.
In the medieval period when Egyptian cuisine acquired
x
a hrgh reputation , the Indian cooks also enjoyed a consider- ■ 
able fane, Jahiz praising their trustworthiness and ingenuity9 O *
in the art of cooking says "one does not find among the
slaves cooks better than the Sindis who have the most natural
4gift for preparing tasty dishes". As a matter of fact, the 
renowned cocks from far off and distant regions were employed in
the royal kitchen, Tahir is reported to have brought to
©
Baghdad a Khurasan! cook. Cooks ‘generally cane from the
slave stock --  the slave girls being the expert ones,0 The
black slaves might have been preferred for the kitchen. A man is 
mentioned to have purchased especially a black cook from the
7
slave m a r k e t I n  a middle class home'the wife did most of the
3
cooking forthe family, including pounding of spices and
1« Muruj, vi,p.227; Dhakha ’ ir,p,103; Nishwar, viii, p ,40.
2, Diyarat, p, 1240 ~ " “
3, Ho-icyyat, in Mashriq, 194-7 ,PPo 14-15; cf, also El2, s,v. 
Ghidha’,, — ™-- -
4, Jahiz, Fakhr a 1-Sudan(ed, Van Vloten, in Tria Qpusculn,
Le$d6n}“i903* ~
5c Eld'j s.v. Ghiclha }(quoting froni^Tayfur, arud., Spular, Iran, '!0 ),
6, iTishv/ar, 1^ *225 'Hamadani, Maoanat. 22'<; Hi"'Zsyyar, cp »clr , 14---1 f.
7« Khalidiyyan, Tdhaf,p. 172; ~Tfi shwnr, i, p.22
8. Hamadani, Maqamat*,’" p, 111,
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1and washing of utensils.
i
Prom a passage in Tabari it would seem that the cooks
a
2wore a distinct dress.
The chief of the servants or waiters at the dining 
room was called muraqib khadim (« ala al-ma 9ida) It was 
perhaps he who was responsible for a clean and orderly 
service at the table and care of the guests. Our sources 
have laid down various qualifications for the two posts... .in. 
the kitchen. The person holding the one was called
sahib ta6am or na’ida and the second holding the other was"b"”" O . . " 1 r‘“
— Zl
called sahib sharab or master of the drinks. "They should
o a
be trustworthy, intelligent, free, aware of the pleasure and 
displeasure of the ruler in matters of eating, and should 
not serve a dish twice. They should be able to look after 
each and every requirement of the royal table carefully, 
place the food very neatly in the best &nd cleaned available 
utensils. They should be fully aware of the varieties of 
dishes, their sequence and season. They should also be aware 
of the best things drawn from different countries and be 
well versed in'the manners of social gathering. Finally they 
should keep up the supply of such things carefully as their 
ruler would like most".^ The master of the ce3,la.r or the 
in-charge of the drinks in the palace was also known as
U — Vx ~ 6sharaba.
1. Hamadani, liaqanat, p. 11.
2. Tabari, iii, p. 122k,
3» lhurun, vi, p. 350.
k. Nishwar, ii, in HA AD, 12(1932) ,p .695', 17(19k2),151-52; c 
also Munajjid, Khulaia’, p. 83«
5« Ibn Abi EabI4 , cHIIdk ~al-r;.alik fl tadbir al-mamallh, p» 
136 -—  cited by Hunajjid, Khulafapp. S3~8k.
6, Mez, p. 398, ~
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Fuel :— -
Wood formed the common fuel of the Abbasids, The 
culinary manuals of tie. Abbasid period commend to choose
A
dry wood which does not give forth an acid smoke. Olive-
wood, ilex (sindiyan), palm-tree (daqal) and the like were,
therefore, regarded very suitable for cocking as these kinds, of
wood gave forth little smokeo All kinds of sappy wood and
the
especially that of/ 'fig tree were avoided, for they produced
Eiuch smoke and spoiled the cooking, Hamadani mentions a
0
wood called ghada as most suitable for ovens. The wood
o
ghada was regarded as one of the hardest of wood; whose
a
n
hard charcoal offered a long continuance of heat,
. Coal was used as fuel where it was abundantly
found. The neighbourhood of Earghana has been particularly
noted by the geographers and travellers of the 9th and
loth century A,I), as an area where people burned coal 
c;
as fuel.
Those who could not afford to buy wood, took recourse 
to dry leaves, palm leaves (sacf), dry sugar-cane and
the like,^ The people of Iraq, according to Mas4udi, 
commonly used thorns and spikes (shawk) for their ovens
1, Baghdadi, Tabikh, p,7 (Eng, Tr, by Arborry, p, 13),
o
2, Ibid, p. 7 = 13^ cf, also Tabikh, Br, Hus, 11.3, No, Or,
5099? fol, 6b, ~
3» Hamadani, Maqamat, ps 196; cf, also Ibn Ab’i 4Usaybifia,
O n-r-.--unj_n- —  Q
4 byun al-Anba ’, i, pp „ 139-1-0 0 
A-, Lane, Le;c.ieon, s,v„ Ghada, ,
5= Ibn Hawqal, p, 362; HuqT, p = 325; cf, also Le Strange,
East crn Caliph at c, p. 1-88,
6, Irshad, vii, p, 207; Jahis, Bukhala1, p, 23.
A
and furnaces, Apart from the wood shops there were several
o
shops m  Baghdad where shawk was sold,
Aninal dung also appears to have been a common fuel
in the less affluent houses,^ kron a passage in Ibn Qutayb
6Uyun, it appears that human offal was also dried and put' 
4.
to use as fuel, A group of people in Basra is reported to 
a
have taker/contract of cleaning night soil from the privie 
which they dried and then sold in the market,^
Saw-dust (nushara) has also been mentioned as a kind 
of fuelo^ At the time of the marriage of the Caliph Ma’mun 
with Buran, the daughter of his wasir, when the supply cf 
wood ran short, the khaysh-canvas soaked in oil was 
reportedly used as fuel,'
1, T'turu.j, vii, p.113; viii, p ,159 ; cf, also Munl^ aajan, x, 
p. 171.
2, Khatib, Ta5rikh, i, p, 112; Ibn al-JawsI, Mudhash, p.29
o —  —  -
5„ Jahiz, BuFhaTl~r7 P» 28,
l-o 4 Uyun? i7”pT~'2d1 ; Yaqut, Bui dan, i, p, 647 a
5, Ibid, i, p, 221 ; Buidan, i, p= 647,
6o Mea, Arabic Translation, ii, p, 30 —  quoting from
al-Qushayri, p. 168,
7» Nishwar, i, p. 14-7; Ibn Subayr, Bhakha^ir, p, 101;
Utensils:
1
Of all the utensils connonly used in the kitchen , 
qidr (pi. qudur), cooking pot or cauldron v/as the most
p
important one. It was made of varied materials and in 
various sizes for the cooking of different dishes. It was 
generally maddjof clay (fakhkhar), stone (baram, hijara), 
copper (nuhas) and lead (anuk).^ The cooking pots made of
stone were considered to be the best and those of baked
4- /clay as the second best. Those made of tinned copper (al-
were sparingly used.^Food cooked in a
copper pot which had lost its tinning was regarded somethin
deadly.^
The big qudur, we are told, were made with handles
(adhan) P  These big cooking pots (al-qudur al-kibar) were
used in cooking food grains (hubub), sikba.j , silaqat and 
'lO -the like. These qudur were often very big and a large 
quantity of food could easily be cooked at one time. It is 
reported that in the kitchen of Ya4qub b, layth al-Saffar,
1. The cooking utensils were sometimes simply called sufr
i.e., copper, cf. Irshad,i, p. 392; see also Mez, 366
2o6 Uyun, iii, pp. 263^697"9Turu3 , viii, p°5d; Diyarat, pp.SO
81; JahshiysrI, v/uzara ’, p.. 309-
3« Warraq, fol. 11; Baghdadi, Tabikh, p. 7; riuruj, viii,3^.
4. Baghdadi, Tabikh, p. 7= " ~
5» Ibid, p. 7\
6. Ibid, p.7®
7* 111 > P- 267.
flesh-neat of four goats could be cooked at one tine in each
•i
of such qudur. The medium sise cooking pots were generally
n* -  ?  -r —  *5used in cooking zirbaj ,- isfidba/p and other varieties of 
light dishes a The small size qudur were employed in preparing 
qalaya (fried dishes), tabahajat^ etc.^
*w- o
The lower part of the qidr, it would seen, was coated
with some greasy material to increase its resistance to the
heat of fire.^ The cooking pots described as the Syrian ones
(al-qudur al-Shaniyya) were perhaps of comparatively better 
. — —
quality. The large cooking pots made in Tus, Plarv and Sughd
O
were highly prized„
Miqla or frying pan, nade of steel or stone was commonly 
used for frying fish, eggs and such other t h i n g s T h e  one 
made of steel was considered to be the best for frying
- 10 1 rfish and that of stone for preparing narjisiyat and 6 i jaj . '
Though the Furn was the common appliance used for baking
12 ■ bread , another appliance used for the purpose was known
as Tabaq (an Arabicized form of the Persian Taba ) T a b a q•' o
1 » Huruj, viii, p, 5 -
2* Zirbaj is a sour dish made from fat meat, peeled chick­
peas, wine vinegar,- sugar, sweet almonds, cinnamon, brayed 
coriander, pepper, sifted mastic, safron and rose-water, 
cfa Tabikh, pp_. 13--14 = Eng« Tr. p. 16; also Dozy, Supp. s.v
3o ForJ   Isfidbaj see above, p. 127
4. Tabaka;]a was a dish cooked with chopped slices of meat, 
fat of melted tail (alya), usual seasonings, wine 
vinegar, grape juice and lemon juice. It was finally 
garnished with yelks of eggs and sprayed with rose-water, 
cf. Tabikh, pp. 14-15 = Jl.T. d .17; cf. also Dozy and Lane 
sv.tdbbraT.-<r-----*r-
5o Warraq, fcl, 12b.
6. Jahiz, Bukhala?, p. 28.
0 0
7. Ibid, ppT“2£7“38.
8. Le Strange, ha-;tern Callphate, pp. 4 2 9 ,  *4?1»
9 °  Warraq, fol. 12; Tabikh, p. 56ff.
10. hijijjkqiyya —  Tror^lTriis;—  narcissus, ’was a plain dish
X  aadh.i j ) cooked wi t h* ~fat^me at, fresh melted tail, pooled 
chick-peas end carrots. For details see, Tabikh, p.4i~3ia
11. V»arraq, fob. 12; 6ujjJa (pi. ‘ ijaj) is an- t : e r or 
omelets also a certain fo..d madcT'of eggs or flour knead or
(cent. )
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was a flat piece of metal, iron or copper which could, also 
be used as a frying pan* The baker's board whereon dough 
was rolled into various forms of bread was called lawh or
p
plank, The shawbaq or the rolling-pin was usually made of 
jujube-tree ( c annab)
Apart from baking bread in a furn it was also baked in
- 4. „
a tannur or oven made underground, Tannur, as described by
Lane is a kind of oven, open at the top, iia the bottom of 
which a fire is lighted, and in which the bread, in the form 
of flat cakes, is generally stuck against the sides, either 
portable, and made of baked clay, wide at the bottom, and 
narrow at the top, where it is open, and if so the bread is 
sometimes stuck upon the outside, to bake; or fixed, and in 
this case made of baked clay likewise, or constructed of 
bricks; or it is a hole made in the ground,, and lined with 
bricks or tiles or.the like, against which the bread is 
stuck, to bake, and sometimes flesh-neat, cut into snail 
pieces, is roasted in it, or upon it, on skewers,
(continued from the last page):—  with clarified butter 
and then fried or roasted,' cf* Lane, Lexicon, s,v,
12, Tabikh, p, 78f,
13* TrsHac, vii, p, 207,
1. Murun 3 viii, p , 399; Nishwar, i,- p, 7^; Lane, s«v,
" rt'1" ■ ” *0“^* "■
2, Warraq, fol, 12a,
... p
3. Ibid, fol, 12a; cf, also Aghani"™, v, p, 3^2,
4, Ibid, fol, 13b; Hamadani,“TfaqlHlt, p, 197,
3, Lane, Lexicon, s,v. tannur.
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For roasting purposes saffud (pi. safafld) or si'kh hadid, 
an Iron appliance with curved prongs for holding flesh-meat, 
was used,,
Tinjlr -—  another vessel made of copper or brass and 
2resembling a tabaq but without a cover, was used in cooking
* "o--------
sweet dishes.^ The tintjlr, according to Lane, is now used for
Zj- _ _ c.
a saucepano The khabrs, faludhaj^ and the like were cooked
1 o
n. g  “ -  ■
m  the tin^ir. Ladles of iron were used to take out the 
sweets cooked in a tinjir<. To clear off the scum (raghwa) from 
the vessel a strainer called nisfah was employed
T r" o’
The utensils (awanl) used at the table were numerous 
and of varied material. Those imported from China and known 
as al-Sinl were highly esteemed.^ The Arabs held the Chinese 
vessels in such a high esteem that they applied the term
Chinese’ for every delicately or curiously made vessel 10
As late as the 3th/11th century the situation remained
unchanged,, Tha& alibi (d. 429/1038) reports that the word
'Chinese' was used .for the finest quality of vessels in his 
11tine., The Chinese vessels included fine, ti*ansiucent potter 
which was used for cooking, boiling and frying purposes., It
1* Warraq, fol. 12a; Tabikh, p* 60; Lisin and Lane, s,v0 safad 
2o For tabaq see below/ ’pT”211
3. Warraq, fol, 13b; Nishwar, i, pp. 171~72o
4, Lane, Lexicon, s,v™s"7vT*”tinlIr®
5o For Khabls and Faludhaj see above, pp= 163,163.
6. Warraq, fol. 13bl~TTi i/r^r, i, p. 172«
7. Ibid, fol, 13b0
8. Ibid, fol. 13b„
9„ Nishv/ar, viii, p„ 149; cf. also Mez, p 0 386.
10. LataTTf, p. 220 - Eng. Tr. by C.Eo Bosworth, p.141;
Thimar, p. 343«
11. Tbld, p. 220; Thimar, p. 3^3» The Caliph Wathia abolished 
customs on Chlnese'^gocds (cf. Ta‘qubl, History, p. 390).
could, at the sane time, be employed simply as a dish to eat
from* The best of these “Chinese" vessels are the delicate,
evenly-pigmented, clearly-resounding apricot-coloured ware,
or the cream-coloured ware with similar characteristics, 1
The plate which the Abbasids used while taking meals
was known as tabaq. The tabaq may be, in the words of the
medieval lexicographers ..defined as : a household utensil in
the form of a plate, dish or a round tray upon which or in
Pwhich one eats. It could also be usc-d as a fruit-bowl. The
a
word tabaq in the sense of'plate is perhaps derived from the 
original word which meant lid or cover of a cooking-vessel, 
also used as a plate to eat from.^ Wooden trays (atbaq khai-
o
_  N . 4  “ ‘
zuran) were used as fruit bowls.
There were some bowls whose capacity determined their
names. A bowl or dish, large enough for more than ten persons,
was called jafana (pi. jifan)^ . Some of these were so large
that, if filled with water, a small child could be easily
drowned in them?Their huge size can well be judged from
the fact that men could eat from them only in a standing 
* • 7position. ' These gigantic utensils were made of various 
metals or wood.®
Next to the jafana in capacity came the q&s4 a from which
Q
ten persons could easily be fed. A bowl called sahfa was
■a ""g "
.large enough for a group of five persons; the mi* leal a was
sufficient for tv/o or three persons; last came the suhayfa
O <}
'I
which contained food just enough for one man. People ate 
directly from these voluminous vessels or dished out food 
from them in- smaller plates,  ^ -?•*
Ghadara was still another vessel which belonged to
the class of these gigantic utensils. It was made of cohesive 
(lazib) green clay and was usually' of the size similar to 
that of a gas4 a-vessel Jahiz has mentioned a ghadara which,
' o * o a
he says, was made of KaimlkisH, (Turkish) khalanj-wo od^ " and 
was as good as the highly prized giazed Chinese bowls 
(ghadar al-nulanma4 al-slni),The khalanj-wood was, at this 
period, widely used for carving bowls and beakers.*3 Kaimakiya 
according to Taqut was a district of China and was inhabited 
by the Turks.^ Tha4alibi mentions khalanj hard-wood among
Q
the specialities of the Turkish lands. Corroborating this 
view Haqdisi and Qazwini tell gas that large bowls were made 
from this fine-grained hard khalanj-wood, which was imported 
from Tabaristan? ,
Another vessel in common use for serving food, at this 
period, was known as Tayfuriya ''■pi. tayafir, tawafir). ‘®Eron
1, Mukhas sas, i, ^hap. v, p. 57; Lane, s.v. Jafana."~1 ^  O O 9 -_r"' ‘
2.Jahiz, hukhala5, pp. 64,67,85,182; 4Uyun, iii, p Q 268.
Baghdadi^ Bukhala5, pp, 90,107,184.
3 ° Lis an and’ XarTe7"*s. v. Ghadara. ; see also Jahiz, Rasa ?il, 
i, p. 392; Nishwar, i, pp. 53,83.
4. Khalanj is doscrTbed as a tree that produced a variegated 
and sweet-snelling wood, of which the beads of chaplets 
were sometimes made, and the best kind grew only on the 
Tabaristan mountains, (cf. Muqc p. 387; also, Le Strange, 
Eastern Caliphate, p. 378).
5. Jahiz, Sukhaia*, p. 47; see also ides, p. 386.
a e
6. 41 q d, in, p 0 29 6j ris an, s.v. cf, also Boswcrth, in the 
Eng. Tr. of the LapgOiT, p.l42,n.154; also Eastern Oaliri
PE•-369,376^459." 3 “  “ “ “
7. Yaqut, Bui dan, vii, p„ 307.
8» Lata7if"," p.224 (= E.T. p.142). Khalanj has been read in
this passage as Khadanj.
9* East ern Calipha t e pp, 227,376—  who quotes both Maqdisi 
and "§azwini
. Muru j , viii, 243-45; Diyarat, 124; Nishwar, i, 249.
some passages and anecdotes found in the chronicles and the 
adah literature, it appears that the tayfuriya was a vessel 
similar to a sahfa or a tabaq and that it was generally
“•“ ' " a  ' "3T—
-T- Pused to dish out harlsa.
The pot in use for sauces and salt at the table was
called sukurru.ja or sukurraj a^ originally a Persian word
arabicized to moan a saucer.^ According to Lane, sukurruj a
was a snail varnished bowl-shaped vessel for sauces etc?served al
the table with neat dishes, to incite appetite and to aid 
5digestion. The sukurruj a was found in two sizes -—  the
larger holding six ounces and the smaller,thr^e ounces or 
- 6four mithqals. The well-off families used saucers made of 
onyx ( jaza4) P
To prepare sauces and relishes and to hold ground spices 
etc., a vessel made of glass, porcelain or baked clay was 
used which was known as baraniyya, a thick vessel with a wide
mouth ; bulky and green coloured similar to a qorura i,e
baj 
9 ,
g
a flask or a bottle. A crystalline raniyya was also a
familiar sight in well-to-do houses, Warraq commends a 
glass baraniyya as the most suitable vessel for ground spices 
in the absence whereof an abzar-dana (spice-bex) made of 
willow-tree (safsaf).^
1 • liuruj, viii, pp. 243-45; Diyarat, p. 124, note given by
the editor on the tayfuriya. Bee* also Baghdadi, Bukhaia }1~3-4
2. Ibid, viii, 243-45; Diyarat, p. 124. ‘ “
3* Ibid, viii, pp. 244-45,269-70,392; Diyarat, p. 186; Nishwar,
i, p o53; Qutub al-Surur, pp. 70, 145-55 A Tub. iii, 5z*"£T^ 2ynac i0 - . - - . ’n  p  -  j  r . S\ O
4. Lane, Lexicon, s . ay Sukurru.j a. rr-yymu.;;. ;
r Ibid. See also Diyarat, "not’e~*givcn by k„4 av;wad,p.186, an 1 
H« Sayyat, in MashrXq","" 1969, p- 483 -
6. Ibid, Lane.
7* biurul, viii, pp. 269y70.
8. Warrlfq, fol. 12a; Tabikh, pp. 65-66; cf. also Lane, s.v.o
9- Qutub al-Surur, pT~5?7'
10. Warraq, fol. 12a,
C. I - H -
A receptacle made of sheep skin for dry things like
salt, saltwort (uslinan) etc. v/as known as Jarab or Jirab.
The name is also applied to a provision bag of a traveller
2or a common receptacle for carrying goods and utensils.
For sweets, a special vessel called Jam (pi. Jamat)^
4and made of silver or glass was used. In shape it was more
or less like a dish or tray or a fa’thur (i.e., a basin, or
a tray used as a table). Mas6udi mentions a jam made from
6 -onyx (Jaza;) whose borders wero decorated with gold. A Jam
could also be used as a sort of saucer or as a coin box
which generally held the money the caliph or the wazir
7distributed among people on happy occasions.
The bowl used at banquets as a dish or a plate to serve
g
meals and also as a wine tankard was named as qadah , largeo'
Qenough to quench the thirst of two persons.' These drinking
cups were usually made to suit some special measure of
10 — capacity (e.g., two ratls, five ratls). The Caliph Amin
41used to drink from a cup having the capacity of five ratls -
„ 12hence the name khunasiya . The vessel with the capacity of
1. 4Uyun, iii, p. 39; Khalidiyyan, Tuhaf, pp. 120,192; 4 led,** .i-n- -i F»—.
vi, p. 284; ITuhodax'at, ii, p. 262; cf. also Lisan, s.v.
2. Lane, Lexicon, s.v. Jarab.
3. Huruj, viii, pp. 226,243,269-76; Diyarat,pp. 157,296;
Nishwar, i, pp.61, viii, p.146; 0utub al-Surur, p. 70
4. HurnJ,” vi, p. 295; cf. also Lane, s.v. Jan.
5. Lisan and Lane, s.vv. Jam.
6. fluruj, viii, p. 269-
7. Ibid, vi, pp. 295j 350.
— -r>18. Ibid, vi, pp. 306,427; Aghani , iv, p. 169, ix, p. 56; Qutub
al-Bururpp. 12, 22,-- ----- 33, 36,70,92,191«
9 o Lone, s.v. c ad an.
10. Huru1, vi, p. 427; Qut ub al-Surur, p •12.
11. Muruj, vi, p. 427o
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one rati was known as ratliya.. The well-to-do people used 
cups made of crystal(billawr)The aadah has also been
mi ■<! iipi ■ . » 9
defined as a vessel resembling the *uJLba, a pot used for 
milking, sometimes made of camel skin and sometimes of 
wood.^
4
A drinking cup called Ka»s has also bt?on mentioned 
among the utensils of the period. Apparently it was exclusi 
vely used for drinking purposes. But apart from tlii s, uhe 
term ka ?s also has a general connotation and as such it 
means a goblet containing wine, full or otherwise.^ To 
differntiate a ka?s from a aadah, the former sometimes refe 
rred to a brimful goblet whereas the latter was used for 
any empty tankard only,^
Another vessel used generally for drinking was Kuza
1* —  rj Q
(pi. klzan)„' It was a mug type vessel with a handle. In
prosperous houses klzan billawr (i.e.. mugs made of crystal)
we re used for drinking water. ^
Drinking water was usually kept in an earthenware
a m
pitcher or a jar called Jarra. The water pot (jarra) whic 
was imported from Madhar, a village in Mays Sri between v.'asit
1, Jahshiyarl, V/uzara *, p. 261; Sabi, V/uzara%, p, 2-10; Taj a- 
v, p, 259° "
2, Muruj , vi, p , 127; Aghanl^, iv,p .189 j Muntazan,v,pt,2,p s
3o Lane, Lexicon, s . v „ *• some pictures of the qadah found in 
the excavation at Samarra can be seen in, P,~iSdrro, Tip 
Kc-ramik von Sanarra, pis, xii,xix,xxxiii, The picture cf 
a "cup"or dish" with stands can also be seen (ibid, pi ,x) a 
also in nSeeavarions at SanarraTI(193^”39) 7 id, pi, 58,
o Diyarat, pp, 11, 63; Qutub al-Surur, 18, 2115 Ni shwar, i, 256 „
•5° Lane, s,v. Ka* s,
6 q I b r d ,
7. Jahiz, Bukhala *,pp.101,328; Muruj,vii,p.69; Diyarat,p 91A
8, Lane, slvT’Ddlza,
9» Nish’war, viii, pp, 119-50
10,"ITuLujT vii, p.69; Jahiz, Bukha 1 a’, pp. 70,77?90,1S8,
and Basra was highly prized at this period. ' Yaqut (d.626/
1229) also mentions tho village Madhar as famous for its
2 - pitchers. The Jarra al-Madhariya was also used as a water
_
cooler. A passage in the Bukhala* of Jahiz. shows that the
 7TT" * 0
jarra was provided with a loop-shaped handle called 4urwa,.'
It is noteworthy that though the j arra v/as originally 
designed for storing drinking water, its use for keeping 
liquids like oil and clarified butter was not uncommon.'"The 
large water jar which an ordinary man could hardly carry 
was known as Khabiya.^ The gigantic jar which was generally 
kept in the mosque for public drinking and also used in big
families was called habb (pi. hibab).^ ■
~ 1 _ _
A special vessel which was used as a flask was called 
muzzammila (lit. the enveloped one). It appears that the 
muzzammila was commonly used by the people for storing water
Q
and keeping it cold. The vessel muzzammila has been 
described as a green jar-shaped pot (j arra, khabiya) with a 
silver or lead mouth (tap), its outer surface being lined 
with layers of straw which were wrapped in the khaysh canvas.
At night’water was cooled down in a special cooling-jar, 
barrada, then poured into” the nuzzanrila to keep it cold
1. Jahiz, Bukhala’, p. 38, see, in particular, the note given
0 0 -
by Taha HdjTri, pp.277-785 Yaqut, Buidan, s.v. Madhar.
2. Yaqut, Buidan, s.v. Madhar.
3. Jahiz, S u k h a i a p .  389
O O
d. Ibid, p7“1'8BT~
5. Ibid, pp. A4, 134.
6. Ibid, p_. 183. A picture of a blue glazed pcctery storage- 
jar (khabiya) can bo seen in the -‘Excavations at Sanarra" 
(1938-19$9;,** ii, pi. 55°
7. Slbl, Wuzara9, pp. 26,39"1; Jahiz, Bukh al a5, pp. 70,101,177 *
o ’ “  0 0
See for a picture of a haht, Exca%~at loils "e.t Sy-arra, ii,pi.23■
8. Jahiz, Bukhala *, p. 101; I: it a4 , iii, p. 69; Muneazaiii, vi, p „
9; Nishwafq^TT pp. 23,60; Maqdisl/p. 39/;c
A __
and unaffected by the hot weather. Sabi has mentioned many
0
water-pots (nuzzanr.iilat) kept in the royal palace for storing,
2it would seen, iced water. In modern Arabic, however, 
muzzannila (pronounced in spoken language nazmala) is used 
for tap, attached to a water pot or otherwise.^
The vessel barrada, as the very name shows, was used
1- ~for cooling water by placing mugs (kisan) on it. ' According
to Ahmad Tayour a barrada was an earthenware which was •
exposed to wind for cooling water.^ The use of nugs along
with other pots for cooling purposes is also mentioned by
Ghazuli who writes : "Kafur (the Fatinid General) was averse
to the use of ice, so mugs were placed on the barrada and
water thus cooled was used by him for drinking. This saved
him from harm associated with the use of ice while giving
him water just as cold". In Sabi’s Kitab al-Wuz.ara? another
water-cooler known as thaljiyya is mentioned and deserves
special notice. We do not know definitely whether
it was a sort of contraption used for making ice or was just
an ordinary pot for keeping water cool. A passage in Ibn Abi
4 Usavbi* a* s sUyun al-Anba3 where a prescription from an 
0 P1J
1. Ahmad Taynur, Tafsir al-alfaz al-4Abbasiya HAAB,ii(1921),
pp. 324-25 —  quoting from Shifa5 al-Ghalil and Shark
ilaqariat al-Hariri. See al s 0~~H~o~~Z ay y at, haspr! q, 1969 ?pp0 
Zp?8~80j_ alsd the "note given by Taha Kajiri in Jahiz‘s 
Bu.~kh.ala ?, p. 331- A pear-shaped0nuzzammiia with tr5-foil 
mouth and modelled handle, covered with'”transparent turquo­
ise glaze with an inner container; the cuter shell being 
pierced with decoration showing inscriptions and foliate 
background^belonging to the 2nd half of 12th century from 
Rayy, height 9-q") can be seen in the collection of Sir 
Alan & Lady Bariow. (cf. A.Lane, Early Islamic ;ares,
London, 1930, pi, 42). ’ ~
2. Sabi, Wuzara% p• 216.
3. Wadi4 a Taha Najn, JSGAS. Thesis, 263,) p. 311 j
4. NishwarJ i, p. 264; Jahiz, BukUala’, p = 73 ? Lane, s.v.bar:-ale.
5- AISad^Taymur, P.AAD, iii (19WT1>P* 269-70.
earlier source for freezing (solidifying) water even in June
A
or Ouly is reproduced , suggests that the Abbasids were not 
unfamiliar with the art of icc making„ Thus it is reasonable- 
to assume that the word thaljiya indicates a pot used for
making ice rather than being an ordinary cooling, jar, or 
vessel used to keep ice.
The Sini or large round metal plate with raised sides 
was also commonly used as a tray,^ Go Van vlcten writes that
this plate was made of copper,^ In the royal palace, among
/the 4
other golden utensils,/golden smiyya is also mentioned,
Q
The word Siniyva is still used for a tray, whatever its
a
material, glass, copper or any other m e t a l I n  his Kitab al~ 
Bukhala’, Jahiz uses the word al~siniyya in accompaniment of 
the word al-salahiyya which has been in the Huhit al--liuhit
4  Q >™ ^  r r '  ' " o"  r r r ^  " " "
of BustanI described as a vessel used by common folk. He 
sajrs "they use it and it is a big pot largo at the bottom and 
narrow at the top".^ 7 Prom this description we may safely 
conclude that it had a semblance to what now-a-days is known 
as al-sarahiyya or al-surahiyya, a pitcher made of gdass
awhich is used asywater container. It i.s also large at the 
bottom and narrow at the top, usually with no handle. Wo 
would like to point out here that the plates and pots imported
 ^• &Uyun al~Anba?, i,p,83; cf, also Ahmad Taynur, JxAAD, ii:
(i950), p. 269 =
2, A-ghanl^, iv, p, 189; vii^, p»299; Diyarat, pp, 1 51,169
-PpiY 'Ta:] arib, _ v, p, 299 *
3 = Jahis’j BukEalahj ed, Von Vloten, Prefa.ce, p, iv,
Lr, Mi shwar~ F, pp e 1Ap-5 3150,
5 o \AedFFFldu j n , v'lhesis, SOAS, ho0 285,) po 3^1 »
6, Jahiz, BukhaliF, pp, 93, 129 =
7 . huh it _alFT-!uhit, s, v, see al sc Do z y , Supp 1 , s ,v.
from China were also known as al-Sini (e.g., Azdi mentions 
coloured plates as 
The water-pot 
an arabicized word 
was an ewer with a 
first thing that a 
of washing hands and mouth and that in a form of an ewer and
a basin generally carried by two servants --  one holding
the basin and the other pouring water while guests washed 
their h a n d s A t  dinner parties guests were also provided 
with an ibriq. and a tast to wash their hands before starting 
their meals —  an important part of the table manners of 
Muslim society,, The tast was a round flat brimmed basin which
^  T-l
6was generally made of tinned copper, brass or silver. The
basin was provided with a cover having holes, with a raised
receptacle for the soap or ushnan (saltwort) in the middle;
the v/ater, being poured upon the hands passed through this
cover down into the underpot. Thus a man washing his hands
in the basin was spared the sight of the water used by seme- 
7
one before him. ■
The receptacle used in carrying food was known as sadlae
Q
It was a basket that was sometimes covered with red s k m d  
The shopping bag was known as zanbll or gabbII, Sijistan 
1 was noted for its date baskets (sanabil) which were mainly
al-sira) .
a
- 2used for washing hands was called ibriq
„  , ,  x -  /
from Persian ab-j-nz The vessel ibriq
Ahandle and a long and slender spout. The 
guest is given in a house is the facility
"1
made for export.
The kitchen utensils wc-re washed clean and thoroughly^ 
and there were several substances known to the Abbasids for
p
removing the burnings of the vessels. The utensils were
rubbed with brick dust, then with dry, powdered potash and
saffron, if possible and finally rinsed with fresh leaves of
x
citron or lemon. In the houses of the well-to-do,these
4utensils were also rinsed with scented water.
Spices were pounded in the mortar called hawan or ■
- 5ninhaz. Copper mortar was considered most suitable for
spices and stone mortar was used for pounding neat.^ Seasonings
7
were also ground m  a mill, ;/
The markets of Baghdad were famous for all kinds of 
curious wares from foreign lands and country-made articles.
These utensils, as has been mentioned above, were generally 
made of clay, glass., silver and gold. The 9th and 10th 
century form a bright period in the history of Mesopotamian
Q
pottery. Small and large jars for water and wine, pots,
dishes, oil lamps, spouts of wells etc., were made of glazed and
q
unglazed pottery, either plain or artistically decorated.
1. L© Strange, Eastern Caliphate,p. 351— Quoting from Maqdisx, 
pp. 297,303-504,32T  ‘
2. Warraq, fol, 15.
3. Baghdadi, Tabikh, p. S,
4. Ibid, Br. HusTTTS. NO. Or = 5099, fcl.7„
5. Jahiz, Bukhala9,pp. 735404,318; Baghdadi, Tabikh, p.8.
6. Ibid, TshTkh^ p. 8. •
7<. Ibid, pT~87“
8. EI^, Suppio s»Vo Ceramic, p. 44; cf. also Burl, Mescoota- 
mia,p o 110.
9. Ibid, SupploJahiz, Bukkala*, p. 218; cf. also Ghanima, 
Majalla Ghurfa al-TTJlra7^94-1, pp. 569-70
s
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al-Ma»ida (Table Manners) *— —
Very few books have been written by Muslim scholars on 
this particular aspect of study. Bobks written exclusively cn 
this subject like Kitab Adab al-Mawa’id by Qadl al-Hasan b. lAbd
’ r ' o o
—  —  —  -p 'I —  —
al~Rahman b. Khaliad al-Rarihurnuzi , Kitab adab al~ta*ari wa’l-
• 1 1 ~ c "Jri"Al
— — — . P
sharab by Abu Nasr al--Isfahani" seen to have been lost to the 
world and are known to us through the writings of succeeding 
scholars only. Two other books on this subject known as the 
ffawa’id al-mawa*id and Risala adab al~mu?akala written respecti­
vely by Jamal al-Dln Yahya b. 4Abd al~6Azim b« al-Jazzar (1.679/
o o
1280) and Shaikh Badr al-Dln Muhammad al-GhazzI (904-984/1499-
1577) are still extant. The former is in manuscript form"’ while
the latter has been recently edited and published in MaJ:alla al- 
— .^4-Majna4 aI-4IImi al-fcArabx » In addition to the above, books on 
hadlth and fiqh also contain special chapters dealing with the 
rules of table manners. Books written on culinary art like al- 
Warraq’s Kitab al-Tabikh also contain a few chanters on this
topic. Kushajim’s Adab al-ITadrm, al-Ghazzali * s Thy a * al- * Uiur"’ 
and similar other works also throw some light on this topic.
From the information scattered in different sources at our 
disposal it appears that the term mahida in Islamic literature
includes two types of dining tables   one known as aufra and
other as khiwan. During the period, we are discussing, the 
was usually made of cloth, or copper or palm-1eaves in round
1. fflhrist, p o 221.
2 o II. Zayy at, Adab al-Ma’Ida f l’ I-Islan, Mashriq, 37(1939)
3o The MS. is preserved in the British MuiTsuhr,~No. Or.6588.
4„ The editor of the Risala is Dr. 1Umar Musa Pasha, published
in Vol 42(1967). '
5. See the Gorman Translation by H. Kindermann wish many useful 
notes.
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shape and was put on the ["round where people sat around 
it. In course of time, however, an improvement was introduce
when people started using sufra made of leather which
p -facilitated its cleaning. The word khiwan was applied to
a ma’ida which was elevated from the ground.^ It was
generally made of wood and stone.^ Affluent people preferred
it to be of marble, onyx etc. Large round trays of brass
set on a low table and often inlaid with ebony, mother of
pearl or tortoise-shell, were also a common sight in the
houses of the rich.^ The Abbasid caliphs, however, had some
■7
of their dining tables made of gold or silver.
Generally the Abbasids washed their hands together at 
the table, before the meal, which was done with one and the 
same bowl. In compliance with the Prophetic traditions the 
tast was presented from the right to each successive guest;"5“
the servant simply let the water run from the ev/er upon the 
fingers of the right hand only, since the left hand was not - 
used for touching the dishes except for holding the bread.
The practice of the 'hand-bath1 prior to eating was conside­
red inevitable and no time gap between hand washing and 
eating was allowed. It is said that at a banquet, given in 
honour of the Caliph MaHun, one of the guests present 
touched his head after he had had his hand washed before 
eating. At this Ma Hiun asked him to have his hand re washed.
1. Ibn Zubayr, DhakhaHr, p.63; H.Zayy&t, Mashriq, 170939)) 
idem, In 1 '.hiITahat~aX-3harqiy ya, iii, p.
2. Sabi, V/uaar5Tr~P~T~2cT; cfT“also H.Zayyat, Mashriq,1939H 67 
3» Mukhassas, i, pt. v, p„11
_o g O
d. DhakhaHr, p, 256
5. IbTdl ppT 2?, 179) 195,261 Muru.1, viii, p. 269
6. Hitti, Histcry of the Arabs, p. 335 
7 * DhakhaHr, pp. 19,1705165,2y1.
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The man again touched his beard whereupon Ha’mun admonished
him for not observing the rules of table manners and asked
a
him to wash his hand the third tine.
With a view to making the guests feel -at home, and 
because "no one need feel ashamed" (i.e., of undue haste in 
starting the meal), it was a general convention that in a' 
banquet the host first, washed his hands and the guests
p
followed hir.io“ On other occasions, however, people themselves 
washed their hands presumably in a basin kept outside the 
dining room or near a sewerage (balu*a) of the courtyard,^
It was the chief guest or the oldest man in the.assembly
Zl
who began eating while others followed him.
As regards the serving of food at the dining table,
two practices were commonly in vogue among the people of
this society. The old Muslim practice was to serve up entire
food and it was left to the discretion of each individual
to take what he pleased.^ This old practice would seen to
be common among the masses. In the higher circles, at this
period, instead of bringing ail the food at one time, a
menu was presented to the guests and everyone was served
6with what he desired.
1, Warraq, fol, 164a; Ghazsi, Adab al-musSkala, Mill 45(196?j 
p. 506; Adab al~ 11 adlm, p, 2-3
2, Ibid, fols, 164-65; Adab^  al-Nadin, p»28; Ihyl*,ii,p,16;
4Iqd, vi,p„29S; cf« also Mes, p, 394,
3, Azdi, Hikayat, p* 43-0 -r— .
4, Warraq, fol, 164a*
5o Host at i-af, p * 149; cf0 also, Mez, 394 o 
6 * Adab ai-tl'adl1., p* 17
While eating the people particularly observed the following 
norms and mannerisms : — —
(a) Everybody started eating with the introductory phrase 
basmala.^
(b) It was considered a mark of culture and good breeding
to indulge in conversation in particular in narrating stories
2of the eating manners of pious predecessors, There was some
disagreement as to whether the host should make any conversation
with the guest or not. According to Arab customs, as Abshihl
points out, they believed in freedom and informality to put
the guests at ease. Guests and hosts indulged in long
conversations. The evidence available relating to this
period shows that the Abbasids talked freely at the dining
table, Heals lasted for hours at a time,^ It was the host
who carried on the conversation to enable the guests
to enjoy their meal undisturbed, Jahiz, however,
• *
criticizes a miser who used to involve his guests
1, See, for example, 4Iqd, vi, p, 298.
2* Adab al-Nadim, pp. 7”8; also Badri, 4Amina, p. 135«
3* Hustatraf, i, p. 21; cf, also, Mez, p. 395«
LV* Sabi, Wusara*, p. 262; Qutub al~Surur, pp. 134-55; Aghan!^, 
xiii, p. 179.
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m  conversation and would eat all the food alone. The
zurafa’ (men of refined taste) who habitually abstained
from joking and indulging in loose talk, conversed or
2
laughed but little at the table.
(c) Staring at others was considered ignominious. People 
looked at their own dishes and did not raise their eyes to 
see how others were eating. People in the habit of eating 
swiftly waited until the last man of the company finished 
his meal a^
(d) While eating from the same bov/1 one particularly took
care of one's neighbour, encouraging him by admonishing
"please have some more". The diner did not extend his hand
to take things in front of his neighbour, he did not do
anything which might offend the feelings of the,neighbour
e.g., shaking hands on the bowl at the time of taking a
n. _
morsel, dipping into the pot the rest of a morsel etc.'Jahiz
Q O
recommends as a table companion one who does not pick narrow 
from the bone; who does not grab at the egg lying upon 
vegetables; who does not appropriate to himself liver and 
breast of the fowl, brains or kidneys, or the choicest 
piece of mutton or chicken.-^
(e) Just as in the beginning so also at the end of the 
meal, the people of this society said hamdala.i---- —
As it was an indication of finishing the meal, offering of 
this prayer in the midst of eating was considered unpleasant
1. Bukhala J, pb "8?"
2 a W a sips ha 5, nuwashshu, p. 193 *
9. ICushajin, Aoa^ral-Nadln, pp. 8-9; Ghazzi, Adab ai-Hu^aksl 
pp. 74-1 -42; cf. also Badri, cInna, p. 116,
Ao Adab al-mu ’akala, pp. 741 -2,748,758; V/arrao, f ol, 164; 
Jazsar, Fawa ,J id al-mawa 9 id, Br. Mus. HS. Or. 6388 ,f els.
13-1 d ; Muwashsha, pp.191-93; hhatib. Tatf11, p„ 79 =
5= Thaft alihT7'~?jjAlGT viii, p.518 —  cited by Me2, p , 395»
Warraq in his Kitab al-Tablkh records the story of a man
9
unaware of this custom who uttered this phr&so in the midst 
of eating. this people became disgusted and were about 
to beat him, Jahza (d, 324/935) who was present on the
O 9
occasion instantly composed a few verses to teach the man 
the appropriate manners of social gathering and the norms
"I
of eating.
(f) Unlike the zuhad (ascetics) who grabbed meat with their
teeth and licked their fingers at the end of the meal, the
men of elegant taste cut their meat with knives and avoided
2licking their fingers.
(g) They ; took--particular care in making their morsels as 
small as possible and avoided making sounds while eating. 
Therefore, they did not take two morsels of different kinds 
into the mouth nor did they sip their soup. They did not 
soil their hands with fat, nor did they take an excessive 
amount of salt. This was regarded as vulgar. They did not 
dabble about in vinegar, make the bread lying before then 
greasy, reach out from their places, take huge pieces which 
made their lips greasy etc.
(h) An important table manner was to wash hands and mouth 
after the meal. This was a bit different from that which 
preceded eating and therefore particular attention was paid 
towards cleaning them. With a view to washing away grease ,
(people generally used a substance known as ushnan (saltwort). 
To make it more effective and scented the well-to-do people 
added to it different ingredients like ground rice, Khurasan! 
clay, frankincense, cyperus (su*d), sandal wood, nusk,
A
camphor; rose-water etc. This was a sort of 'washing powder'
_ _ okept in a pot known as ushnandan. Any one intending to
wash his hands took out a spoonful for the purpose.
The 'ablution' after meal began from the left of the 
host and proceeded onward so that the host's turn came last? 
The Khurasanian author al-Qumml (d, 381/991) testifies to 
another custom presumably of Khurasan. Here they began right 
from the door, no matter whether there was a slave or a
tL
free man. This hand washing, in the early Abbasid period,
was not performed in the dining room as it presented an
unsightly scene. Since it was an elaborate ablution, it was
done m  a side room, m  the houses of the common and less
cultured people, the guests were taken to a drain (baled a)
flowing at the. end of the courtyard of a house for this 
6purpose. The practice of washing hands at a place other 
than the dining room goes back as.early as the time of 
the Caliph Mahdi. It is reported that Ibn Da5b, a boon 
companion of the Caliph Nahdl declined to dine with the 
Caliph saying "I don't eat where I cannot wash my hands".
1. Azdi, Hiksyat, p. 41; Wusla, Br» Hus. MS. Or, 6388= fcl.
« - — * "o
90. In the 4th/10th century the shop of a Jewish merchant 
known as Ibn ‘Adara, was famous for the best quality of 
ushnan, basin and ewer. (cf. Azdi, Eike^a/t, p. 42).
2. SEazuTi, Mainli4, ii, p.66; Tabari, iii,p.4l6; cf. also, 
Badri, 4Anna, p.139; H.Zayyat, Mashriq,37(1939)?P*16?.
3 a Kitab al~--ilai, Berlin,fol. 112b‘”^cTbed by h'ez,p. 394 =
4. Ibid, quoted by Mez, p. 394, n.2=
5. Sabi, V/uzara*, pp. 261 “62; nishwar, viii, p, 135-
a ’ -r * ‘■r-”
6. 'Azdi, Hihyylt, p. 4p ~
Because of his protest he was, however, given permission to
A
wash hands m  the presence of the Caliph. On the other 
hand, Afshin, the military commander of the Caliph Mu6basin
“TIM , 4
is reported to have fallen in disfavour with the Caliph 
because he failed to comply with the rules of table manners 
and washed hands in the presence of the Caliph. If, however, 
there were all equal in a na,jlis, it was not inadmissible 
to wash hands at the table.^
Unlike the people of the early Islamic period who dried 
their hands by rubbing them on the upper part of their feet, 
the common people of the Abbasid society generally used 
towels, while those fond of the luxurious life preferred
t - ■*- Afine Dabiqi silken kerchiefs.
At the end of the meal, after the washing of hands, the 
guests took their seats on the couches placed all round the 
room while the servant or the master of the house passed 
around snail graceful ewers containing rose-water or other 
fragrant water which was sprayed over one's face or over 
one's clothes. This refinement was followed by the fumigation
c;
of perfumes, incense, sandal etc. burnt In a censern'
The supply cf tooth-picks (khilal).in a banquet was 
considered one of the important social manners of eating.
Its indecent use, however, was despised by the people. A
guest was to pick his teeth only when alone. Ibn Mu‘tazz 
criticizes an undesirable table companion in these words :
A
"he continually picks his teeth with a tooth-pick".
The people of this society usually used their fingers
for eating as is evident from the elaborate rites concerning
the washing of hands after finishing a meal; however the
use cf the spoon and the knife was not unknown to the more
2sophisticated ones among them. We do not have as yet any
reference to the use of the fork. For the purpose of keeping
their clothes tidy they laid a kerchief on their chest such
as the modern napkin. We are told that the wazir Ibn al-Furat
and his boon companions used DabiQi kerchiefs soaked in
scented water.^
It appears that the use cf the spoon was popular among
the upper classes. Some of them were so fastidious as to use
Athirty spoons at one meal. We are told that when the wazir
al-Muhallabi ■ dined, there stood two servants on - -
his right and left, with a bundle of spoons. He took one
morsel o f food with a spoon and passed it to the servant on
his left. The servant on the right handed over to him another
spoon with which he took his second morsel. This process
continued till he finished his dinner. Spoons were generally
r-
made of glass, copper, silver, gold etcetera.
It was not the custom to give a single plate to each
individual. The guests, instead took food from a common
7plate kept in the middle of the table. The practice of
1. Ibn Murtazs, Dlwan, ii,p.6 —  quoted by Mez, p. 39b*
2. Ibn Haooi Mfedkhil, PP- 185-86,191; Qutub al-Surlr,''5— 55..
sharing food from a common plate made them very conscious 
of the adab of the na*ida« Numerous adjectives were coined 
for those who did not observe the strict rules cf the table
1and indulged m  practices unpleasant to his table companions.
• Offering guests a variety of food became a sign of 
luxury and hospitality. Therefore, it was expected that the 
surface of the table would not be exposed to the eyes of 
eaters, rather it should be covered with breadJahis blames
a o
several persons for their shortage of bread on the table.
A man was labelled as a miser simply because the bread-losves
which he offered were of the same numbers as the eaters, in
spite of the fact that food was carefully prepared and
neatly laid out,^
Water was taken as drink with the meal.^ "Even, in the
most dissolute period, wine was never taken with meals"
The Abbasid caliphs at dinner did not take wine nor did they
allow it to appear on their dining tables. It is reported that
the Caliph Mansur refused Bakhtishu4, the Christian physician • ■1
of the Abbasid court when he asked, permission for taking
c.
alcoholic drink on the caliphal table. Non-alcoholic drinks 
in the form of sherbet, consisting of water sweetened with 
sugar and flavoured with extracts of violets, bananas, roses 
or mulberries, were served on the table or in the drinking 
parties.
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Chapter IV 
Hunting
Section I;- Hunting Literature; Popularity of Hunting*
Hunting was a favourite pastime of Abbasid society. It 
was for them a recreation, a physical exercise, a source of 
income and food, and above all, a well-accomplished art. 
Summarizing the benefits of the hunt the.author .of al-Fakhri 
notes that the highest objective of hunting is the exercise 
of troops in charge and attacking, in aggression and retreat; 
training them to chivalry (furusiyya) and in shooting with 
the bow and arrow, fighting with the sword and the mace; it 
also accustoms the huntsmen to killing, bloodshed, provides 
excellent opportunity for physical exercise which promotes-
A
digestion and keeps the constitution In health. Hunting
trips were, therefore, utilized at this period to impart
military training to the soldiers. The enthusiasm of the
early Abbasids in hunting chiefly through animals made it
a special subject of study. Treatises written during this
period and even afterwards on the art of hunting, some of
2which survived and many lost, present a graphic and interes­
ting picture of their skill especially in the art of the
1. Fakhri, p. 75* A more or less similar statement can be
seen ""in al-Baysara (attributed to Abu ‘Abd Allah al-Hasan) 
pp. 18,21,2T1
2. Presumably the first treatise written on this subject was 
that of the famous philologist Abu 4Ubayda Ma^mar b» al~ 
iluthanna (11A-210/732-825). Ibn Nadim attributes two books 
to him viz : Kitab al-Bas (Book on Hawking) and Kitab el- 
Ham am (Book on pi ge'oRsj I" ( c f. Fihrist, p ,80) . During HarUn 
£l~Rashidus reign a. certain expert huntsman called Ibrahim 
al-Basm wrote^a book on hunting called al-Bayzara. Accor­
ding to Hangali it dealt more with tonics and medicinal 
properties of birds and beasts__of prey than with the hunting 
art. (cf, Mangali, Uns al-Kala? ? p.81)„ Similarly Asma*I 
compiled a book called Kitab al-V/uhush (Book of wild 
animals); Abu Hat Ira al-SijlstafiT (a!25*5/868) wrote books
on (i) beasts (ii) birds (iii) entomology and (iv)hunting 
weapons, (cf. Fihrist,pp. 82,87). Several other books 
written during”the 5rd/9th and Ath/10th centuries, relating
(Cont.,)
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training of birds and beasts of prey and protecting their 
lives from ailments. These treatises also throw sufficient 
light on zoological information and also on legal and " ■ 
religious questions arising from this pastime„
Hunting in one form or .another was practised by the 
Arabs even in the pre-Islamic period. To the pagan Arabs it 
was more a training in the art of fighting and a source of
'"to
(Continued from the lastjpage) :— Ahunting, trapping and 
falconry are:—  ... Kitab al-Sayd by Khalidiyyan (d. late
10th century) ;Kitab al~Masayid by Tabib'’Isa al-Raqql — one
4 4
of the physicians of Saif al-Dawla (ruler at Aleppo,94-4-967); 
Kitab al-Jawirih by Muhammad b. ‘Abdallah b. 6 Umar al-Bazyir
~1 ” ’ " a o
(d. late 9th century); Kitab al-Jawarih wall-la^b biha (also 
called Kitab al-Buzat wa^-sayd), Kitab al-Silah by Abu Dalai 
al-Qasim b. ‘Isa (226/840 or 227/841); Kitab al-Jawarih wa* 1-
sayd by Ibn al-Mu‘tazz (d. 296/908); Kitab al-Sayd warl
tT*
-Jarih
by Path b. Khaqan (d. 247/861 or 248/862); Kitab al-Tard by
Ahmad b. Abi Tahir (d. 280/893); Kitab al-Sayd by Muhammad b.
O O L- r ‘ 9 « f
Mas‘ud al-6AyyashI (probably 10th century); Kitab al-Sayd 
wa11-dhaba’ih, by Abu Yusuf,(d. 182/793); Kitab al-Sayd wa*l-—  __ » ---1— ---- a— * -
dhaba’ch, by Qadl Muhammad b. Hasan (d.189/804); Kitab al--
1 1  O O 9 « .
Sayd by Shafi41 (d. 204/819); Kitab al-Sayd by Dawud b« ‘All 
(d. 270/883); Kitab al-Jawarih wa’l-Sayd biha by Ahmad h.
"TT“r"  - - ■ ‘ a 0 ■" a
Muhammad al-SarakhsI (d. during the reign of Mu‘tadid)etc.
(cf. Fihrist, pp. 222, 438; 169,,1/0,210, 276, 286, 288° 296, 304, 
366-67) o dahiz is also said to), authored a treatise on hunting 
entitled Kitab al-Jawarih (cf Ch. Pell at, The Life and works 
of Jahiz, Eng. It., p.107- (Haji Khalifa and BrocksImsnn have 
mentidnSd some more books written on this art of falconry and 
chase). These compilations do not seem to have survived. 
The^earliest available book, so far known, is al-Masayid wa'l- 
Matarid by the encyclopaedic writer Kushajim (a. after 358/ 
9 ^ 7 p This book has fortunately been edited and published by 
an Aleppan scholar As4 ad Talas in 1954. A year before, the 
Syrian scholar Kurd 4Ali published a treatise called a 1-Pay z a- 
ra, by an anonymous author devoted to the falconry of the 
Fatimid Caliph ‘Aziz billah (975-96), Damascus,1955* The book 
written, according to its editor, thirty years after Kushajinf 
MasayiA wa*1—Matarid, gives us a vivid description of the 
art of hunting."The book has been translated into French 
(Leiden,1967) by Francois Vire. Similarly the hawking-sport 
memoirJ.s__of Usama Munqidh (d.1188) contained in.“autobiogra­
phy ^ Kitab al-I‘tibar, the v/ork of the namluk author Mangali, 
Kitab Uris ai-Maia j^ b£ vrhsh al-Pala • (Faris ,1880) and the 
Kit an al - Mans u n  1 z ar a (.published in M a s h r 1 q, 1968 ) and
'I
food than a recreation. During the early age of Islam large
scale hunting remained unattended. It was the Umayyad Caliph
Yazid I, who appears to be the first to operate large-scale
hunting. He spent large amount of money on the maintenance
2of the birds and beasts of prey.
The Abbasid caliphs in general seem to have been very  
fond of hunting which was one of their favourite amusements. 
What made them conspicuous in this field was their skilful 
use of trained birds and beasts in their hunts. The influx 
of wealth, the intimate connections with the Persians and' 
their non-expansionist policy perhaps explain the ever- 
increasing enthusiasm of the Abbasid caliphs in such costly 
and complicated sports.
- - The Caliph Mahdl used to take a special interest in 
going out on regular hunting trips in company with his close 
friends, horsemen armed with swords, and followed by a 
regiment of soldiers and pages. His keen interest m  
hunting is reported to have cost him his life. ’ The Caliph 
Amin like the Umayyad Yazid I, was excessively given to
5
pleasure and hunting. He spent lavish sums of money to
purchase bear skins, hunting beasts and birds and best
6animals fon the royal zoo. He was particularly fond of
(Continued from uhe last page):— an unpublished manuscript 
of Kushajim named al-Bayzara and several other tardiyat 
poems throw much light on the art of chase and Hunting durin 
the middle ages.
1. Cf. the pre-Islamic poetry, especially the poems of liar 
al-Qays in the Bab4 al-mu4 allaqat, cf. also, herder, 
ChasseT p. 15YY•
2° Muru j, v, p. 156; Fakhri, p. 76.
3* Muru,j , vi,ppo 227-26~T~dkhrI, pp. 243-d; Bay^sara (attr.
to Abu 4 Abdallah al-HaianJT* P* ^3°
4. Fakhri, pp. 243-46
5 • KuruyT vi, 431 -32; Maslyid, p . 5 ; Bay zara, p „46; Mangali, 69 =>
'I
hunting lions , and a brother of his is said to have met
phis death pursuing wild boars. The Caliph Muctasim was so * «
much interested in hunting that he is said to have built a
special horseshoe-shaped wall along the Tigris and used his
circuit of men to drive the game inside, thus shutting it
x
in between the wall and the river. Like Mu4tasim, the Caliph
*
Mu‘tadid was very fond of this pastime. It was his practice 
«
to engage in hunting expedition at the conclusion and the
4beginning of military campaigns. In'lion hunting he was
such an expert that, in the words of Kushajim, "he seldom
came back leaving behind lions that were not dead".^Likewise
the Caliph Mustakfl was keenly interested in hunting by
cheetah and falcons so much so that he would personally take
6care of the predatory beasts and birds.
It appears that because of the interest in hunting the 
early Abbasid caliphs established a special zoo (hayr al- 
wuhush) attached to the royal•palaceP  It was here that 
they brought and preserved every kind of animal known to 
them.
1. Muruj, vi, pp. 432-33° Host of the tardiyat (cynegetic) 
poems of Abu Nuwas are said to have beon composed relating 
to Amin's hunting pastime, (cf. Masayid, 3; Bayzara ,46).
2. Aghlnl^, x, p. 190.
3. Fakhra, pp. 73*74 ;J'KlzjrunI, Ta?rikh, p. 139 ; Efishwar,viii, 
p7~28f; Masayid, p„5; 3ayzara7~pV 46. ~~ *
4. Masayid, pp.5*6; Bayzara, 46; Muntazara,v,pt.2,pp.123i129°
a " o
5. Ibid, Masayid,p.6; see also, Bayzara,p.46. Bor a story'of 
a duel fOught by this Caliph with* a lion, see, Muntazam, 
v, pt.2, p. 129°
6. Masayid, p.7; Bayzara, p, 48. /
7. Jahiz, Bayawin, iv,422; Sabi, Busurn,p.7; Muntazam,v,pt.2,
p. 144; Oreswell (Early Muslim Architecture,ii, 241,292)calls 
it "Game preserve"'! (5n Hfaine reserves' of Ss.marra see, 
Rogers, Samarra.. in "The Islamic City", ed. by Hourani 
and Stern,"“Oxford, I970,p.151f; • It is in this zoological 
garden that the Byzantine embassy was brought, during the 
reign of the Caliph Muqtadir, and shown herds^of wild 
animals,lions,elephants.(cf• Rusum,p.llf;Khatlb,i,103)°
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Hunting animals exchanged as Rifts :--
The Caliphs, wazirs and wealthy people, who were fond
of hunting, delighted in exchanging gifts of falcons, hawks,
cheetah and dogs. The Abbasid caliphs often received such
gifts both from their wazirs and governors and from monarchs
of friendly countries. According to Tabari, in the year 190/
*
805, Harun al“Rashid received a set of presents from the 
Byzantine king among which were included 12 falcons and four
p
hunting dogs. The Queen of If rang, Bertha is said to have
sent among other magnificent presents, 10 big dogs of
unequalled species, 7 falcons and 7 saker falcons to the
Caliph Mustakfl in 293/905^
Ihn Zubayr in his book "Treasures and Gifts" records a
number of instances when the Caliph Mu4tadid received, among
«
various things, gifts of falcons and cheetah from 4Amr b. al- 
Layth al-Saffar. In 281/89^ 4Amr presented to the Caliph 15 
falcons; in 282/895 30 falcons; in 283/896 20 falcons; in 
286/899 a large number of falcons.^’ In 280/893, this Caliph 
is also reported to have received 11,falcons and 5 cheetahs 
from the Samanid ruler Isma4Il b. Ahmad.^In 298/910 Isma4Il
o
again sent 50 falcons and 100,000 furs of sable (samraur), 
foxes and marten (fanak) to the Abbasid court. The enthusi­
asm of the Abbasid caliphs for hunting with predatory animals 
is also reflected in their demand that the kharlrj be paid 
partly in the form of hunting animals. For example, the 
Caliph Harun received 30 falcons from Armenia, 10 falcons 
and 20 dogs from Babr and Taylasan per annum.■
1 • al-Mahasin wa*I-Addad, 197; Bhakha51 r, 39f; Khaiidiyan, Tuh&f, 1
2. Tabari,iii, pp.710-11 —
5* Bhakha ?ir, p. 19
1. Ibid, pp, l l0,11,1-3 -
5. Ibid,p. 12.
6. Ibid, 59.
7. J ahshiyarl, V/uzara ’, p . 236; cf. also Saleh AfAli, JIuISO, 
'14(i<J?'D,p.509. '
The literature on the subject shows that the art of
hunting was in essence practised by- two distinctly different
social groups. On the one hand the caliphs and their court
dignitaries indulged in hunting as a lively past imp, '-^ hey
spent large sums of money on this diversion and conducted
elaborate hunting expeditions for pleasure almost throughout 
2the year. On the other hand, the poorest social classes 
took to hunting as a vocation. These ’’professionals”. looked 
upon hunting as a means of earning tlieir livelihood,^ The 
methods and technique they used depended upon their meagre 
resources. Interestingly we find very little evidence in 
the literature about the practice of hunting by the common 
people. It seems that both city and country dwellers of 
ordinary means did not engage in hunting regularly. This 
conclusion of course may be an erroneous one as the existing 
social literature does, not usually concern itself with 
describing the customs and the culture of the common people. 
Hence it is difficult to say something authoritatively on 
the extent to which the commoners engaged in hunting as a ■ 
profession or as a temporary (seasonal) vocation. The evidenc 
that we summarise about the expense involved in the underta­
king of hunting expeditions would, however, point to the 
conclusion that the expense involved made hunting prohibitive 
for the ordinary people. On the other hand it is likely that 
the small farmers and the beduins may have engaged in hunting 
as a temporary means of sustenance especially during periods 
of famine, draught and agricultural inactivity.
In hunting, during this period, three types of instru­
ments were generally used. They can be classified as :—
(a) beasts and birds of prey (b) various types of hunting 
weapons (c) tricks and devices employed to trap animals,
(a) Beasts and birds employed in hunting :--
Ip is worth mentioning here that a reader of works on 
al-Masayid wa'l-Matarid written during the medieval period
4 O
frequently comes across terms like al-dawarl and al-Jav/Irih
~""J" T,Tr4 r“,ri~ ' a"
to indicate beasts of prey and birds of prey respectively.
Lexicographers do not appear to make any distinction between
the two and modern writers on hunting confusingly use one of
them in place of the other. But a study of Arabic sources
makes it clear that al-dawarl was used particularly to”u «
denote the beasts trained to the chase while al-Jawarih 
was used to mean only the birds trained to hunt- .
Among beasts, employed in hunting were hounds, horses, . 
ferrets, wolves, panthers, weasel, lynx caracal, Jungle 
cats, tiger cats and the like. But the most prized and 
desired animal trained to the chase was fahd or--the cheetah. 
Cheetah.
Cheetah, being the most somnolent animal on earth, is
the swiftest of all quadrupeds and has got a speed of about
eighty miles an hour for a distance, of five or six hundred
2yards. Modern mammalogists, in fact, ’'recognize it as a 
greyhound with the fur of a big cat from the form of the 
cranium, teeth like those of the canidae, non-retractile
claws, its habit of running in strides, each step being a 
leap of five to six yards, and its peaceful nature; the 
cheetah does not experience the blind atavistic ferocity 
shown by the big felines at the sight of blood1'* This 
beautiful animal, found mostly in Iraq, Syria, Persia and 
India was almost unknown to contemporary Europe and was- 
surprisingly not used by the Muslims in the Maghrib and 
Spain. It was at the time of the Crusades in the 14th 
century that the cheetah was introduced to the courts of 
Sicily and Italy and subsequently from there to the courts
A
of Prance, Germany and England.
The methods of snaring and trapping a cheetah, giving 
it proper training for the chase and the techniques of its
hunting has been vividly narrated by Arab writers such as
— *i- PKushajim and Mangali. The information contained in s.-ese
treatises has been- analysed and paraphrased by P. Vire in 
his article Pahd in the new Encyclopaedia of Islam and alsc 
by Mercier in his book on chase and sports. Therefore ther: 
is hardly any need of repeating them here. However, when 
a cheetah was caught by the trailers by the kadd and it6 afc 
(i.e., tease and fatigue) method^, it was carried home with 
extreme caution and care where it was subjected to vigorous 
and sometimes painful training to become efficient at the 
chase. Through a gradual process of manning it was accustom 
to take food in front of people, to jump on the pillion and 
ride horses without any fright and hesitation. It was also 
supplied some "bagged quarry" preferably in the jungles
s.v. Pahd (P. Vine).
2. Masayid, pp»13pf; Bayzara, p .118f; Uns al-mala *, 61 --12.
p. Maslyid,p. 163; al-Mansur I f111-Bayzara, p. 133- Par ~ 
description of sharing0the cheetah seef Ei2} s.v. Pari
The Arab authors who are apt to believe fabulous ideas
inherited from Greek writings through Arabic srsrsi s ~:
(Cout, .
and the quarry was slaughtered under its feet to enable the 
cheetah to lap the blood and bring out hunting instincts 
quickly.
When the cheetah-master (fahhad), thought that the 
cheetah, had become effecient at the chase, it was taken to 
the hunting ground hooded on its pillion, knotted to the
p
,saddle-bow and was kept untied .except for J-ts' sleep, . . 
Hunting treatises mention three ways of hunting with this- 
predatory animal which are called mukabara or mufj awada 
(hunting at force), dasis (stalking) and mudhinaba (trailing) 
The best method which said to be the princely prerogative 
is mukabara also called muwajaha (confrontation). This 
method involves more hardship and more risk for the cheetah- 
master than the cheetah. In this method of "hunting at force" 
the huntsmen, having reconnoitred the herd of animals from 
a distance, select-a buck and run it down untill the buck 
becomes fatigued; now the cheetah is cast on the exhausted 
quarry who lay it low without difficulty or fatigue
The second method depends mostly on the animal Itself.
It usually becomes greatly relished for the thrilling 
spectacle that it presents. In this stalking method, the 
cheetah is kept unhooded on the ground and is set off by a 
signal to take its quarry by surprise when it reconnoitres 
from distance the gazelle grazing in the field. While 
stalking towards its quarry, the cheetah takes every caution
(Continued from the last page):—  mention that cheetahs and 
other wild animals were caught with the help of "beautiful
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to conceal its scent and. not to st.urtle. the quarry. The
huntsmen usually cover themselves not to be seen by the
quarry while the cheetah creeps up to the gazelle very
carefully remaining stock-still at the first signal and
keeping one foot after another and taking full advantage of
every undulation of the ground until it ■ comes up quite
close to the quarry and attacks surprisingly without giving
its quarry any chance to be on its alert. This sort of
careful and stalking movement of the cheetah is known by
_ 1
the technical term da’lan.
The third method commonly used by huntsmen and said to
— *■ 2be the popular hunting technique of the dahaqm (gentlemen 
farmers) in mudhanaba or 'trailing’. In this method the
cheetah-keeper usually recognizes the herd of gazelle, hares 
and the like by its footprints and trails it upwind as far 
as its cover without giving it any chance to be alert. When 
the cheetah-master is within the striking distance, he 
releases the cheetah which succeeds in hunting down a number' 
of animals from the herd.^
(continued from the last page):— .
2
1. El , s.v. Fahd (F.Yire) based on the materials found in the
Masayid, p. I83f; Uns al-Mala5, p.61f. cf. also, Mercier,
« — ....
Chasse, pp. 72-73- 2
2. El, s.v. Fahd. See a picture of the cheetah being taken 
to the hunting ground on the horseback, Mercier, Chasse, 
facing p. 73 (copy from an Indian illustration).
3. Masayid, p. 183; Bayzara, p. 119; al-Mansurl fl1I-Baj/zara, 
p.186; cf, also s.v. Fahd (F.Yire). ‘
Footnote of this page.
1. Masayid, p.184; Bayzara, pp.120-21; al-Mansuri fl’1-Baysara, 
pp. 186-87; cf. also EI^, s.v. Fahd, also Mercier,p.73•
p
2. On dahaoin see, Ely s.v. Dihkan, (A.K.S.Lambton); cf. also, 
Fahd, "in JE.6HQ, vm (\9fa5), V: TisfT*"*
3° Masayid, p.184; Bayzara,pp.120-21; EI^, s.v. Fahd.
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• ' It is very important that after every career (tiiq)
the cheetah keepers do not forget to cut the quarry's
throat under the cheetah’s feet and let it lap up the blood
caught 'in the bowl in order to remove it from its quarry.
Similarly, the huntsmen did not neglect to hood the cheetah
as soon as it remounted the pillion lest it jump on unwanted
1animals on its own accord.
Whichever hunting method is applied, the cheetah-master
should not call for more than ten ’careers’ from his cheetah
in one day though it could be twenty careers as a maximum
with some exceptional cheetahs. If this is not observed
strictly, the cheetah becomes useless and sometimes it
looses its rapine instinct. This is why it is advised by
hunting experts that this animal should be taken to the
2hunting ground only on alternate days.
As the cheetah was highly priced as a rare animal in
Abbasid Iraq, it was regarded by people to be status■symbol.
The Abbasid wazir Abu Muslim al-Khurasani (718-55) and some
Abbasid and Fatimid caliphs showed *such uncommon interest in
this predatory beast, that they frequently took it in their
*
official processions. It was also an article of gift
4_
exchanged amongst wealthy and high dignitaries.
Masayid, p. 184; Bayzara, pp. 120-21; al-Mansurl fI11-
Bayzara, pp. 186-87; cf. also Elf s.v. Fahd (F.Yire); see
also Mercier, Chasse, p. 731-
2. Ibid. 
o
5. El, s.v. Fahd. cf. also Mercier, Chasse, p.71 apparently 
quoting from al-Faqlhi, Paris MS. ho. 2834,
4. Dhakha*ir, p. 42; ai-Mahasin wa’l-Addad, p. 197*
"" ’ o o _
From the various synonyms used for the- Lynx caracal©
(4anaq al-ard) it appears that it was^perhaps one of the
most popular beasts of prey used during this period. The
caracal, resembling the cheetah in appearance and smaller
than a dog in size having wonderful jumping capacity of
twenty yards high and forty ■ yards long, lighter in weight
than the cheetah, and less exacting in its requirements,
seems to have been used for ’fur-hunting’, and appears
equally adept with 1feathered creaturesr, patridges, wild
'I *»■gheese, bustards, cranes etc. Al-Mangali informs us that it
2was trained to the chase like the cheetah. From Kushaj 1m
it-would seem that the popular hunting method of this
-  5animal was the dasis or stalking°
The' Arab authors mention, though not at all convincingly,
that lions could not harm the Lynx Caracal as it was apt to
slip in between the legs of the lion and catch hold of its
neck with its forelegs and hurt the chest of the lion with
its back until the lion is compelled to jump in the water.
4-and get rid of the caracal. For such unique tricks and 
artifices of the 4anaq al-ard, the author of al-Mansuri fl’l- 
bayzara holds it superior to the cheetah.
The next important animal widely used in hunting, during
A
the period under review, was the hound. Hounds were usually 
employed to retrieve the game and to assist the falcons ? 
attacking gazelles or hares. It was for their wonderful 
smelling power, loyalty to the master and other characteris­
tics rarely found in other beasts of prey that the hounds 
were regarded an inevitable part of hunting trips. On frosty 
and snowy days none but hounds could discover the lair of 
hares, gazelles and other animals. Moreover, unlike the 
cheetah the dog is a light sleeper and a keen watcher and
contrary to all beasts of prey it habitually pursues the
2chase for the master and not for itself. According to 
other beliefs of Arab writers, the hunting dog can easily - 
distinguish between a really dead animal and an animal that 
pretends^^so } ese dogs were so expert that even foxes who 
were apt in pretending death could not escape their 
eyes. Moreover, if several dogs are slipped and one seizes ' 
the quarry while the other fails, the latter does not 
dispute possession, but seeks another quarry,^
The best hounds employed in hunting during the early 
Abbasid period were those imported from Saiuq — — a village
A  -  -r-in the Yemen, Mercier believes that the Saluqi was the 
only dog with which the Arabs hunted in the medieval periods
1 „ See, for example, the tardiyat poems of Abu Nuwas which 
are mostly devoted tojhuntmg "dogs, their merits and their 
hunting methods,, Diwah, pp, 206-223,
24-4
Saluqi dogs employed for hunting;
Illustration from Jahiz's Kitab al-Hayawan.
(From Lofgren Oscar and Carl Johan Lamm, Ambrosian 
fragments of an illuminating manuscript containing the 
zoology of al-Jahiz, Uppsala, 194-6).
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But his observation that th©se dogs were used to
retrieve animals rather than engage in hunting is
1erroneous and seems contrary to pur sources. Several
traditions, poems and the writings of hunting experts point
to the conclusion that the saluqi dogs were successfully
employed to hunt hares, foxes, francolins, gazelles and 
2even stags. The latter was the biggest quarry to which
hounds were bound and it involved great risk as the
sharp horns of the stag badly injured the dogs. For big
quarries, as a rule, two or three dogs were released at - a
time, and sometimes falcons were slipped to assist the 
 ^ _ the
hounds. The Zaghurl hounds (drawn fromJRoman territory
called Zaghur) often cited by Usama and Mangali as equally
4good hunting animals do not appear to have been employed 
in hunting during this period.
An anecdote connected with the person of the Caliph 
Ma’mun shows that the good qualities of hounds are the same 
as in the horses. Such good qualities, as outlined by the 
medieval writers on the chase, are that the animal should 
be light coloured and black-eyed; long between the forelegs 
and the hindlegs; short in the back; small in the head; 
long in the neck; pendant-eared, with breadth between the 
ears; that it should possess large prominent eyes; a long 
slender muzzle, and be deep-mouthed'. It should have a loud 
and fierce bark; a prominent and broad forehead with a few
1. Mercier, Chasse, p. 67.
3- Masayid, p. 141; al-Mansur! fl*l-Bayzara, p. 193-
4. Usama, I4tibar, p. 212; Mangali, Uns al-Mala’, p. 37
5. See ,the anecdote in the cxistingjiunting treatises‘(e,g. 
Masayid,13; Bayzara,145; al-Mansur! fl1i-bayzara, 168;
M~r ^  . , -f,- i—     i   "  ■'nrJ
Kitab Jamhara fl ;ilm al-bayzara by an anonymous author 
of one ICth “century; extracts ~oT this book published(Con.)
coarse hairs under the chin and on the cheeks. Moreover,
1it should be long in the thighs and short in the forelegs.
The medieval writers on hunting have mentioned, perhaps
through their observation and experience, a number of '
methods to select the best pup suitable for giving training
in the chase. They hold that if the bitch produced only one
pup, it was regarded better than its parents; if two, the
male thought to be better than the female; if three, the
one resembling the mother, thought to be the best of the
three; if amongst the three there happened to be only one
o
male, it was regarded as the best. In ah another method of 
determining the best pup it is said that the dog keeper 
should take a number of newly born pups in a room and call 
them to approach him to a distance. The one that moved on 
all four legs without much stumbling was regarded to he the 
best among the lot.^
The training method for such saluqi dogs for binding 
to quarries was not complicated. For this purpose they were 
bound to a muzzled fox. The dog encouraged by the fox's 
inability to bite, easily tore it into pieces and thus 
became an efficient chaser after a few repeated games provided 
by its master. As a precaution not to get it frightened by 
the sight of game during its immaturity and consequently 
losing its rapine instinct, a hound is generally not taken 
to the hunting ground before attaining ten months of age,^
(Continued from the last page):—  and translated by B.C. 
Phillott and E„ Azoo in JASB , 190?, p. 599)-
Masayid,pp. 136-7; Bayzara, 144-4-5; Kushajim, al-Bayzara, 
SO AS, FIS. No. 2091, fol.11 (m Extracts of this Fis. with 
English translation by B.C. Phillott and R.F.Azoo,JASB, 
1907, pp. 47-49).
Horses were frequently employed by the huntsmen to 
chase the prey* The horse was employed to meet the 
lion and other ferocious animals. To train it not to 
get frightened at the sight of a lion, it was supplied 
with fodder in front of a wooden lion-dummy for a few days . 
and then it was fed near a real lion placed in a cage with 
whose smell and roar it becomes gradually accustomed.
Finally, to make it more familiar with lion, the horse was 
ridden to the forest and was made to approach the caged
'i
lion upto a spear's length.
The method of provoking and attacking a lion, mounted
on such a trained horse with spears and bows in hands,
presents a thrilling scene. The lion, infuriated by the
teasing of the horseman, usually runs after him. But since
the horse runs faster than the lion, the latter gets fatigued,
and the horseman availing the opportunity wheels round with
a rapid and deft movement and waits for the lion to approach.
As soon as the lion comes within the arrow-range, the
horseman shoots it in the foot. The lion though roaring in
pain, continues to pursue the horseman who continues to
shoot arrows at it from distance getting shorter and shorter
until in the end, when the lion is overpowered with fatigue
and wounds the horseman brings the combat to an end by
further use of arrows, spears and swords or knives if 
2necessary.
to be
Lion hunting appears/a favourite pastime of the early 
Abbasid Caliphs and other members of the futuwwa organise-
p
tions. Some recent archaeological evidence has corroborated 
the practice of lion hunting in the Abbasid period*
Weasels (Ibn 4 ira) :--
Not unlike the dogs, the weasels were used by the hunters
lL
as an indispensable aid in hunting* This animal has often
been confused with ferrets, which, according to the leientific
3data of modern mammalogy, are essentially of European origin*; 
Weasels, found almost in all the countries of Islam with 
slight difference of coat and size possess uniform character. 
It was for the extremely blood-thirsty instincts of this 
miniature wild-beast, its feline suppleness, its agility in 
creeping noiselessly into the narrowest fissure, the lightning 
speed of its-leap, the inexorable vice-like grip of its jaws, 
its great aptitude for being trained, the'least attention 
that it required and the extreme ease in carrying it about 
on account of its small size, that the weasel played an 
important part in Abbasid hunts
Weasels were generally used to retrieve game-birds from 
within impenetrable thickets or to terrify and flush them 
out from dense coverts to be taken by the falcons and for
1 * Masayid, pp, 5-6; Bayzara, p-4-6; Muntazam, v,pt;2,pp*123j129
|«J I . I . I  I I. I I . . . I  I I  I - r _  O
2. Muntazam,ix, cf. also, Badri, *5mma, pp. 24-5-4-6*
immiiB-r-n-. w. .t
3* See, for example, Abdur Raziq, Annales Islamologiques, ix, 
1970, pp* 109-121 ; I am indebted"to Professor Claude
Cahen for drawing my attention to this article.
^• Masayid, pp. 19,48,227-28; al-Mansurl f111-Bayzara3 d.1883
digging out fox, badger and porcupine. To dislodge foxes, 
hiding in their earths, the weasel, fastened at the neck or 
waist to a long leash, was released. Its appearance terrori­
zed the foxes and forced them to flight, or else, they, 
having been siezed in the throat by the little steel-jaws 
of the weasel, were forcibly dragged out by the leash 
fastened to their assailants, which would never release its 
hold..1
The avid interest of the people in the early Abbasid 
period in hunting is evident from reports that some people 
even trained wolves, lions and panthers to the chase and
-  -r 2used them as Aswan (beasts of prey). But these are 
isolated evidences which can^hot be generalized as a common 
practice. Jahiz mentions a wolf and a lion, presumably 
during the khilafat of Mutawakkil, to have been trained to 
the chase which hunted wolves, foxes, assess, cows and wild 
animals quite freely.^ Similarly Usama b. Munqidh (c. 584/ 
1188) tells us of a trained lion cub which often used to ■
Ll
attack horses and caused harm to people. He also speaks of
q, _
a Lynx (washaa) which was employed for hare hunting.^Kushajin
also speaks of a black expert hunter who was reported to 
have trained wolves and lions who hunted deer, asses and 
similar other animals.^
1. El^, s.Vo Ibn *Irs, (F. Tire); cf. also, Masayid, pp.227-28.- n_ - ' «m— 9
2. Masayid, p.42; Jahiz, Eayawan, vii,pp.252-55; l* tibar,106-7«
3* Hayawan, vii, pp. 252-3*
4. Usama, I6 tibar, pp. 106-107-
5. Ibid, p. 193*
6. Masayid, p. 42
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Birds of Prey (Jawarih) :--
WT-- _f . — ----------- <r
Like the hunting beasts, the hunting birds or more
precisely falcons were very sophisticated hunting instruments
of the :Abbasids. They used generally four types of hawks
known as bazl (the goshawk), shahin (the peregrine falcon),
saqar (the saker falcon) and 4uqab (the eagle). The abundance
of technical words designating sporting birds in accordance
with their age, sex and habitat are to be noted.
Broadly speaking the Bazl had five species each having
some special and peculiar characteristics readily recognized
by the expert falconers. They are : baz (female goshawk),
aurraq (male goshawk), bashiq (sparrow-hawk). iOimilarly the 
shahin  t
HaadTYThree species known as shahin (peregrine falcon), aniqi 
(inferior to shahin and used for sparrow hunting), and the 
qataml or qutama ( a large species similar to shahin in
ft ( M M
hunting instinct). The saqar had again three species viz :
—  -  1saqar, kubatj and yu’yu*.
The preferred colour for the baz and shahin was al__- 
asbahraj (i.e., a colour in vrhich whiteness is predominent): 
next dark black.^ According to the author of the Tabassur biT- 
Titjara the best baz was the light coloured one drawn from 
the suburbs of Turkistan and Jilan; next the dark black 
imported from the parts of Zanj, the Yemen and India. The 
red ones or those having two colours intermingled wore 
considered to be of inferior quality. Among the shahin the
fesa,yid,pp. 48-103; Bayzara, p. 50f. cf. also s.v.
Bayzara (S'. Vire); also, Mercier, Chasse, chapter Folcenry 
Bayzara, pp. 65,104; Masayid, pp. 55*79; Bengali, Uns al- 
Mala’, pp. 92-93*
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peregrine black coloured and light coloured brought from
Jurjan was considered to be tho best. In bawashiq (sparrow
hawks) black colour was much sought after. Next to it was
the light coloured of India and the red having red back and 
•'1
spotted breast. In saqar and eagle generally red and black 
colours were preferred respectively. However other 
colours were not disliked; it was only a matter of preference 
and sometimes personal taste.
The usual weight of a preferred bazl, as outlined by 
the grand falconer of the Fatimid ‘Aziz billah, was 5 to 5 i
x - . ll
Baghdadi ratls^; of a shahin, 2-J to 5 Baghdadi rat Is ; of a
saqar, 2-g- ratls^; of an ‘uqab, 10 to 14 Baghdadi ratls.^
Among all the hawks the goshawk or baz has been
traditionally regarded the best of its species obviously
for its rapid stooping power to its quarry, unexcelled
patience in holding up the quarry and, above all, its delicate
temperament. It was widely believed that the baz was born
7to the flying art. That is why the enthusiasts for hawking 
did not hesitate to import it from far-off lands like G-reece,
Q
Turkistan, Persia and India.
1, Tabassur bi1 l~Tifjara,pp. 35-36,a o ’ 1 " 1 1 | 1
2. Masayid, pp. 85,96; Bayzara, pp. 95,108.
3* Bayzara, p. 65*
4. Ibid, p. 104
5. Ibid, p. 95
6. Ibid, p. 110. It is the largest of all the hunting birds.
It binds to all birds and hunts four legged animals such 
as the hare, the fox, the lynx etc._(cih ibid, pp.110-12: 
Masayid, p. 93ff«) According to Damirl in is the swiftest 
of“all birds of prey and can fly from_Iraq to Yaman 
between morcning and evening, (cf. Damirl, Hayawan, s.v.)
7• Masayid, p.52f; Shawkat, 3ayd gab.q anawka11, pp„12-14;
--i_ r g  1,1
51, s.v. Bayzara (F. Vire) ; cf .~also "the"'poems of Abu
Nuwas (piwan, pp.223-25) and Ibn Mu‘tazs (Biwan. p.156) 
describing the various qualities .of falcons and their 
hunting skill.
8, See, for example, Jahiz (?), Tabassur bi'1-TilIra,55-56„
o2 5 *
These falcons .were generally snared or limed and caught 
at their young age by means of nets of noose and chiefly of
A
"flying decoys". Now they were given extensive training to
be used by the huntsmen as an effective weapon of hunting..
The young hawks (ghitrlf) when caught are sealed in
the eyes, kept awoke and abated by fasting for several days.
It is generally kept for about a week in a dark room and
/
offered its necessary diet (preferably flesh of-some birds
like sparrow, doves and pigeons or mutton of a young sheep)
after emitting a certain sound to which the falcon gradually
becomes accustomed and induced to step on the fist at its
own accord. During this period, the eyes are generally not
unsealed though sometimes progressive unsealing could be ■
possible. Some trainers unseal it at night only but seal it
again as soon as it is day. When tamed to step on the fist,
its eyes are unsealed and hoods are supplied instead; then
in order to make it bold and receive more ’manning* it is
taken to noisy places where there is music and dancing,
where drums are beating, and to the smithies where it hears
2the ring of hammers on the iron.
After receiving necessary manning, the primary training 
for stooping at games begins. Nov/ it is carried for several 
successive days on the fist with gloves in hand^ to the 
open places preferably to the hunting grounds, kept on the 
ground and fed there by accustoming it to respond to the 
trainer’s call to step on his fist. The trainer usually
1. El2, s .Vo Bayzara (F«Yire).
2. Mas ay id, pp. 50-51; Bayzara , pp. 49-115; Tins al-Mala?3 p '
pp. 85-107; El 7" s.v. Bayzara; cf. also Mercier, Ghasse, 
Chapter "Falconry", p. 80ff,
3. Gloves are put on the hand as a safeguard against possible 
wounds by the sharp clutches of the falcon.
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waits on horse-back or stands on the ground. Having finished
this training it is talien out in the field hooded and mailed
in the sock (gaba4) with bell and 11creance" 'tied to the
leather band round its leg along -with the'- training birds ■
(lea sir a) selected from the species for which' it was-; being .
trained to hunt. To start with, it is usually released on
prophyro (a sort of water fowl) or pigeons. The trainer on
horse-back with the hawk on his fist unhooded, waits for
the servant hidden nearby, to.fly the ’training birds’ as
soon as the drum is beaten* Sometimes a long cord is
fastened to the feet of the dove with its end in the servant2
hand who shakes it several times to cause the bird to-
flutter and thereby attract the falcon's attention.‘The
falcon.thus cast, off by the trainer stoops at the 'bagged
\
birds? and-seizes^it,, whereupon the falconer cuts the bird’s 
throat under its feet and gives it"the flesh soaked in blood 
to invoke its carnivorous instinct and awaken its keenness 
(faraha) to bind to the quarry. Generally it seems that the 
hawker does not allow the hawk to catch more than one bird 
a day for the first week, two a day for the second, and 
three f o r the third, after which it is allowed, at the
The creance is tied and held by the falconer to keep the 
hawk in control• because, if in is neglected and the hawk 
takes fright and flies up into the air to a height greater 
than the length of the creance and then comes down, it 
will almost certainly injure itself. In that case the . 
falconer probably will never be able to overcome its 
nervousness. (cib Shavkat, Sayd gahe shawkati,p .51), Bells
are fastened generally in the tail presumably for rv;c
reasons first., it helps the falconer to discover the
whersahours of a hawk when it flows ih pursuance of its
quarry to bush or thick cover and goes out of the sight
of the owner. Secondly, sometimes bells cause the 
quarry, which is being pursued,to look around ybhc- hawk : 
gets nearer to the quarry thus reducing its .speed and 
making it an easy prey for the falcon, (cf* Ibid, op hi 22-
123).
Drums are usually beaten to frighten the birds and make 
them fly in the sky so that the hawk can easily be bound 
to them.
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falconer's discretion to take as many as it can fly at, The
hawk is, however, allowed to take her 'pleasure* (ishba ?)
on one her 'takes'. After repeating these exercises patiently,
each time at a greater distance, the hawk is estimated
“assured" (mustawin li'l-irsal) and is flown "for good"
(sada talqan) at waterfowls, sparrows and other hunting 
*1birds.
To train the hawk especially the saker falcon to bind 
to gazelles seems interesting. For this purpose a gazelle 
hide is procured and is filled with grass and straw carefully 
until it looks like a real gazelle, A piece of meat is tied 
on the head of the gazelle dummy in between the ears ana 
the saker is fed there for several days with a gradual 
process .of diminishing the quantity until one day nothing 
is put there. Now a real gazelle is taken to the field with 
a cord tied in the feet and held by a man in ambush who 
moves it frequently to cause -the gazelle to move. The hawker 
with the hawk on his fist remains facing the wind until he 
comes within the limits of the smell and the sight of the 
gazelle, thereupon he casts off the hawk who readily binds 
to it. As soon as the man hidden with the cord in hand 
sights the falcon’s stooping at the quarry, he comes out, 
screams and creats noise as happens generally in hunting.
This sort of screaming and noise is used to encourage the 
hawk to be bold on the quarry. Now the animal is seized and 
fell to the ground,.its throat is cut under the feet of the 
hawk and,is given to eat its "fill" on the gazelle. This 
exercise is repeated several times on successive days anvil
1. Bayzara, pp. 49-113; Kushajim, Ilasayid, pp. 50-6*1; Mangali
""" ""    ~<a
Uns al-Nala’, pp. 83-107; Sayo gahe shawkatl, pp. 56-93;
_2 ~cf. also Ex , s.v. Bayzara, (F. Eire).
1it becomes habituated to fly at the'quarry unhesitatingly.
A similar method is applied by the falconers to train their
falcons on hares, wolves, foxes and other small animals„
Sometimes hounds are employed to help the falcons in seizing
the animalso However, on no account must the hooding be
forgotten before taking the hawk up after it has fully fed 
2
on the quarry.
It emerges from our sources that the hawk-keeper during
the Abbasid period used to take special care of the health •
of the predatory birds (jawarih), their food and their
perches* This accounts for the fact that our treatises on
falconry have devoted long chapter in diognosing numerous
diseases of sporting birds, and their cure with various
types of tonics, medicines, pills, pessaries and ointments
etCo To assure their good health the hawks were never given
stale flesh nor fishes, though sometimes in the absence of
3flesh,fish feeding was taken only as an alternative *
Similarly when set down to rest, the falcon was placed on 
the perch or ’block’ and was weathered (tashriq) in the sun, 
near the bathing pool„ Unusual care of feathers and caution 
in casting off to quarries was always taken. During the 
period of moult (qarnasa) the hawks were kept apart'from
o
4noise and their mutes (dharq) were carefully controlled.
1 o Bayzara, pp. 99-101; of. also Timur Mirza, Baz Nama-e-
Nasirl, Eng. Tr. by DcC„ Phillott, London, I968,p»99ff°
20 Ibid, Bayzara, pp. 101-103; .Mas ay id, pp. 84-83; Sayd garie
** * * *  4-r. TIT.T-.. ■-**- l. - .L in rr^  J  D
shawkati, pp. 42-43»
3o 1‘tibar, p»199*—  ^
'4. Bayzara, pp. 39™64; Masayid, pp. 108-130; El, s.v. Bayzara,
(E„ Vire).
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The Abbasici caliphs and the well-off members cf this . 
society seem very interested in hunting water fowls (tayr al-* "o ‘
rna?) grouse and francolins with the help of hawks and falcoins] 
The Caliph Wathiq as reported by Abu'l-Faraj al-Isfahanl was 
in a habit of paying frequent visit to Qatul (a river linked
t o ’
with the Tigris) for hunting francolins and water fowls with
p
Jiis regular hunting associates„ Generally the huntsmen along 
with the falconers used to encircle the pond, lake or river 
side* The drum was beaten to make the waterfowls fly restle­
ssly o As soon as the birds flew, falcons were set on them; 
which stooped to their quarry speadily and did not relinquish 
the chase as long as there was any chance of success till 
the falcon seized the quarry and waited for the hounds or
servants to approach* The hawks were then fed something from
7)the quarry and hooded* It appears that the hawk-keeper 
generally kept a small drum (tabal) attached to their saddle 
and beat it when they intended to call their falcons who 
readily responded to the drum's sound and jumped on the 
fisto^
-  -r-21  Aghani, vii, pp* 158-9; x, PP° 227-28*
2„ Ibid, vii, pp* 158-59°
3* Masayid, pp* 57-58; Usama, Istibar, pp* 202-205»
~2L* Mercier, Chasse, p* 98; cfD also El, s0v0 Bayzara,
(P. Vire)o
(b ) Hunting Weapons : —
The weapons traditionally used by the Arabs in warfare 
were also employed in hunting ferocious animals* The Abbasids, 
in accordance with their elegant taste appear to have ' .> 
effected cei'tain advanced modifications in the shape and 
size of these weapons which resulted in their sophistication 
and more successful operation* These weapons generally 
consisted of double-edged swords, different types of bows 
and arrows known as sahm, nushshaba, nabI, julahiq, bunduq 
etc; spears fitted with flint head (hirab), lances (rumh);
i <?T "  T ' u
shields, knives, daggers, spades etc*
The word s ah in, it would seem, was generally used to . 
denote all types of arrows, whereas the word nabI was used
A
for Arab arrows made of bamboo* The most effective and 
deeply penetrating arrow was the nushshaba, probably of 
Persian origin* This arrow was generally made of wood*^
Usama b* Munqidh (1095-1188) tells us that this arrow was' 
so effective that if it pierces the body of a man he will
1 * Lane, Lexicon, s*v* sahm ; E* Renatsek, ”0n some old arms
and instruments of war", JRAS (Bombay Branch), x.iv(1880) 
pp* 219-63; of* also, Latham“and Paterson, Saracen Archery, 
where sahm and nabl are well described (Glossary s*vvT) 
According to them, nabl is a dart designed to be shot from 
a hand bow with the aid of an arrow-guide, whereas the 
word sahm denotes general arrows, to be followed by some 
adjective's to mean particular types of arrows , such as 
sahm tarnam (a full-length arrow), sahm tawil (long arrow), 
sahm srbaq (flight arrow) etc* Por details see, Saracen 
Archery, Glossary, p* 190 * .
2* Masayid, p* 163° A 12th century manual of warfare (Tabsira,-
fol, 94b) defines the nushshaba as a collective term
applied to arrows compTet”e~^ wlth wood, fletching, and head*
Cf0 Saracen Archery, Appendix,35 P« 164, where the
reference is supplied*
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meet an instantaneous dosth« This seems the reason why
— Pnushshaba was frequently need in lion-hunting*'"
The arrows were most often dressed with, birds' feather 
(rlgJk) The string (watar) of the bows were generally made 
of silk twisted cords or leather, the former was suitable
t
for winter and rainy season. During rainy and damp weather 
the bow-string especially the leather one had to be spanned.
'forcefully, while in warm and dry weather there was no need
2.1
of pulling it with force That is why the length of the 
nushshaba was not kept beyond the archer's span of the
out streched arms (till al~bid ) „
The process of shooting and handling the bows and arrows
as outlined by medieval writers seems interesting., The
archer should hold the arrow with his middle, little and
ring fingers and lock the nushshaba with his index finger
and then throw at-his fancy smoothly0 This method of spanning
the bow-string with the help of three fingers is known to- -
Arabs as daniyyat; while releasing with two fingers (i,e 0
thumb and index fingers) is known as baam.^ It appears that
the archers, as a precautionary measure, sometimes set two
strings to their bows ? one small and the other large,to
7
use either of them according to advantage and necessity,,
At shooting the archer should hit the animal in the 
muscle beneath the shoulder-blades (farlsa) because it finds
1, Usama, 16tibar, p0 191-o 
2 a Masayid, pp0 170-171°
3o In fact trimtLng feathers on arrow controls the motion and 
speed of its flight„ Generally three or four moderate in 
size and straight feathers of eagle, vulture or falcon 
were fixed on to the shaft back to belly in position„
(cf * Arab Archery, pp y 110-111)°
40 Masay1d, p016p) al-Nansuri fl'1-Bayzara, p. 188 who quotes
from Kushajim’s Masayid almost verbatim„
"’”r_ 0 ' ”
5c Masayid, p „161; al-Nansurin«,, pQ 189;
6. Tbldo
7* Ibid0
its way to the heart and renders the quarry powerless* 
Nevertheless, if the archer is very -skilled, he might aim 
at the front part of the dnimal preferably the neck* The 
professional hunters were so skilled in shooting the arrows 
, that they could aim at birds while flying and could hit the 
quarry at any part.they liked* ICushajim narrates that he saw 
"'an archer who set a ring in between the thumb and index 
fingers of his slave and released several arrows of cross­
bow through the holes of the ring without causing any injury
o
to the fingers of the slave**" Similarly, it is reported
that two enthusiast archers of Basra once confronting a
lion in their way shot two shots of Julahiq each aiming at
x
one eye of the Iron making it blind and escaping thereby*
The Turks, during this period, were great masters 
of archery* Comparing their skill with the Kharijites and 
beduins, Jahiz says that "the Kharijites and the beduins
o  o  "
have no skill worth mentioning in shooting from horseback, 
but the Turk can shoot at beasts, birds, hoops, men, sitting 
quarry, dummies, and birds on the wing, and do so at full 
gallop to fore or to rear, to left or to right, upwards or 
downwards, loosing ten arrows before the kharijites can 
knock one1'^
The training method of archery for hunting running 
animals was interesting* In this a moving target known as
1 * Masayid, pp* 165-66; al-Mansuri fr 11--bayzara, p. 189° 
Masayid, p* 24-8*
3° Ibid, -p« 248; al-Mansurl fi11-bayzara, p* 190° On JqplabJyi 
see, later in this chapter, p* 260f*
4* Jahiz, Rasa’il, i,p°45« (« English translation by C»T*Ko
* O --- ...... -
Walker, in JRAS, 1915* P» 666),
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"imitation beast on a chariot11Q  ajala) was preferred. For 
this purpose generally a four-wheeled chariot was taken 
tying firmly on its forepart a .jackal or hare skin stuffed 
with straw and behind it a small skin stuffed likewise» The 
»front skin represented the beast to be shot while the hind 
skin represented the archer*s dog which is usually let loose 
"to chase the beast0 The chariot was now pulbd to a top place 
preferably to a hill and pushed down the steep incline-,, As 
the chariot starts rolling down the hill, the archer starts 
to shoot at the front skin., If he hits it correctly then he 
is supposed to be a good archer, otherwise, he is regarded 
unfit for the hunt and it is fe'ared that he might kill his 
own dog. Sometimes instead of drawing it to a lofty place 
a long string is tied to the wheel holding its end to a 
rider who pulls the chariot running on horseback whereupon 
the archer mounted behind him is asked to shoot at it. This 
practice is repeated for several times until the archer 
becomes skilled at it.
The next important shooting weapon was al-Julahiq 
which has often been described and confused with al-bunduq 
(cross-bow)o Julahiq is most probably of Persian origin0 
Kushajim being unable to trace its origin in Arabic language 
asked an expert philologist who was equally" unable to find
p
its origin in Arabic. It has been said that this instrument
was first used in Arabia during the khilafat of Uthman, who
, -
on people’s complaint, prohibited its use in the country.
1 a Masayid, pp. 16b-67; al-Mansuri fI * 1-bayzara, p. 190; cf„
also, Arab Archery, pp. 14 6-4-7
2° Masayid, p0 24-7- The term julahiq does not occur either 
in°Arab Archery or Saracen Archery,— — books written by 
the scholars of theHTamluk period irnd translated into 
English by N.A.Paris and Latham & Paterson respectively.
3* Masqrid, pp. 24-7"680
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In describing this weapon lexicographers like Ibn Manzur,
Lane and others do not mention more than the fact that Jul.ahiq
was like bunduq and that bullets were thrown by it* A
careful study of this weapon, however, makes it clear that
'it was a bow-like weapon for throwing earthen round pellets
which was extremely effective for hunting birds* Our study
'also suggests that it was not generally used by the Arabs*
Perhaps the foreigners presumably the Persians were mostly
acquainted with the use of this weapon*
Hunting with bunduq has frequently been recorded by our
sources* The qaws bunduq would seem an ancient weapon
frequently used in hunting and warfare in early medieval
period* It was a type of crossbow that shot pellets (bunduq)
of clay or metal*^ The phrase ( } recorded in
MasGudl1s Muruj, indicates lead pellets which were thrown-
by a crossbowIn  warfare, the pellets (bunduq) v/ere
sometimes heated to glowing point in a fire and used as
incendiaries* Other kinds of projectile made out of naphtha
, LVwere also used along with the pellet*
Shabushti in his Kitab al-Diyarat has mentioned 
another type of hunting tool called sabtana which is explained 
by Qalqashandl as a long and straight hunting instrument like 
spear* This is made of lumber with a long hollow inside; 
small earthen bullets are put in the hole which are thrown 
presumably with the help of a triggerThis is reported no 
be a very effective weapon used for bird hunting*
10 Masayid, pp* 26,163,2^7 5 cf. also, Bashford Lean, Handbook 
of“Arm s and Arm our, p* 161*
2* Reinord,pp* 217-18 and Hein, Isl* xiv,p. 30J --  quoted by
Latham and Paterson in Saracen Archery, p »19; f» also L A C 
Mayer, Saracenic Ho r al dry "pp. 13,83“, also Li'S scv«, Barud. 
3* Huriij, viii~ p„ "17
I* Saracen Archery, p* 139
3* DlyaraF, p „9 ; Qalqashand!, S u h h a l c sha, ii,p138*
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( c ) Tricks and Devices used in Hunting*
The third type of instrument and devices used in bird 
hunting were flying decoys, nets, bird-lime etc» .For beasts, 
mostly zabl or ukar (deceiving ditches), fire, whistle (saflr),
t *
fikhakh (traps) hidden nets (shirak mastura), encircling paid 
slipping noose (ahwaq) and the like were adopted. These 
devices were not used on all sorts of animals uniformally 
rather different methods were adopted to trap different
'i
sorts of animals.
Hunting birds by nets was done in several ways*
Generally in the fields and in between the branches of the 
trees and the sides of rocks a net was set wherein sometimes 
a lure or decoy of small birds like sparrow or dove was 
fastened. The birds evidently not beholding the net from 
the distance stooped at the lure and got trapped in the net. 
The method of hawk-snaring is not mentioned by our contempor­
ary sources. Usama, however, writing in the 12th century 
mentions some eye-witness accounts of hawk snaring by the' 
professional hunters. He says that the snarer used to build 
a little stone house about his own height cover it with - 
branches and conceal it under tufts of straw and dry grass.
He made an opening in it, took a dove which he brought to 
it and tied its two feet to a leafless branch, then he made 
it go out by this hole, moving the piece of wood. The bird, 
thus moved, opened its wings; the falcon saw it and darted 
at it to take it. As soon as the hunter saw the falcon was 
there, he pulled the branch to the opening, put out his
M&szxyid, pp. 47-4-8; I6 tibar, p.210; cf. also, Mercier, 
Chasse, pp. 77-?8.
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A hunter snaring the birds with a net using an owl as decoy. 
Illustration from Jahiz's Kitab al—Hayawan. (From Lofgren 
Oscar and Carl Johan Lamm, Ambrosian fragments of an 
illuminating manuscript containing; the zoology of al-Jahiz, 
Uppsala, 194-6).
hand, took the falcon's two feet which were grasping the
1dove, took possession of it and scaled its eys,
*
Sayd al~dibq (bird-lime) is also reported to have been"5”
an effective and safe means to catch sparrows, serins, 
starling etc. The wood of dihq (a very glutinous tree) is
t
put on the branches of the tree; birds touching the wood,
get trapped, and glue sticks to the wings of the birdso
Sometimes lime is prepared with the mixture of a number of
materials and drawn out into longish strings, and put upon
trees; birds are caught by it, It is more free from hazard
than the shubbak (net) because the latter often causes
bruise in the wings of the birds, ■
Ibn Qutayba and Ibn 6Abd Rabbih quoting the author
°£ al-Filaha describe a strange method of hunting common
birds with the help of hiltit (asafetida), hanj (henbane)
and kharbaq aswad (black hellebore). In this curious method,
it is said that the birds became unconscious on eating
grains mixed with such medicinal herbs and gained senses
only when the hunters provided these game birds with a food
prepared with special medicineo^The Arab authors quite often
narrate things from Greek sources without putting them to
experiment or observation and became victims of fabulous
beliefs and popular imaginations. The use of chloroformic
herbs is, therefore, a legacy of -naive idea perhaps widely
believed in ancient times.
For catching sparrows a comparatively easier method
‘ an
was adopted. Herein a basket in the shape ofAink~well 
(mihbara) is taken, a sparrow is fastened at the bottom of
'o 1 1 r
 ^ i6 ^ ibar, p, 200
2* Al-Iiansuri fl’ 1-Bayzara, p,l90; Uns al-mala,’ pp,8,1~82;
Lane, Lexicon, s,v« dibq; Nercier, Chasse, pp*78*~79°
3« ‘Uyun, ii, pp. 94-95; ‘Iqd, vi,pp. 246-7.
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the basket which entices the sparrow to enter the basket ■
where there is no way out for them. Being deceived .by the
squeak of the sparrow in the basket other sparrows enter it
and get trapped. In this way one can snare hundreds of
1 —  ■sparrows in one day. Jahiz tells more or less similar
© o
instrument for catching pigeons which was known as Baikathir 
Quff a{ , Milqaf and D5:-Shakh.^
For trapping waterfowls the contemporary Arab writers 
mention the following curious method.A dry gourd was thrown 
in the pool where waterfowls happened to be in abundancee . 
The birds, though a bit frightened at the sight of the gourd, 
gradually became familiar with it and regarded it as a 
playing object. Nov/, the huntsman putting a gourd sheath, ■ 
with two holes in front of the eyes, on head will quietly 
get down into the pool and approach the birds playing here 
and there. Approaching a bird the huntsman will seize it 
by its feet, plunge in- the water, bruise the wings and let 
it swim in the water helplessly. He will then move to other 
birds and do the same, until in the end he would throw the 
gourd sheath off and collect the game? This method is repor­
ted as so effective that one could catch hundreds of birds 
in one hour. It is narrated that seeing one hundred water­
fowl hunted in one day Jahiz asked the hunter how he had
o o
hunted so many birds. The hunter to the great astonishment 
of Jahiz replied that he had caught them through gourd's
o o
sheath in an hour's time only.^
VUyun,- ii , pp. 94-95; <Iqa, vi, pp. 246.
2. Jahiz, Hayawan, iii, pp. 218-19•
3. Ibid, v,pp. 439-40; 6Uyun, ii, pp. 94-95; 6Iqd, vi, pp. 
246-47.
4. Hayawan, v, pp. 439-40.
o
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In trapping animals, hidden ditches were much used by
the professional hunters» The ditches had various names mostly
- c.
lmown after their various.size and the types of animals they wei-
employed for. The ditches, it would seem, were of two
types —  one where the animal got trapped itself and the
other where huntsmen used to conceal themselves and wait
rfor the animals to approach. In the first type, it seems,
the ditch was covered with iron rods probably in the shape
2
of nets with big holes. This was again covered by earth.
Details of this hunting method are not given by our sources•
But it is more likely that the animals were driven there 
from thickets, dens etc, and were trapped in the ditches.
This sort of ditch is reported so effective that the animal 
once entangled could not come out of it to save its life.
These ditches were generally dug for wild asses, cows, deer,
5 -
boars etc. Likewise, zabiya, i.e., pitfall on elevated
4piece of ground was used for lion and wolf hunting.
The second type of ditches (mawadi4 al-qanis) was
  ' 6~ ~ "'T llrnJ rTnTT'* O
known as qarmus (trapper's hollow underground ambush),namus 
(hunters1 ditch like a ghurfa or .room), qatra (hunter's bayt 
place for concealment) and zariba (hiding-place like a 
lion's den) etc.^ Kushajim tells us that these are-all well- 
like ditches (bi ?ar) used as ambuscade wherein the huntsmen 
fumigate with animal's fur to conceal their smell from wild
1o The ditches used for trapping wolves were called lahma;
for gazelles, hibala; for lions, zabiya; for mountain goats 
daghut ; for foxes, dahum etc. (cf. al-Mansuri fix1-bayzara 
p7“ 201)o
Masayid, P° 4-7; cf. also, Mercier, Chasse, p. 77 
Masayid, P..4-7; al-Mansuri fi' l-bayzara, p.201; I4 tibar, 214-Bo o *“ "..
Masayid, p.4-7; zabiya means a hill which water does not
overflow; but in hunting terminology, it applies to the
hunter's ditch dug in the elevated ground like hill for
trapping beasts like lions etc. For its being in a lofty
place water can^not reach there. That Is why the/ ..... \x 17 (conu 0 0 )
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animals« A sportsman who fumigates.his lurking place with
fur in order that wild animals may not perceive his smell
is called by Arabs "mudamrair1 i,e,, one who usually rushes
1upon the game unperceived,
Tub hares, antelopes, mountain goats and the like were
frequently hunted by nets. The huntsmen set up nets (fikhakh,
..shirak) which they stretched across valleys, then chased the
animal until it fell into their nets. Hunting by nets was
2safer because it seldom caused injury to the animal. Fire,
whistle and animal voice have also been recorded as devices
for attracting and trapping the animal? These devices would
seem hardly practical0 Perhaps the Arabs got such ideas from
the imaginations of the Greeks through Arabic translations.
According to these fantastic beliefs, fire was generally
kindled facing the animal who stared at it until the animal
became puzzled and startled. Sometimes, in addition to fire,
A - . ibell was rung to bewilder the animal quickly, Jahiz speaks of 
the tisas( a kind of vessel or basin of tinned copper or
”t»
brass) which was sometimes beaten for hunting both birds
and beasts --  a statement having no practical evidence. It was
believed that. on' hearing the sound of this vessel the- lions 
approached 'it and listened to it delightfully,-^ . The ! voice '
and the 'whistle’ were also believed to produce similar effects»
(Continued from the last page):—  Arabic phrase is made for 
a thing exceeding the ordinary bound or limits " ",
1.e., the torrent reached the tops of the hill which they' 
do not usually overflow, (cf, LUyun, 11,84; 6Iqd,vi,p,247),
5*. Masayid, pp, 241-2,
V T,r""
■ 1 ° Masayid, p, 242, :
2, Ibid, p, 47o
3o Ibid, p, 47o
4, Ibid, pp. 47,207; Jahi z, Hayawan, iv,p ,484; al-Mansur1 f111
bayzara,p, 194, 0
5, Hayawan, iv, p, 193*— W.
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Some other tricks like stalking horse.or camel (dariya)
lariat (wahaq) and slipping noose by taking a turn in the
✓}
chase (muhawada) were also employed by the huntsmen,, Lariats
p
were often used for catching zebra and even lions» “ Following 
the fabulous beliefs of the Greeks, Arab authors mention the use 
of swooning herbs which cause unconsciousness for catching beasts 
In this method a large fish was taken and cut into pieces 
and was put one by one in the ditch where fire was kindled 
to spread smoke of the fire and odour of the fish to the 
animal's thicket. Now some pieces of meat mixed-with black 
hellebore and opium were scattered around the fire. The 
animal smelling aroma (qutar) of the meat approached there 
and ate the meat and became unconscious. The people in ambush 
would now come out and take the quarry^
In studying the books on hunting and snares we occasiona­
lly come across the word hibala or haba’il used in trapping
■S  o
birds and beasts. It whs some sort of snaring tool made of 
rope often attached to a piece of wood called jurra, having 
a snare at the head and a cord at the middle with which 
gazelles were generally caught. When a gazelle is trapped in 
it, it strives with it a while, struggling in vain to escape. 
This seems to be the origin of the proverb " r oeA
(he struggled with the jurra and then made peace with it) 
about a man who opposes the counsel of a wise man and then 
is obliged to agree with him.^
1. Masayid, pp. 48,207; al-Mansurl fi*l~bayzara,pp. 194,199;” o ‘ O — —
cf. also, Mercier, Chasse, p. 77
2. Zaky Hasan, Hunting as practised in Arab countires of the 
Middle Ages, p.3; Mercier, Chasse, p . 1*99°
3o fUyun, ii, p„ 84; Ibn <Abd Rabbih, ‘Iqd, vi, p. 247
4. Masayid, p. 211; cf. also, Lane, Lexicon, s.v. ,jurra.
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Hibala having cords of sinew was sometimes tied with
a stick hidden in the earth0 When the foreleg of the gazelle 
enters the snare, the cords of sinew are tied in knots upon 
that leg, and when it leaps to escape and stretches out its 
foreleg, it strikes with the stick its other foi'eleg and its
A
hand leg and breaks theim Okie question put forward before
r„the Imam Shafi4!’ regarding the legality of the animal killed
with the hit of the iron in the hibala suggests that iron’
was sometimes used in this s n a r e Hibala does not seem very
heavy or complicated snare so much so that boys could use
this for catching birds* Abu'l-Faraj al“Isfahan! tells us
of a boy who used to snare birds with hibala in the suburb
of Medina using his izar as stalking material by putting
its one end on his head*
In addition to the above, several other tricks and
devices were adopted in hunting big animals like lions,
ostrichs etc0 Sometimes, in lion-hunting the hunter lying
in ambush provokes the lion to come out of its den by
disturbing sounds or by hurling stones» The hunter then
stretches out his left arm bound up in rolls of wool to be bit
ten by the lion0 The lion thus enraged and tempted comes to
bite« In this way the lion exposes itself to the hunter who
n.
uses his sword to advantagen Some other methods like 
encircling the lion with a group of people with spears in 
hand while it is asleep in the afternoon, or attacking by 
two men one acting as decoy and the other assailant or
q
blinding it by throwing blankets have also oeen recorded
'1o bane, Lexicon, s0vv„ hibala and tjurra„
2 0 Masayid, p 0 208„
Z  _  -.-''I
Aghani , i, po22„
d o Zaky~,"~H as an, Hunting as practised Merc i e r , Chasse, 23 °
5o Ibid, Hunting! 7pp„ 'j-Tj; Mercier, 21 -23; Masayid, pp»170-71 ; 
al "-Mansur i f i 11-bayzara, p o 199°
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Dishes prepared with the meat of the hunted animals 
were highly prized and liked by the Abbasid people. Special 
types of food was prepared with different types of flesh. 
.Moreover, the utility of feathers* skin, horn and fur of the 
animals and different beneficial properties of various types 
of games were not unknown to them. The zoological books and 
hunting treatises of the medieval period quite often discpss 
these things with precision and detail. Various tardiyat andT
ur.juza bear testimony that flesh of games was held
A
superior^ to all other meat . We quote ono of such poems.
I
" I went for the hunt early in the morning in the company
of accomplished young men; and it is the best means for
seeking subsistence".
It was believed that natural heat of venison increased
owing to the terror inspired by the beasts trained for chase,
2and so it increased the heat of a man. A wise man is reported
to have said, "the best meat is that of a hunted beast that
x .
has been well-terrified".^
' It appears that the hunt enthusiasts found nothing more 
pleasant than to broil and take the meat hunted in the 
company of friends and relatives even in the hunting ground 
where they were surrounded by poets and singers who sang or 
recited poems suitable to the occasion^ It is reported by .
• Masayid, p. 67; Bayzara, p, 170 .
2. ffakhr1, p. 75
3. TbTcT, p. 75
Ash anil t, p. 88. ; Qutub al-Burur, p □ 44-•
Ishaq al-Mawsill that once he called on the Caliph Mu''tasim
o o a
while he was drinking, and various hunted birds and beasts
>
were lying before him to cause him animation. According to 
the will of the Caliph, Mawsili took part in the feast and
I D
*1 1 —  ^ —
'sang. ' Thacalibi, on the other hand,.in his Yatimat al-Dahr
gives us a vivid description of such parties and says how
"fire was kindled and how the game was broiled and served
p
to the caliph after the hunt." The most prized birds were 
durra,j (francolin) and water fowls. The cranes which were 
widely hunted were used in cooking sikbatj, after the meat
was thoroughly washed and the blood and saliva were drained
d 5away. Pheasants, pat ridges etc. were also dear to them.
Among other animals whose flesh they liked most were
gazelles\ buck, hare, wild bull and the like. Prom the
venison, a favourite dish called kushtabiya (meat-soup) was
_ _ _  ■ o
prepared, which is reported by Kushajim of fine taste: Hare™ 
flesh believed to have possessed beneficial property of.
curing epilepsy was liked very much especially in preparing
~ 8 is zirnaj and roast. It /said that its meat is the most easy
_  .s\
1. Aghani, v, p. 88.
2o 1 ® )  p. 200 9 quoted by H J.Hasan, Islam,, p. 372
3o On sikba.j and its ingredients see, chapter Food of this
thesis, p. 126 
A. Masayid, p. 227 ; al-Mansuri fi'1-bayzara, p„ 205
5. Shabushtl, Diyarat, p. "1^ 8 001T)p0und
6c Kushtabiya is a Persian/word from gusht, meat and ab,
water, meaning raeat-soup.
7° Masayid, p. 208.
8. Forjfche ingredients of Zirnacj and its cooking method see, 
Tabikh, pp^
2r/2
A
to digest* Similarly flesh of the wild hull-was preferred 
to that of the cow* The forraea? has got, it is Baid, more 
dietary properties than the latter. It was cooked with salt
p . .
and water while the latter was served with vinegar. Medicinal 
use of the different parts of the animals like gall, fat, 
flesh, blood etc., was common both for curing the various 
diseases of mankind and those of birds and beasts.
The fur of the animals like hares, foxes, etc., and the 
skins of the cow, buffalo, lion, wolf etc. were utilized 
for various purposes. The fur was mainly used in garments 
whereas the skins were utilized in making shoes, leather 
shield and drums^  It is reported that from lion-hide strings
Zj.
of musical instruments were also made. Horns were put to
use in making bows and the bones of large animals for war
instruments* Ostrich-feathers were used for ornament and its
5
tendons and bones for arrow and spear head.
1. Jahiz, Hayawan, vi, pp. 359-60; Masayid, p. 147.
o  a  "S'  i ' ' 5 " 1 ‘ '  "~™
Masiyid, pp. 143,161.
3* Jahiz, Hayawan, v, p. 477; vii, p. 86
4. Masayid, pp. 171-72.
3® Zaky Hasan, Hunting as practised in Arab countries, p.10; 
Mercier, Ohasse, p. 56
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Timing :--
As regards the timing and days congenial for hunting?
the most favourable one was the day overcast with clouds
*1
where there was no downpour The enthusiasts of hunting
usually went out for the chase at dawn, because in the
darkness of night animals generally take rest and remain 
2
fast asleepo Various hunting poems testify that the hunting-
partymarched to the hunting fields early in the morning
and engaged in hunting for several' dayso Friday .was
regarded to be’the best day for going out for large scale
hunting,, There were, however, some people who preferred
4Saturday to Friday„
Hunting treatises often refer to the astronomical 
calculation and the movements of particular star, planet
5and moon to be observed by the kings and careful persons *
It appears that the Indian astronomical works and the Persian 
and Greek books made available in Arabic translations left 
some influence on the cultural life of the Abbasids® The ■ 
Persians, of -course, took every care in drawing bad and good 
omen prior to their departure from the hunt. This Persian 
custom seems to have influenced the Abbasid society,to some 
extent who also looked for auspicious hours according to 
astronomical observations» But this does not appear to be 
a regular practice of the Abbasid caliphs; and the common 
people who had very little access and sometimes no knowledge 
of the astronomical calculations did not credit them at 
all c
Masayid, p„ 235°
2c Ibid* _ _ '
3° See, for example, Ibn Muctass, 1)1 wan,ppa 184,145,245-46, 
282-83; Abu Nuwas, 1)1 wan, p0 20lVff;cfo also, Mercier,51 f°
4. Masayid, ppe 235-2 37°
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Several instruments and methods were adopted in ■ 
fishing* Fishes were generally caught by the help of nets
_  —  'i —
/(shirak, shabaka) and hooks (shusush) 0 The Caliph Aminr~ " 1 * * *■
was reportedly very fond of angling* Along with his favourite
2 . ."slave“girl he used to sat and compete m  fishing* Fishing
through making "locks and dama" (al-abwab war1-sukur) were
frequently used. In this method the fishermen used to lock
one side of the pond, pool or small canal and threw the
water out and caught fishes in the muddy water* It is
claimed that the "dams and locks" method was the best for 
3fishing* Fishing by net at night was regarded very effective
because fishes, at that time, are believed to be overpowered
with sleep* Similarly fishing in the moonlit-night was
Aconsidered pleasant.
In transparent water fishes could be caught by hand' 
and by throwing javelin and spears* Mastudi tells us of a 
skilled person who could dip and catch fish-by hand c
Jahiz notes another method ’of fishing. He says that
• o
fishermen sometimes made an enclosure (hazira) on one side 
of the river and created noise and clamour through continuous 
shaking and beating of the stick in water. On hearing the
1, Masayid, pp* 3? 229f; Barhebraeus, pp. 232,24-6*
2* Muruj, vi, p„ 4-31; Barhebraeus, p. 232*
3* Warraq, fol, 21a; al-Mansuri fi11-bayzara, p* 213»
4-a Warraq, fol, 2la-b.
5„ Muruj, vii, pp* 96-99°
sound various typos of fishes approached there with curosity
*1and entered the enclosure.
As a rule, it was regarded that the more the water is
'clear the better is the fish* That is why the people preferred
fishes of the Tigris to those of the Euphrates and those of '
2the Euphrates to those of the Nile* ‘ Similarly the fishes of
deep water were regarded better than others, since they
did not live on filth, alga and other dirty things which
generally float on the surface of small rivers and ponds»
The fishes of stagnant, thicket and sluggish water, were
3regarded as inferior in quality*
1„ Jahiz, Hayawan, iv, p* 193°
20 Warraq, fol0 21a; al-Iiansuri fi‘ 1-bayzara,p, 213'■ “ “"o' *
30 Ibid, fol. 21 a; al-Mansuri*,, p. 213
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Sootion IIu 
Economic Aspects of Hunting :—
( a) Total _Est imatc f
The over-all importance of hunting in Abbasid society 
can be gauged if one has some estimates about the expenditure 
of the court in connection with the chase * Hunting provided 
a full-time occupation not merely for the professional 
hunters but also for a vast army of organizers, trainers, 
servants etc. The fahhadin (cheetah keepers), kailabin (dog 
keepers) and bayzar (hawk keepers) were regular employees 
of the courto Besides a host of other hangers-on, archers, 
trappers and runners also sought and gained employment„
Total expenditure on the hunt by the caliphs was in conseque­
nce colossal
Although hunting was not a separate institution in this 
period (as it was in the Mamluk and Mughal periods when a 
separate department under the direction of the master of the 
chase was established) c, a considerable amount of money was 
set apart for the purchase of predatory animals, their 
fodder, the staff needed for the upkeep of animals, the 
purchase of hunting weapons 'etc* Sabi and Ibn Zubayr have-
o
recorded with comparative details the expenses of the early 
Abbasid court. According to Ibn Zubayr, the yearly budget ' 
exclusively for the payment of the hunting staff of the 
Caliph Mutawakkil was 500,000 dirhams. This budget obviously 
did not include the purchase of animals, equipment and
1 „ Sabi, Wuzara9, p.24; idem, Rusum, pp.24-25; Dhakha’ir, '-po 
219; Fakhrl, p.75; s.w, Bayzra & ffahd (lh~Vire7; cf.
also,~^ET”Ashtor, Prix, p0 63c 
20 Elf, SoVo Bayzara (Fc Virc)o 
3o DhakhaMr, 219°
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other necessary provisionso If half a million dirhams were 
only
spent/for the payment of the staff, then certainly a far
greater amount would have ‘been allocated for the purchase
/
of animals (both predatory hunters and game-birds), their- 
.fodder and other hunting parapharnalia0 Sabi in his Kitab 
al-Yvuzara? has given a more detailed estimate of the hunting 
"expenditure of the court of the Caliph Mu£tadid (279“289/
o
892-902)o He says that the monthly estimate of the amount' 
paid to the hunting staff comprising of falconers, cheetah 
keepers, dog keepers, saker falcon keepers, other hunting 
experts, the lancers, people who knew the habits and
I ;
disposition of the beasts, the trappers, elephant keepers 
and other, assistants, porters and hangers-on as well as 
money spent on fodder and provisions of the predatory 
animals were 2^ 500 dinars per month; the month being of 35 
dayso Apart from this an instalment of 50 dinars was given
A
for the maintenance of equipments„ Regarding the budget of- 
the Caliph Nuqtadir's court (295-320/907-932) Sabi in another
O '
book Rusum Dar al-Rhilafa records the total- amount required
for a host of things0 But he does not give a breakdown of.
the expenditure by different commodities and uses. It is
therefore very difficult to .ascertain the exact portion of
budget spent on a particular item*.Sabi notes that the
budget for the fodder of the beasts of burden, other animals
and birds and some other items wras 44T070 dinars per month!
Similarly 42p07 dinars per annum were spent on purchasing
birds, ostrichs, and wild cows- and their fodder along with
2
some other items0 Thus it is clear that thousands of
1o Sabi, Wuzara5, p« 24
o
2* Rusum, pp0 22, 24-25-
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dinars were spent by the caliphs on' hunting,,
By way of comparison the annual.budget of the near 
contemporary Fatimid Caliph al-^Aziz bi'llah (975~96) may­
be mentioned hereB The favourite hunting companion of this 
fCaliph informs us that a sum of ^>0^000 dinax’s was granted 
to the grand falconer (al-Bayzar) to pay the salaries of 
.the staff employed in the ‘hunting department', to buy 
provisions for hunting animals, and to buy saluqi dogs and 
hawks. This amount did not include the extra grant paid to 
the incharge of the 'hunting department' for the purchase of 
other animals0
(b) Effects of hunting on general economic life.
Hunting with the aid of animals --- a diversion for
the rich —  was an important source of income for a number 
of peopleo The caliphal palace required various sorts of 
people for the upkeep of hunting birds and beasts and
2experts to impart training to these predatory animals.*
From the yearly salary of such a staff fox1 the reign of 
Mutawakkil, it would seem, that a good number of people 
found employment for such types of works„ The economic 
impact of the royal hunt was also considerable„ The 
organization of the pastime led to the development of 
markets for hunting animals and birds and for their fodder*, 
similarly a thriving trade in hunting equipment also sprang 
up„^ From the Tabassur hi11-Tijara (attributed to Jahiz) it
1o Bayzara, p0 7
2, This is evident from the_lists of hunting employees» See, 
f or example, Sabi, Wuzara s, p. 2d; Dhaklia * ir, p <> 219»
Dhakha^ir, p0 219°
/I ~— p r ---------------
° Elf SoV0 Bayzara (F. Vire); cf. also, A,> Talas,
al- I jtimariyy~a fi' 1-qarnayn al-thalith war l-rabi6 , in 
M T ,  Ii(i95Z), pp. '27i-30*i"o
appears that dealing in sporting birds was a very profitable
business and various types of birds were imported to the
Baghdad market to fulfil the need of the wealthy people.
To train a hawk was an art; therefore there existed a
group of people who earned their livelihnod from this 
2business. Apart from this, some of the poor people who 
took to hunting as a profession mostly depended on the 
income earned by selling game* A report belonging to the 
early 3rd/9th century shows that francolin at Basra was 
sold at one dinar each .A Though the text does not explain 
whether these birds were snared ones or not, it can be 
assumed that these francolins were game birds, as our source 
do not mention the domestication of francolins. The Basran
grammarian Khalil b D Ahmad al-Earahldi (100-70/718-86) is
1 ~ ©
especially mentioned to have lived his life entirely on 
the income earned from the hunting profession and never 
accepted any gratuity from the court» Another anecdote 
shows that when a hunt enthusiast ascetic was asked why lie 
had taken hunting as a profession, he replied that he did
6not find any other profession as profitable and enjoyable.
Tijara, PP° 34-35 
2° Ic tibar, pp. 198,201„
3* Ibid, po_200; Bayzara, p0 19; See, for an indirect refe­
rence, tf.ahiz, Hay a wan, v, pp. d39-d0o
A. Ibn al-Jawzi, Hurouqa, p. 70
5o Bayzara, p Q 6„19o On Earahidi see, EI^ s.v. (Ch. Pellat);
also E0 Vire, Be traite de I ?art de volerie, Leiden, 1967
p. 7* 1.
Prices of hunting birds and beasts.
.Some further indirect evidence about the expenses 
involved in the undertaking of the hunt may be gleaned from 
scattered information on the prices of hunting birds and 
beastso These price estimates are of course very limited 
as a guide to the actual cost involved. It is impossible to 
give a set of figures that can be dated with precision.
Hence it is impossible to either study movements in the 
prices of these animals or to compare them with the prices 
of other animals, commodities etc. over a time periodo 
However, some conclusions can be drawn about the relative 
prices of hunting birds. In general these animals were 
highly priced in Abbasid society and only the rich could 
afford to buy them.
Our sources do not mention the prices of hunting birds 
and beasts of the early Abbasid period. Hunting treatises 
refer to them as very costly and therefore regard hunting .
A
by animals a game for the wealthy. There are some reports
about falcon prices of the late Abbasid period which may
be taken as a specimen of the general price level. A report
belonging to the 12th century shows that untrained falcon
pat that period was sold at 10-15 dinars each. An anecdote 
relating to the early Abbasid period (3rd/9th century) 
mentions that a foolish man bought a dead falcon for two 
dirhams. When asked why did he buy a dead falcon for two
^ * Masayid, PP» 15~16; Bayzara, p. 20
8° Ic tibar, p. 200. About the falcon prices in the Mamluk 
period see, Nangali, Uns al-Mala5, p.98-99 and Ashtor, 
Prix, p. 37'!»
dirhams, he replied that he could hot think of buying 'an 
alive falcon even for 100 dirhams» The anecdote throws no 
light on the prices of hunting birds, yet it can be gleaned 
from it that hunting birds were quite costly0 The author of 
,the Tabassur bi1 I-Tijara devotes a chapter on hawks and 
falcons and their better specimens brought'from different 
.•lands to the Baghdad market but he does not mention their 
p r i c e s I n  his Kitab al-Hayawan, Jahiz compares the prices
o e o
of hawks and falcons to the prices of pigeons and says that 
pigeons fetched a very handsome price; some of the pairs
3were sold at 500 dinars but no hawks fetched such prices.
He also notes that pigeons brought from Wasit cost
30 dinarfl eacho It is obvious that fully-trained birds 
must have cost a higher price, A tradition recorded by 
Kushajim in the course of his discussion on the legal aspects 
of hunting says that 1 the blood money of a hunting dog 
( ^  ^  ) is forty dirhams1 If this hadith is an un~
authentic one, 10 dirhams might 'have been ordinary
price of a trained dog in the early -Abbasid. period, Jahiz;
O o
confirms this to be the value of a hunting dog by quoting
- - 6 the tradition twice in his Kitab al-Hayawan, Unfortunately
o
no price quotation is available regarding the price's of 
other hunting beasts such as cheetahs, weasels etc,
1, Ibn al-Jawzi, Hurnuqa, p, 28
2o Tijara, (attributed to Jahiz), pp0 3^-35°
3o Hayawan, iii, p,212; he quotes 500 dinars a price for a 
Single bird, therefore a pairjnight be a thousand dinars. 
At another place (vi,p,312) Jahiz notes apparently very 
low prices for eagles (c uqab) a male eagle for 1
dirham ; a female for hal j. a dirhamo
1, Ibid, iii, pp„ 295-90*
5, Masayid, p. 25, The same hadith can also be seen in 
Raghib, Nuhadarat, iv, p. 665 
0“ Hayawan, i, pp„ 217,293; cf. also, Ashtor, Prix, p. 63°
As regards the prices of the bagged-birds supplied as 
quarry to the hunting birds in course of their training, 
no morel than few instances can be cited. A francolin at
i
j
this period is said to have been sold at the price of one 
dirham. Prom a legal answer delivered by the son-in-law and 
heir apparent of the Caliph Ma’mun, ‘All al-Rida’, it emerges 
that an ordinary pigeon was equivalent to one dirham, a
p
chicken to half a dirham and an egg to -Jth of a dirham. The
trained pigeons used for race and communication was far
dearer and according to Jahiz a choice pair could be sold
• •
at 30 dinars; whereas a young one fetched three dinars and . 
an egg two dinars.
1. Ibn al-Jawzi, Humaqa, p. 70
,l 1 ' "
2. Masayid, p. 39«"- 4 T "
5* Hayawan, iii, pp. 295-96; cf. also, p.212.
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Compensation :—
There is no direct reference of the participation of 
the land farmers, peasants and beduins in the hunting 
expeditions occasionally organised at' the biddings of the 
caliphs * Therefore it is rather difficult to assess what ■ 
were the reactions of such people when a hunting-party 
marched through their, fields and habitations., Whatever might 
be their reaction and the degree of their participation 
in such hunting expeditions, it is definitely known that 
the caliphs and other wealthy huntsmen paid full compensation 
for the damage of the crops and plantations caused by horse 
riding during the chase0 From Kushajim's advice to the 
hunters it can be assumed that the peasants and small land-
A
owners expected fair and perhaps lavish compensation® One
particular instance of‘Compensation at the orders of the
Caliph Mutawakkil is recorded by Kushatjim0 It is narrated
that on the return of some hunting expedition , this Caliph
asked one of his secretaries, Ibn 4Itab to estimate and
pay for the damage- of the crops which was amounted to three
2
hundred thousand and eighty dirhams*
1 * Kush a j im, al-Bayzara, SOAS, Ms. No„ 20915 fol. 5* Mercier 
(Chasse, p*51fo) without mentioning precise period writes 
that people from the country-side participated in hunting 
trips mainly to get some food »
2* al-Bayzara, fol. 5
Secti on III
The Organization and requirements o_f the hunt,
The hunt was traditionally organized, in the form of a 
large hunting party which set out from the metropolis for 
a specified period in order to engage in this pastime., 
'Hunting parties that set out at the initiation or conclusion
i
of a war consisted of the entire army and were elaborate
"affairso The other, routine hunting parties were modest,
when compared to their grand cavalcadesc However they were
quite an imposing sight0
Whenever the caliph or the wazir wished to go out
hunting, they informed the '’master of the chase" to make
preparationso The master of the royal hunt now sent
message to the archers, trappers, runners, servants and the
keepers of cheetah*, falcons, hawks, hounds and horses who
instantaneously got ready with their trained beasts and
birds to march with the hunting party» This sort of party
generally consisted of the members of the caliphal family,
boon companions of the caliph,route guide, mu5adhdhins, who
were experts of locating places, determining times and
familiar with rendezvous and movement of stars and planets,
faqihs v/ho were cognizant of lawful and unlawful affairs
of hunting, eloquent Qur?an readers, secretaries and well-
1known physicians» All sorts of food provisions, drinks and 
first aid boxes of medicines were taken with the hunting 
partyo Even salt, fire-steel, saltwort, toothpick and iron
p
skewer for grill were not left behind„
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Reaching the hunting ground the whole contingent pitched 
up their tents and made necessary preparations for hunting* 
Hunting with halqa or close-drive was a favourite method
A
of the Abbasids* Under certain conditions'the hunting party
,would form a circuit surrounding and closing in on the spot
111 which the game happened to abound* Drums were beaten to
-drive the animals to the centre* The animals thus driven i-n
the enclosure were attacked by huntsmen with sticks, maces,
arrows and other weapons* No sooner did a bird fly or a
hare or gazelle raise the dust than the hunter went in'
pursuit of itD If a grouse flew, the falcon engaged it; if
a hare jumped out, the hawk was cast off to engage it or
drive it towards the cheetahs which were instantaneously
2
sent towards it* In this way game was rarely given a chance
to escape* The caliphs who were usually, in the meantime,
enjoying the natural scene of the countryside were informed
by the huntsmen to come and shoot as much game as they could-
x
from the enclosure* The hunting trips of the caliphs lasted
4for several days*
The hunting of the lower social groups was of course 
differently organized* Many of the professional hunters, no 
doubt were allowed to join and serve in the royal hunting 
procession; others hunted on their own in much smaller
groups and with very modest preparations*
/
1o Fakhri, pp* 73-74'5 Itn Kazaruni, Nukhtasar al-TaJrikh (edao    "
Hustafa Jawad, Baghdad, 1970), p» 13<jr7~14ercier,ppo 50-51 *
o o
Ictibar,pp« 195,202; cf* also, Mercier, Chasse, ppo50“-54.> 
5» Fakhri, p* 74-; Abu Nasr, al-Hawa, p*207; Mercier ,p *54-*
4* IHSn’Tlu6tazz, Diwan, pp„ 184,145,245-46,282-83; Abu Nuwas, 
Diwan, p„206ff; cf* also, Mercier, Chasse, p* 54f.
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Sayd al~Nudafacat (Hunting for the protection of lives,
Property and Agriculture)»
The literature of the1 period does not provide us with
exclusively
instances of hunting being undertaken/in order to protect
i
.lives and property* However, permission for such hunting is 
given in a hadith according to which the Prophet commended
O r^ r-ni»
-a man for killing a mad camel and enjoined the Companion to
'i
destroy harmful and dangerous animals* There is little
doubt that especially in the villages of Abbasid Iraq, men
frequently resorted to the hunting of animals which thretened
crops and lives * Ibn al-cAwwam and Ibn Slda have mentioned
some of the harmful animals which were constant sources of
trouble for agriculture and plantations. These animals were
wild rabbits, rats, foxes, jackals, wild boars, weasels,
hedgehogs, jerboas., hyenas etc* Other creatures like insects,
2
locusts, snakes etc0 have also been mentionedo We find a 
great deal of evidence on the hunting of these animals in
f
our sources but they do not mention specifically that these 
hunts were organised to exterminate harmful.creatures* Wild 
boar hunting was a pastime of many celebrated hunters* A 
son of Harunal-Rashid met his death while chasing a wild 
boar*-' Usama recollects a number of occasion when he' and his 
. party engaged in boar hunting — - a task said to be tedious
See, Concordance, sDv0 sayd ; cf0 also, Masayid, p» 37- 
20 Ibn Wahslyya, al-ffilaha al-Nabatiyya, Vienna Library MS*
fol* 23b; Ibn al-6Awwam, Pilaha, fols, I55b~157a; Mukfo.assas,
viii, pp0 91,98,117-8,120,141-3,177,182— cited by Bl~
Samarra5! , Agriculture in Iraq, 3rd/9th century, p.114*
3* Aghani^, x, p* 190*
28?
and extremely dangerousD Since boars, jackals, hyenas etc. 
were not eaten, it is reasonable to assume that these 
animals were hunted down mainly to protect agriculture and 
probably live-stocks too«' We find reference to the fact 
that buffaloes were trained in the hilly border areas of
2Syria to destroy lions, leopards and other harmful creatures.
Locusts have been mentioned as the only pest frequently 
attacking agricultural fields^ These were caught and eaten0 
Locusts were also sold in the market.4 For pesticide Ibn 
Wahshiyya suggests either fumigation of the orchards during
o
an attack by locusts or the destruction of their eggs :
5
during the hatching period.^
1. Usama, I^tibar, p. 214
2. Jahiz, Hayawan, vii, p. 131ff; NuwayrI, Nihaya, x, pol24<>
o O * "o   1 JLJ,JI "
There are some references which, show that beasts attacked 
live-stock and killed them. (cf» for example, Jahiz,
o o
Hayawan, v, p.355; Waki*, Akhbar al-Qudat, ii,po269)o
o '' r o
3« Bee, for example, Kamil,viii, pp. 106, 393“4*
Tanukhi, ii, pp. 86,198.
5„ al-Filaha al-Nabatiyya, fol. quoted by El-
' “O" ii i-ii rr i ■ i 'L~,_o
Samarra^iV op. c it, p. 115-
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Hunting Practice and Fiqh : ——
The religious literature of the‘period discusses various 
aspects of hunting in great detail. This provides some 
evidence about the popularity of the hunting pastime in 
'Abbasid society. The unique position of the scholars and 
c ulama’ in Abbasid society which resulted mainly from 
"their control of the judicial and legislative systems of the 
state, necessitated that their approval be sought on all 
occasions. The overwhelming importance of the ‘ulama* in this 
society is illustrated by the fact that the caliphs had to 
seek guidance and approval from the hilfljna even when they 
planned their excursions and pastimes. The fuqaha’ always
-i
accompanied the hunting parties.
The general principle on the basis of which the Fiqh 
permitted the "sayd" were quite clear. The Qur’an says :
"... Reply (to them) : (all) good things are made lawful for 
you. And those beasts and birds of prey which you have 
trained as hounds are trained, you teach them that which • 
Allah taught you5 so eat of that which they catch fox' you
and mention Allah's, name upon it”, and observe your duty to
2 —Allah." There are a number of ahadith which can be cited
-5 pto prove that hunting is permissible under Islam. However, 
the fundamental sources of Islamic•law detail the proviso 
under which hunting is considered permissible. The primary
1 * See, Supra, p. 284 i
2. Qur 5 an, V : 5. The full verse is :
U-'hb.pH.v ,0-f-"if 7fJ;
o — I * y 1 $ ' 0\ ^  i ^ 5 -5
3. See, for example, l/ensinck. Concordance, s.Vo sayd.
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objective, on the basis of which hunting is allowed under
1Islam, is to provide for the sustenance of the hunters.
In fact the social life of the Muslims in the days of the 
Prophet and the "Rightly Guided Caliphs" provided very 
little iscope for the practice of hunting as a pastime.
i
Hunting was.undertaken by the beduins who considered 
agriculture as demeaning and would not attune themselves
t
to urban life, They hunted for food. Hence no direct approval
for the practice of hunting as a pastime could be gleaned.
from the primary Islamic sources. A number of theologians
of the early Abbasid period and their successors discussed
various legal problems relating to hunting and also provided
solutions to a number of hypothetical questions that might
2arise in the course of a hunt. This is why the legal 
problems of hunting constitute the introductory part of 
almost all the works dealing with falconry and venery.
However, the avid* interest that the fuqaha9 took in 
this field shows the popularity of hunting. The religious 
literature thus testifies to the fact that in early Abbasid 
society hunting was a common practice for the rich and had 
an effect on the social life of the poor people.
1. See the Ahadith relating to hunting and the books on Fiqh.
2. The ImamH§hafiTT (d.204/819), Abu Yusuf (d. 182/798), Muhd. 
p. Hasan Td. 189/804) compiled special treatises entitled 
Kitlb al-*£>ayd wa1 1-dhaba »ih (cf. ' Fihrist,ppc 286,288, 296) . 
See, for & clear account of the different positions 
adopted by each of the four schools of lav;, Averroes, he 
livre de la chasse, extr. of the Bidaya, text and trans, 
annoted by~F.'Vire in Revue Tunisienne de Droit, nos. p~4, 
Tunis, 193^? 228-99; cf. also the chapter* on hunting 
contained in the books of law (e.g.,Hidaya, s.v. Bab al- 
sayd wa11-dhaba5ih = Eng. Tr. by Hamilton!, cf. also, . 
Mercier, OHasse, pp. 38-41.
—  __ 2
3° See, for example, Masayid, pp. 14-40; cf. also, El , s.v.
“  Q
Bayzara (F. Vire).
/
Indoor and Outdoor Games
The Abbasids practised a number of sports, some of ; 
which were inherited from their forefathers while others
i
were adopted from foreign societies. Among their outdoor 
sports, horse-racing, archery, running, polo, wrestling etc.. 
had a notable place. Chess, backgammon and the like were 
popular as indoor games. The literature surviving from this 
period throws insufficient light on such questions as 
whether or not' the Abbasid period saw the emergence of new 
sports or even the introduction of improvements into 
games and pastimes already known.
Outdoor games were played not only for recreation, but. 
also for physical exercise and military training, whilst 
indoor games were regarded as a means to sharpen the mental 
faculties.
Outdoor Games.
Horse-racing : — —
Horse-racing had been a major sport of the Arabs, even 
in pre-Islamic days. During the Islamic period there 
developed a strong impetus towards the breeding, maintenance 
and training of horses as one of the means facilatating the 
prosecution of the jihad» The Prophet regarded horse raising 
as a meritorious calling and assigned to it a share in the 
booty obtained on the field of battle. This religious 
sanction fostered a competitive attitude amongst the 
breeders and encouraged the augmentation of the stock which 
suffered a considerable depletion in the course of the 
wars of that time. Cavalry was in fact to become an
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important factor in the military success of the Muslims« It
is not surprising, therefore, that under the Abbasids a
rich literature came into being which contained information
on hippology, horse-breeding, the genealogies of horses 
i
and the'ir various categories, on face-courses, horse-racing,
farriery and equitation,. No other animal evoked from the
a
writers of the time so lai'ge^number of litei'ary works, both 
in prose and poetry
1o Ibn Nadlm mentions the following works on the horse and 
on matters relating to it : K 0al-Khayl of Abu sUbayda 
(d„210/82A) ; Ii0 al-Khayl, K„ kilalq~al^faras and K„ al- 
sarj wa1 l-liqhm_l)f" A’saa'& r~*(dl2137828f," the faraous 
grammarian; the K 0al-Khayl has been edited and published 
(Vienna, 1875) by~Haffnerl" K,al-Khayl of Ahmad b e Hatim 
(do251/85A) ; Kokhalq al~faras- of Ib’rahlm al-Zujaj (do$10/ 
922); KJdiayl~eDIdHbYF^indnrr khayl al~saghlr and K„ al- 
sar j wa '1-1 ij^m^of Ibn buray'd (7lT52T7933) ; K „ al-khayl 
and K 0 nasab al-khayl of Muhammad b„ Ziyad adT-A^lrabi 
(d o p o n e ~ ’of~"his books has been edited and published 
(Leiden,1928) by Go Levi Della Vida under the title K„
AsmaJ al-khayl wa fursaniha ; K. khalq al-faras of Ibn
Abl Thabit;Kokhalq al-khayl of Hisham b „ Ibrahim al- 
Kirmani; K„ S aIq^[I^Taras'~of Qasim al-Anbarl; K0 khayl
al-sawabiq of KhawlanI; Kokhalq al-faras of al-Washsha5 
(d. 325/936-7); K?*khayl of Hi sham al-Kalbl (d. 207/822);
this work has been^publTshed (Leiden,1928) by G„ Levi
Della Vida under- the title "Kh Nasab al-khayl fl'l-Jahili-
m _     . .  ...  _
yy a wa11 -1 s 1 an11; Ke al-khayl wa Kl-rThariT of al-Hada*inT
( dc 215/830) ; Ko aT r^il7TK~?TK~vm7' IKFililfh'"/)"! Ahmad al-Khazzaz
(do258/871); Ko al-khayl bi khatt Ibn al-Kufl of Muhammad
.,.v D 0 O
boHabib ; Koal-halaT’ib wa ijra? al-khayl of Muhdu b aSalem 
al-Jumhi; Kl^l^fursarri5f~^VbTr“lMTaTilh.'Xd/305/9l7) ; Kosifat 
al-khayl wa^T-ardiya wa asma’iha bi' Makka wa ma walaha
** The book has been re-edited and publi-(Oontinued „ „ ) 
shed by Ahmad ZakI Pasha from Daru11-kutub al-Misriyya, 
in 19z^6o °
part and parcel of furusiyya (equitation) — —  was regarded 
as essential for military training and also as an object of 
entertainment for the caliphs, princes and for people in 
other walks of life„ Long maydans (hippodromes) in Baghdad, 
'Samarra, Raqqa, Shamashiya etc6 were set apart for this
purpose * Islam forbade gambling (maysir) but allowed
the placing of wagers in respect of archery (nasal), foot-
_  O
racing (qadam) and horse-racing (hafir)o At the horse races 
there were prizes offered by the caliphs, by the high 
dignitaries of the court (e0g.5 the wazir) and also by 
affluent members of society0 A special horse called 
muhallil or dakhil was allowed to take part in a race with
(Continued from the last page):- of Abu al-Ash* ath; IF akhbar 
al-faras wa-ansabuha of Abuhl-Hasan al-Nassaba; K c al-khayl
 a-r-'-wr‘'—* *"'■ •** * o
of Qadi al-Aslina ,Ji ; K a al-khayl of al-cattabi ; K c al-khayl 
of al-GUtbi (dp228/842)T5*'Ko al5~khayl al-kablr of Ahmad b P :
Abi Tahir (d0280/893); al-faras of Ibn
Khurdadhbili(do about 300/912) (cfo Fihrist, pp0 80,82,83,915 
92,103,104,105,112,119,126,141,153,155,165,166,175,176,210, 
213) c MasGudi (Muruj, iv, pp024~25) mentions a book called 
al-Jala*ib wa’l-Hala’ib written by the famous muhaddith and
M  -r-, “ o ..... o
historian, 6 Isa b D LahiPa a work which, according to him,
included a detailed description of almost every race (halba) 
of the Jahiliyya and the Muslim erasD For further furudiyya 
literature see, EI^, s0vv0 Faras (FoVird) and Furusiyya 
(Gio Douillet) ; Do Ayalon, Script a, ix, p,>31Ifo and HoRitter, 
in Per Islam, xviii, p 0116ffo
1 0 Jahshiyarl, Wuzara?,p a 207; 1.Iqd, i,p0l94; cfo also Jurji 
Saydan, Tamaddun, v,p0 158o For. the description of the. 
maydan, see below, pp0, 316-317*
2* Concordance svvc hafar, nasal a; cfo also Ibn Hudhayl, 
Hilyat al-fursan fi shiG ar al-shuj G an, p»142; anonymous, 
FiTiFiTsID^ SOASi FlinFiA'S339, fol, 159 -
P
3» El , SoVo Furusiyya (Gol)ouillet) ; c f ,  also, Mercier, La 
chasse et les sports cbez les Arahes, ppQ 200-2010
the condition that its owner made no wager, but received
the whole amount staked by all other entrants, if his liorse 
1
WOllo
A race could take place only between horses of the 
sane class, age, blood,degree, training etc. One could, 
however, hold a race between a trained and untrained horse 
provided that no wager was being placed on the occasion* 
Moreover, the length of the course was to be precisely 
defined for the race* According to Asna6i, the length of
o
the 'run* was fixed by the age of the horses as follows: 
at two years, 40 bowshot, (about 7500 metres); at three 
years, 60 bowshot (about 11,300 metres); at 4 years, 80 
bowshot' (about 18,800 metres)*
Between two competitors, a race is authorised only if 
it does not take place on a bet or if the stake is furnished 
entirely by one of the two competitors, in such a way that 
one recovers the bet if he wins and loses it if he is 
beaten* The winner of the race is the horse who, upon 
reaching the goal, passes the other at least by an ear, if 
the two necks are equal in length; if not he must be at 
least a shoulder ahead* In case of a tie the bet should, 
however,. be divided between the two winners*
1 * Ibn Hudhayl, Hilya, ppc 143-44; ^Iqd, i, p*207; Risala 
fi' 1-rinaya, SOAS, Ms* No*46339? fols* 161-63; E ? , s.v. 
Furusiyya (G* Douillet); cf* also, Mercier, Chasse,199»
2* Mercier, Chasse, pp* 198-96 *—  quoting from Asna*1 and 
other furusiyya Mss* The Prophet organised races at 
Madina from Hafya to Thaniyyat al-V/ada ’ (60 ghalwa) for 
nature horses and from Thaniyyat al-V/ada9 toTJanu~~Zurayq 
(10 jghalwa) for young horses* (cf* al-Aqwal al-Kafiya, 
Br* MusTTfso Or*3830, fol, 58; Hilya, p*l41; also EI2,s*v*
Q
Furusiyya (GoDouillet)*
3o Marcier, Chasse, p* 199--- deriving from Arabic furusiyya
manuscripts* See also Ibn Qayyin al~Jawziyya, Furusiyya,
pp* 100-101 *
It is also evident that one nan could enter more than 
one horse in a race# Khalid al-Barmukx is said to have won 
the first three prizes in a race organised by the Calipli 
Mansur® It appears that the horses, at the start of a
race, as a rule, were placed in a line, the st;eaightness
i
'of that line being determined by stretching in front of
2then a long thread known as miqwas®
It appears that, during the period here under review,
two methods of horse-racing were in vogue which can be
described as long distance races and hippodrome races0 In
the former a bamboo pole was fixed at a point far distant
from the starting-post and the horseman who first plucked
*5it from the ground was considered to have won the race®
In a maydan (hippodrome) race the ’field1 (halba) riL- ----
consisted of ten horses* Seven tokens (qasab) were placed
c»
on lances set within an enclosure (h.utjra) — —  capacious to’o
hold eight horses only® The tokens placed on the lances 
generally constituted clothing or piece of embroidered 
garment, purses containing silver etc,^ The first eight 
horses of the ’field' were allowed to enter‘the enclosure® 
Seven received prizes according to their final placing in 
the race and only the eighth was denied a prize, its
. 1 o Jahshiyarl, V/uzara?, pp® 207“-208®
2 a cIqd, i, p o207; Hilya, p„ 174*; Mercier, Chasse,p® 200®
5° 1Iqd? i ,ppo 194— 95; I r shad, iv, pp® 116-117; EI^, s*v® 
Furusiyya, ; cf 0 alsoT7~Talas, al-Hayat al-itjtima& iyya0 
in MMII, ii(l952), pp® 277-78.
do Mercier, Shasse, p® 200® gyj_ie prophet is reported to have 
offered•the winners of a particular race, organised by 
him between Thaniyat al-Wada’ and Masqid Zurayq, prizes 
as following :•« 1st, three Yanani Hu^la (pieces of cloth 
ing); 2nd, two hull a; gfrd one hull&f dth, one dinar, 
fifth, one cLirh&n; sixth, one token and the others 
blessings of Godc (cf® Kalbi, Ansab al-Khayl, edQ Zaki 
Pasha, Cairo,1916? p 08, n® 2»  — ---------
admission to the enclosure being regarded as a sufficient. , 
rewardo According to the order of finishing each of the ten 
horses was given a special nanea^  Mas4udi and ether writers
’ p
have listed these names (with slight variations)” :
1st. Sabiq, the winner.
2nd. Mutabarriz, the fighter; the champion.
3rd. MuJalii, the horse, who, because of its success in a
race, removes his master's sorrow.
4-th. Musalli (from sola, i.e., the extreme end of the tail), 
so named because it.sets the front of its head near the 
tail of the preceding horse.
5th. M u s e H i (from suluww, i.e., consolation), because it 
brings pleasure to its master and dispels some of his 
anxieties. Tha6alibi calls the fifth horse <Atif , the 
comforter.
6th. Tali_, the follower. It was also known as hazT, - the
-*o“ '<?"
lucky one.
7tho Murtahf the contented.
8th. M u ?ammil, the hopeful.
9th. Latim (thrown out of the enclosure), so called because
it had sought to reach the goal, but had failed to do so.
10th. the silenced, so called because its master
was overcome by humiliation and was unable to talk 
about the ra.ee.
2 -1. Hilya, pp. 14-4— 47; El , s.v. furusiyya ; Mercier, Chasse,,
p. 200; cf. also^^Abd al-Qadir, Nukhba.., pp. 24-5-8 .A report 
to be found in Yaqut's Irshad regarding a horse-race 
organised at the bidding of the Umayyad Caliph Hisham, is 
very unusual and difficult to believe. In this particular 
race, four thousand horses are reported to have participa­
ted over a distance of 250 (ghalwa. Hundred tokens were 
placed and the row of the horses stretched over a distance 
f six bow shot. (cf. Irshad, iv, pp. 116-17)
2 0 Mnrutj, viii, 399-'72; he has also recorded a poem which 
describes the merits of the horses participating in a
race *.. a description which underlines the keen interest
(Continuedo)
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The Muslins used to fasten a rope around the last horse 
and place a monkey on its back with a whip in its hand to 
lash the horse, thus putting its ’master to shame and 
humiliation, while tho owners of the winning horses were 
welcome with ovation and received robes of honour0
Horse-racing, during the early Abbasid period, was 
popular amongst people from all walks of life* Even the 
caliphs, the princes and the wazirs vied with each other 
in the breeding of race-horses* The scattered material 
available on this topic does not throw sufficient light on 
the organization of these races, the financing of them and 
their frequency* Jahshiyari, however, notes that in the 
court circle such races were arranged at the bidding of the 
caliphs * Thus Ja^far al-Barmaki organized a horse-race at 
Raqqa in response to an order from the Caliph Harun al- 
Rashid—  a race in which tho horse of the Caliph was beateh 
by that of the wazir^ In another account, given by Mas4udi,. 
it is known that Harun al-Rashid became overjoyed, when he 
found that his horse ran first and that of his son second*
(Continued from tho last page)* of the public in these
matters* (op.cit), A similar list with slight variations 
can also be seen in Ibn Hudhayl, Hilya, pp* 14-4— ■16» r
3o hurt all has been regarded by some authors as the fifth 
h o r s e t h a t  case the word derives from rawah, the palm 
of the hand, which signifies five numb era.’ (c f * I-Iilya, 149) *
1 „ Muruj , viii, 371 -72; < Iqd, i, 208; c f * al so, Mercier, Chas_se_,
2, Jahshiyari, Wuzara’, pp* 207-208D pp*200 201*
3° Muruj, vi, pp. 348-49* A similar story can be seen in
Ibn hAbd Rabbih, (c Iqd, i,pp«. 194-3) where it is mentioned 
that in_a race held in the year 183/801, the Caliph Harun 
al-Rashid, having won the race asked tho grammarian, 
Asnaci to extol his horse by describing the various parts
of the horse's body in a poem --- a poem which contains
a rich vocabulary of technical terns relating to the 
horses*
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It is interesting to note that'people used to call
■1
their horses by a specific name, ecgo5 a favourite horse
„  p
of Harun al “Rashid was called mush.ar.imir.
A horse before competing in a race had to undergo a 
period of training, termed tadnir or idmar, which lasted
uiwwjminj.un.-jn. i_ . ’ O^ '
for some forty to sixty days* Special care was taken by the 
trainer to bring the horse into good condition*. It was
supplied with fodder early in the morning and evening --
with grass and barley for a week and then the quantity of 
grass was gradually decreased, until its fodder consisted 
only of barleyo The horse v/as ridden daily for a shawt(round, 
course) or twoc The excess weight of the horse v/as sweated 
off under a few blankets, a process known as itjlal0 Before 
being entered for a race, horses were generally given a 
trial run over the distance specified for the stake„ If the 
horse was not over-exhausted and panting, it was considered 
well-trained and fit for the competition*
With regard to the qualities which the Muslins prized 
in a horse, Asma41 states that a thoroughbred should have
o
a tall belly (batn) and short back (zahr), long shanks to
o O
the front legs (tul al-wazifatain fi11-rijlain) and short
"o" o ~
shanks to the hind legs (qasr al-wazifatayn fi 11-yadam) *
Other good "signs" (shiyat) of horses were the "blaze"
(ghurar), the "stockings" (t ah;jil) i,e,, white markings at
 _ r*“* o
the foot of the legs, and the dawa*ir i*e*, tufts of hair
 ^° i ^ -dd, i?PPo 199? 200 ; Aqwal al-Kafiya, Br, Mus, Ms* Or, 
3830, fols, 99 seq« Kalbi, K, Ansab oil-khayl f1'l-Jahiliyya 
wa’ 1-Islan, p* !J>£f □
2 c. 6 Iqd, i,po 200; cf, also4Abd al-Qadir, Nukhbat 4 Iqd al- 
Atjyad, p0 253,
3o Hilya, pp* 14-9-50; K. al-Boytara, Br, Mus, Ms, Or*1523"S—— ' ' ■ ---------
f ols o_37~z*-<8jt cf* also El , s*v* Furusiyya (G, Douillet)* • 
A, Asma4i, Kitab a 1-Khayl’, ppc 1 5“1 V
o
1growing in different directions* The shape of tho ’upper
parts" (al-a* all) and the "under-side" (al-safil) and the
"fore-hand" (al-naqadim) and hinderqiiarters (al-na Jakhir) ,
its posture, its manner of walking and trotting, its speed
and stamina * all these points were taken into considera-
ption by horse lovers.
Full knowledge of tho principles of equitation was
. . .  3necessary for ndors willing to compete m  a race. The
advice given by medieval Arab writers to aspiring riders
is..- simple 0 The main points observed by the riders are the
firmness of the seat (thubat) and the evenness of the reins
(t aswiyat al -6 inan) „ There is no specific period for training
in horse riding. The firmness is acquired by riding bare-
Hack (,c olo ; l.r * arl) , the rider being held in position by the
grip of his thighs. As soon as the rider has some measure
of experience, he is advised to use saddle and fork seat.
The rider has to practice riding over short and long distances
regularly until he masters it and becomes an efficient 
5rider* The Turks are regarded by Jahiz as the masters of •
o c
horse-riding and fighting with bows and arrows and other 
6weapons.
Under the Abbasids racing would seem to have been a
passionate interest. The people, in general, being unable to
meet the expenses of horse-racing, held competitions involving
n
camels, donkeys, mules, dogs etc. The two-humped racing-
Q
camels were known as 1bukhti’0C
1a s.V. Faras (F.Vire).
2. Ibid.
5“ Hilya, p. 131 *
A. Ibid, p. 131 ffo cf. also EI^, s.v. Furusiyya.
3o Ibid.
6 0 Has a 1 1 , i, p. 4 5 .
7o Ibn Qayyim ai-Jawziyya, p. 1 - Fur u s 1 y y a, pp. d,8ff.;cf. also 
As* ad Talas, in IINII, 193?1pp.T2TR7B\ Mez,d37° The rules
(Continued).
Pigeon-flying :—
>
Pigeon-flying (zajl or zijal) in competitions enjoyed.'
SI
also a ' wide popularity. Pigeons like horses, called forth 
'a considerable literature, most of which seens to have been
p
lost. Being less expensive than horses pigeons offered to 
the most of tho people a readily available means to satisfy 
their love of gambling. The populace became so infatuated 
that pigeon-racing became a social problem* The government 
sometimes had to take repressive measures against it, 
ordering the demolition of dove-cotes (abraj, haradl) on 
the grounds that the privacy of the women dwelling nearby 
night be endangered and.that the clamour of pigeon-traincrs
(continuation from the last page)„ and regulations governing 
the races between these animals wore probably the same as in 
the case of horses.M0n the analogy^of the legality of horse- 
racing, the Imam Abu Hanifa and Shafi6i regarded it lav/ful 
to organise races of darnels, mules’, donkeys etc * and placing 
of wagers on them. The Imam Malik and Ahmad b B Hanbal, 
however, discouraged_such races and regarded hofse-racing to 
be the only lawful hafir (hoof) game mentioned in the famous 
Prophetic tradition* But the majority of the fuqaha»(Jarahur) 
regarded camel-racing to be lav/ful* (cf* Ibn Qayyim al- 
Jawziyya, Furusiyya, p* 8).
8* Mez, Renaissance, p* 457°
1. Jahiz, Hayawan, ii, pp* 256-57°o O V"*'
2* Ibn Nadin, in his Fihrist, mentions a number of books 
written during the*'time of the early Abbasids, e.g., the 
K* al-Hamam of the pliilologist, Abu ‘Ubayda (d,210/824);
- — — — -r- >
the Ko Ansab al-Haman and K* na wurida fl tafdil al-tayr
— ^  **^-1-1—7 " T -   I*** .*-*  Q ‘ ''-‘-''q
al-hadi of a, certain Ibn Tarkhan al - Hugh arm I; and the
Risala fi tamwlkh al-Hamam, of al-Kindi (cf. Fihrist^pp*
80, 222,'24£T)[o~ QcfcashandI"’notes that a certain al-Qawwas 
al-Baghdad r wrote~a book on pigeons fsor the Abbasid Caliph i 
Nasir —  an ardent pigeon enthusiast* (cf, Subh,ii,&7ff; 
xid, p0 3§9 ffo)o The Manluk scholar QadI Mdhifl-Drn Ibn 
‘Abd al-Zahir (620-92/1123-93)is said t6 hav& compiled^ 
a book called K B T arna? in a1-Hama?im * (cf * El", s *v.Hamam)o 
by Fo Vine* ~ ° ** . ”
and their hurling stones at pigeons sitting on adjacent
q
roof-tops was a cause of public disturbance. V/e are also 
told that in Baghdad there was a market called "suq al-tuyur"
2 T-wherein the chief article of sale was pigeons. In this 
market a young pigeon, according to Ghasuli, was sold at 
20 dinars and a pigeon egg at five dinars« Ihe pigeon- 
fanciers, however, did not hesitate to pay large amounts of 
money to obtain choice pigeons whose records of pedigree 
(dafat.Tr al-ansab) were carefully kept. If the report of 
Jahiz be true, the price of such pedigree birds reached
* o
Zj. —
3Q0 dinars each in the Baghdad market. Jahiz notes that
! o o
a pair of pigeons, is as productive as a landed estate and
in the markets of Baghdad and Basra a young male pigeon of
good pedigree will fetch 20 dinars or more, a female 10
5dinars or more, and an egg 3 dinars. Similarly, pigeons
brought from the city of Wasit were highly prized. A Wasiti
pigeon was sold, at this period, at 30 dinars, a fledgeling'
6 ~  .at 3 dinars and an egg at 2 dinars. Jahiz observes that,
© o
although pigeon-racing was popular among people from almost 
all walks of life, it was the khisyan (eunuchs) who showed 
the greatest interest in it0^
ffa-fttazan, viii, pp. 29d,308; Ibn al-Athir, Kamil, 83;
Damirix Hoymupari, s.vt ham am . According to Hanadanf 
(Maqanat,'pi 168 Q ) thiSves 'and burglars us§d pigeons as 
their aide in their theft„ Ihey released the pigeon onto 
the roof-top of a house and followed the bird pretending 
to be a pigGon-fancicr*
2. Jahiz, Hayawan, i,p« 118; Manaqib Baghdad (attributed to© o o —  .. .
Ibn al-Jawzi), p. 26. *”
3. MatallG, ii, p c 260.
A. Jahiz, Hayawan, iii, p. 212.
O Q O . ■ - —
3c Ibid, iii, _.>p0 212.
6. Ibid, iii, pp. 295“96
7« Ibid, i, po118; of. also Bayhaqi, Mahasin, p. 611.
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The method used for training the homing pigeons (zajil, 
zawajil) was that the moment the 'young pigeon, having 
grown its feathers, left the nest and tried to fly, it was 
compelled to return to the nesting place through narrow- 
pierced1 holes at the foot of the loft, (burj)» The bird was 
thus persuaded to climb up the top of the loft along the 
steps of the ladder» This process was repeated several times, 
till the muscles of the bird became sturdy and its homing 
instinct became "experienced" (muparrab)0 To intensify the 
homing instinct of the bird, it was mated at a very early 
stageo To ensure that the affection of the bird for its 
mate would bring it back, when taken away from it, the 
owner carried it in a basket and released it„ This manoeuvre 
was continued for sometime, the distance being increased 
every day,
A second method of training was to x^ aise a long post
on the roof of a tall houseD Around this post the food of
the bird was scattered and the bird was taken there twice
a dayD After having been fed, it was released to fly over
the nearby houses, the point of release being extended
gradually further and further from the foodc The owner of
the bird took special care to see that 110 pair of birds was
released at the same time; if the male mate was to be
released, the feathers of its female mate were plucked out
and vice-versa,, Once the bird was accustomed (rouwattan)
to this training, it could return with ease to the post
2from distant places„
1 o El1", s., v„ Ham an (E„Vire); Sabbagh, Musabaqat al-barq wa1.!- 
haman, p D 53£f»
o r
20 Jahiz, Hayawan, iii, pp„ 274-*-5°0 0 0  **
From the observations of Jahiz it appears that a wide
o
publicity was given to each pigeon-flying competition
>
before it was held* We are told that on one occasion a large
number of people gathered on a high place merely to enjoy
'the sight of the pigeons returning home at the end of a
1particular contest* Despite demands from some quarters
"that pigeon-racing be declared illicit, some of the fuqaha
legalised this sport on the grounds that it was useful in'
2warfare and as a means of rapid communication,, The people 
of this tine, taking advantage of this approval, satisfied 
their interest in it by placing bets on competitions„ The 
Abbasid Caliphs Mahdi, Harun al-Rashid, Wathiq and Nasir
r p
were all known to be addicted to this pastime<w It is 
reported that, realizing the enthusiasm of Harun al-Rashid 
for pigeon-racing, one hadith narrator concocted a hadith ; 
by adding the word haman to the well-known tradition of the 
Prophet, wherein archery and horse-racing received encourage­
ment * The Caliph, however, ordered the pigeon which had occa­
sioned this deceit to be killed, saying that it had led a
- , Z|.
man to concoct a hadith for him
10 Jahiz, H ay aw an, iii, pp* 2^>60 It has been reported that 
sofie0blfds were able to fly from the Bosphorus to Basra, 
from Cairo to Damascus or from Tunis to Cairo in a single 
flight* (of* El , SoV0 Haman, by F» Vire)«
2* Damiri, Hayawan, sBv. Hamam; Ibn Qayyim al-Jawziyya,
O o”"
Furusiyya, pa 80 ; Sabbagh, Husabacmat al-barq,p0 29o 
3° El , s0v0 Haman (EoVire)* See also, riuruj , vi,pe 3ld„
Jo 4Abd al-Qadir, Hukhbat 4Iqd al-Ajyad, pD 239q
Unlike pigeon-racing, the game of polo (la6b bi-sawlajan) 
was limited to the higher and more sophisticated elements 
in Abbasid society# The Abbasid caliphs, especially Harun
-I- 2al-Rashid and Mu6tasim, were very fond of this pastime01 rj* “ o
They used to play this game often with their nadlns 0 Tabari
T 1 ri 11 o
fecords that the Caliph Mu«tasim was seen playing sawlatjano ‘
with his nadim Ishaq bc Ibrahim, both of them wearing a
c
light sports costurae called sudra," Like the caliphs, their
To
wazirs also took keen interest in this sport 0 ‘Ubayd Allah, 
the wazir of the Caliph Mu6tad'id, is said to have been ini * o
A
the habit of practising it regularly. It is possible that 
the soldiers also paid much attention to this sport and 
practised it as a part of their military training0 The 
Turkish soldiers, according to Jahiz, played it skilfully#
o K>
The details found in our sources are, however, inadequate
to provide a full picture of this game which was widely
played in court“Circles#
Sawla.ian (the word is an Arabic version of the Persian 
©
Cawgan) originated in Persia and 'came into the Muslim usage
6possibly during the Umayyad period# It was under the early
1„ Tabari, iii, pp# 496,1526-27,1808; Mururj,vii,298;Mez,406#
2o Ibid, iii, pp.1526-27; Muruj, -viii,p0296; Kamil, vi,p#216;
Ibn Qayyin al-Jawziyya, Ahkan ahl al-dhimna,i,po220o
5» Tabari, iii, pp«1326-27 e~-Dn^^” ocnasTon^ Mu £t as in’s 
Turkish General, Afshin refused to play against°him 
because Afshdn did not^want to be against the Caliph even 
in a game.llbn al-£Abbas, Athar al-Uwal, p o150 —  cited
by Hitti in the Hiptery^ 0f e /hilab'il"j)# 559 = )
4# Quatrenere, Mamlukes, i'y 125”-~"”"quoting from the History 
of Bibars - Mansoiiri man# Arab# 668, fol, 58#
5o. Jahiz, Rasa2i_l, i, p0210
6# EI“> SoV# Gawp; an (H. Masse). Mcrcier (p.226) considers it 
an "Aryan1 invention# On the authority of Tabari he also 
notes that polo was played in Persia as caily as the 4th 
century before Christ in the court of Darius III# (cf„ 
Ch.asse, pp, 225'“26) „
Abbasids that it became a favourite' pastime of the caliphs 
and other affluent members of society,, The game was generally
A
played on horse-back. It appears that, to avoid all danger
in the game, a limited number of people tobk part in it.
] 2 
According to the Qabusnana four people formed such a team.
Players were divided into two teams, each carried a long--
handled stick with the end bent back (sawlajan) T h e  game
was started by one of the players throwing the ball as high
into the air as possible. Another caught it and did the same
thing, and thus the ball passed from player to player. Each
team tried to get the ball between two posts defended by the
opponents —  the posts being located at the end of a pitch
so large that it gave ample freedom of movement for the :
devolutions of the mounted participants m  the game.
The players, as a rule, had to be very careful in
playing the game as not to injure the other players or smash 
the ball, even though half a dozen of these balls were worth
c (5
only one dirham.Balls were generally made of leather.
The Caliph Mutwakkil is said to have been in the habit of
7playing polo with leather balls and wooden sticks. His
2  . -V _  s v
1. El , s.v. Cawgan Masse).
Qabusnana quoted by E„ Levy in "A Mirror for Princes". 
According to Quatremere (Mamluke, p.122f0) and Mercier 
(Chasse, pp. 2^2d--23) 6 men constituted a team-- two at 
the "entry of''arena, two in the middle and two on the far 
side. _
3. El ,s.v. Cawgan (E. Masse).^Qouting Quatremere, Mercier 
at at e s that the word sawlajan corresponds to the modern 
club, while chawgan indicates a kind of small racket with 
a gory long handle, (cf. Chasse, p. 223)
d. El, s.v. Cawgan (H. Masself Jurji Zaydan, Tanaddun, v, p. 
139 * See also the pictorial representation of the game . 
in Mercier1s Chasse, Plate no. 9? facing p. 22d. 
v5° Ibn Qutayba, 4 Uyun, i,p. 13d; cf. also Mez, p. d06.
6o Ibn Qayyim al-Jawziyya, Ahkam ahl al-dhinna, i,p.220.o "*
7. Ibid, i, p. 220. ~ ~
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Christian nadrm Salma bo Sa4Id once, disclosed to the Caliph 
that his ostentatious wazir"*Abd Allah b 0 Yaliya spent thirty
o
thousand dinars on balls and polo-sticks made from silver--
an information which incurred the displeasure of the Caliph 
and led him to take some drastic actions* To prevent any 
interference with the spectators, sitting on the wall of the 
maydan (hippodrome) the polo players 'made the course 60
f#
2yards broad' <,
Tab tab —
The game of tabtab was quite common at the court of the"o'-' *
z
AbbasrdSo It appears to have been one of the most popular 
—  4.
of. the furusiyya games* The game of tabtab, it would.seem,
■nriw titA in*- - it.- © Q
was very much similar to polo-playing* It was played on 
horseback with a broad piece of wood or racket (tabtab) and
o o
5 -a ball* The game of tabtab is reported as one of the
favourite pastimes of the Caliph Harun al-Eashid, who is '
also credited to be the first among the Abbasid caliphs to
rz
have played it in a naydan* The Turkish troops of the 
Abbasids are reported by Jahiz, to have been the champions
Q Q
7of the game of tabtab* '
1 * Ibn Qayyin al-Jawziyya, Ahkam-ahl al-dhirana*, i,po220*
20 <■ Uyun, i , p * 131; Mez, p *ACTAY Ii”diliG™tTIne^db’the Mamluk 
sultanate, polo games began, as a rule, after the Zuhr
prayer and continued till the 6 Asr prayer, i „ e *, from’
about 2 p 0n* until 5 p.n. (cf* DfAyalon, Scripta,ix(1961), 
pp* 5 3 - - 5 A- - qu oting from Qalqashandi, Subh, iv5 p 0”A7) °
3» Mnru~], viii, p* 296
A* Jahiz, Rasa 9il, i, p 0 21; ii, p» 376 □
5° Lis an and Lane, s«vv0 Tab'hab* cf* also Alin ad Taymur,
— *.-v* . o ‘ “o *“ * O
A1G ab al-c Arab, pp* 5 ^ - 5 5 Hittihs (Hostory of the Arabs., 
pp* 3 3 ^ 0 7  suggestion that ^abtab might have Seen 'tennis 
in its rudimentary form' doo§ "ndt^seem correct as tlic_. 
game of t abtab was generally played on horseback,, (cf* Jahiz, 
Rasa?il,url^ p *376)* The rules and regulations of the gStnd 
were probably the same as in polo*
6o Mp-rutq, viii, p* 296
7 o Jaliiz, Has a J ii, i, p „ 21 *
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Birjas ; —
The game called birjas ^ was widely practised at this 
2time. It was more a military exerciL.se than a public game. 
According to Mas6udl, the Caliph Harun al-Rashid was the 
first Caliph to play birjas in the hippodrome^  It was a -
r
game in which the players, mounted on horses, rode one after 
J;h© other, releasing arrows at a target.^ It is reported that 
during the reign of the Caliph Muctadid regular military 
training was carried out by means of this game. The mounted 
troops had to participate in the game of birjas as a test by
which their proficiency..-was judged and their rate of .pay ■
i 5 -fixed. Each horseman was asked- to shoot at the birj as
target; if he shot correctly, remaining firm and still, and 
kept the reins of his horse under control, his name was 
enrolled in the group g % an abbreviation of jayyid,
1 o The woixl ■ appears with ( u" „)„in Mas4udi (Muruj , viii,p.
296) and with ( u* )win Sabi (Wuzara3, p„ 17 )°
2c Muruj, viii, p. 296; Sabi, "Wuzara5, p.* 17
3o TEidT viii, p. 296o • “““--
Dozy, Supplq s.Vo Birjas ; Sabi, Wuzara3, pQ 17o Redhouse
defines birjas as Tia~*mark tS shoot at". According to 
Steingass it is " a butt to shoot at, especially elevated 
high in the air", (cf. D. Ayaion, Scripta,1961,Po56,n0l41; 
also, Latham and Paterson, Saracen" Archery,p. 83)°
Mercier, (from his observation of miniature paintings in 
the Bibliothequo National*, Paris) defines the game of 
birjas as 1 a particular target, an empty cylinder or 
barrel set up horizontally on four legs. The horsemen 
passed at a gallop, normally with an axe and at a certain 
distance from the cylinder, threw it while arriving in 
front of its opening, and the axe had to pass straight 
through1o (cf* Chasse, p. 205)o According to the observa­
tions of Latham and Paterson, birjas is a 1 ring or hoop
mounted on a spear for use in lance exercises. Under 
certain circumstances it may also have served as a target 
for archers in training.3 (Saracen Archery, p.180).
On the authority of a sixteenth-century Paris MS. entitled 
Kitab al—makh zun j ami4 al-funun (Bibliothequo Nationals, 
Arabe, 28^pTols, lOd’a-b") Latham and Paterson note that 
in the game of birj as the cavalryman, having set a hoop 
by means of a wooden truck on top of a short lance, charge 
and, engaging the target on his left, aims to snatch up 
the hoop with the end of his full-length ‘candle-forn1 
(Saracen Archery, p. 83)»
5o Sabi, V/uzara’, pp. 17-18.o 1 “
meaning excellent; whereas those who missed the target
narrowly were placed in group JU , an abbreviation of
mutawassit, meaning mediocre; and those who arrived late,
}
could not ride well or failed to hit the target cane under 
group : j , an abbreviation of dun (pi. of adwan), moaning
i
1 i'inferior.. The Turkish soldiers, being traditionally good
2archers, excelled at the game of birtjas. '
.Archery : —
Archery (rani al-nushshab) was one of the most popular 
games of this ’period. Since the bow was a main weapon in 
war, the game of archery was always regarded with special 
favour and esteem. The Abbasids devoted much attention 
towards the maintenance of archery, which now assumed 
sufficient importance to attract the attention of numerous 
authors who compiled treatises on this subjects
Archery was one of the main elements in the military 
training and the furusiyya exercises practised under the 
Abbasids. The sources written during or soon after the 
3rd/9th century often refer to archery, but give few details 
about it. Some information of value relating to this 
particular century can be gleaned, however, from later 
works of furusiyya composed in the time of the later 
Abbasids, the Ayyubids and the Mamluks.
In flight shooting (rami al-sibaq) preference was 
given to arrows which were round, thin, spindle-shaped, 
light, hard and strong. It was thinned down near the nock
-1
and trimmed with pinion feathers. People practised archery
in a number of ways, and 011 special occasions competitions
were hold amongst renowned archers. A novice generally
* >
practised archery by shooting against targets of all hinds : 
near, still and moving0 It appears that in trick shooting
r
the archer used various methods of releasing the arrow and
2 t- aimed at different types of targets. For "still targets"
Ff
archers made use of "imitation horsemen" and "opposing 
targets". In the former case, material the height of a 
mounted horseman was set in position; a disc about a span 
in diameter was attached to it, representing a horsenan!s 
head; and a shield about three spans in diameter was 
placed one span below the disc.'The target was located at 
a distance equivalent to the cast of the bow, and arrows 
were aimed at the shield and the "head". In the second method, 
four targets were set up, one to the right, another to the 
left, the third in front and the fourth to the rear. The 
archer, having planted his feet firmly on the ground, had 
to stand in the centre, holding fouri arrows between his 
fingers, and shoot them at the four targets, moving only 
his waist and not his feet.
1o Arab Archery, p.117; Saracon Archery, p. 104-; Qissat caws 
wa sahm, Br. Hus. MS„’D r =>317A 3 fol. 32. These aridws, 
including the arrowhead and the feathers, weighed six to 
eight dirhamso (cf. Arab Archery, p.118).The ManInk author 
TaybughaJ notes that*'the lighter the arrow, the great0r 
its range; the lightest flight arrows in his experience 
weighed six dirhams (285.6 gr.) cf. Saracen Archery,p .
104. The weight of a competition bow' was heavier than 
that of a normal bow by three rat Is (cf„ Arab Archery,p« 
118).On weights and measures of. Islamic bows and arrows, 
see, Saracen Archery, pp. 159-60. For further details on 
Arab arrows and bows see, A.Boudot-Lanotte, Contributi0n 
a l 9etude de l ?archerie nusulmanc, Damascus,1968.
2. Arab Archery, pp. 131-45. On the procedures, conduct, and 
principles to be observed by a novice in archery see, Ibn 
Qayyin al~Jawziyya, Furusiyya,p. 106ff; Saracon Archery, 
p. 152ff.
5* Arab Archery„ pp. 11-5“16°
Archery competitions were carried out in two ways,- by 
target shooting and by long-distance shooting —  the former
being unanimously approved of by the 'fuqahaj, whereas the
' 1latter was discouraged by some amongst them* Since betting
was allowed on archery, the people showed great enthusiasm
'for this sport* As-in the case of horse-racing, so in archery
it 
3
2the employmen  of a muhallxl was considered necessary for
such wagers*
Some of the rules observed in the target shooting are 
that the number of shots ( rashq.) be determined before
starting a flight competition5 the bows and arrows of each
competitor should be of same kind and quality; shooting™
distance be fixed — - according to the Shaficites of Iraq,
the minimum distance is 250 yards and the maximum is 350
yards; the prize money should be particularized and not be
kept vague* Lots may be cast to determine the man to start
shooting; if the prize.is being given by a dignitary, he
4-might choose a competitor and ask him to start*
Like the rami al-nushshab, the rani bi11-hunduq
(shooting with the cross-bow) was also popular* The
projectiles (banadiq) were made of earth, stone, steel,
lead etc*^ The use of the cross-bow, a weapon popular among
the Persians, is said to have made its appearance amongst the
6 :Muslims as early as the time of the' Caliph ^Uthman* By the
1* Ibn Qayyim al-Jawziyya, Furusiyya, pp*79-80; Ghunya, ,
Br * Hus* MB* Or *1338, fols, 94-, 196-99° ~
2* For muhallil see above, p*292f*
3° Ghunya^ "’fols, 196-97; Pisala f 1' 1-rimaya, S0AS,MS* 
W5397 fol,159°
A* Ibn__Qayyim al-Jawziyya, Furusiyya, p*80ff*_ ; Risala f TJ 1- 
rim ay a, fols* 163 f f ° For*" uet ai1s see, Furusiyya, 7° 80f * 
5* Ghunya, fol* 179° For a discussion on the qaws al-bundua
s*eeTIPhapter, Hunting of this thesis, . p* 261 *
6* Kushajin, Masayid**, pp * 21-7'-18; cf* also A* Talas, in MHII 
1952, p. 278:
tine of the first Abbasids there .wore men famous for their 
skill' with this particular instrument* These men used to
visit different parts of the empire, urging other experts
a ~  _
to compete with then* It is reported that the Caliph Harun
al-Rashid had in his service a group of these archers, known
r 1
as al-nainal, who attended him in sport and on hunting , '
. . 2expeditions*
Three schools of archery emerged during the Abbasid 
period —  each school being named after a renowned archer 
of that time, i.e., after Abu Kashin al-Mawardl, Tahir al- 
IB a 1 kill and Ishaq al-Raqql*^
o
Competitions in archery, both on horseback and on foot, 
were held usually in Autumn, either in the morning or in the 
evening* Humid or windy weather was avoided for such contests, 
since these conditions hindered the-best use of the bow and 
decreased its range
1* Aghani , xx, p* 93; see also As6ad Talas, al-Hayat al-
Tyglma6 iyya, in MMII, 1952, p. 279°°
2* Ibid, xx, p* 93; cf* also, J* Zaydan, Tanaddun, v, p*159°
3° Qissat al-qaws wa^-sahm, Br* Mus* MS*Or*313;1,fols, 11-12;
K» al-rarai, Br* Hus * MS* Or*3135, fols,1-2; Arab Archery,
p. 16* Some writers (e*g*, the author of the Qissat al-
qaws wa!1-sahm, fol, 11b, and of the Kitab al-Rami,fol* 1)
read Mawardl as Bawardi and Raqqi as Raf f a 3 * Latham and 
Paterson think Mawardl^to be erroneous and take it as 
al“Bawardi —  from Bawrd, a town and district on the 
northern slopes of the mountains of Khorasan in an area 
now within Turkmenistan (U.S.SoR.). cf* Saracen Archery, 
p* 39° The dates at which these three masters'"of "archery 
lived are very uncertain , and in the absence of documen­
tary evidence,impossible to ascertain* The tentative 
findings of Latham and Paterson may be accepted until some 
further research proves something conclusive* They observe 
that "to"Judge from their names, they were certainly all 
Muslims and therefore could not have antedated the first 
quartei1 of the seventh century ALO*, and, as they are 
mentioned by Mardi, the second half of the twelfth century 
can be taken as & rough terminus ante quern *To suppose that 
they lived no earlier than7 he middle of the eighth century 
would, in the absence of evidence to the contrary, be a 
reasonable guess since it was from early Abbasid tines 
that large-scado recruitment of troops and officials from
(Gent**)
Another popular sport was wrestling* The caliphs, and 
the high dignitaries of the imperial court encouraged this
pastime, employed famous wrestlers, watched the matches and
* ■ 1 'even joined personally in feats of wrestling* The Caliph
Amin is reported to have been especially fond of this
2■physical exercise* He fought a duel with a lion and injured 
his fingers badly in the combat*^ In order to "show his 
physical strength and prowess the Caliph Mu6tadid fought a
o
duel with a lion and killed it* He attacked the lion so
suddenly with his sword that it took only two strokes to
. . 4finish the combat*
Wrestling matches of the 4th/1Oth century held at the 
bidding of the Buwayhid Mu4izz al-Dawla at Baghdad present 
a remarkable scene* On the day of the. wrestling .competition a 
tree was set up in the race-course (maydan) with prizes 
containing valuable things hanging thereon* Purses of dirhams 
were also placed at the feet of the tree* Musicians with 
drums and flutes made the occasion colourful* The contest 
continued for hours and the winners received rewards and 
robes of honour from Mucizz al-Dawla*^
(continued from the last page) i—  Khorasan and Transoxiana 
began0n (cf* Saraceii Archery, p* 39)
d0 Qissat al-qaws wa'l-sahm, fol□33; Br„ Mus* MS* Or*1338? 
fo 11H98; Arab ArchoryV~ p * 120 *
1* Muntazan, vi, p* 341; cf, also A*Talas, MMII,1932,279«.
1 o ' o -■*— >•
, vi, p* A3 2 
3» Ibid*- vi, p* 432*
4* Muntazan, v, pt* 2, p* 129; Nishwar, ii, RAAD,xvii,193°
rr-rni11 o w  n u t i . u  O .+***
3o Ibid, vi, p* 341; cf* also Mez,’ ffenalssance, p* 406
pi cz
W eight Lifting : -—
Weight lifting was also popular at this tine, even wibh
the caliphs and their courtiers„ Mu^asiin possessing a well-
>
built body, often took this form of exercise„ It is said
that he was able to lift a weight of a thousand rati (about
one thousand pounds), which he raised above his head, walking
a
several steps with it* On one occasion he lifted an iron-
,  _  % p
door which weighed 750 ratIs (about 750 pounds»
Other sports like running, fencing, boat racing, 'swimming 
and the lance game (la£b al-rumh) were also in vogue amongst 
the populaceAs  these recreations cost little, people .from 
all walks of life took an interest in them* The .military 
training of the Abbasid troops depended in no small degree 
on furusiyya exercises of this kind* The Abbasids enthusias­
tically practised and vied with each other in swimming with 
the result that some of then acquired skill in performing- 
the most difficult feats of swimming* Expert swimmers could 
even 'swim standing, carrying, in their hand, a utensil with 
fire in which food was cooked** The Tigris of Baghdad with
its 30?000 boats employed in passanger and good transport,
6offered excellent facilities for boat racing,, Like other 
sports, this sport too, presented a colourful scene for the 
spectatorso On festive occasions, however, boat racing -might 
have been one of the main sources of recreation for the 
people of Baghdad*
1oEakhri, p. 316
20~~TqcT7 ii, p0 30T; cfD also Munajjid, Bain al-KLulafa’, 100*
3 * Hunt a z an, vi, p*34-1; Ibn Q ay yin al-Jawziyya, Furusiyya? 
pp* 7 J 106;Baghdad, (edP N0 Jawad & others) , pn36-— quoting 
from Abu’1-hafaT, “(do513/H19) ; see also, AoTalas,_HHI_1,195T, 
po279* There was much betting on these games —  with the 
result that some of the fuqahadeclared these pastimes to 
be unlawful* (cf« Ibn Qayyirn al-Jawziyya, Eurglqjp/ya, pp * 7-8'' 
4* Jahiz, Rapb^h^l, i,p021^ According to Ibn Q ay yin al--Jawsiyya 
(Fdrdsiyya~7" Pii06) furusiyya has four1 branches via. hors':
(Continuedo«)
Amongst the sports of the Abbasid period, contests of 
animals and bird-fighting have a special place* Such games 
were welcomedwith enthusiasm by the caliphs as well as by . 
the common peoplee Beasts such as dogs and rams and birds 
like cocks, partridges and quail were used in such competiti-
'i
pnso The large traffic in these animals at the special
markets called Shari6 al-kabsh wa'l-asad (the street of
rams and lions) and suq al-tuyur (birds' market) in Baghdad
2indicates the favour shown to these sports * From information 
to be found in' Mas4udi it appears that the Abbasid caliphs
! X
kept a large number of such animals in their royal zoo* 
Contemporary sources throw very little light on the 
details of animal contests organised perhaps periodically 
by the enthusiastsQ The avid interest of the early Abbasid 
caliphs however led a group of people to find employment in 
the court chiefly as the keepers of rams, cocks, dogs etc* , 
The kabbashin (ram keepers), dayyakin (cock masters) and 
ashab kilab al-hirash ( "keepers of fighting dogs )
O O
1 ZL
were the regular employees of the Abbasid court„• With
(Continued from the last page) :— - riding, archery, ,lance 
throwing and fencing —  whosoever masters these exercises, 
masters the fiprusiyyao
Muntazan, vi, p0 341; cf„ also, Mez, pc 407*
6o Mez, pc 4-07; Manaqib Baghdad (attributed to Ibn al-Jawzi),
Po 27 “ —  “
„  . . .  —  -,-1
1o Murutj, viii, pD 2p0; AghanI , vi, p&75; Ibn al-Ukhuwwa,
Ma^alin al-Qurba, pc 242; cf0 also Mez, pc 4040
2° Muru;j, vi i i,p * 184; Manaqib Baghdad, p026o The common
people often laid bets on these competitions (cfD Mez,404)c
3» Murutj, viii, p * 19» About the middle of our period Mud tazz 
Is said to have shown to his guests, as a great marvel, 
a fight between the lions and the elephants in the 
zoological gardeno (cf* Mez, p„ 404)0
4* Ibn Zubayr, Dhakhavir, p*220; Muruj,viii, p* 19-
reference to the court of the Caliph Mutawakk.il, Ibn Zubayr 
has mentioned the enormous sum of money spent for the 
maintenance of such a staff * file annual pay of these 
employees and three other court servants amounted to five
'I
hundred thousand dirhamso This amount did not include the
i
money spent 011 the purchase of animals, their fodder and the 
like*
Since these contests were not regarded lawful by the
Shari6a, there is n6 mention of the rules and conditions
governing the contests in the books of fiqh and furu siyyac.
How far the common people were addicted to these sports is,
therefore, difficult to ascertaine There are evidences,
however, that in the court circles, contests of animals were
frequently organised at the biddings of .the caliphs on
special occasions such as Nawruz etc* It is said that a
a duel of lions and buffaloes was organised at the orders
2of the Caliph Hu6tasim0- On special occasions the animals
©
were brought out, perhaps to a maydan, and matched one 
against the other —  a contest which thrilled and delighted 
the spectators* These sports sometimes caused dissension 
amongst the owners of the animals and birds* J Thus we hear 
of an enmity between the Caliph Mustakfi and kadi b*, Huqtadir,
0
do Ibn Zubayr, Dhakha »ir, p* 220*
2c Jahiz, Hayawan7~viiT~"p* 131; NuwayrI, Nihayat al-Arab, 
x, p * 124.
3° Muruj, viii, pt 379; cf* also Ibn al~Ukhuwwa, Ma6 alim al- 
Qurba, p «> 242 a
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provoked by a dispute which arose in the course of a contest
involving pigeons, raris, cocks and quail* It was perhaps
to prevent such discord that the Caliph Muhtadi bi'llah
(r* 869-870), after assuming the office of khilaf.a, banned
all fighting between animals, ordering the beasts in the
2royal zoo to be killed immediately,, His decree, however,
did not continue long in force, since the court circle
rejected such a severe attitude, the earlier state of affairs
being restored after the assassination of Muhtadi*
It is reported that the servants of the caliphal
palace were greatly addicted to these games* Their enthusiasm
went so far that sometimes it- made them indifferent to their
duties* Ibn Tayfur records that, although he called then
several tines, the Caliph Ma’raun was unable to gain the
attention of his servants, then intent on watching cock-
fighting and other games in the courtyard*^ Jahiz states
■ © ©
that the khisyan (eunuchs) revealed a great interest in
" . 4
these sporrs as they did m  pigeon-flying*
1° Muruj, viii, pe 379 
2* Ibid, viii, p* 19
3* Ibn Tayfur, Baghdad, po 55 ; Bayhaqi, Mahasin, p * ^ 2*-- 
Jahiz, Hayawarrj x] p« 118* ; Mali a sin, p* 611*
Maydan (hippodrome) :—  f '
It is interesting to note that hippodromes (nayadIn) 
were constructed hy the Abbasid caliphs for the practice
\.
of various sports and for organized competitions. These 
maydans also served as furusiyya training grounds for the 
military elements. From the information of Sabi, it appears 
that there was more them one kind of hippodrome. The caliphs 
built hippodromes around or inside their palace, these 
structures being .different no doubt from the maydans
2erected outside the towns ( often on the bank of a river). 
Thus Sabi speaks of the "maydan al~saghir"at Baghdad --
1 ° o
an arena which the Caliph Muetadid bi'llah used to visit
«*
73
and where he participated in games with much enjoyment.
This maydan which was built near the birkat al~sibac, seems 
to have been a large one, as sumptuous apartments were 
erected on it for the caliph and his nadims (boon-companions) 
and a large garden was laid out there. Most probably the 
maydan was surrounded by a stone wall, with a large gate 
protected by an iron chain. Sabi speaks of a 'garden gate1
• o
inside the maydan which was shut-before any exercise was 
carried out. This might be another small gate or else it 
indicated the main gate which we have assumed to exist there. 
A number of amenities were provided in the hippodrome for 
we hear about a place for ablutions (hu3rat al-wadu), a
*0 o
dining room (kliawarnaq) and a rest room (majlis) in the 
maydan. The room for ablutions was at some height, since 
we are told that the Caliph Muetadid ascended some steps
i. Sabi, Wuzaraf, p 0 17; Tabari, iii,1808; Muruj, vii,299°
o *r"“ o
2 a Nish war, i, p. 70 5 Kamil, vi, p. 195; cf. al s o Sar.iarra5,
Baghdad', I9d0, pp. 62~65<. Tabari (iii, 1808) mentions__a
-z q-hT koydan called "maydan Bugha al-
. 5 5 p ° Sagliir" at Samarra where Turkish
Soldiers played polo.
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to ito Erom another passage found m  Tabari it is known that
we11-heated and perfumed bath rooms were built in the maydan
to enable the caliph and others to ciean their bodies after 
2exercise^ The Caliph riu6tasim is said to have enjoyed a
©
bath in one of these rooms after playing polo and spent 
there several hours, talking there with his partner*
The first maydan in Baghdad for horse-racing was built
6y the Caliph Mahdi after 30 years of the foundation of
4- . -Baghdad. After the extermination of the Barmakids Ma’nun
is said to have built a maydan for polo within the grounds
of the Harunl palaceSimilarly Amin, after he became caliph
ordered the building of a maydan ut the palace of Abu Ja6far 
6al-Mansur, The Jawsaq palace of the Caliph Mu6tasin had
o o
'an almost bottle-shaped race-track, the neck lying on the;
7axis of the palace» The east side of the Jawsaq with its 
vast rectangular enclosure and a number of transverse walls 
behind it has been identified by Herzfeld and Voillet as 
the palace . . polo-ground, the stablws being of the polo-
o
ponies, and the lodge for the spectators. The bottle-shaped
race-course to the East of this is, according to Rogers,
q
something different. The Caliph Mutawakkil is said to have
erected the Tall-al-6 AliJ or Tall-al-6 Aliq and the burj al-
gadim, an enormous nound, as a grandstand to have an adequate
view of the race-course. The Tall-al-6Aliq, it is said, had
a nine-roomed kiosk on top from which the Caliph could watch 
iOhis horses„
1, Sabi, Wuzara?, p. 17*
2. Tabari,iii, pp, 1326-27; cf. also Muruj, vii, p, 299°
3o Ibid, pp. 1326-27- “
A. SoAcEl-Ali, The Islamic City, ed.Hourani & Stern,pp.93»101
5° Yaequbi, 233 --quoted by Rogers in Islamic City,o,131
6. Kamil, vi, p. 133
7o Rogers, Islamic City,pp,131-32; see also Herzfeld, 
Gescliich.Be, air-plio"bographs 3 and 1-c
8, Herzfeld, fLitteilungen, pp ,196-201-; Viol lot, .description,
9» Roger s4_ opt eft ,po13~2, n,109om " pp. 693-87
10, Qazwini, Huzha, 1-2; Yaqut, Bui dan, i v, 22; Rogers, op, c it ,131-32
Indoor Gaines
8Ii at ran j : --
Shat r an j. or shit r an j (chess) seems to have been ' ' .
1 O  o >
the favourite indoor game of the Abbasids* According to the
i
sources, a certain Abu Hafiz al-Shatranjl was famous as a
o o
renowned sliatranj player who lived in the time of the Caliph 
Harun al-Rashid* Other renowned chess players of the third 
and fourth centuries A*H* were 6AdlI, RazI, MawardI and Sull
o
lAdlI in fact had stood alone in the first class of chess 
players for some considerable time until he was defeated by 
RazI in a match which was played in the presence of the 
Caliph Mutawakkil* Among the caliphs, Harun al-Rashid is 
said to be the first who played shatranj* He granted a
o
~  —  ^
maintenance allowance to some chess players* His son Ma’nun
like his father, showed a keen interest in the game* He used 
to say : "Shatranj sharpens the intellect" and is said to 
have written a poem on it*^ Of other caliphs of this time
6Mutawakkil and Muctadid were enthusiastic players of chess9
o
Competitions often took place amongst chess players„
The first well-known competition was arranged in 8 1 9  A „ D o  in
1o Mahfuz, Shatrantj, pp* 7-8*'
o o o
2* Muruj , i,'pTT£T; viii, pp„ 3^ “12; Munajjid, Khulafa?,pp
108-109; A* Talas, MMII, 1952, pp* 276-77; cf0“also
Murray, History of Chess, pp* 198ff*
3* Fihrist, pc 221; Murray, History of Chess, pp* 170,198*
40 Muruj, viii, p. 296* Harun’s enthusiasm for chess is
evident in his own words when he says : "it is impossible
to live without some kind of recreation, and for a 
monarch, I can suggest no better diversion than chess"* 
(cf o Br * Muso M8_o Add* 23,517, fol* 163)*
5* Munajjid, Rhulafa*, p» 108* cf* also Murray, History of 
chess, p* 1 - 9 — “ quoting from l'bn Badrun and Suyuti*
— ■- - o
60 Muruj, viii,p* 271; Tabari, iii, 1671; HusrI, Jam6 al-O O O  n
Jawahir, p* 30* For a chess competition organised at the 
orders of the Caliph Muktafi (289-295/902-900) wlmre 
Sull beat the then court champion al-Mawardl* Muruj,viii,
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Khurasan between Jabir al-Kufl and Ziryab al-Qattan in -the
w ,ni ’ o o
“ 1presence of the Caliph Ma’raun.
The popularity of chess can be judged from the fact
i
that, with a view to increasing the prices of their slave- 
girls, the merchants took pains to train them in chess„ 
'‘Arib, the slave-girl of the Caliphs Amin and Ma’nun, was 
regarded as an ’accomplished slave-girl’ because of her
rv O
excellence in chess, amongst other attainments„
The wide interest shown in this game made it a subject 
of special study and writers of the time wrote books about 
it* According to Ibn Nadim, the first man to write 011 the 
subject was eAdlT who produced two books, called Kitab al-
Shatranj and Kitab al-nard wa-asbabuha wa’l-la’b biha, on~ O - ----- , . ..... r, . ! - — _ . . . _
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chess and backgammon* Other noted writers of the 9th and 
10th centuries A*D* were Abu Zayd al-Balkhl, RazI, Sull, 
Muhammad b. 4Ubayd Allah al~Lajlaj, Ibn al-Uqlidasi, Qaris 
al-MugWnni .and Abu Yusuf al-Massisio^
1* Mahfuz, Shatranj, pp* 7~8* ; Muhadarat, ii, p. 727*
20 Suyuti, Mustazraf, p c 37? Munajjid, Iiliulafa9, pp* 108“9«O "■ o TrT' '
3o Fihrist, p *221 = Eng* Tr. by Bayard Dodge^^T, p* 3 *
A* Their works were Abu Zayd al-Balkhi -—  Kitab al-Shatranj ;
rriI ” o
Razi *—  K. Latif fl!1-shatranj ; Bull—  K# SX^Sha^ranT^ ”
0 Trrrr.:.r* Q D 0
(nuskhat al^uldTXTTXTJ HXsTTlianuscript)~~and K* "al-Shatranj
(nuskhat al-thaniya, i*e*, the second manuscript); Lajl.aj —  
KlXXm s'XYdt'YJiirildTnfc r an j ; Ibn al~UqlTdasi —  K* Majnu4 fi
0   0 -1
inansubat al-Shlrtranj ; Qaris —  K. fi' 1-shatranj ; Massisi—©   Q o o o e
Ko Tad4 if biiyut" "al"-8hat r an j * (XfXXlHrTst^'ppT 199,221-
2lF739X'X^ng7“Wr'Xy^rXodgexi , pp „ 304-, 34-1 -4-2; ii, p * 663) •
Ibn Nad in mentions Ibn Tarkhan too among the writers 011 
chess but forgets to gi've the title of the work* (cf*
Fihrist, p*222= Engn ir* p*34-2)* None of those treatises 
would seen new to be extant* (cf* Murray, op,cit,169ff■)
For existing chess manuscripts of late Muslin medieval 
period and a brief discussion on them see, Murray, op0cit0
P c  I 7 i f f .
Chess, originally an Indian game, is said to have been
■*- 1invented by an Indian prince Sissa for a king named "Baltit'h
o o o
Later, it passed from the Indians to 'the Persians and then
p
to the Arabso In the country of its origin the game was
known as "chatur anga", meaning ’four members of the army’.,
viz,, elephants, horses, chariots and foot-soldiers (the king
and queen being not counted amongst the troops)Arab
grammarians and philologists, however, tried in vain to
find a derivation for the word shatranj either from the
Arabic or from the Persian languageQ According to Damiri,
the word is derived either from al-mushatara (halving) or
from al-tashtir (uniting, bringing together)^ According to
Hakim, the author of the Kitab Nuzhat al-Shatranj, it is 
° —  »
derived from the Persian shash-rang (six colours), the su’x 
kinds of chess-men, or from hasht-rang (eight colours), the 
eight squares of the chess-board.^
Prom the presents of the ’Raja1 of Qanuj given to the 
Shah of Persia, Khusraw I, Anushirwan (A,D„ 531-79) it 
appears that chess-boards, at first, were generally made of
6 —  -rwood. Mas^udi referring to the 3rd/9th century, makes
-. 11. Muruj , i, p. 159 *, El , SoV» shat r and j (B* Carra de Vaux);* c,______
Somogyi, Table Games, p. 23p; cf. also Murray, opocit,20?fo
2. Murray, 0pocit■> p. 186ff; PfdawsT, Shahnama (ed0 J. Mohl, 
Paris;, vi, pp. 385-^01. --------
3° Table Games, p 0 240, n* 3; Steingass, Persian-English
Dictionary, London, 1892, pu 734; Majid*Takta?i, Peshina-
e-Tarikh-e- Shatranj, in Majalla Bar Ras^iha-e- Tarikhi,  — °  _______   ^  ~
Tran7~vol7~^, 5th year, noTX'TJ~*pp.
4. Damiri as quoted by Somogyi, Table Games, p„ 240
5o Cf* John Hylands Library, Manchester, Ms. 766-—  as quoted 
by Somogyi, in the Bulletine of the John Ryland Library, 
vol. 41, No. '2, March, TXF9V PP^ *^ 31 -32°
6o Pirdawsi, Shahnama, vi, pp. 385-401; cf. also Murray,
QP* ^it, p0 150f. i?or a detailed discussion on Muslin 
"chess boards" see, Murray, op.cit, p, 220fo Jahiz mentions 
takht al-nard ioe0, backgammon board in Bukhala9,°p. 30*
;?<=■ I
s\ \
mention of a red leather chess-board. An addition to the 
popular forms of the game, introduced at this time was known
as al-Jawarihiyya or zodiacal chess playing with, the human
2 7organs , where all the six limbs of man-'* were arranged against
each otherc The game was begun with the throwing of a die—
' A*the throw indicating which of the chess-men was to be moved.
It was the dice that settled the movement of the pieces and
hot the skill of the pla37‘er.^
Much attention has been paid in Muslin literature on
chess to the qualifications which made a man eligible for-
the game and also to the manners which should be observed
in the playing of it. A chess-player ought to be a man of
elegance, good memory and probity. He should be well-groomed,
well-behaved and quick in his answer, whenever he is asked
6to answer a question. This mode of conduct was observed ■ 
by the players of this time, especially when they competed 
with the caliphs or the high dignitaries of the court,, The 
Caliph Ma’raun, however, did not like such formalities in 
playing and is reported to have said to the players, who 
were playing stiffly and formally in front of him "chess 
and politeness do not go well together, talk naturally as.
1. Muruj, viii, p. 316
2„ Ibid, viii, p. 314; Mez, p-„ 4-03; El"*, s.v. Shatrandj
*-■ o _
(B» Carra de Vaux).
3» The six limbs are those by which we speak, hear, see, 
grasp and move —  and the universal sense belonging to 
the heart, (cf. Murray, History of Chess, p.342).
A. Somogyi, Table Games, p. 237
5<, El"*, SoV. Shatrandj (Bc Carra de Vaux).
6. Ibn Abi Ha^aTa7~KTtab Anmudhaj al-qital fr la4b al-
p
shatranj , John R^landiTTbr’ary"7~MS b ;
alsrTr^MSo No. 766, fol0 A2a.
if you were among yourselves"* It is perhaps because of 
this fact that, among the qualifications of a prospective 
boon companion, tho author .of the Kitab al-Tap lists ability
in archery, hunting, playing ball and chess * in all of
which the companion may equal his royal master with no fear
! • p
of affronting him*”
Nard (Backgammon) :--
Another indoor game popular at this period was backga­
mmon or nard. It was played on a checkered board divided 
into twelve points symbolizing the number of. months in a 
year, thirty pawns representing the number of the days in a 
month and two dice acting as the divine will and human 
submission to it*^ Backgammon was, however, held to be
inferior to chess --- a game in which the decisive features
are the insight and choice of the players and their capacity
Zl
for discrimination between good and bad*
1„ Raghib, Muhadarat, ii,p„727; Mez,p,404; Murray, op*-cit „197»
2* lap (attributed to Jahiz) p, 72* Malik b„ Anas, Abu Hanifa 
and Ahmad b0 Hanbal ---"basing their verdict on specific 
hadith—  regarded chess-playing as__unlawful; whereas 
Bhafil 1 and some of the other fuqaha? declared it to be 
legal, resting their pudgement^on tile usefulness'of the 
game, which sharpened the mind and afforded a training in 
warfare, and on the point that some of the ulema active 
in earlier times had played chess, A more 'correct1 
opinion —  as Damiri indicates -- held the game to be 
makruh (disfavoured)c Even the ulema who thought chess to 
BUlLicit imposed a number of conditions — - it should not 
be played for wagers; it should not be allowed to draw a 
man from his prayers and his other religious duties; it 
should not become an occasion for improper language; and 
it should not be iDlayed ±n the street or in a public
, placeo (cf, John Rylands Library, Mo0 No = 766, fol. 14b;'
also Somogyi, Table Games, pp*241-43o Bor a detailed 
discussion on the legal aspects of chess, see Murray,opQcit, 
p,>188f0 who derives information from the traditions recorded 
in the existing chess literature)*
3° Muru,j , i,p„ 158; Table Games,pp0239-4-0; Mez,p„ 4-04„
loble Games, p*240; Mez, p* 404*
Medieval Muslim- sources are almost unanimous in 
describing that backgammon originated m  Persia, 'the 
historian Mas£udi, on the other hand, asserts that it 'came
from India, offering, however, no historical evidence for 
• 2his contention* rfhe Arabo-Persian name of the game, Nard a-I
j
'shir, might be connected with its legendary inventor,
Ardashir b. Babak (A„B* 212-241), king of Persia*^
Notwithstanding the unanimous opinion of the 6ulama9 
that backgaranon was illicit, the people of this tine, high 
and low alike, played it frequently. Since nard was a game
Zl
of chance, it was openly played for money0 Muhammad b,© *•
Ahmad b0 Hamdun is said to have gambled away- seventy thousand
A ©
dirhams in one sitting with the Caliph Mu61adi.d bi1 llaho^
o
It is interesting to note that, on.one occasion, the Caliph 
Harun al-Rashid, while playing backgammon with Ibrahim al~ 
Mawsili, lost the game and was compelled to- put off his
o
■ g
clothes according to the stipulations of the beto
fhere was yet another indoor game called la£b bi'l-kacb 
i.eOJ draughts ? or ossicles ?^D According to Lane kacb 
means a play-bone, a little bone, more or less oblong in 
shape, taken from the foot of a sheep and thrown in play
1. Cf* fable Games, pp0 239-4-0,243-44 and the sources quoted 
there *
2a Mutual, i, p 0 157° At another place, however, Mas£udi notes 
•that it was Ardashir bQ Babak who played this game for 
"the first tine* "Ccf* Muruj, i, po158)*
5® fable Games, p* 239
4-* Ghabushtl, I) i y ap at, p* 13; Mez, p. 404
5c Ibn al-Jawzi, A&hkiya9, p, 35
6. A g h a n I v ,  p.“W .
7. TBn~Tayfur, Baghdad, p „ 5?; Bayhaqx, Mahasxn, p . 55Z|- -
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like a die* No details of this game have been given in the 
available sources* it seems likely, however, that it was in
p
the nature of other table games like'chess and backgammon*~
It was a game which appealed, it seems, mainly to children, 
although adults also took part in it„^ From Shayzari's 
'Wihayat al-Rutba it would seem that kajgb was a game of
*Zl
c hanc e« Shadghull1 .
Another game was lmown as shadghull1 -- - a game,
however, about which the sources provide only fragments of
information which are difficult to interpret» The name
shadghulll is said to derive from the Persian shad (enjoyment)
and gul ( r o s e s ) O n  the actual playing of shadghull! the
chronicles give no more than one or two brief anecdotes«. It 
by Shabushti
is recorded /that the Caliph Mutawakkil, on one occasion, is 
said to have had five million light dirhams (each weighing 
W o  grains) struck in red, yellow and black colours and 
ordered his courtiers and servants, numbering 700, to dor- 
new tunics and caps in contrasting colours* The Caliph 
gathered them together, on a windy day, in a magnificent 
dome-shaped edifice having forty doors and built especia­
lly for the purpose0 When all the courtiers encircled him, 
he ordered the coloured dirhams to be thrown on the wind 
which caused then to scatter'like the petals of roses, thus 
presenting a colourful and lively scene^  This was the game
1, Lane, Lexicon, s.v„ ka6b*
2o Shayzarl, N ill ay at al -Rut b a, p0 105; Ibn al-Ukhuwwa, I1ac alin
al-Qurba, p„ 1?1; Fed b might also be played ’with date- 
st ones * (cf„ Jahizx Bukhala5,p*137;4Uyun,iii,p»261)«_The 
phrase'la6 b al-haivd to be"'found in Sha.huslit! 1 s Diyarat(p» 
173) perhaps indicates the game of kac bc 
3 c Ibid, Wih ay a, p 0103; Ma* alim,p«, 171 5 cf 7 also Badri, Anna, 
4» Hihaya, pp7 103~-4o ~~ p „ 2?8 *
5* Wishv/dr, i,pp0 147, 254; ii,inRiLAD xvii,pp„517» 522;
ShabushtI , Biyarat,p „ 160; Ibn Zubayr, Bhakha5 ir, p *122.
6o Ahmad JTaymur, ThaVb al-^Arab, po37 — '— 1---
7* Biyarat, p0 160;"Dhakha^ir, p, 122 c
ye-?
of shadghulil which the Caliph was playing with such elaborate
preparation* Also in connection with Shadghulil, Abu'l-Qasim
al-Barldl, on one particular occasion at Basra, is said to
have drunk over roses valued at twenty thousand dirhams;
into the roses he threw twenty thousand dirhams, equal to
'half the same number of ordinary dirhams in weight; numerous
fine pieces of nadd, camphor and figures .(tarnathil) to play
"shadghulil witho The attendants afterv;ards plundered the roses
with the dirhams and scent which they contained* The poet
Abu Firas compared the game with a snow-fall in the following 
3verses
, "The eye that sees the falling snows
Might think them petals of white rose,
go^jgRaining on men who play shadghulil " *
Another game played by the caliphs and other high ranking
officials at the court was the play of samatja or something
like masquerade*^ The Caliph Mutawakkil is said to have
participated in this game on the days of Nawruz and mixed '
with other masked actors freely*^ Sama.ja is defined by Lane
5and others as a play which is foul, unseemly and ugly* Oh 
the actual play of samaja our sources do not mention more 
than that the participants wore masks and plundered the 
coins or other valuable objects thrown in the course of
1o For nadd see, lane,'s.v., where the word is defined thus:
"A certain kind of perfume, well-known, with which one 
fumigates or a compound of aloes-wood aromatized with 
musk and ambergris„ *"*
2o Nish war, i9p»l4-7 - Eng* Tr* by Margoliouth, p* 161*
3* IbicL, T, p0 234-*
piyarat,pp* 39-4-0; Tabari, iii, pQ 1318; Imta6 , i,p039;* o 1
Sull, Ashlar awl ad al-khulaf 39, p. 24-9 o
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1play by the caliph or other dignitaries„ It is reported 
that while the Caliph Mutawakkil was playing with the actors 
of semapa, one of the actors came very close to hiin and 
began to look for a stray coin under the flaps of the royal
coato this provoked the displeasure of an old nadim of thei ' ~
Caliph who advised him not to allow any actor to approach
jso close to the Caliph warning that it offered too many
opportunities for assassinationc Henceforth the Caliph
2witnessed the performance from a height in a matjlis. Tabari 
mentions the suwar (figures, masks) of samatja found in the
. - T f i ,  r ™  ■—*tt
house of the Turkish genepal Afshin when his house was
*
searched at the orders of,the Caliph Mu4tasim.
An important feature of Abbasid society was the 
existence of social centres "clubs", where people
gathered together and played various games„ The establishment 
of such "clubs", according to Aghani, dates back to the 
early Umayyad period, when a wealthy man established such 
a "club-house" in Mecca and provided it with facilities 
for the playing of chess, backgammon and dice^ The "club­
houses" of Abbasid times were furnished with all the ameni­
ties of life; even pegs were fixed in the wall to receive 
the upper garments of visitorsIn addition to the'"club­
houses" accessible to dignitaries and belletrists, there
1« cfo for example, HiZdfStj PP° 39 “4-0 <>
2c Ibid, ppo 39-4-0; cf. also Mez, pD 4-24-<>
3o Tabari, iii, p« 1348* **
4-0 Aghani , iv, p D 32
3o Ibld~ iv, p0 52; cf« also, Table Games, p, 24-3, n<>2;
see also. Ho Zayyat, Mashriq, 35(4937)? Hutala4a al-dafatir
waf 1-kutub wa* 1-lahw bUTkaT4 ab fI ’ l-nu.itaniHd at qadinan0
pp." 4-99-500; ““ “ ------- --------
** According to Ibn Zubayr , tho Caliph MuGtadid on one 
Nawruz occasion silent 13,000 dinars for the play of 
sarnaja„ (cf. 3)hakha5ir, p. 36) *
were special rooms in the houses of well-to-do people — - 
rooms reserved for indoor games and used only by the owner 
or by his guests» A merchant of Damascus^ we are told, 
entertained his guests, in his games-roon, with chess, 
backgammon and also with books which he kept for this
A
-purposeo An incident connected with Ahmad bD Mudabbir,o
collector of taxes in Palestine under MuhtadI (255-8/869-70)., 
"shows that wealthy people also kept good chess-players in
p ..
their households0 The hostelries (haiic.it) conducted by Jews 
and by Christians may have served as establishments where 
people could play indoor games„
ladie s Games : —
The women of Abbasid society -took an interest in indoor 
games such as chess, backgammon etc0 Some of them also 
shared in outdoor games like archery and horse-ridingD 
Mahdl's daughter Yaquta (the Ruby), is said to have been 
in the habit of riding out by the side of her father, 
dressed in male attire
Another game known as fanpn.l was played especially by 
the Nabatl women of our societyD It was a game of dancing, 
where ladies held hands and danced together, while singing
ft
a choruso Jawaliqi identifies this game with dastband, a 
Persian word taken over into Arabic and meaning lf the
Nishwar, i, p 0 195; Mez, pp. 4-02-4-05 
2* ffirSJT^viii, p» 13
3» Tabari, iii, ppD 54-3-54-4-, De Gceje reads Yaquta aso t
Banuqa. Muir's reading (Caliyliatc, p«,472) as Yaquta is . 
more correctP
4-0 ‘ Iqd, iii, p0 179; Jawaliqi, Mu4 arrab, p„- 257
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interlocking of hands" (in dancing). He describes it,
furthermore, a Magi an (najtusf) game.
Root-racing is also mentioned among the sports of the
slave~girls0 The Caliph Mutawaklcil is said to have been in
2the habit of organising races amongst his slave-girls.
!
I
Children's Games :--
Among the favourite games played by children at this 
time can be numbered Buqayri, ‘Azn waddah, Khatra, Dara, 
Shahma, LuGbat al-dabb, Dubaraka, Lacb bi' 1-darni, JunnabI
-J , n — J 1 ■ ' ”  "  T -I ■JIMl un . r 1 FT- -r -hn».
etc o
Of the pastime called Buqayri (cf0 buqarao "to split 
open") Jahiz states that it was a game in which children
o ©
made a heap of sand or dust. One of the players would hide
an object in one of his hands, push both of his hands into
the pile, asking his opponents to decide which of his hands
contained the object.^ A later author, Raghib (d* 505/1108)
describes buqayri in simpler terms, declaring that the
children made a heap of sand, dividing it then into two
halves, an object being hidden in one of the halves and the
Aopponents bomg asked to guess what the object was.
6 Azin waddah or 4 Uzayr.i waddah was a game in which two
fc>' *6 O  O O  r-nnrin-™-;!---^ r -
groups of children took a white bone on a dark night and 
threw it away as far as possible and then ran in that
1o Jawaliqi, Mu4 arrab, p, 237 
2C Husri, Jam4 al-Jawahir, p0 182*
• O © —  — - — -TT,n-r,rTi  r r — .
3o Jahiz, Hayawan, vi, pD H5> cf« also Ahmad Taymur, La4bo q “b -----»-i—• 0
al~4Arab, pp. 12-13 
A. Muhadarat, iv, p0 721; Lisan, sov 0 baqar.r T ~ e XT “ * “
direction to pick it up.. The child who was the first to find
it was victorious and his group received the privilege of
riding on the backs of the rival group from the 'place where
»
1the bone was found to the place from which it was thrown. : 
IChatra (lit* danger) was a game in which children took
' ' ■" o
some rags or scraps of material and twisted them together 
to form a whip. It was then given to a member of one group
iv
of children who would proceed to 'whip* the members of an
opposing groupo While the boy with the whip in his hand
tried to lash the members of the other party, they tried
to catch hira0 .If the boy was caught, his party lost the
game and had to carry on their backs the members of the 
2 -rival groupo Jahiz, in describing the game, says that the
D D
whip was thrown by one group to the other, to be caught by 
them. If they failed to catch it, they would throw it to 
the former group. If they could catch it, they won the game 
and had the privilege of riding on their opponents.
The game of Dara — — said by Jahiz to be identical with
’ o o
the game called Kharaj is explained thus by Muhammad“ o
Harun : "it is a well-known game, wherein a child hides 
something in his hand and asks his companions to find out 
what the object is".^ Ahmad Taymur presents a different
o *
explanation of the game. He says that two children sat in 
a back to back position, other children-moving around (dara)
1. liuhadar at, iv, p„ 721; Jahiz, Hay a wan, vi, pn 14-5; Ibn 
haiiFSr~”ndtes that children dse'd to make the bone quite
small; it was then called i uzaym --  the dimunitive form
of <■ azm (cl. Lis an, s<,v* 6 Azia; see also Ahmad Taymur,
Lac b &l«^ c Arab', ' pp . 39-40). 0
2* Ibid, Muhadarat, iv, p0 724; La4b al-cArab, pp* 23-24-
*"o o '  ....
3o Jahiz, Hayawan, vi, ppD 145-4-6
4-. Ibid, vi, pe 146
5 o  Ibid, vi, p. 146, note* 2*
them* In course of their movement these other children tried
to heat the sitting boys, while they tried to seize those
who beat them* If one of the arching children were grasped
>
and held, he would sit in place of the child who caught
A
him*
Shahma was played on summer nights*-Two groups of
children fought each other over a particular boy* One group
<** *
would try to snatch him away from the midst of the other
group, which would try to protect him* The victorious group 
would en^ joy the privilege of the riding on the backs of their
p
defeated rivals* ’ ■ ;
La4b al-dabb, i0e09 the lizard game, so named because
o
it required a 'portrait' of a lizard, was played by children, 
one of whom was asked to put his hand on a certain portion 
of the portrait, with his back turned towards it* If he 
could place his hand in the correct position, he would have 
the privilege of asking others to do the same* Should he 
fail, he lost the game and would be obliged to let all the 
participants ride on his back, one at a time*^
Dubaraka (mannikin), as the word indicates, is of 
Persian origin and meant 'bride'* On the night of Mu6tadidl
o
(New Year’s Day)\ children used to make a doll the size of 
a girl, decorating it splendidly and arraying it with 
ornaments like the ones worn by a bride* The 'dubaraka'
1o Ahmad Taymur, op*cit, p» 30
O ..... ■wimimi'■■ >
20 Jahiz, Hayawan, vi, p* 116
3* Ibid, vi, p *.14-6; Muhadarat, iv, p„ 724-; Ahead Taymur,
opoCit,- pp 0 37-38*
4-q For the origin of this day see, Tabari, iii, p. 214-3;
EX1, s.v. Nawruz (P. Levy)*
was then sot on the roof of a house and the people amused '
themselves 'by beating drums, by singing on flutes and by
1lighting fire around it0
JunabI or Junnabi was a game pla.yed with lunnabi (a 
basket, according to the definition given by Ahmad Taymur).^o
t
The basket was hidden by one group of children and had to 
be sought by another. The game was played usually by
tt -N
B . 4children; adults also took part in it sometimes.
Young girls played more often with daml (dolls) than
with other toys. These dolls were made of clay in the shape
of different animals or human beings. On special occasions
such as the cId al-Fitr or the 4 Id al-Adha, dami were brought
o o  o '
to Baghdad in quantities so large that the muhtasib Abu
o •
Sa4id al-Istakhri (d. 328/939) had to establish a special 
© ©
market there known as suq al-la4b 0^
On special occasions, e.g., at wedding ceremonies, a 
game known as kurap wa*s played by the young girls. They took 
a horse made of wood and covered it with a beautiful tunic, 
put a rope around its neck and pulled it about, playing 
and shoutingP
1o Nishwar, i, p. 217*, Ahmad Taymur, opoCit, p. 30 
2° La4b at-6Arab, p. 19
3. Lisan and Mukhassas. s.v. ,janab0
„  "„p " ' 3"3 °A. Agliani , x, pp. 280-81; cf« also Ahmad Taymur, op.cit, p.19-
o 1 ■' “ *
5q kJSwardl, Ahkom pQ 251; Ghazali, Iliya’, ii, p.67; Abu
Ya4la, Ahkam, p. 2780 " ©
6o Ibn al-Ukhuwwa, Ma4aLin al-Qurba, p. 56; Maward!, Ahkar/
Po 251. ' ‘ ‘ °
'7° Tabari, iii, p Q 971; cf. also, Nawfal, Sannaiat al-Tarabo *~6 , - ^-'b •‘L' "
p. 379= Jahiz notes that the children in the early Abbasid 
period placed nutshell games mostly in the courtyard of 
the houseD In playing this game children dug holes in 
them and threw nutshells into the hole, (cf, Jahiz,
Bukhala’, _'p, ?1.A -Eng. Tr. in "The life and wdrks of
Jahiz”,/p. 2d2o)0 hut,shell games used by thieves as one 
of their trickso cf0 Nishwar, i, p.78. **
Festivals and Festivities “e-
i
Of the festivals observed under the Abbasids some were 
of religious origin, kept by Muslims alone, whilst others
i
were confined to the Christians and Jews* On some occasions 
there were festivals celebrated by all, irrespective ofnr
religion* Some festivals, too, had a local and not a general 
importance *
(A).
II
i)o
The ninth month of the Muslim calendar is believed to 
have been the month of the .revelation of the Qur’an and
'i
hence special reverence and respect was shown to it* This
is the sacred month of fasting, which means abstention from ‘
eating, drinking and sexual intercourse during the hours
pbetween dawn and sunset « In fact the beginning of the 
sacred month of Ramadan concerned profoundly, and still
» o
concerns, the life of every Muslim* As soon as its 
commencement was announced, people from all walks of life, 
even those who were inclined to neglect their daily prayers, 
thronged to the mosques for the tarawlh, a special prayer
1» See, for example, the accounts given by Maqdisi about 
the Ramadan obse3?ved in various countries* (cfD pp* 100, 
183, etc o) ; cfo also, Grunebaum, Huhammadan Festivals,p* 
36; S * Do Goitein, Studies in I si arrTic Hi story and Institu­
tions, pp« 100-101 TETi; id V o Ramadan (Tb PI e saner") 0
_  -  —  O ~ A
2.0 Grunebaum, Festivals, p„ 36; cf, also, El,1 s0v0
Festival;
The Month of Ramadan
— *1offered in congregation during the. month of Ramadan„ Tabari 
notes that when Mutawakkil held the tarawlh prayers in the 
Ja4fariyya mosque no one prayed in Samarra, that is, when 
prayers were held in the Mosque of Abu Dulaf there was no 
one who remained behind in the quarter of al-Hayr to pray
! o
1 . , 2 m  the Great Mosque which Mutawakkil had built there*
Maqdisi notes that the Ramadan festivities of Makka
(V • z '
were proverbial in the Muslim world* In the 10th century 
Maqdisi found the people of Aden most enthusiastic in 
observing the sacred month of Ramadan* Before two days of
c
the commencement of the month, they decorated the roof-tops
of their houses and beat drums (dabadib) there* When Ramadan
/morning
started the youths gathered together in the small hours of the/
patrolled the city until dawn, reciting verses in praise
of the month and the fast. The practice continued, it would
seem, for the whole month* When the time of the 6 Id al-Fitr
was imminent, they collected money from the people and made
1-more elaborate preparations for the * Id* People m  other- 
areas (e.g. Baghdad) also made elaborate preparations to 
welcome the month of Ramadan*
The thirty days (or 29 days)^ fasting of this month has 
always been regarded by the Muslims as a most important 
religious act and is performed with much pomp and gaiety*
The last ten days of the month of Ramadan-were devoted by
o■
the Muslims to special religious ceremonies* The pious ■ Muslims
1. Tabari, iii, p* 11-52; Muq* pp* 100," 183; of* also,
o
Grunebaum, Festivals, p* 51-°
2. Tab* iii, p. 11-52*
o
3* Muq* p* 183.
I-. Ibid,_p0 100
5* Baghdadi, BukhalaJ, pp» 90, 11-9°
6* Unlike the~oTar"Christian calendar, the months of the 
Muslim lunar calendar are either of 29 or 30 days.
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the"*** retired to a mosque to perform the i6 tikaf (a religious 
custom of high merit in which a Muslim .is obliged to sit 
in the mosque for at least 24 hours devoting his time in
A
prayers and other religious duties)* The. thirty parts of 
the Qui?san were generally recited in the tarawih prayers ,j
i 1
and the last day of its recitation,towards the end of
Ramadan, was a day of much celebration* According to Maqdisi 
6
r*
the beauty of the celebration of the "khatm" in the Aqsa
T1" 'r o
Mosque surpassed all other placesThough details of this 
celebration are not mentioned, it can be assumed that 
people, on this night, prepared some special types of food 
and spent the night in prayers and recitation of the Qurtfan* 
It seems that the muhtasib, in order to facilitate'
1 o ""n 1
fasting, made arrangements to announce the time of the
_ IL
"suhur"* The mosque had, in some places, public kitchens 
attached where food was served for the fasting people in 
the month of Ramadan*^* Presumably the money for the food 
was supplied by the caliphs or by some philanthropists*
Prom Tanukhi's Nishwar it is known that people often 
exchanged gifts (faadiya) in the month of Ramadan*^
A _
1* El , SoVo I£ tikaf (Th.W* Juynboll)* It was in these last 
ten days of Ramadan that the 1 ail at al-qadr (i.e**, the 
Night of the Divine Decree) which is decreed by God as 
"better than 1,000 months", is supposed to occur* (cf*
EI1, Sow* I4tikaf and Ramadan; also, Goitein, Studies, 
pp. 103-10477
2* Muq* p* 100*
3* Ibid, p* 183*
4* cf* for_the practice being done in Egypt, Kindi, VJuIat, 201 * 
-^ie suhur ‘.is the meal taken before the sun-rise*
3* Azdi, Ta5rikh al-Mawsil, p* 248 * It seems that the food
shops were- not'Pipened'”during the days* The licentious 
people are found in the sources., disliking the month of 
Ramadan* Abu11-Faraj al-Isfahani is said to have hated 
Ramadan^ because, during itx he could not quench his 
thirst for wine* (cf* Irshad, v, p* 167)»
6* Nishwar, i, p* 99 °
The 6 Id al~Fltr, or the feast of the breaking of the
»
fast, occurs on the 1st of the month of Shawwal, the tenth
1 n*month of the Muslim calendar,. It is also called 4 Id al~
2 -  1Saghir, or the Lesser Feast. Once the new, moon of Shawwal
was announced, the news was carried far and wide with much
"excitement„ Since the 4 Id al-Fitr marked the end of a1 o"p*
period of exhausting devotion, it was celebrated with much 
greater enthusiasm than the 4 Id al-Adha, known as the Great 
Festival. Sabi in his Rusum dar al-khilafa mentions the
o *
elaborate preparations made by the caliphs, wazirs and high
f
ranking officials and gives a description of the processions
i
held by these people early ^n the morning on the 6Id day.'
It was the custom with the wazirs and the military commanders 
that they took out splendid processions at dawn with their 
relatives, friends, officials and servants. All these people 
dressed in gorgeous attire started their procession from ■' 
the residence of the wazir or the military commander and 
paraded the city until the procession reached the musalla
•... i .. s^ r -
(the prayer place either the mosque or an open spacious 
courtyard). It is said about Nazuk (at the beginning of the 
10th century)that on one of the 4Id mornings, he brought out 
a remarkable procession comprising of more than 500 torch 
bearers (farrash bi-sliumu4 al-mawkabiyya) and a large number 
of naphtha throwers (ashab al-naft), and marched through the 
city of Baghdad until they all reached the musalla. The
1, Biruni, Alphar, p. 333 = Eng® Tr„ p. 331. For a detailed
account of~T;he origin of this festival see Qalqash.an.di,'
Subh, ii, p. 4-06; El , s.vv® 6 Id and 4 Id al^FitrltikMittwoch)
2, Grunebaum, Festivals, p.63; EI^> s.vv* 4 Id and c Id al-~Fi.tr ® 
3o Ibid, Festivals, p, 63«
4d Sabi, iTusunipp 0 9-11°
people in the street greeted the military commander and the 
'traffic came to a halt until his procession marched through
1 ' ‘ t*the street. In the second half of the 10th century Maqdisi
>
noted that the people of Mecca were very enthusiastic in 
celebrating the 4Id festival. They erected several ceremonial
i
gates in the night of 'Fitr*, decorated the market between
<j * "
the Safa and the Marwa and welcomed the 4 Id by beating
2drums throughout the night. Maqdisi also noted that the 
4 Id celebration in Sicily was unparalleled in the Muslim 
world. ^
Soon after surprise on the day of the 4 Id al-Fitr
o
4-pdople, dressed in new or in their best clothes , assembled 
in the mosque, distributed the sadaqa al~.fitr, alms marking
’".3 O
the breaking of the fast, and performed two rak4 as of 
prayer, led by the caliph or any person appointed by him.
The caliph, clad in splendid attire probably wearing the 
burda of the Prophet, attended the mosque with a large 
procession, while people standing on both sides of the road 
saluted him.
Having performed the prayer, everyone present in the
mosque congratulated, embraced and kissed each other. On this
day friends meeting in the street or in their private houses
did the same indeed they often visited each other for
7this particular purpose.
1. Sabi, Rusum, p. 10
2. Muq. p. 100.
3. Ibid, p. 183°
4-. Murutj, vii, p. 7 4 ;  Bayhaqi, Mahasin, p.211
2   -- °
5° El , s.v. 4 Id and 4 Id al-Fltr (E. Mittwoch); Grunebaum,
“  ‘ 6“
Festivals, pp. 63~-64-0
6. Nishwar, viii, pp. 12,91°; cf. also, Tabari, iii,p. 1181.
7° TBiTJal^Jawzi, Nuntazam, v, pt „ 2, p. 75; vi,p. 329; Sabi, 
Rusum, pp. 10-11; Thimar, p. 1874 Husrx, Jam4 al-Jawahir,
p. 106.  —  0 “
POY
The pomp of the cId al-Fitr.was great0 The royal
11. IJ. '
palaces were brightly illuminated; the boats of the caliphs 
and of other men of high rank were displayed on the Tigris} 
beautifully decorated and lit with lamps0 The city of
Baghdad was adorned with variegated materials (e.gOJ silk)
* . i iuntil it ’looked like a bride in all hex4 beauty'„ The
people feasted in their homes and the merchants in their
"  * 2 shops --  the celebrations lasting usually for three days,
,In Mecca, after the ‘Id prayer young girls wearing splendid
decorated clothes and holding fans in their hands visited
the houses of the people and collected, it would seem,
6 Id money from the elders,^
On the day of the feast two dining tables would be
laid out in the royal palace --  one after the dawn prayer,
L\.
the other after the feast prayer. On the first table only
sweets were served, whereas the second table contained
sumptuous dishes. From Sabi it is known that a * *
considerable amount of money was set apart in the caliphal
budget to entertain the guests visiting the palace on the 
5 • *6Id days© Similarly a portion of the budget was also 
reserved for the payment of the standard bearers who led 
the caliphal procession to the musalla and back to the
©’ r
palace,^
 ^• Muntazam, x, pp, 35? 58?"157; Kamil, (Cairo, 1290),ix, p« 
216; cf, also Badri, ‘ Amma, p„ 193°
2° El? s.Vo ‘Id (E0 Mittwoch).
3* Muq, p0 100o
Muntazam, vi, p„3; Sabi, Rusum, p, 2d; Tbimar, p, 187
6 “ a ■*■***. . ... .
5 o Rusum, p0 2d
60 laid, pop0 2d“25» In the caliphal procession a large 
contingent of the caliph’s private bodyguard and of 
other troops, attired in gorgeous pelisVcs, paraded 011 
horseback in the streets of Baghdad0 People standing on 
both sides of the road watched the march-past, while the 
caliphs and other dignitaries witnessed it from pavillions
(Contc o)
In view of the hardship involved in making the pilgri­
mage to Mecca in the traditional style, the discomfort andp... 
strain of caravan travel through an inhospitable countryside
in a difficult climate and, above all, the constant threat
i ' 2of Beduin attacks (sometimes bought off by the government) ,
the Muslims from the eastern lands of the Abbasid empire ■
would gather together at Baghdad^  From the beginning of
the month of Shawwal (ioe0, two months before the actual
time of the hatjtj), people from Iraq itself and from regions
much more dist'ant (e„g0, Khurasan) would reach Baghdad* Such
people   numbering several thousands found shelter in
the tents pitched on the western side of BaghdadQ Here the
Zl
government supplied them with food and drinking water,‘ The 
period extending from the first arrival of the pilgrims till 
their departure on the hatj j was an exciting time for the; 
inhabitants of Baghdad, Every day new groups of pilgrims 
would enter the city and the inhabitants of Baghdad, dressed 
m  their best attire, gave them a warm welcome.
(Continued from the last page) :— * erected for the purpose.
To ensure an unimpeded march-past of the troops, roads were 
closed to public riders^ (cf. Tabari, iii,11Si; Nuntazam,x, 
pp o 355 38; Kazruni, Maqama fi flawa6id Baghdad fi'l-dafrla al-
* Abbasiyya, ed« Ko‘Awad and M0 6Awad, Baghdad, i962,p*26)oi
1 * Beduin attacks on the pilgrim caravan occupied frequently 
and many pilgrims lost their lives and property, At a 
later time the Qaramita also plundered the pilgrim carava­
ns travelling to the ha.j(-]0 (cf. Muntazam, v, ptc2, pp* "56, 
65, vi, pp * 2,33; TabaflTpiii, 19^2017; 4 Arib, 5Z7 118-19 ) «■ •
o
2* The pilgrims were asked to pay‘a fixed toll 1017 their 
safety* (cf* Bowen, Life and Times of '‘All b* f-I^a,ppe 
357-58)o Apart from the Baghdad government, other princess 
too, contributed towards the amount paid to the beInins0 
(cf* Mez, po313)° On one occasion, 9,000 dinars were paid 
to them; members of the escort party among the beduins 
received at the rate of four dinars each* (cf* Mez,p*3^3) °
3® Muntazam, vii, p„ 276« 
d* IbidJt£rvii, p* 276
5* Kazruni, op.cit, p. 2d; cf. also, Badri, £Amma, pp„195-96*
The departure of the caravan was marked by elaborate
celebrations. A large procession, with high ranking officials
■at the front and with the populace behind vbhem, accompanied
the caravan to the outskirts of Baghdad and bade them 
1farewello To protect the pilgrims from external attacks,
i _ p
.contingent of troops also accompanied the hajj caravan,, •;
The caravan' then proceeded towards Mecca under the leadership 
"Of an Amir al-Ha.1,1 i«e., a commander of the pilgrimsThis
o  *
amir was appointed by the government in a ceremonial 
gathering attended by the caliph, the chief qadi and his
o
A -deputies and also by other dignitaries. The amir not only 
directed the journey, but supervised the conduct of the 
pilgrims and led his own contingent of the ha,hi during the
o
5ceremonies o
Arriving at Mina the pilgrims sacrificed camels, sheep
or other horned domestic animals -■—  one goat or one sheep
for one man or one household, but as many as seven men might
be partners in one cow or one camel. The flesh of the animal
sacrificed was either eaten, stored or distributed among r
the poor; the skins were given to charityThe people of
Hijaz, according to Maqdisi, took no other qadid except that
7
which was procured from the sacrificed animals of Mina. '
1. Muntazam, vii, p. 263; Kazaruni, opoCit, p.2A 
20 Tabari, iii, p. 1383; Aghani^ ix, p. 64-«,
3o El, s oVo Amir al~Hadjdj ~Cl ° “Jomier) .
A. Tabari, iTT7~pp"." 1383^8 A; Kazaruni, op0cit, p. 2A; cf«
also, Badri, <■ Ainrna, pp0 194—95°
3o Grunebaum, Festivals, pD 37; The Amir al~Ha,jj was
assisted by a special staff. In addition to his normal 
duties (e.g., the supervision of the pilgrim caravan) 
he also took measures designed to ward off the harassing 
attacks of the Arab tribes, (cf. El 2, s.v* Amir al-Had,jd.j)«.
6. Elf s.Vo Hadjdj ; Grunebaum, festivals ,pp«, 33~34- o
7. Muq. p. 96:
34-0
The return of the pilgrims to Baghdad offered an
occasion of festive celebration for the people in general.
The caliph himself came out of the city to receive the
>
pilgrims. In order to enter Baghdad the next day, rested
and refreshed for the festivity, the pilgrims sometimes
1 1passed the previous night in the suburb of al-Yasiriyya.
The relatives of the pilgrims offered their thanks to God 
for the safe return of their relatives , congratulated the 
pilgrims and celebrated the occasion with great excitements 
The procession of the caliphal caravan for the hajj
c
was marked both by expense and by display. The hawdaj 
(litter) was profusely decorated with variegated silk and 
materials woven with gold. The caliph, escorted by his 
bodyguard, appeared before the caravan, wearing the burda ^ 
(cloak) of the Prophet with the qadib (staff) and the khatamO WLl-T*____
(signet-ring) in his hands. A drum was beaten to inform the 
caravan that the moment of departure had come. The caliph, 
surrounded by members of his family, by important dignitaries' 
and by troops with black standards, would now set out 
towards Mecca. On his way to Mecca the caliph showed his 
benevolence by distributing money and food to the peoples 
This benevolence increased notably, when the caliphrreached 
Mecca. There he would entertain the inhabitants with a 
lavish expenditure on food, iced drink and g i f t s I t  is 
said that the Caliph Mahdi, in one of his famous hajj
o
journeys, distributed 30,000,000 dirhams in cash amongst
1. Mez, p.- 314-a
2o Kazaruni, op0cit, p« 24- ; Husri, J amc al - J aw ah i r, p.110o
3c On the burda see, Chapter Costume, p. 82
_  ~  " y y ^
4-o Aghani , iii, pD 94-; Balkhi, Kitab al-Bad5 wa11-Ta ?rTkh,
Hunt az am, vii, p 0 84-.
the people of Mecca and Medina « This sum was .in addition to
the various gifts and ice that was brought especially from
1 'Mawsil. The pilgrimage Journey made by Jamila bint Nasir 
° > 9
al-Dawla in the year 366/976-7 became proverbially famous in 
of the
the history / pilgrimage„ She is said to have provided all
: - 2  the people present at the Pilgrimage that year with sawiq.
mixed with snow. In addition to many other things, she
fir
brought with her, loaded on camels, fresh green vegetables 
contained in earthenware crocks. She commissioned 500 mounts 
for those pilgrims whb were limbless; bestowed 10,000 dinars 
on the Ka6ba, freed 300 slaves and 200 slave girls, gave 
handsome subsidies to those who had come to reside in Mecca, 
and provided 50,000 fine robes for the common 
population. It is also said that she had with her 4-00 litters 
each lined with satin, so that it was never known in which 
one she herself waso^
The social, cultural and economic effects of the
Zl
pilgrimage in medieval Islam, were of great importance. In 
fact the hatj ,j provided different people with different
opportunities if a man were a merchant., he might utilize
it as a business trip; if he were a scholar, he might impart 
or gather knowledge and ideas; if he were a traveller, he 
might gain knowledge of the people and the land. Pilgrimage 
was, therefore, one of the important factors making for 
'cultural unity and social mobility in the Islamic world'5
1o Balkhi^ op 0 cit, p. 96„
2„ On sawiq^soo, the chapter of Food, pp. 160—161.
3* bat a9 if"' PP» 82-83 (~ Eng. Trl p.82); Muntazam, vii,84-«
4-0 El 2 , So v0 Hadjdj, (B. Lewis).
3. Ibxdo The Khatib al-Baghdadi gives exaggerated reports 
of hapj performed by students in order to learn Islamic 
sciences from the scholars attenting the hajj„ cf. iii, 
4-36, xiii, 286 (zt0 times); xii, 111 (60 times)”; viii,4-5 (70
times)„ The Caliph Mahdl is reported to have requested
Malik bo Anas (d. 179/795-96) to teach his Muwatta to 
the students during the days of hajj. (ibid, rx/BJTo
o  ’
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iv) 4 Id al-Adha :--
r o o
At the time of the sacrifice of- animals in Mina the 
whole Muslim world celebrated the great festival called 
4 Id al-Akbar or the 'Sacrificial Feast', i.e., the 6 Id al- 
,Adha, a title which is derived from duha (the early part ofo q ~K“ ~ a ■*“
  S]
the day) or from dahha (he sacrificed an animal). Like the 
~4 Id al-Fitr, this festival was celebrated with great pomp-;
o
new clothes were put on, people bestowed presents on one
another, and two rak4 as of congregational prayer were offered
—  2 m  the same manner as in the 6 Id al-Fitr..—  .  a—
The sacrifice of animals which is a conspicuous feature
\
of this festival took place after the prayer. The caliphs 
themselves showed much interest in it and a number of animals 
were slaughtered in the precincts of the royal palace. Sabi 
notes that a portion of the caliphal budget was set apart’ 
for the purchase of animals (adahl).^ It was the duty of the 
wazir to provide the 'animals' at the Abbasid court for the 
members of the royal family, troops and various categories
n  % j  „  „
of the palace servants. The celebration of-the 4Id al-Adha
* C O P<"
and the sacrifice of animals continued for three days, a 
period of time known as 4Ayyam al-Tashriq. The meat of . 
the sacrificed animals was sent to friends and relatives and
; 6 T-especially to the poor people. Maqdisi noted that the 
celebrations of the 4 Id al-Adha in Sicily and the day of
mu. —  ■-  ^l Lm
4Arafa (the 9th day of Lhul-Hi^ja) in Shiraz were unparalle­
led in the Muslim world in the 10th century.^
  p “--- ---- r------ --- -— ~---;—  — -------------
1. El , s.v. 4 Id al-Adha; Grunebaum, Festivals, p. 3^*
2. l"bid, cf. also,' Muq. p. 183; Kazaruni, oplcit, p.26 •
Rusum, p. 2d. The people of Basra fattened sheep foi' a
year "for the sacrificial fest and sold them at a price
of 10 dinars each._(cf. Aghani , iii,p.62)0
Bowen, 4Ali b. 4 Isa, p. 103 /viii,1d1.
5. El£, s o vvq 4 Id and ~4 Id al-Adha; G-runcbaum, 3 3 “ 3 5 5Muntazam, /
6. Ibid; Jahiz, Bukhala>J, p, 27“ "
7. Muq. p. 183°
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(v) Jum* a : —  ' .
Jum*a or Friday was the Muslim Weekly holy day. It is 
'essentially different from the Jewish Sabbath or the
Christian Sunday’ and is a day of obligatory public worship,
a „
'held at noon. The. Friday ceremonial .consists of an adhan,
which is proclaimed inside the mosque, a khutba said in two
“ _ o  t
"sections by the preacher in a standing position. During the 
pause in the midst of the khutba, the khatlb is required to1 o r~ u' 1-1 o
sit down . After the khutba a salat consisting of two rak* as~r-vu‘-x o ~b"" ”  ^ "1...  ‘
is offered m  congregation. ■
In Baghdad, the Jum*a prayer was offered with great
i
ceremony and pomp. Maqdisi writing in the 10th century notes
that the Jum* a celebration in Baghdad was unprecedented in'
the Muslim world.^ He also noted that in the East especially
/Was
m  Nishapur there/held a special session in the morning where 
the Qur’an readers recited verses from the Qur’an.^ In summer 
iced water was also provided in these regions.^ The Khatlb 
al-Baghdadi narrating a story from, the 3rcL/9th century notes 
that the Friday Mosque in Baghdad could not accommodate J
people and therefore roads had to be closed for traffic and 
the adjacent area was used for prayer. The gate-keepers 
(bawwabun) at the maqsura did not allow a man to enter the 
maqsura until he donned the black. qaba’ —  a distinctive
■UM'UMO-j-iy I n n . i . ~ "
robe of the wazirs and high ranking officials at this period. 
Baghdadi adds that this was the custom in all the maqsura-
_ n
of the Jami* (Friday Mosque) in the early Abbasid period.
1. SoD.Goitein, Studies.., p d h  For a detailed discussion on 
the origin of*" the* institution of Jum* a see, ibid, p.111ff; 
idem, MW 4-9(1959), pp.183-195? idem, El 2, s.v* D,iumc a. .
2° El , s.v. Djum* a (SoD.Goitein)Y cf. also, GoIda iher, Tfuslim 
Studies, iT, pp.4-1-45 (= Eng. Tr. pp.49-52).
5o Flu®. p. 185«
4. Ibid, p. 328.
5. Ibid, p. 327.
6* On the gab a’ see, Chapter Costume, pc 70 
7« Ta’rlkh. i, p.48; cf. also, Manaqib Baghdad, p*22
p'+e-
As the yawm al-Jum«a was a.day of 1ibada (worship), ‘
offices and schools were closed since the early Abbasid 
1 _ 
period. A passage in Jahshiyari1s Wuzara3 clearly indicates
that Friday was regarded .as a holiday for the officials to*
enable them to prepare for the Jum& a prayer and other
' — 2 T-1ibadat . In addition to Friday, the Caliph Mahdl fixed 
Thursday as a day of rest for all the government officials
r»#
until the Caliph Mu^tasim abolished the practice of two days 
rest and ordered that offices would be closed only on 
Fridays.^ This state of affairs remained unchanged until 
the Caliph Muhtadid came to power in 279/892. Now again ,
A
the custom of the days of the Caliph Mahdl was revived .
IL
with the exception that Thursday was replaced by Tuesday.
Friday was regarded as holiday because "it was the day of
prayer and because Mu4tadid loved that day, as his tutor
«
used to free him on Friday from lessons. Whereas on Tuesday 
the officials would have time, in the middle of the week, to 
rest and to look after their personal affairs" P On Friday, 
however, he ordered the public mazalim (al-mazalim al-4 amnia)
6 * - T-UJi.Joa-wur
&to be held for the benefit of the common people.
1. Some ashab of the Imam Malik b. Anas has disapproved of 
the practice of some Muslims who refrained from doing work 
on Friday in imitation of'the Jewish and Christian weekly 
holidays, (cf. Tartusi, K. al-Hawad1th? Tunis,1959,P»133? 
cited by S.D. G6it§in, in^EI^*SoV0 gjunpa). During the 
time of the Imam Abu Hanifa (d. 150/7877? Saturday was 
the holiday for the schools and judges. In the middle of 
the 3rd/9th century judges observed holidays either on 
Monday or Tuesday. But later on, presumably, from the time 
of the Caliph Mu4tadid, Tuesday was fixed as the day of 
rest for the judges“because the government also observed
a general holiday on Tuesday, (cf. Ibn Maza (d.550/111-1)^/ 
Br. Mus^ p Ms. No. Or. 2407 > fol. 18b) ./Kogharh Adah al-Qad!.
2. Jahshiyari, Wuzara*, p.166; cf. also, ShabusiTtil Dl'yar 
po119 f see al s o J TL 4 Awad, al~c Utla al-usbuTiy,ya fi ' 1~ 
dawlat al-4Abbasiyya, in RAAD, -18/1/T39T! p". 53 =
3. Ibid, Wuzara5, p„ 166.
4. Sabi, WuzarS5, p. 27; see also p. 344.
5. Ibid, pH??.
6. Ibid, p.27; cf. also, Ibn Maza, C.harh adab al-qadl, Br. Mus. 
Ms o Or„2407,f o1.18b; also, IIs Awacf/^ 'Sp'o cl~F, pH SIT"
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It was because of the public holiday on Friday that the
poets and the people interested in poetry, assembled together
for the weekly majlis al-shu4 ara9 (poets' gathering) taking
place on Fridays in the Jami4 al-Mansur under the 'Qubbat
& A
al-Shu4 ara* (i.e., the dome of the poets). In Jahis's 
'Bukhala* a man is-mentioned as passing his time in leisure 
on Fridays by visiting gardens with the packed lunch which 
he ate sitting by the side of a pool. After having
.his meal he had a siesta in the garden, took a bath and went
—  p
to the Jami4 for the Jum4 a prayer.
Though Friday was a holiday for the officials, markers
and other places of business, at this period, were not
closed except perhaps for a brief period of Jum4 a prayer.
We have reports showing that animals were mostly slaughtered
on Fridays ^ and people did their weekly shopping on this 
4day. During the later Abbasid. .era, presumably under the 
influence of the Jewish community, Muslims closed their shops 
on. Saturday, suspended their business and passed the day in 
pleasure and enjoyment. This prompted the government (in 
488/1095) to interfere and take measures against the Jewish 
imitation.^ The muhtasib was ordered to ensure that shops
"" o
are closed on Friday and opened on Saturday and to punish .
those who, violating this rule, opened shops on Fridays and
closed on Saturdays„ This was done to counteract the Jewish
6Sabbath institution.
1o Khatlb, TaFrikh, viii, pp. 249-50; xii, pp. 95“6. ^ o “
2. Jahiz, Bukhala^, p. 20
o o
3. Ibid, p. 991 rUyun, iii, p. 200 ^
4. Ibid, Bukhala?,'p. 110.
5» Muntazam^ 1x7 p. 91; cf. also, M. 4Awad, op.cit, p. 58.
6. Ibid, .ix, p, 91o
(B) Local Festivals . *. —
^) Nawruz : — •
Y
-  1 •Though of Persian origin, the festival of Nawruz, i.e., 
of "New Year’s Day" was officially recognized hy the early
i
p
Abbasids. It was a spring festival,, It began with the first 
^ay of the Persian solar year, corresponding to the vernal 
equinox and the entry of the sun into the sign of Aries, and 
continued until the 6th day of the m o n t h T h e  last day was
T- — \ i±known as the Gi'eat New Year1 s Day (al-Niruz al~Akbar). On 
the first day, people rose early in the morning, went to the
wells, or streams drew water in a vase and poured it over
5 6themselveso They also sprinkled water over each other®
Reports differ as to the explanation of this washing and
water-sprinkling. Some say that these practices were a good
omen and a means to ward off harm; others declare that they
served the purpose of removing from the air the corruption
which produces epidemic diseases; while still other reports
state that these practices were carried out -only to cleanse
their bodies from the smoke which might have made their
bodies dirty, when attending to fires during the preceding
winter. All these explanations seem, however, to be
improbable.
1o In Arabic sources the word has been pronounced as Niruz 
(or Nairuz), which seems to be a misreading of the"Persian 
word Nawruz„ (cf. Muruj, vii,p.277; Tabari, iii,pp. 1148,
2143; Nishwar, viii ,p. 1’45; El/ ,s0v„ Nawruz, by LLevy) „■
2. Jackson7~~Persia, p»99; Iqbal, Nawruz, in Oriental College 
Magazine, Lahore, 1969, vol.45," No.3* PP° 133“38o
3c Biruni, Athar, pp. 204,216; ElJ s.v. Nawruz; Jackson, 
Persia, ■— p. 99 <> Ibn Hawqal (1938 ecT)~ ~p« 364.
4. Xthar,” p. 217; Qalqashandi, Subh, ii, p. 411
5® Subh7 ii, Po 409; Grunebaum, Festivals, p. 571
6. Tabari, iii, p. 2163; Muntazamv, pt„2,p.l71; Subh, ii, 409» 
7® Athar, p.218 (=Eng. Tr<,p. 203); Subh, ii,p.409l Grunebaum, 
PestTvals, 34-55; Iqbal, op^cid,7pp.160-162, also,141-42.
During the Abbasid period and especially in the time of
the Caliph Mutawakkil, the Nawruz was celebrated with great
1 ™ pomp and rejoicing0 The Caliph, on the occasion' of Nawruz,,
is said to have struck five million dirhams, painted in
various colours, and showered them upon his officials* Masked
actors (ashab al-samaja) appeared before the Caliph, who
flung coins at them and distributed roses fashioned from
2 -red amber„ Ibn Zubayr notes that , on one Nawruz occasion, the
play of samaja was arranged for the Caliph Muctadid which
o
cost 13?000 dinars-^ On the Nawruz days a variety of sweet 
dishes (e0g0, sabuniyya, LawzinaJ etc/*’) were cooked, the 
people then distributed them to one another
T*ie Nawruz festival was marked by an exchange of gifts? 
According to Ya4qubi, 4Umar II abolished the Nawruz and
— 6 r7Mihr Jan gifts, which were*re-introduced by Yazid Il£ Under 
Mutawakkil — -- as the poet Buhturi says — - Tthe Nawruz dayo *“" ‘ O
has again become the same as instituted by Ardashir1 * Not 
unlike the Persian kings, the Abbasid caliphs used to appear 
in their chambers, clad in gorgeous attire, in order to 
receive the presents personally,, It is reported that the 
Caliph Mutawakkil used to sit down in his chamber from 
morning to the time of the zuhr prayer, accepting the gifts
1 „ Nishwlr, viii, pp0 1-13-46; Muru J, vii, p»277? Mez, p,426«
2° Diyarat, pp„ 39-^*0;cf« also, Mez, pa424; Grunebaum,p.5^ *«
3o DhakhaAir, pa $8*
4a 0n~6hese""*sweet dishes see, Chapter Pood,pp<, 16{1-, 163.
3 o Umar Khayyam, Nawruz Naina, p. 13
6* On .MihrJan. see, below, p. 350f *
7. Yafiqubi, ii, p D 366
8 c Tabari, iii, p0 1448; Kamil, vii, p, 30 ° Hamza al •“Isfahan!
(d0 350/961) gives a table of nawruz from the year of the 
hijra down to his own timese He also* wrote a treatise on 
the poems dealing with the feast days of nawruz and
dlihrjan. (cf 0 Go 1 dziher, Muslim Studios, i, pp O”209™210 «
Enga Tr 0 by C„H PBarber and 8.M„StcrnTppTl 92-93)»
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offered to him by the high officials and other dignitaries
The caliphs, in fact, had the right to receive gifts from
2their subjects on this auspicious day„“ Hence people of all
ranks presented their gifts to the caliphs and also to the
wazirs «■—  high ranking officials and well-to-do people
offered perfumes, Jewels and pearls; merchants presented
their precious goods such as carpets, clothes, slave girls,
etc j poets offered their poems and the common people brought
gifts of flowers and fruits0 To visit the caliphs at Nawruz
without a gift was held to be ignominious0 The caliphs
sometimes asked visitors about their gifts, these enquiries
(as the sources reveal) often taking a particular form :
4"where is your gift of the day?".
The presentation of numerous gifts to the caliphs made 
it useful to keep a record of all visitors who came to the" 
palace with gifts* These visitors, however, were offered 
in return sumptuous presents from the caliphs
The common people, on this festive occasion, illuminated 
their houses with cotton pods (habb al-qutn) and clay censers 
(al-majamir al-tin),^ The royal houses,-at the same time,
.. - . - l u r n u . i ™ * - - - -
would be illuminated with pods made of costly material (e._gB,
 ^• Nishwlir", viii, ~ — ~—
20 Nisfiwar, viii, p 0 143; Taj (attributed to Jahiz),ppQ 148-49
1-111 Q Q
3o rbicT7~viii» P°145; Taj, 148-49; Khalidiyyan, Tuhaf, 32-33? 
36,41,153,153,156; Dhakha?ir, 2Cf,38,60; «Iqd,v i 281, 289°
4 c Nish war, viii, p „ 145T~~Tuhaf 7  P<» 156*
3 • aX^HaEasin w a11 -Addad, p»197 ; Taj, p «,149; c f „ al s o, Muna J J id,
Bain al-Ijp.nlaf a 5, p a 640
60 At one Nawruz day the Caliph Mutawakkil is said tojhave 
given BuhturT the sum of 1,000+500'dihars° (cfB Suli,
Akhbar al-Buhturi, p .96)0
7 a IbLsl'iwaip I") pT^Pi^*
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1 . — 
zahri cloth) soaked in oil of balsam (dahn al-balsan) and
other fragrant and expensive oils burned in censers of stone
,  ~  „  p
(al-majamir al-biram) .
During the six days of the Nawruz festival, the people
gathered in the streets and lit fires* The enthusiasm of
the people in celebrating the Nawruz was such that the
attempt of the Caliph Mu^tadid, in 284/897, to prevent the
Q
unrestrained rejoicing in the streets during the midsummer
proved unsuccessful; after only two days he was obliged to
let the public resume their customary practices* Ibn Hawqal
notes that in the 10th century people in Jibal celebrated
the Nawruz festival for seven days consecutive with much
enthusiasm and gaiety* They cooked a number of delicious
dishes and donned pretentious costumes and spent a lot of
money on the festivities» They also indulged in varieties
of sports, organised singing parties and feasted even on
4the roofs of their buildings*
Professor Tritton quotes a passage from an unpublished 
text of Sabi's Kitab al-Hafawat about the Nawruz celebration 
of the dhimmfs in Baghdad in the 4th/10th century* Sabi
-.AJTLUt* O
notes that some of the dhimmls hired a special cook to work 
during the night to have the dishes fresh in the morning, 
gave parties for relatives and friends, at which they served 
green melons, plums,' peaches, and dates if they were in 
season* Women made a point of buying perfumes for the day
1„ The zahrI cloth is described by Tanukhl as "exceedingly 
light"0 (cf. Nishwar, i, p. 143)*
2* Ibid, i, p* 14J7"
3* Tabari, iii, p 0216p; Muntazam, v, pt„2, p»171; El^, s«v« 
Nawruz, (it levy)*
4* Ibn Hawqal, (2nd ed* 1938), p„ 384*
o
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ana tortoises to drive devils from the houses0 Eggs were dyed 
in various colours. To sprinkle perfume on a man and tread 
seven times on him was a means of driving away the evil eye, 
laziness and fever® Antimony or rue was used to improve the 
sight during the coming year; it was a good day for taking 
medicine® Colleges were closed and the students played;,.if a 
professor came in, he was not treated with respect and might 
he thrown into the fountain unless he paid a ransom in cash 
which the students spent for food. Sabi also adds that 
Muslims shared in jollifications on the occasion and even 
drank wine in public and ate cleaned lentils like the 
dhimmis and joined them in throwing water on folk® Respecta­
ble people hit each other with water-skins or threw water in 
their houses or gardens while common folk did this in the 
streets®
ii) Mihr tj an :—
A few months after the Nawrug, the Abbasids celebrated 
another festival, Persian in origin and known as .Mihr 3 an K
The name Mihrjgm is connected with the Persian month 1Mihr-
- 2 Mah1, during which this festival was celebrated® The
sixteenth day of each month was also called milir-rua» The
mihr-ruz of mihr-mah was the occasion of the festival called
z A
MihrjanQ^ The word Mihr jan means 'love of the spirit1®
1o fritton, Sketches of Life under the. Caliphs,in MW, LXII_ 
(1972)^ p, 145 “^quoting' from an^unpublished MS® of Hilal 
al-Sabi entitled, Kitab al~Hafawat0
2a Athar, p 0222(= Eng«‘ Tropo207); El, s„Vo Mihr; Jackson,.
Persia, p® 371; Purdavmd, Mihr wa'1-Mihrjan, in lirasat
al-Adabiyya, .Beirut,- 1959, vols. 2~3, PP° 121— 26®
3» Athar, p „222; El") s0v0 Mihr; Purdavmd, op. c it, pp® 121—26 
A® Atlfar, p® 222; El,1 s.v, MihrP
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Biruni reports that mihr is the name of the sun, which was 
believed to have appeared to the world for the first time
-I
on this particular day* This festival was marked by the
wearing of holiday attire, by the offering of congratulations
and good wishes and also by much merry-making*
Unlike the Nawruz, which denoted the beginning-of the
Spring, the Mihrjan indicated the beginning of winter — - a
moment when people began to change their dress, to add extra
coverings to their beds and to prepare themselves for the 
2cold season* The day was marked by great festivities, by
singing and by sports* As in the Nawruz, the important
feature of the festival, over and above the illuminations
Aand the beating of drums, was an exchange of gifts* On this 
day, too, the caliphs and .wazirs used to sit in their 
chambers to receive the presents — —  amongst them, at times, 
gifts of great value, e9g Q, an elephant of gold and'with ■ 
diamonds for eyes*
It is interesting to note that during this period, and 
perhaps for the first time in the Muslim world, people 
adopted the convention of sending .cards of congratulation
{al-mukataba fI *1-tahani) with the usual gifts offered on
6 „
the days of Mihrjan and Nawruz0 A certain Ahmad b* Yusuf
—  — —  ' o
is said to have introduced this practice during the reign of
7
the Caliph Ma’mun# It is possible that these cards were on 
sale in the market* The likelihood is, however, that the ,
1* Athar, p, 222
2* TbTd7 p° 223? Subh, ii, p» 412*d n o" *
3* Murutj, viii, p* 3^0
4* Nish war, viii, p Q14,5; Aghani^ v, pp* 217-18; hhakha’ir,
ppi 5T28“29 ; Thaiidiyyail"Ti~haf, pp* 109-110,US0T“ 6 Uyftn,
iii, p o 37; NuwayrI, i,^pp* 186-7? Muhadarat, (Cairo, 1287) ?
i, p *261 ; Gftazull, Matali6 , ii, p D 1*30“
5° Nishwar, vTTi, p* 149 if Agli ani 2, v , _pp * 217-18°
60 Abu Flilal al-1,Askari, Diwan al-Na^ani, (Egypt, 1352)1,95°
7„ Ibid, i, p* 95° ”  1"_______________________
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people made them at home and exchanged them amongst themsel­
ves after perfuming and sealing them. Sentences or verses
of benediction and congratulation formed the subject matter 
1of these cards,
iii) Sadaq :~—
Sadaq (or sadhaq, sadaq), the "Yule" feast — - an old' * 'O'”.
Persian festival observed at the timeiof the Abbasids with
2much enthusiasm. Since it was celebrated in winter with
large bonfires, the festival was known as lailat al-wuqud,
the "night of the f i r e s " T h e  Sadaq 'was held on the 5th or
the 10th day of' the Persian month Bahman. -Ibn al-Athlr and
Abu'l-Pida’ state that this festival coincided with 
4-Christmas. At this festival people of Baghdad flocked to 
the banks of the Tigris, lit fires on their boats and vied 
with each other in eating and drinking, in the brightness of 
their apparel, in music, in piping and in dancing. The 
barges of the caliphs, wazirs and high officials were 
decorated and illuminated. These high personages appeared in 
gorgeous attire and were drawn in the barges along the 
river — —  a splendid procession of boats, filled with 
courtiers and the common people, following in their wake. 
Some of the people spent the whole night there, Rejoicing 
and playing with bonfires*^
. —  ^ _ op o cTtT  ” — — —  , —
1. Abu Hilal al~{A s k a r i , P ° '  955 Khalidiyyan, Tuhaf,pp»
154-55 o _ - . —
2* Tajarib, i, p. 510; Athar, p. 226; cf. also Mez, p<,4-21P
5° Taj arib, i, p. 310?*Por™the different legendary reports
regarding the origin of the festival soe, Athar,pp. 226-
27; Subh, ii, p. 4-12 “
4-. Kamil, viii, p.222; Mukhtasar fl akhbar al-bashar, iii,p« 
130. " . ”  “
5 o Hunt as am, ix, p. 5"?°
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On this night it was the custom with those observing . 
the feast to fumigate houses in order to ward off misfortune, 
and also to light fires, keeping them well ablaze and 
driving wild animals into them and sending birds in flight 
through the flames — — the people drinking and amusing .
A
themselves'meanwhile around the fire.
2
The celebration of the Sadaq festival which the»   -
Daylami*te MardawiJ ™  governor of the Eastern provinces ——  
made in 323/935 with uxiusual splendour at great expense 
became legendary,, The prince, so we are told, collected 
faggots, set up large candles and stationed a number of 
naphtha throwers (naffatIn) and fire-squirts (zarraqat) in 
the wadi of Zarin Rudh, near Isfahan,, Near each of the 
elevated places in the toNn, a 'castle1 made of £ree trunks 
was built, the interior of the ’castle1 being filled with 
fluff (mashaqqa) and naphtha. To provide a splendid 
illumination Mardawiq caused wax-pillars and wax-figures to 
be erected in his own palace-hall. Eire was lighted at one 
and the same time on the hills, in the desert and in the 
'castles1o Now a number of birds, to the beaks and feet of 
which nuts filled with fluff and naphtha fastened, were 
released into the darkness of the night, presenting a 
wonderful spectacle * Moreover, Mardawij arranged a great 
feast, for which 2,000 cattle are said to have been 
slaughtered, m  addition to numerous birds and fowl.
1o Athar, p. 226 (=Eng. Tr0 p.22); cf„ also, Mez, p.421. For 
these savage practices the celebration^of this Pcrsiaii 
feast is vehemently condemned by Hamadanl. (cf. Rasa?il, 
Beirut, 1890, p. 279)<,
2. Mez has mistakeably identified this festival with Christ­
mas., (see, p, 421) „
3° Taj arib, i, pp. 31 Off. ; Kamil, viii, pp. 222-223; cf.
also, Mez, pp. 421-22.
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(D) Other Festive Occasions
Among the occasions celebrated by ’the people, especially 
at Baghdad, irrespective of their religious allegiance, were 
the installation of a caliph or the birth of a child in the 
imperial house; also the time of circumcision, marriages, 
recuperation from illness and, in addition, the victories 
won by the Muslim armies over their foes..
The birth of a child in the imperial household was an event
of importance, the ensuing festivities being made more
elaborate for a son than for a daughter. The caliph and the
members of his family now offered handsome gifts to rich and
poor, to nobles and commoners alike® Poets and. other
dignitaries rushed to congratulate the caliph, receiving
donatives and robes of honour in return« At Baghdad people
illuminated their houses; merchants and craftsmen adorned
their shops and buildings; and the common people marched
through the streets with drums and trumpets. Sometimes
ceremonial gates and arches were erected and the festivities
icontinued for several days. It is not known whether there 
were any spectacles or public entertainments in the caliphal 
palace on such occasions.
The circumcision of a royal prince was also jnarked by 
a great display of wealth and magnificence. The circumcision 
of Mu4tazz, the son of the Caliph Mutawakkil, took place with 
an unprecedented pomp and expenditure, so that it has been 
recorded in Arabic literature as one of the unforgettable
Muntazam, viii, p, 254; ix, pp, ix, pp, 14,38; Azdl,
Ta’rlkh al-Mawsil, pp „ 243, 307; cf, also, Badri, * Amina, pp®
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extravaganzas of the ageJ In the great feast which, 
followed the circumcision the Caliph Mutawakkil showered 
upon the guests gold and silver coins, together with pieces 
of ambergris, amber and musk moulded Into various shapes 
and figureso People present on this occasion seized coins 
In oUch numbers bhat they had. . to carry them several times 
to their slaves waiting outside the palace. When the 
enberbainment came g o  an end, ' 1 , 0 0 0  robes of honour were 
distributed among the guests, with 1,000 mounts to depart 
on, each animal clad in gold and silver trappings. At the 
same time 1 ,.000 slaves received their freedom,^ 'The total 
expenditure on bhis occasion has been estimated at 86 million 
dirhams
It was the custom for the Abbasid caliphs, at the 
circumcision of their sons, to invite other boys of destitute 
families and orphans into the palace, there to be circumcised 
with the royal prince --- a practice'which enabled the poor 
to share in the festivities. The caliphs, on such occasions, 
bestowed gifts on the parents of the boys and distributed . 
a^ms (s^ adaqat) among the poor,’ The Caliph Muqtadir is said 
to have had five of his sons circumcised at the same .time 
and, with them, a group of orphans, whom he loaded with rich 
presentso The entire cost of this celebration is'"reported 
to have reached the large sura of 600,000 dinars
On such festive occasions the people decorated Baghdad, 
erecting several ceremonial gates covered with costly
1o See, for example, hat a 9 if, pp. 122-25 Eng. Tr» by C.E;
Bosworth, pp. 100-101; Diyarat, pp. 150-53.-
2* Ibid, Lataki.f, pp. 122-23; Diyirat, pp. 150-53; cf. also 
J. Zaydah, Tamaddun, v, p. 150o
3° Mez, p. 428. —  quoting from Sh&bushtl's Diyarat,
4. Ibid, p. 428o —  quoting from Ibn al-Jawzi, fol.12b.
material and visiting the caliphal palace in their best I
1attireQ The celebration of the circumcision lasted sometimes I
1 Ifor a week0 I
IAn occasion ol splendid ceremonies in the royal'palace f
i
was the wedding of a caliph or other member of the Abbasid |
2 I
houseo The most famous wedding celebration during the |
period here under review, — — was that of the Caliph Ma’m.un I
with the eighteen year old Buran, the daughter of his wazir i
Hasan b0 Sahl, celebrated in 210/825 at nFam al-Silh" in .
° o n '
V/asit over a period of forty days» On the wedding night,
When Mahnun and Buran, for the first time, came face to 
face, a thousand pearls of unique size were showered from 
a gold tray upon the couple, who sat on a golden mat studded 
with pearls and sapphires, A candle of ambergris, weighing 
two hundred ratls, was lit in the bridal chamber and turned 
the night into day* Balls of musk, each containing the name 
of an estate, slave-girl, steed or other gift, fell on the 
crowd of guests, each recipient receiving the particular * 
present which his ball of musk indicated. Robes of honour 
were conferred on all the guests an event which brought 
to an end a festival unparalleled in its magnificence.^
An important festive occasion was the ‘feast of the 
cupping* (fasad) when, as at the Nawruz and the Mihr,jan,
d • Ipresents were given out and a special meal was served. The I
'feast of the cupping* became a regular feature at the ’ ;
Abbasid court. The courtiers came in colourful dress,
1° Muntazam, ix, p. 2d5*
2, cfo, for*example, Dhakha’ir, pp, 98-101; Lata?'if, pp. 120-22 j
5* Diyarat, pp, 157~*59T~iTata'HTf, pp, 120-122 (- Eng. Tr. PP* f
99-100); Thima.r, s.v. Dacwat al-Islam; Tabari, iii, PP? i
1081-85; DhaHm ir, ppQ 98-101* ;
do Jahiz, aTdT1aliTIs:inT wa~'11 - Addad, p„ 18d; Mez, p° d29; ci° . j 
alDo“ Munaj 1 -Od", Bain al-ShuTafa J, p. 62« :
congratulated the caliph, wished him good health and
-i
presented him with gifts. ' These presentations consisted of
slave-girls, golden and silver utensils, perfumaries, flowers 
2and candles0 On one occasion, at the ‘feast of the cupping’
the wazir Fath b D Khaqan gave to the Caliph Mutawakkil a
slave-girl, exquisite in beauty and accomplishments, v/ho ’
carried in her hands a wine-jar made of crystal and a golden
wine-cup, along with a congratulatory letter wishing the
%
Caliph good healtho
The day of the bay6 a of the caliphs v/as regarded as • 
a day of festivity. People from all walks of life thronged
to the royal palace (dar khilafa) and offered their
" ~  . 4
allegiance to the caliph in the form of congratulations.
The caliph, on the other hand, arranged dinner parties for
the high dignitaries and offered gifts and robes of honour
to those who were high in his esteem. The dinner which the
Caliph Mahdl gave on the day of his accession to the
khilafat (158/775) was remarkable indeed. It is said that.
he spent so lavishly on food and gifts that it. v/as feared.
5 ■the court treasury would be exhausted of its resources. 1
—  —  ■Y-'l — ^° al-Mahasin, p. 184; Aghani ,' v, p. 66; Dhakha*ir, pp. 18- 
19? 197; Khalidiyyan,^"Tuhaf, pp. 27,28; JahshiylrI, Wuzara?, 
p. 250; Munajjid, Bain al-IChulafa?, p. 70 
2a Ibid, Mahasin, p. 184; DtiakhlT’T r p p .  18-19 
3o Ibn Abl '6Usaybi4a, 6Uyun~~al^ ?ihba ?, p, 181.
—  ° ~  -'I
4. Azdi, Ta5rlkh al-Hawsil, p. 231; Aghani , iii, p. 94.
5. AghanI'j~TiT, p, 941 Fluru j, vi, p. ”233«. The wazirs also
received congratulations on their appointments and. 
entertained those visiting them with gifts. It is said 
when Ibn al-Furat became wazir, he offered all the 
visitors',who came to congratulate him,, ‘ iced water 
and other drinks with icc. He also gave^them candles and 
pieces of paper, (cf. 6 Arib, p. 61; Sabi, Wuzara *, p°73)-
For a general discussion on the decoration of the caliphal 
palace and the appearance of the caliph on ceremonial 
occasions , see 'D. Sourdel, ’Questions de ceremonial 
f’Abhaside' in RFI, 1960, pp, 121-148.
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The day of appointment of an heir apparent (wall al- 
c alid) v/as also an occasion of enjoyment, both for the royal 
family and for the common people* After the ceremonial 
formalities, attended mainly by the officials and the elite,
A
a colourful procession went out of the royal palace. The-
procession which took place after Muctazz, the son of
Mutawakkil, was appointed heir- apparent, is described byv
Aghanx as 'unprecedented1. This procession embraced a
large contingent of Turkish troops, and also the high
dignitaries with their servants, all attired in colourful
dress. It paraded through the main streets of the city ‘
and crossed the river Tigris in decorated barges, until at
— 2last it reached the palace known as £Arus (of the Bride).. 
Free access was given to all who wanted to see and congratu­
late the 1 heir apparent'. Poets, to mark the occasion, now 
extolled the Caliph and the heir- apparent and received 
rewards and robes of honour» It is sard that on this 
occasion, Ibrahim b. al-1Abbas al-Sulx received 100,000
o
dirhams from the Caliph and a similar amount from the heir 
presumptive for the composition of his eulogy.^
The victorious return of the caliph or of a military 
commander' from an expedition offered the populace a further 
occasion of rejoicing and pride. The whole of Baghdad was_
1 _ ^
10 Aghanx', ix, p. 32
2° Loci"it„ The populace watched the procession, standing 
bn the both sides of the road, in a long row. On one 
occasion this row of people is said tojbave extended over 
a distance of four' miles, (cf. J. Zaydan, Tamaddun,v, 14-7)
3° Aghanx\ ix, p. 32.
4. TbxdT See for some otherjreferences on poets eulogy 
and receiving awards. Muruj, vii, p.194; Tabari, iii, 
1467; Aghanl,xi, p.2. ,
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adorned with variegated materials0 Beautiful pavilions 
(qibab) would be erected for the caliph and his-troops to
A
march through,, At night there would.be brilliant 
illuminations. The ovation which the populace of Baghdad 
gave to the Caliph Mu^tadid, on the occasion of his trium­
phal return from Takrit in 283/896, v/as remarkable» The
Caliph, on this occasion, bestowed robes of honour and
. . p
munificent rewards' on the military commanders,, In the
year 269/882, when the news that Muwaffaq had killed the 
ring-leader of the Zanj reached the people of Baghdad, their 
joy knew no bounds« They celebrated the victory with great * 
excitement by decorating the city and making processions.
In 223/837 when Afshin defeated Babak, the people of Baghdad 
celebrated the day with mhch jollifications. The Caliph 
Mu^tasim bestowed on the commander robes of honour and 
offered one million dirhams and asked the poets to compose
A
qasa*id in praise of Afshin.
Tahdhiq the ceremony held to mark the fact that the
son of a caliph had become proficient in the reading of the
Qur?an — — was also a moment of rejoicing. The tahdhiq
celebration given for Mu^tazz was marked with pomp and
magnificence. It is reported that thousands of pearls of
different sizes, and thousands of dinars also, were granted
r
to the guests preae.nt .there-In 167/783 the Caliph Mahdi- 
is said to have distributed one thousand dirhams and to have
i
manumitted five hundred slaves, in order;to honour the 
occasion of his son's tahdhiq.^
1o Muruj, viii, p. 198; Muntazam, v, pt„ 2, p. 70 
2„ MuruJ, viii, pp. 168-69
3<. Nuhtazam, vA pt. 2, p. 70.
Ao BalMiTT™"Kitab al-Ba d w a 11--Ta vrikh, p. 118.
5„ Dhakha?ir, pp. 11
6o Tbid, p. 112o
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Chapter VII 
Housing
Section I„ Residential Houses0
(a) Housing position in Abbasid society0
The social•structure of Abbasid society is reflected
in the housing pattern of the urban centres of Abbasid Iraq,
In Baghdad there were aristocratic quarters such as Zaliir,
Shammasiya, Ma5muniya and Dar ^Awn. There were also poor
quarters like Qati4a al-Kilab and Nahr al-Daoajo Whereas
©
the caliphs, bureaucrats and rich men lived in palaces and
palatial buildings, the poorer people lived in.small huts:
and hovels a The houses of .the rich generally included a
private bath, a garden etcetera and were usually divided
into three quarters surrounded by a wall — - the women’s
2quarter, the servants' quarter and the reception rooms.
There was another group of people who lived in rented 
houses/ Since the rate of rent was high relative to the 
income of the people, it was not always feasible for the 
poor tenants t.o hire a house and consequently they had to
be contented with an apartment or had to share the house
4-with other tenants. There were some others who could neil 
afford to build huts nor to hire houses or apartments and
1* Azdi, Hikayat, pp. 23,106; EI^, s,v0 Baghdad '(AoAoKoDuri);u" "_nL1 1 "*
cf„ also, S.AoEl-Ali,"The Foundation of Baghdad” in The 
Islamic City, ed, Hourani & Stern, Oxford,1970,pp.87~102; 
For Samarra, see, JbMoRogers, "Samarra: a Study in Medieval 
Town-Planning” in The Islamic City, pp.119-156.
2 0 Aghanl^, ii,73 ; iii,31; ix, 144; v,38; xvii, 129; Sabi,
lluidmr p. 32; cf. also, El? s«Vo Baghdad.
3 - Jahiz, Bukhala 5,73 if; 4 Uyun, iii, 259 j Bayhaqi, Mali as in, 64-2.
4*. * Shaybani7~~'Hiya’l, 68-72; Khatib, Ta Jrikh, vi, 256; Ghazuli, 
Natali6 , i,° p. 193*$ Bayhaqi0, opo-tstrb-r— — p. 2A8„
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were consequently forced to spend their nights in ruined
A
houses, mosques etc*
The building of a house was the primary concern of 
those who had the means to do so* This is beautifully 
expressed in the proverbs which they used stressing such . 
a need* They used to say Jxd (houses
g Lu
should be the first thing to be bought and the last thing.
p
to be sold)*
A special feature of life in the important cities of 
the early Abbasid period was the vast number of mosques*
Since these as well as the palaces of the caliphs have been 
vividly described by different scholars and are easily 
available, we do not consider it necessary to describe them 
here* However, it is to be noted that in the capital cities 
especially in Baghdad each quarter generally had a homogeneous 
group, ethnically (Persians, Arabs, Turks, Khwarizmians) or 
by vocation5 where merchants and craftsmen lived on the one 
side of the city, and soldiers .on the other, generally 
outside the wall? On account of the wonderful gardens of 
Baghdad, its splendid high palaces with sumptuous decorations 
on the gates and in the halls and their exquisite rich 
furniture and other beauties poets extolled Baghdad and 
called it a "Paradise on earth1'21', while Samarra was designed 
by its founder "to please everyone who saw it" (-■ surra man * 
raha) * ‘
10 Muntazam, x,189; Khatlb, Ta’rlkh, vi,23^5 Thacalibi,
**■■■• r .nn rir.ii q   ^  
Tamthll,l99; cf* also, BadrXT"^Smma, pp* 166-»167. ‘
2° 4Uyun, X’) p°311; Tamthll, p„297° Another proverb compares
owning a house with the paradise " * ^  ^  ”
(cf* Tamthll, p* 297)°
3* EI^, SoV0 Baghdad„
Tabari, iii, p* -873? ,cf. also El^, s«v* Baghdad*-
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(b) Phe Price of Houses,.
«•
\
With regard to the cost of land, building and prices 
of houses, Arab authors have furnished very little details 
and as' such only isolated anecdotes can be cited as evidence 
of house prices*
In the late 8th century a man of Baghdad asked for a
A t
price of two thousand dirhams (?) for his house. In the 
9th century a wife of a faqih sold a house for 30 dinars
oor about 400 dirhams. At the beginning of the 10th century,
a potter in Basra was asked about the price of the rental
accomodation he had at the rate of five dirhams a month.
Phe potter replied that such a house would cost only 300 
*
dirhams. y Thus five hundred dirhams were regarded almost a
minimum for having a house of somewhat moderate standard
built or purchased.
The huts (kukh, pi. akwakh)- of the poor people generally
made of inexpensive materials (e.g., mud) did not cost much
4but were clearly beyond the means of the poor. Based on some 
evidence on house prices, E. Ashtor suggests that a 
village hut cost between six and eight dinars in
1. Khatib, Pa’rlkh, iii, p. 268
2. Ibn Abl Ya7Ta7~P- 42; Ashtor, Prix, p.: 56
3. Panukhi, Nishwar, i, p. 39* 1
4. Jahis, BukhaXgv,‘ p. 22; cf. also, Begg, Opocit., Section 
"The cost of housing".
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*** I
the 10th-11th century A.D., and possibly a bit less, in the |
9th century as things, at that time, were comparatively |
.1 • I
Cll6 Sip © 3? * |
!
The houses of the well-to-do people would cost a lot i
of money and that too depended on site, area and condition '! 
of the houses0 In 307/919, Ibrahim, the son of the Caliph 
Muqtadir purchased the house of Muhammad Ishaq Kindaj for
o o
2
30.000 dinars» The building which belonged to the wazir
Hamid b. 6 Abbas at the Sarat canal was bought from Nazuk for
3 —12.000 dinars. The extravagant wazir Ibn al-Furat is said
to have spent (about 300/912) three hundred thousand dinars 
for his palace. He further spent half a million dinars for
building a garden-house whore his womenfolk, nieces and
'4 -  ~  t-his small children resided. The Caliph Harun al-Rashid is said
reported to have offered 3,000 dinars to one of his courtiers 
to purchase a housed He is also said to have offered the•
_ i
Barmakid Padl b. Yahya 35,000,000 dirhams to build a mansion
o o n
6m  Baghdad.
A report from outside Baghdad would suggest a similar 
expense on house building. An acquaintance of Istakhri (d. 
346/957) built an excellent dwelling house at Siraf, the
7port town of the Persian Gulf, at a cost of 30,000 dinars»f
According to the fashions of Siraf, the building-might have, been
n :
a two or a multi-storied one.
______ ______________ _ _    t __
1. Ashtor, R S o 0, 1961, pp. 58-59°
2. Ibn al-Jawzi, Huntazam, vi, p. 153°
3° Ibid, vi, pp. 183-84o
40 Sabi, WuzaratJ, p. 199; cf. also, Mez, p. 382.
5° Iliya3, i,pD 23 — (cited by Ashtor, Prix, p a 57,a°2)
6„ Jahs'hxyari, Wuzara?, p. 289°
7° Istakhri, p. 127; cf° also, Mez, p. 512.
8. See Istakhri, pp. 127-f; also, the excavation reports of
Siraf^°published in Iran, 1968-71*
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People in Abbasid Iraq would seem very particular
about choice of neighbourhood,. This consciousness was
reflected in the saying " j \ jlW ^ n i.e., (the
consideration of) the neighbour is the first and the house
is the next a Prices of houses, therefore, would go up
because of a good neighbour. It is reported that the
neighbour of the Muhaddith Abu Hamza al-Sukkari .(cL '167/783-
84-) wanted to sell’his house. When asked about the price,
he said : "Two thousand for the house and another two
2thousand for the neighbourhood of al-Sukkari".
Repairing and furnishing a house also called forth a 
huge expenditure, A young man, belonging to an official 
circle who inherited from his maternal side 4-0,000 
dinars, spent 1000 dinars’for repairing, decorating and 
restoring his ancestral home whereas he spent 7000 dinars, 
for carpets, dresses, slave-girls etc. The famous singer 
Ishaq al-Mawsill received a grant of 10,000 dinars for
o o
4-furnishmg the house which was also a gift from the Caliph, 
The cost of land for building houses has also received 
very little attention by authors of Abbasid period and, 
therefore, they are insufficiently documented for an 
authoratative statement. The price of plots of land purchased 
by the Caliph Mu4tasim at Samarra has been recorded by
o J.j
1, Ttia^alibi, al-Tamthll wa' 1-Muhadara, p, 297°; cf» also,
Jahiz, BukhaiaT7^p7^5T~^a'yhaqT,”""T!ahasin, p225,
0 Q   0  .
2, Khatib,~Ta~rrikh, iii, p, 268,
3, Tanukhi,'^ParaqT' ii, p°17; cf. also, Mez, p, 379° 
beginning ofuho 10th century the wage of a builder who__ 
built a wall in one day is reported 20 dirhams (cf, Imta*, 
i, p„28)l In another report it is said that a man in 
Basra paid 20 dinars for wages of the labourers engaged 
in erectinp,* a house, (cf, Ibn al-Jawsi, Ziraf, p,3°)-
1 —  -t- ~4-, El, s, Vo Ishak al-Maws ill.
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contemporary historians and geographers, but they do not 
mention precisely about the area of the land and general 
prices of land in the 9th century,. According to the reports 
of Arab authors, Mu4trasim paid, among other prices, 5000
a
dirhams for a plot of land belonging to a Christian monastery 
and the same amount for the adjacent garden. Ashtor citing 
a Jewish source states that a garden belonging to an
Armenian person was.valued, in the sixties of the 9th century
2 ■ . as 27 dinars —  an isolated incident incapable of portraying any
conclusive evidence. From a passage in the Kitab aJ-Wuz&ra*
of Sabi, however, we get a more precise and conclusive
evidence about the prices of land in early 4th/10th century
Baghdado Sabi notes that in 905 a dhira6' of land at an
inferior site near the Tigris v/as normally sold at the price
of one dinar each^ Thus, in the absence of other corroborative
evidence, 1 dinar per dhira4 (about 1 yard)^ might be
regarded as a normal price in Baghdad in the 9th century
A„D.
1. Tabari, iii, p. 1180; Yaqut, Buidan, iii, p. 16; cf. also
o 1T "  '
Ashtor, Pr ix, p. 56«
2„ Ashtor, p0 56, n Q 6, quoting from T ?shubhot *ha-g?onim 
mi-tokh ha-genlzah, ed. Assaf (Jerusalem,1929),p»36fo
5„ Sabi, Wuzara?, p» 312 ; cf. also, Ashtor, Prix, p„56o
4. On Dhira4 see, EI^s.v. Dhirai (Hinz).
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Rental Houses□ jj
j
The rent of a house, it would seem, depended on its I
amenities and its location in the city. An anecdote relating I
1 ■to early 9th century Baghdad and a report of the early 10th
2 :century connected with Basra, would perhaps show that 5
dirhams a month per head was the usual rente In the first-"
half of the 9th century we also find that a shop was rented
at the rate of 3 dirhams per month A savant of Baghdad
(do 293/907) is reported to have lived a very hard life on
the earnings of a shop ( ) amounting to 17 dirhams^
The shop v/as perhaps let out or given on lease. A report of' an
unspecified period, recorded "by Bayhaqi, shows that a man
rented a house probably in Baghdad for two dinars or about
30 dirhams a month? This report, however, does not indicate
whether the man was a bachelor or living with his family,.
whether occupying one room or more* Nevertheless, on the
basis of other evidences at our disposal, it can be assumed
, v/as
that 2 dinars . for a single man,too much a rent and therefore 
the man must have been living with" his family0
However, from a proverb current in 5th/11th century 
Baghdad and possibly much earlier^ it can be gleaned that 
rents of houses were beyond the means of many people, and 
ordinary people could not even afford 3 dirhams a month (if,
at all, 3 dirhams v/as the monthly rent for a single bachelor)
/ t
10 Jaliiz, Bukhala3, p* 7^o « * 4
20 Nish war", 3TJ pT 39
3° HilyaT""ix, p. 1795 cfo also, Ashtor, Prix, p„ 57
Ac Huntazam, vi, p* 76; Ashtor, p0 57"
5° Bayhaqi, Malm sin, p, 6 A 2 *
60 "Heavier than the rent of a house" ( "1/ u° )°
7a Taliqani, AmthalJal-Baghdadiya, n» 77?P-7»
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to spend on housing.
Prom a passage in Jahiz's Bukhala3, it appears that 
some people considered it to be against etiquette to invite 
guests at rental houses and allow them to stay overnight0 
According to this text of Jahiz, not supported by corroborative
O Q
evidence, if the guests wore to stay for more than a few
days (presumably after three days, a tenure recommended by
Islam for hospitality), the tenants were obliged to pay rent
on their behalf, Ma*bad, the theologian (a contemporary of
Jahiz) was once a tenant at the house of one al-Kindl,
0 »
Ma^bad kept his cousin and son in the house as guests, Kindi 
sent a note saying that he would not mind their sta^ y there 
for a day or two, but would not tolerate a longer stay.
Ma4bad informed him that the guests would stay only for a 
month. Now, Kindi wrote back demanding an extra ten dirhams 
rent for the guests saying : "the rent of your house is 
thirty dirhams; and since there are six of you, that comes 
to five dirhams a head. Now that there are two more of 
you, that will be another 10 dirhams; so from today your
p
rent will be forty dirhams",
I’he rent was paid after each month either in a lump sum 
or in instalments. It v/as seldom paid in advance, The land- 
lord was supposed to repair any damage and look after the
1 twear and tear .of the house. According to Ibn al-Jawzi, 
cleaning . . of the house was one of the duties of the land
lord*^ The landlord, according to Jahiz, charged a nominal
o o
1. Jahiz, Bukhala3, p, 71* ,o o " 1 *
2. Ibid, pT^7lT”cf. the English translation of this passage 
in Oh. Pellat, Life and Works of Jahiz, p, 211f,
3. Ibid,p. 7zh ibn al-Jawzi, Dhamm al-Hawa, p. 153°
1. Bukliala*, pp. 73/75
5° Dhamin~‘ai -H aw a, pp P 153-51°
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amount of about 10 dirhams p. year for the recurring repairs
'i
of damages, sweeping and cleaning of the housea
The relationship between the lodger and the landlord
was not always cordial« Bad tenants would delay the payments 
of rents and would not take care of the building properly0 
Bor these reasons, house-keeping and house purchasing for 
renting was net considered a very profitable business (the
o
real way of making money was agriculture and stock-breeding)„ 
It is also noted that at times of calamity and unstable
condition, the landlord, in order to protect his estate and
property, was obliged to exempt the tenants of their rent.
In the year 330/9^1 » thus we hear, that as a result of 
heavy rain, hailstorm and famine, the landlords of Baghdad 
offered their tenants extra money to protect their estate 
from burglars and thieves.
Thus the amount of money spent on housing constituted, 
as Ashtor also points out^ a significant amount of total .
family expenditure. The lower income groups probably paid
\
more for housing as a proportion of their income than the 
higher income groups, The two major exceptions to this rule 
are of course the fuqara5 and the sufis on the one hand who 
were content to live in inns, mosques etc, and the moneyed 
group who paid exorbitant rents to keep their standard in .
-i
society,
1. Jahiz, Bukhala5, p, 73“o o *”
2o Ibid, j)7~7^T~c'fa the. English translation in Pellatfe Life_ 
and works of Jahiz, p„ 24-5 •
3« Huntazam, vi, p, 335»
4-0 Ashtor, Prix, p* 61ff; idem, in AESG, 1968, 1029; ip
JAS, iv(1970), pD 9f*> Bor a discussion on the earnings of 
various social groups see, Ashtor, Prix,p „64-f.
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An interesting question that arises at this stage is the 
extent to which people tended to move over from the 
category of tenants to that of house-owners. It has been
'I
noted that houses were not considered a good investment , 
a statement that would hold for perhaps any commercial (as 
against industrial) society. However, there seems to exist 
a number of important inducements for building houses for 
personal use. This follows from the fact that rents were 
quite high, but the cost of building houses was not 
prohibitive. Hence we witness a spate of building activity 
in Abbasid Iraq. The well-to-do section of the community 
was especially interested in constructing lavish dwellings 
for themselves.
1. See, Supra, p. 368
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(d) Description of Houses
As it has already been observed some people in
some areaspossessed impressive multi-storied buildings r 
with attractive gardens and elegant furniture; the common 
people, m  general, lived in single storied houses and huts* 
In the absence of information it is difficult to answer 
questions with regard to the area of the plots covered by 
a house, the space of the floors of a building and the 
number of persons per dwelling<,
Very little archaeological and historical evidences 
are available on the dwelling houses of the common people in 
Baghdad; yet the excavation reports of Herzfeld and Greswell 
of 'the Samarran houses and more recent ones on the houses 
of Siraf by David Whitehouse, throws some light on the 
houses of the 9'bh century AoD* The Samarran art -—  a 
departure from the Hellenistic influence of Persia — - was 
a development of a new phenomenon in the.history of Muslim
art and architecture which extended its influence to places
- - — P '
like Egypt, Nishapur and Bahrayn etc*
The dwelling houses at Samarra and also that of other 
places were built after a definite plan* Prom Ya'-’qubl, it 
would seem that before the reign of Wathiq (227-32/8A2-7) 
people considered Samarra a camp town and 'built'" their 
houses temporary and unstable* But when they realized that 
Surra-man-ra' was to be a regular town they improved their 
style of building and made it strong and good* * These
1„ See, Supra, pp* 360-361.
20 BI , SoVo Architecture (Creswell)*
3„ Yasqubl, Bui dan, p n 263* At the time of the construction 41 
of Samai’ra, the* workers were temporarily sheltered in 
tents * (cfo Tabari, iii, p0 1180; Azdl, Tahrlkh al-Mawsil,
p o i-i2 2 ). ° ‘ ---------------------2—
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houses were often very large, sometimes comprising fifty
1rooms   all built to the same plan., A covered .passage
led from the street or the lane into a .rectangular court,
the proportion being 2:3, which v/as surrounded by small
living rooms and offices, and with a ” T lf shaped main room
and also two corner rooms on the narrow side* This grouping
of rooms is occasionally repeated in a second court which
most probably represented 'serai' and the 'harim', but when
they were repeated on opposite sides of the same court they
indicated summer and winter dwellings* The rest of the court
was surrounded by rooms of rectangular dwellings and store
roomso In most houses a number of small side courts with -
store rooms were to be found* Some houses had open pillared
— 2halls and underground living rooms (sardab) with ventilating
arrangements* All the houses had baths, drainage and
infrequently wells.^
Almost all big houses in Baghdad and other places had
n
gardens attached to the building* The roofs were generally
flat and were mostly made of timber* Such flat terraced
6roofs were used to sleep.on at summer nights* In some 
regions, however, (e*g*, Amul in the north) roofs of the 
houses were made sloping to suit the climatic conditions 
(i*e„, the incessant rain) in that area*^ The doors v/ere 
nearly always covered horizontally, only rarely with pointed
(
1* YaqubI, Buidan, p* 263; cf* also Ernest Kuhnel, Islamic 
Art and Architecture, p. 5Z!h Excavations at Samarra, i, 131°
2. On Sirdab see, later on in this chapter, pp* 385-87*
3* Creswell, Early Muslim Architecture, ii, pp* 282-83  ■
quoting from Herzfeld; see also" E.Kuhnel, Islamic Art, -pp* 
54—55; Eli, s.v. Samarra; Excavations at Samarra,i,p„9ff■>
- “ 'Z. .T.o " “ ‘
A* Muruj, viii, 269; Aghani, xiv, p* 20; Qutub al-Surur64-*
5* Nishwar, viii, p* 31; cf* also, Bowen, All b, Isa, p*22 —
who*~quotes from HerzfeId *
6* Khatib, fa vrlkh, ii, 14-8; iv,72; Hunt a z am, vi, 139-? 15 ,^ ix, 
157; In shad, vr, 271; El;s*v* BaghddB.; Mez, p* 381 
7 _ T ptH dk'hr'i _ n * 211 i c f alno. Mez. n - o81  _______‘
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arches * Windows were filled with great coloured bulging 
disks of glass usually of 20-50 c.m* (8-19v in*) diameter*
The houses at Baghdad had projections and bay-windows 
on the ground floor which opened on to the street and were found 
to be a potential source of danger for the indifferent
p ™
donkey riders* In the narrow streets of Shiraz where two
animals could not pass side by side, people were often
found colliding with these projections* It was one of the 
of the muhtasib 
duties/ in the medieval period, to look after the problems
of streets and high ways* On the basis of the medieval hisba" Q
text, Scanlon observes that newer cities and those undergoing 
reconstruction generally opted for at least two wide cross­
streets, between 15 and 30 feet wide* Such highways were 
related to arrangements of city walls, to Friday mosques, to 
military needs, or as moves towards sounder administrative 
organization, particularly in capital cities„ Otherwise the 
beast of burden or ridden animal was the gauge of width* The 
Muhtasib could fine merchants for not keeping the streets - 
fronting their shops well-watered and free of dust, or could 
hold responsible for repairing and heightening the streets
h .  -■
when ordered to do so*
The excavation reports at Siraf show more or less a 
similar pattern of dwelling houses* For example, the houses 
excavated in 1967 and 1968 had rectangular buildings, 
approximately 27 m* long and 18 m* wide* The ground floor
t _
1* Creswell, Early Muslim Architecture, ii, p. 283
2* Yatlrna, ii, 253; 1' arrth Q al -1 s 1 am, Leiden,fol* 77a — cited
by Mez, p„ 3859 nQ ”6*
3» Muq„ p„ 4-29; of* also, Mez, p* 385°
4-o Go T0 Scanlon, Housing and Sanitation: Some Aspects of ■
Medieval Public Service, "in The Is 1 amic Cl.ty~Xrapers on 
Islamic liTsorypTTj eda A.H. iTouranT and"’STM*Stern,Oxford, 
1970± p 0183f° — quoting mainly from Ibn al-Ukhuwv/a1 s 
Ma'- alim al~Qurba> » cf* also, Serjeant, "A ZaidI manual of 
hisba of the 3rd century H.fin RSQ, 28(1953)>PP°18,28-29°
of a house had a symmetrical plan with a courtyard, 12o7°m §
long and 9 °5across, surrounded by rooms on all four sides—  I■
f
numbering to 14* ^n the north side of the house there v/as a |
narrow yard with a well at the east and a group of structure;
to the west, The main entrance of the house v/as in the north
wall* Another house at Siraf having a symmetrical plan and
a courtyard had 8 ground floor rooms on three sides only0 \
Like other houses it had both front and rear entrances and ;
1also a well near-the centre of the west side,,
The flat-roofed houses of Baghdad, Samarra, Siraf and j
other places were protected against storm and rain damage by 1
a series of drains of earthenware pipes which carried rain
J 2water into stone lined pits at the foot of the outer walls,,
Wherever possible, the pits were dug in the alleys and rarely
in the main street„ In later Abbasid period it seems that 
people did not care much for these pits and even dug them in 
the streets causing considerable inconvenience to the passers- 
by* Bor this reason Imam Ghazali is said to have issued a ' 
fatwa prohibiting the digging of pits and drains in the street
x 1
especially where the road was narrow* There were several
41soak-aways1 with corbelled tops which absorbed the water*'
In the middle of the 3rd/9th century, the Hira style ofo
architecture v/as adopted for larger buildings —  which 
represented three sided frontage with a door in the centre
l
and in each of the two wings* The Caliph Hutawakkil built his 
palace with three huge gates "through which a rider could
j  .
1« David Whitehouse, Excavations at Siraf, Iran, vii(l969)5
p. 5*1 fo 5 viii(197'OTi "pT"9ff« ~ ;
2o Ibid, viii(l970), p, 1d; Nishwar, i, p*38j Sabi, Wuzara5,
**" " ° ^ 
p. 8ZI-; Ibn al-Jawzi, HumaqlT," P° 53 5 Kbatib, la 5nkh, viii, 2A1,~s~— — * o    i
3” Ihya’, ii, p. 334. . . .  ,
f
.David Whitehouse, op ,oit * • [
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pass with lance in hand’O  According to Has6udi the style j
found favour with the people who built their houses in this j
s
p  - t
style* -• i
(e) Upper Floor* !
As has been mentioned above the houses of the wealthy
people in Baghdad, Samarra and some other places usually
consisted of two stories* The people of Siraf made their
homes multi-storied — - a fact which has been attested by the
results of recent excavations at Siraf* At Fustat there
were houses five, six, seven even eight— storey high and Nasir
Khusraw remarks, perhaps with exaggeration: "he., who sees'-
the town from a distance, takes it for a mountain for some
4
houses are fourteen storey-s high"*
The upper rooms of the house were called 14 aliya1 or 
•ghurfa1.^  It v/as the most desirable part of the establishmentV.A _ .. ***
which v/as given to guests who v/ere to be treated with honoiir*
A scholar (d* 182/798) who was on a short visit to Baghdad 
stayed in the ghurfa of a local savant. The students visited 
him there and studied hadith* It seems more likely that the
ghurf a, or the rooms in the upper floor v/ere used by people
as bed-rooms especially in summer. Those who had.one-storey
7buildings slept on the roof of the building.
1 * Ya4 qubit, Bui dan, p* 266; cf, also, MezA g* 381 
2* Muruj, vii, p* 192f* According to Yacqubi (Mushakalat, Eng* 
tr. in JA0S,1964,p*3zI-3) ^ 16 Caliph Mutawakkil occasioned 
the building of "prisons and buildings with heavy doors" 
and that the population imitated him, perhaps prompted 
by desire for security*
3° See, David Whitehouse, op*cit, Iran,1968-72e _
4-o Istakhri,' p*4-9; Ibn Hawqal,pD 9^>Muq* p* 198; Nasir 
KMsraw, p* 50; cf* dlso, Mez, p* 4-12*
5* Aghani'J iii, p» 30; Kliatib, Ta 9rikh, viii, 214— 15; vi,222
O — «r—
Bi^haqi, Mahasin, p* 219
6. Khatlb, Ta Irikh, ,vi,p* 222 ' P
7 * Sabi, Rusum", p * 10; Hunt azam, vi, pp. 139 ? 158; E l s o v * Baghdad . 
Mez, p, 'r'3810
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(f) Dihliz
An important feature of the houses of this period was
s\
the dihliz. This was a veranda or corridor which stretched
from the gate of the house to its interior courtD Special
attention was paid to the ostentatious decoration of this
dihliz as it was considered "the face of the house", "the
alighting place of the guests", and the"waiting room" for 
2the visitorso
The men's quarter consisting of one or more rooms
— . xgenerally adjoined the dihliz which led to the main gate.
The corridor could be much spacious and it was possible to 
build a study or guest room there. Ibrahim al-Harbl (d. 285/
o
898) is reported to have built a small apartment in the 
corridor (dihliz) of his house ’to write and to study 
Teachers holding classes at their residence accommodated 
the students m  tne dihliz if necessary/ Students often
waited for their teachers in the corridor of the teacher's
>a
his seat in the corridor of the house
6 - house. A professional copyist of a te cher ( 332/94-3-4-4-) ft ad
(g) Doors
In our sources we often come across the phrase 
i! dj\j it (ioGo? he ■ sat at the door of his housed
— —  which suggests that people, in this period, frequently 
utilized the place adjacent to the doorways. It is evident
1 o Qutub al-Surur, pp. 1,164-, 292; Ghazuli, Natali* , i,p.35?
Khatib, TafJplkh, v,pp. 21,281; xii, pp. 89-90;Ibnal-Jawzi, 
Huindqa, p
2° Nat all * , i ? 35 j Khatib, Tar ikft ■> v ? 281 ; ix, 4-1 ; Husn, Jam* al- 
ZfawahTr fi muTah°p'l-nawadir, p„127« ° *
3. Khatlb, Ta titi.kh * v, pp ; xii, pp. 89 ~9 0.
Ibid. vi, Po3?r * fOontimied )5. Ibid, xii, pp. 89-90 (Oontmuea..;
from some reports that people sat "at the side of the door" f
I
on mats, carpets and some raised platforms (dukhan) usually I
i .. I
constructed just outside the doorways. The dukkan was made, I
t.tit would seem, mainly for sitting m  hot summer evenings, |
People of sophisticated taste made their outdoor platforms ?
I:*
ostentatious with verses inscribed on the top of the platform, t
in beautiful colours, Washsha* once found a secretary in 1 |
Baghdad sitting in a hot summer evening 011 such a dukkan,
made of teak-wood which was profusely decorated with verses
2
written m  lapis lazuli,
^ ie dukkan was also used as a classroom by the ulema 
and the teachers, A scholar (d„219/834') taught his three 
students there. The platform (dukkan) was small; therefore 
only two students sat with’ him on the platform, whereas the 
third student had his seat 011 the ground.
People greeted their friends and seated them at the 
side of the door probably on the carpets or mats generally 
used in the houses. In a report we see that three- savants'
Zf.
used to sit in the evenings 'at the door of a fellow savant I 
The famous scholar Ibrahim al-Harbi (d,285/898) was also inO i
the habit of sitting at his door. His visitors had to sit 
there too,y A man is reported to have sat at his door simply 
to enjoy and watch the movements of the passers-by.^
Houses in Baghdad, especially those nearer to the .Tigris
n
had balconies (rawshan) . ' People retired and enjoyed sitting 
there.
’(Continued from the "last page"):'—  (6) 7~Khatib, Ta^iMi, v, 281.
(7) Ibid, v, p„ 21,
(8) Ibid, vi,pp,29,31; xii, 55,354-; Qutub al-Surur,P° 163°
 0-—  ° ' -
1. Khatib, Ta 9rikh, xii, p. 354-; vi, p. 29$ Husri, op.cit,153°
2. Muw&shsha, pT~~2’68. 0 0
p, Khatit), Ta ?rikh, xii, pp. 353-54-°
d. Ibid, xii, p« 53 ' /gx Outub a] -Surur n 16-5
5. Ibid, vi, p.31° ^
7° Muntazam, viii, pp. 117,14-9 ; H ishv/ar, i,p, 39°
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(h) Decoration of the Housesr
Under the Abbasids, stucco (because of its association 
with brick building) was the determining form of decoration, 
Samarra, the crucible into which Hellenic, Syro-Coptic and 
Indo-Persian arts were fused — ~ produced an individual Abbasid 
style of decoration signifying no less than a complete 
ornamental revolution,, The stucco ornament was used profusely
in the interior decoration of the palaces and houses of
2  ^
Saaarra. The decoration of the interior was an important
featureo High carved panels and a decorative frieze always 
ornamented the public rooms and sometimes all the rooms in. 
the houseo The courtyards also were sometimes ornamented but 
the outer walls were not decoratedElaborate panels ran 
all round the rooms at a height of three feet. Above them 
were ornamental alcoves, niches of various shapes. The door­
frames and the embrasures of windows were ornamented, whereas 
the ceilings were adorned with cornices and friezes. The 
material of the dado decoration was fairly pure gypsum with 
a slight mixture of earth and the decoration was made in 
plaster finely designed and executed and sometimes set off with 
paintings.
10 Ernest Kuhnel, Islamic Art and Architecture, p'°5zl-; Creswell, 
Early Muslim Architecture, ri*ppY' ^ 3^ Tf7~~558; cf 0 also ElY , 
s„Vp Samarra"XH° ViolletJ; Elf s«v, Architecture, (IhAoC l 
Cresweirjl see also D„ Vdiitehouse, Excavations . at Siraf, 
(third interim report), in Iran, viTr(T970) ,prlh
2, Abdul Aziz Ilameed, The Stucco ornaments of Samarra, PhoD, 
thesis, BOAS,1962, p„2ff,
3o See for the Arabic sources,^Azdi^ Hikayat, pQ 35ff; Ya‘q[ubl, 
Buidan, s0vv0 Baghdad and Samarra;°for archaeological 
evidences,1 see* Creswell, opTcit,~*‘ii, ppQ 23zl— 35; Herzfeld, 
Samarra, pp» 1T,73; Rogers, Samarra, in The Islamic City? 
p„ TT9ff □ ; Excavations at Samarra, (1936-397? i,p777uTr^^
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The designs were of various types: some were simple, 
with large veins somewhat coarse in workmanship, some others 
were finely chiselled in the flat without relief and some 
others, accentuating the relief, treated the principal motif 
in round bosses <, Some of these decorations were carved out 
of the mass 'in situ', others were cast in a mould on a bed
A
of matting and then fixed to the wall.
The forms of the designs were also varied. Some were
%
very simple and severe, in slight lines without arabasques
as
— - a form regarded^the prototype at Samarra, But others,
probably inspired by the fauna and flora, were more elaborate
and rich; conventionalised flowers occupied the centre of;
geometrical figures repeated again and again and connected
by ribands, headings wbfeHcome to a stop or interwine, taking
2 -the shape of a vase, a lyre or a cornucopia,
Erom a passage of Tabari, it would seem, that gold and 
silver were also sometimes applied in the decoration of the 
houses of the ostentatious and wealthy people. The Caliph 
Mahdi visiting a house of a wealthy man whose house was 
modestly built, became much impressed with his simplicity 
and admonished his own family members in the following words: 
"I did not expect his house built of materials , other
than gold and silver; but (you are so ostentations that) 
whenever you get some money you build houses of teak and
ZL i
gold",
A „ „
1, EX, SoV, Samarra *, quoting from Creswell and Herzfeld,
2, Ibid, SoV, Samarra (H, Viollet); see also, Creswell,
Early Muslim Architecture, ii, p, 282f.
3, Tabari, iii, p. 3375 cf. also, Muwashsha, p« 2680 
Ibid, iii, p„ 537•
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Building Material .
The "building materials employed by the people in the
early Abbasid period were varied; ranging from rammed
earth to sun-baked and kiln-burnt bricks, wood, rubble
and stone. The use of these materials depended, it would
seem, on the availability or nonavailability of the resources
and, to a great extent, 'on local traditions or foriegn
1traditions brought by foreign builders'•
Bricks and wood formed the major part of the building 
materials employed in this period. There were two types of 
bricks —  kiln-burnt bricks (ajurr) and sun-baked bricks 
(libn)» These bricks were made in two sizes each having a 
particular size and weight. Thus we hear that in the 
building of Baghdad the large size bricks were 1 cubit 
square and weighed 200 ratlk, whereas the half brick which 
was 1-J- cubits weighed 100 ratls. According to the Khatlb 
Baghdadi a mud brick with red inscription indicating its 
weight as 117 ratIs was found from the demolished wall 
adjacent to Bab al-Mubawwal. It was weighed and found to 
be correct/ The bricks even contained the name of the
p _
1« cfo El, s.Vo Bina3 (Go Marpais).
„ p
2o Ya‘qubi, Buidan, p. 238; El, s„v. Bina9, cf. also,Creswell,
Early Muslim Architecture, ii,pp. 8-10,363? Iraq Antiquity
Department, Excavations at Samarra, (1936-39)*i? P»9*
The-kiln baked bricks laid Th gypsum used in the construc­
tion of the palace of Huwaysilat (perhaps the Qasr al- 
Jiss of the late 3rd‘/9th century; cf. Ibn SerapiSn,p.127; 
als6, Hameedo A.A. The Stucco ornaments of Sammara, PluDo 
thesis, SOAS, 1962, i , p a t  Samarra, were 23)5577 
centimetres; whereas the large kiln baked bricks were flat 
and generally square of 36X36 centimetres, (cf. Excavations 
at Samarra, i,pp0 6-7; cf. also PI. 5).
3o Khatlb, Ta3rllch, i, p. 72; Tabari, iii, p . 322; cf. also,
Yaqut, Bui dan, “i, p. 1-83.
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contractor or the person for whom these were being moulded
pBricks were generally cemented with clay, and where burnt
■z
brick was used, a lime mortar was employed„ Although burnt
bricks were not so porous, when combined with quicklime
(saru.j) their strength improved considerably0 they were,
therefore, mostly used in foundations, at the base of
retaining walls, especially wherever good insulation was v
\
necessary, and in tunnel-vaults and domesR eed s (qasab)- 
were set m  as a bond between each course* This method, 
as Creswell ppints out, was an ancient Babylonian practice
fZ
which continued into Sassanian times * Bricks, as a rule,
were covered with plaster, but they might remain visible
and add an element of colour, either the pink or baked
7earth or that of some enamel applied to their edge,,
Wood — - the best being teak (sat~j) was frequently
o w
used in roofs, windows, doors etc* The people of Siraf,
Tabaristan, Bukhara etc0 built their dwelling houses mostly 
q - -
of woodo Siraf, situated on the Persian Gulf imported wood
10 - -from East Africa, whereas Tabaristan and Bukhara had forests
1„ cf*, for example, Jacfarl bricks in Khatibfs Ta’rxkh*i,p.1 *    ' '
72, and YaqutVs Buidan, i, p,'6S3o p 
2„ Ya‘qubi, Buldan, p* 238; cf* also, El , s0v0 Bina9 0
3* Khatib, p* 79; cf, also, 3. iassner, The Topography of
Baghdad in the early Middle Ages, p„ 238; also, Excavations 
at Samarra, i, p„9»
4. R0Jo Eorbes, AncjLeirb Technology, i, pp* 72-74, quoted by 
lassner, op * c it j ~p I~238, iu 17° According to Ya4 qubi(p * 239)
and Ibn Rus'ta (p*108) the great arcades (t'aqat) of Baghdad
were vaulted with a,jurr (burnt brick) and“nis3 (gypsum) •
r-rr r* ,, ..._i —  O "o ‘
5o Yaqut, Buldan, i, p* 681 *
60 Creswell”, op o.cit, ii, pp0 22-23*
7° SaVo Bina ( G o  flare ai s ) <,
80 Jahiz, Bukhala*, p c 72; Nishwar, viii, p*31; HamadanI,
Maqamat, ppT ^ ”13,122; TE?,~“~sTvT  Bina 3; M„Jawad & Others, 
Baghdad, pn 229; cf* also, flez, p0 3'83«
9o Ibn Hawqal, p» 271,198,335; cf* also, David Whitehouse,
Excahations at Siraf, in Iran, vi(1968) , pp 0 51 -52 *
10o Istakhri," p» 127; Ihn Hawqal, p. 127*
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an y,
producing abundant supply of wood0 Longitudinal beams were
sometimes sunk in walls, whereas small beams formed.ceilings
2and sometimes lintelsc
Apart from bricks and wood, stones (hi.jara) 9 clay (tin),o q“
and gypsum (qiss) would seem to be in popular use in buildingo"*o~
houses in the East such as Isfahan, Jibal, Ray, Nishapur,o ,7rt
Marv, Mawsil otca^  The use of mosaic (fus*ayf isa7) and marble
L\.
(marmar) was limited to the wealthy houses0 In the Yemen the
roof and the wall were built of marble and the houses
were always full of light0 Indeed, where pure marble
was used for the roofing 'the shadow of the flying birds was
visible within1» Lime was used for white washing the
6interior of a house. Sometimes slabs of lime-stone set m
gypsum mortar constituted the wall of a building while mud-
V :bricks were hidden by thick coats of stucco/
Tiles were also used as building materials* Damascus was 
the centre of an extensive mosaic and qashanl tile industry» 
Qashani, a name derived from Qashan in Media, was given to 
square or hexagonal glazed tiles, sometimes figured with 
conventional flowers and used in exterior and interior 
decoration of buildings0 The predominant colours were indigo 
blue, turquoise blue, green and less frequently red and
o ^
yellow* The glazed Qashanl tiles were of such high quality
that in 248/862 a consignment of them was dispatched from;
Baghdad to Qairawanpor the decoration of its mosque, where
Qthe tries can still be seen*
1 o Ibn Hawqal, p. 271 <> _
2* EI2/8.V. Bina9 (Go Marpais)* Nish war, viii, p»31° ' „
3 0 -I'bn Hawqal, pp o 144, 262, 264, 268, 269, 324; EX, s.Vo Bina7;
On tjiss, .see, El2, s„v0 Dfiisso 
4„ BamadMr, Maqamdt, p«, 122; Hdmadhanr, p *196; For details
6n mosaic, see, El , s.v. Xusayfrsa7, (G„ Marpais),
3o HamadhanI, p. 19(7; cf0 also, Mes, p„ 381 
6o Aghani3', ■ x, p 0 28.3a
7 0 jjX2^~s o v , Architecture ( II«A . C „ C r e s w o 11) *
8 o Yaqut , s * v „ Qahhan' j ibn Bafuta, i, 415;ii,46,130, 223, 297 ; iii 9
EI^, SoV, Archftecturo• Durr,opocit,p*111, 79»
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(q ) Cooling; Processes :---
Several devices were adopted "by the Abbasids for
making their homes cool in summer,, The use of khaysh-canvas
would seem a general practice of the Abbasids, It was a
device, designed for refreshing the air, in the form of a
'punka' which, was kept wet 5 the evaporation produced a cool 
2
breeze, A poet described the use of the khaysh-punka m  
the following verses — -
"The khaysh was made wet inside the dome
which called forth winter and removed'the heat of summer;
and the cord causes drops of water to fall,
from it on the ground as if pearls were being scattered.
If the khaysh is set into hell,
its coolness would certainly overcome the burning heat
of the fire".
As appears from these verses and also from the
explanation of Sharishi in his Sharh al-Naqamat al-Hariri,1 ™ ~ o •
khaysh was a piece of thick linen hung (* ulliqa) from the -, 
ceiling of the room in the form of a ship's sail; a cord 
was attached to put it into action. It was made wet with 
water; rose water being also sprinkled from time to time
1, Jahiz, Bukhala?, pp, 90,187; Hay aw an, i, Po14,; Rasa ?il, i,
p, 398;“70aBia:T, iii, pp, 418,538; Pi,yap at, p,133; Nish war,
i, pp, 174,250; viii, p 0135; Miskawayh, Tahdhib, pi5ll
Khatlb, TaJrikh, iii, p,183; Irshad, vi,"^T99T~Bayhaqi,
Mahasin,~pT"~39^-; Ibn Ruste., A~laq_, po1'98;cf, also, Iiez, 380«1 1 ”
2o Co Pellat, Livre des avares, p» 318; cf„ also, Iiez, 380*
3„ Ibn al-Nadim, Qutnb al-Surur, p» 359°
IV &
 ^j  ^  ^ d  ^ shirts C)
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for fragrance. The 4th/10th century Muslim traveller *
Maqdisi notes a slightly different method of wetting 
khaysh at Shiraz, He says: "I have seen, the buyut al-khaysh 
where water flows constantly from pipes which surround the- 
room,"
Sources declare Hafjjao Yusuf to be the first man
3 -r-for whom the khaysh was suspended m  the ceiling.-' If Tabari
— — * 0
is correct} the use of khaysh-canvas for cooling houses was 
wide-spread in Baghdad right from the early Abbasid period*^ 
The Caliph Mansur is reported to have lined a dome­
shaped pavillion with the cloth of coarse thick linen (khaysh)
-
which was wetted constantly,^
A considerable amount of money was kept in the caliphal
annual budget for the purchase and use of khaysh in the
. - -
palace buildings. The apartments in the caliphal palace 
were provided with the khaysh punka (bayt mukhayyash) where 
visitors could also stay and have their siesta. (
In Jahiz's Bukhala’ a miser is reported to have adopted 
an inexpensive method of cooling which, according to his 
claims, 'served the purpose of the'khaysh-canvas', He simply
1, Sharh Maqamat al-Hariri,ii, p„318; Ghazuli, Matali4,ii?p« 
<c5; see also a long note given by Taha Hajiri on khaysh in 
Jahiz's Bukhala,’ pp. 322-23; cf, also, Pellat,., Le livreo o " “ "
des avaresl ppT 316-17° Prom a poem recorded in Thac alibi's 
totalifj (p,182), it would seem that people fitted the 
khaysh-canvas on a frame-work and sold it in the markets 
as~a~ready made dome of khaysh (qubbat al-khaysh),
2, Muq. p, 449 ~~
3, Bayhaqi, Mahasin, p. 394 ; see also Pellat, Avares,p. 3^8.
4, Tabari, iii, p.418; cf, also, Tha*alibi, Lata ’if,p. 20
o — — —  o ' 1 —
5, Ibid, iii, p, 418; Lata’if, p, 20,
6, Dhakha ’ ir, p. 219 « At the marriage of the Caliph Ma’mun 
vTitlTB^ uran, when/the supply of wood ran out, khaysh-canvas
.soaked in oil was used as fuel, (Nishwar, i.,p7147) °
7, Khatib, Ta’rikh,iii,183° --- ---
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put sodden rugs on the floor and poured water over the.
floor of the house which he fetched from his own' well. The
hot wind entering the house thus touched the water on the
"1
floor and thereby produced a cool evaporation,,
Khaysh was used by the soldiers in their camps and
”‘2
garrisons,, At the beginning of the 4th/10th century, a 
General considered the proceeds from a levy which he was v 
allowed to collect in Baghdad inadequate for the sustenance 
of his army as his army was accustomed, among other
X
luxuries, to v/et khaysh. Ice and w'et khaysh-felts were ;
even-taken in the pleasure boats on the Tigris; curtains
of coloured gauge draping it.^
In addition to the above-mentioned means of avoiding
heat in summer, the wealthy people of the Abbasid society
had another method of bringing down the temperature of their
rooms a method which gave more comfort but entailed a
large expense. Here big ice-slabs were placed at the dome
(qubba) of the central room of a house which was fanned by
some porters; the wind coming from over the ice-slabs brought
5 :the temperature of the house to a very low degree*;
Sometimes khaysh-canvas was also used along with this 
cooling process. It is reported that a man came to see the 
physician Jibra?il b. Bakhtishu6 at the midjdayi of a burning 
summer. To his surprise he found the physician sitting in 
the room wearing winter apparel. Within a few moments, the
1. Jahiz, Bukhala3, p. 90 *
2. Ibn al-Jawzi, Huntazam, v, pt. 2, p. 134.
3. De Goetje, Car mat Ians, p.. . 218, citing from Misk. cf. 
also, Mez, ppl 3^8^m.
4« Bayhaqi, Mahasin, p*447» cf. also Jamhara of Shayzari, 
Leiden, foTf”1"9*ja —  quoted by Mez, p. 3^1°
5. Ibn Abi ‘Usaybi'-'a, 6 Uyun al-Anba3, i,p.139; of. also, 
Tabari, ppS A18,336; hatlT3!!, p. 19°
visitor showed signs of cold and began to shiver„ Perceiving 
the signs of catching cold the physician offered,him the 
warm clothes. On enquiry the physician revealed, that he 
had nothing but some ice slabs fanned by his slaves at the
A
corner of the dome. Through this method one could cool
\
other rooms as well without incurring any extra expense*
The proximityt of the central room and the cold wind passing
through the doors and windows of this room to the adjoining
2rooms made them quite cool and comfortable„
Following the methods of the Persian monarchs, the 
Abbasids also used double roof system and had the roof of 
their summer houses plastered over with clay each day, The 
wet floor thus easily absorbed the heat and kept the ;
temperature down.
The Caliph Mansur reportedly adopted this method for.
4 .the first time m  Abbasid history. The idea of using ice-
slabs is said to have come to the Abbasids from the Persians
who took their siesta in a room with double walls, the
. . .  q
intervening space being filled with ice*^
Apart from the bayt or qubbat al-khaysh (house or dome 
of khaysh) and the using of ice-slabs, sirdab or sardab,
an underground apartment was another means of combating
 ^«* 6 al-Anba5, i, p* 139»
20 Ibid, i, p* 139°
Tabari,'iii, pp* 417-18; Lata?if, pp, 19-20 ,
40 Ibid, iii, p. 753; Lata?if, p, 20
5„ Ibid, iii, p* 418; Lata?if, p* 19; cf, also Mez, p* 380*
In fact they used to have willow laths placed upright 
round the walls of the buildings, and then large lumps^ 
of snow'would be placed in the intersticeso (cf* Lata *if> 
English translation by C*E* Bosworth, p D 48)*
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the heat* The writers of the 3 ^  and 4th century hijra- 
give some references to sir dab as a summer-house for rich 
people— - a fact which is also corroborated by the
A
archaeological reports of Samarra and Baghdad, In the
later Abbasid period the use of sirdab was wide-spread in
Baghdad as is evident from the statement of Maqrlzi who
declares that "in summer the people of Egypt need not, like
2the people of Baghdad, go into underground dwellings”.
The idea of building sirdab for sheltering oneself 
from the intense, heat of summer is said to have come from 
Central Asia.^ Thereafter, the neighbouring Muslim countries 
such as Zereng, capital of Afghanistan and the Persian town
of Arragan adopted this cooling method quickly and built ■
- * 4sirdabs with running water for their summer dwellings , The
word however, suggests the device to be of Persian
origin, from sard = cold and ab - water i<>e0, a place cooled 
with running water, In course of time, uhe device spread 
to Baghdad and other Muslim lands, In the beginning the 
use of sardab was limited, It was used extensively as a -•
dungeon and prisoners, outlaws etcetera were.confined in
6 -ito In the days of Mansur, thus we hear, of a man imprisoned
o
in a sirdab, 'who could not distinguish the light of the
7day from the darkness of the nrght','
- -r-Ph  Aghani , v, pp, 193-94; Ibn Hawqal, p,299; Excavations at
Samarra, Iraq Antiquity Department(1938-39)if p,11>Pl„96,
Creswell, Early Muslim Architecture, ii, pp, 82,241-42, 
282-83-; Mo’ITawad & others, Baghdad, p 0 229; El2, s0v, .
Par (C0Marpais)« These evidences refute the statement" 
of Mez when he says that "in the Mesopotamian literature 
of the 4th/10th century we find no reference to summer! 
underground dwellings", (cf, p„ 380)0 
2n Khitat, i, po28 —  cited by Mez, p, 380,
3, Mez, p, 380 —  quoting from JRAS, 1898, p. 819*
40 Ibn Hawqal, p, 299; cf, also,JMez, p «, 38O
5° Lane“and Steingass, s.v, sardab,
6, Muru,i , vi, 200; see, for some other references of sirdab
 ^C 02 it o 1
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The number of sirdab in Baghdad, even in the 5th/11th 
century was not large,and those who could afford it, built 
not more than one basement room for their use. The 5th/11th 
century Muslim traveller Nasir Khusraw, found it peculiar 
that in Arragan some houses had as many rooms below as
1 iabove the earth.
The depth of these underground dwellings varied from
house to house. Usually the sirdab was constructed at- a
2depth of ten steps from the ground floor. The 'Little
Sirdab'of Mu6tasim's palace in Samarra was a cavity cut
into the rock, 21m. (69ft) high and about 8m. (24^ ft.)
deep.^ A staircase (daracja) running from the ground floor
— 4to the basement made the entrance possible into the sirdab.
The sirdab of the celebrated singer Ibrahim al-Mawsili had fe
Ialso a water pool (birkat map  which originated from a V-
5place nearby and ran upto the garden of the house. He used ||
6 : fe1to drink there during the day and sleep at night. The ' jgIp*^
—  usentrance of the 'Little Sirdab' of Samarra palace formed a
square room, on the walls of which was a frieze of double-
humped camels walking along, executed in painted stucco,
with-a circular fountain. The 'Great Sirdab1 of this palace
had also a circular hollow basin of 70m. (230ft) diameter'
7which was connected wxth a deep underground canal. 1
w
i
I?%
!?•
(Continued from the last page);—  being used as a hiding 
place or a prison, Arab, p.10; Muntazam, vi,p.206; x,p.20; 
cf. also Mez, p. 380, n.1. 5
7. Muruj, vi, p. 200
1. Nasir Khusraw, Text, ed. Schefer, p.91 - 'kf** p.250; cf. 
al§o, Mez, p. 380.
2. Hariri, Durrat al-Ghawas, p. 29
3.. CreswellT^nrly 'Muslim"Architecture, ii, p. 241.
 ^° AghanI? v, 193~9(H cf. also M.Jawad & others, Baghdad, 229 -
5. TbTdT“v, pp. 193~9zi-o
6. Ibid. v,7 ) . Bm\j At *»(«>» Arete . II , ».
Since the weather of Baghdad and the whole of Iraq was
mostly dry and hot there was very little need of 'heating the
homes except for a brief period in winter,, The general process
of heating the rooms was to use braziers (kanun) with charcoal 
1fire, Braziers were mostly made of stone and iron, but the
caliphs and some wealthy people are mentioned, in our sources,
2to have possessed braziers of gold and silver. Since 
braziers were light in weight and portable, they \vere not 
fixed at a particular place to make a fire-place, From a 
passage in Mas6udi's Muruj, however, it would seem that kanun 
or the brazier was, in some houses, fitted on two side posts 
in the form of a giraffe, the feet of which served as support 
and the two necks bent in the manner of a handle,^ This ; 
brazier stand was made artistically in the shape of two 
giraffe*, the whole body of which was covered with red brocade 
(dibaj)* Some people put their braziers at the side of the 
dome of the central room in the same fashion as ice-slabs 
were placed for cooling in summer. This is evident from a 
story narrated by Ibn Abi 6Usaybi6a in the U^yun al-Anba*»
o
The person whom we have mentioned before visiting the physi­
cian Jibra’il b„ Bakhtishuf in summer, came to see Ibn 
Bakhtishuf in winter and found the physician clad in a light 
summer costume. On enquiry he was shown the fire-place in 
the dome and the methods the servants were using to spread 
the hot win’d to the farthest corner of the room,,
1, Nurutj, viii, p,268; Jahiz, Bukhala>, po34; Nishwir,i,pp, ^
60,257; Tabari, iii, 584^ Qutub^aT-Surnr, pTOcT; Lata ?if, 
P„182; F&khri,p ,259; U^yun aX-Anba?, i~p„139; see,°for:- 
some verses on kanun, Nishwar, i~i p, 257° _
2° t Uyun al-Anbah, i, 139-^0; Sabi, Rusum,16; Dhakha?ir, 183? 217°
3, Nuru.-j, viii, 268; see also the note given by~~(T7‘ Barbier * de 
Meynard, on p, 428 (of the Muru(j, viii),
4, Ibid, viii, p, 268,
5» f“ Uyun al-Anba ’, i, p» 139 °
6, Ibid, i^  p, 139* < ■
The people of Baghdad, Samarra and other cities brought 
their drinking water mainly from the rivers and canals<, The 
river Tigris was the main source of water supply for the 
people of Baghdad and Samarra, It was either brought in 
skins directly from the rivers on camels, mules and donkeys 
or was taken to the houses of the well-to-do by water-carrierso 
Water-carriers using donkeys or their own backs are mentioed 
in medieval Arabic literature as moving to and fro fulfilling 
the needs of houses, shops, ateliers, baths, mosques and 
public fountains,,
There were several water supplying canals in Baghdad 
which ’passed through the streets, side streets, and suburbs,
•'I
flowing without any interruption in summer and winter1„
Among them were four major canals leading to the general
vicinity of Baghdad, They v/ere — - Nahr 6 Isa, Nahr al-Malik,
Nahr Sarsar and Nahr Sarato^ These canals were mainly used
for boat traffic in unloading food-stuffs from Egypt, Syria,
>5
Mosul and other distant lands * There v/ere various conduits
constructed of burnt brick and quick-lime in Baghdad which
A ^
supplied drinking water to the city* According to Khatib '”” o
they were all above ground except for the conduit of Harbiyya 
which was made underground connecting with the canal of 
Bujaylo^ The Caliph Mansur had conduits built of teak woodo
t
1 „ Khatib, Ta’rikh, i,p<.795 Yaqut, Buldan, s0v 0 Baghdad, cf„m" o -**-—* *"* '■**- > “, j
also, M 0~TawlicT~& Others, Baghdad, p ° 23, also, pSSTTfT
20 Maq» p. 12d; cf0 also, j/Tassher, The Topography of 
Baghdad, p<>279 n„ 2',
3* Yatqubi, ’Buldan, pp0 230,263; Istakhri,85; Ibn Hawqal, 165; 
Muq^ p„ 120o " ° *
do Yatqubi, 250j Mez, p<21-13; MoJawad & Others, op0cit,p*23; 
cf * also, Rogers, Samarra: a St Tidy in Medieval T o wn-F.l annirig 
and GoT„ Sc anion, Housing and Sanitation: Some Asp_ects__of 
Medieval Pub lie S e r vi c eJ in 'TrEhe~ I slamic City1/ Oxf ord, 1970» 
5o Khatlb, Ta’riRh, "i? PP» "113~11d„
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winch extended from the Khurasan Gate to his palace.
Besides drawing water from canals and rivers, wells were 
also dug, preferably v/ithin the house premises for household
p
consumption of water. In Samarra digging wells was not 
practicable as the water level was very low, and the water 
in them was salty and disagreeable to taste; moreover it was 
not abundant .
The Abbasid caliphs had cisterns built in various parts 
of the empire where people drew water from for their usual 
consumption. One of such cisterns, built in 172/789 by the 
orders of the Caliph Harun al "-Rashid at Rami a (in Palestine) . 
has been excavated and vividly described by Creswell. Thiq 
Abbasid monument, locally known as MBi3r al-6Aniziya" consis­
ted of 'a subterranean excavation, lined with strong 
retaining walls and divided into six aisles by five arcades 
of four arches each, running from east to west and resting
ZL
on cruciform piers3„
A staircase 1 .02 iru in width starts in the north-east, 
corner and runs down the north side to the bottom of the 
cistern. It rests on two segmental arches. Water was drawn 
by means of the staircase, and a series of holes averaging 
55 c i e. square, pierced in the vault of each bay, enabled
1. Khatib,'Ta3rlkh, i, p. 78°o "
2. Jahiz, Bukhala3, p. 90; Ibn al-Jawzi, Humana, p.64; M.Jawad 
& Others^— Baghdad, p. 23; cf. also, Exc&vatiohs at Siraf, in 
Iran, ix(l97lT7 P° Within the domestic complex,
distinction would be made between water for cleaning and 
cooking and that for drinking. The former would simply ;be 
put into a straight hewing into the gabal, bricked round 
and brought up to floor level; the latter into holds 
meticulously cut into the rock, smoothed, plastered and
in some cases^covered by vaulting, (cf. Scanlon,op.cit,192).
5. Ya^qubi, Buldan, p. 263.
Creswell, Early Muslim Architecture, ii, pp. 161-62,164-.
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■twenty four people at the same time to draw water up by
1 *Weans of ropes and buckets.
It was an act of great merit to supply water to 
travellers and to make some permanent arrangements by making 
aqueducts where necessary, Thus we hear that Harun's wife 
Zubayda had constructed an underground aqueduct in Makka 1 
which was later on restored by the mother of the Caliph 
Mutawakkil, Similarly, the wazir 6Ali b, 6 Isa purchased a 
great number of animals and endowed a sum of money for their 
upkeep* At the same time he had a large well dug which
7
supplied sweet water/ He also caused another abundant
spring to be opened up and its channels widened*
In the East, water circulated in an old moat of the
fortress* It was carried to the middle of the market by a
stone dam whence it was distributed further by means of lead
pipes. The expenses incurred by such water-supply system ;
wfiperealized from the income of neighbouring lands, Non-
Muslims were generally made supervisors and administrators.
5who were, in lieu of their services, exempted from Jizya.
1, Creswell, Early Muslim Architecture, ii, p* 163
2, Tabari, iii, p*14-40; cf, also, Ibrahim al-Mashhadani,
o — — -
Mawarid al-miyah fi’l-watan al-£Arabi, (4Ayn Zubayda) in
"L**"lLJl I" '   Ml"— o 11
Matjalla al-Jamic al-Mustansiriyya, i(1970) , pp * 535‘“4-4-5 ‘
3o Sabi, Wuzara9, p* 286; cf, also, Mez, p, 4-14*«
4-, Bowen, Life and Times of 6All b, 6Isa, p, 128
5* Istakhri, p* 216; Ibn Hawqal, p* 366; cf* also, Mez, 4-14-.
O g O ,
Perhaps it was one of the duties of the muhtasib in the 
early Abbasid period (as it was in the Ayybid'and Mamluk 
periods) to see that drinking water be available in those
purlieux of the city lacking any public fountain and that
all fountains be wcjrking and the water therein potable, 
(cf, Scanlon, op ,ci;b *, p,183)o
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(m) Toilets :—
Almost every house had a toilet (mustrah; kaiiif in Kufan
dialect, liushsh in Basran, madhhab in Syrian, bayt al-khala?
_  .
in Medinian and mirhad in the Yemeni dialect)„ Although no
specific information as to the forms of toilets is available,
it is known from the information scattered in different-
sources that there were two forms of latrines 1 well-latrines1
and "service latrines". In 1well-latrines’, which would seem
more common, pits v/ere dug and slabs of stone were placed 
2
to sit on, In t.his system when the privies were cramped 
and disagreeable, the well was filled in and put out of
—  n-use* According to Tanukhi, well-to-do people had their 
privies reserved for their exclusive use and would not let
lL *
anyone else enter them*
The existence of a group of people known as kannas, 
hashshash, kannaf (privy cleaners ?) indicate that "service
o
r- r r |-
latrines" were also in use,y In this system, presumably ■
the privy . cleaner v/ould come, at regular intervals, to
collect the human offal and transport it to soihe place
outside the city. The existence of service-latrine is also
attested by the fact that in Basra there was a group of
people who had undertaken the contract of cleaning privies
of the people* They collected the human offal and dried it
6in the sun to sell in the markets as fuel,
1, 6Iqd, vi, p, 394; see also p, 419°
2, Ibid, vi, p0 449; Nishwar, i, p, 18; Creswell, Early Muslim
Architecture, i, 339-*-—   (For the picture of a latrine
stone^see, ibid, i, p, 359)°
3° Nishwar, ■ i, p. 15
4, IbidT*”i, po 15° „
3o Tawhidi, Imtal , ii, p, 54; Agliani,' i, P*415; cIqd, vi5p*
Ibn &Abdun, Thalath Rasasil, p, t8o
6, 6 Uyun, i, v ,^ 2Tr"Y^qut7"Mldan, s0v, Basra,
A hemistich of a poem of Ibn i1u6tazz says that "a
privy is either cleaned or filled in and closed down".. It
would perhaps support our assumption that toilets, in the
Abbasid period, er^isted in two forms i*e*, well-latrines
and service-latrines*
Though the poor people and those especially living in
the countryside used bushes and barren lands as their
privies, the wealthy people built their lavatories on lavish 
2expenseso A merchant of Baghdad had his privy plastered
in the top with gypsum and the bottom with mortar; the ropf
was made flat and the floor paved with marble* It had a
door whose Venetians v/ere made alternately of teak and 
5ivory * ^
Toilets v/ere built either at a corner of the house or
4-at the extreme end of the house-garden* The 'cleaners’ thus - 
could approach the latrine from outside the building without 
causing any disturbance to the inmates of the building* : 
Taking this opportunity, once Ibrahim al-Mawsili hid himself 
near the latrine of Ibrahim al-Fiahdi and picked up the tune 
which Ibrahim al~ilahdi was rehearsing there to sing in the 
caliphal assembly*-' Water was used to clean the private 
parts in latrine*^
 ^• D^wsin, p. 3^0 d?
2* Hamadani, Maqamat, pp* 122-23; Aghani, v, p* 216; Nishwar,
i, PP- 39,54-, 201-; Azdi, HikayaFr~7787l2; Qutub al-Surur,^03O O  " ‘ ' T_
3* Maqamat, pp* 122-23 <
Ibid, pp* 122-23; Aghanif v, p« 216 j 
3* Aghani'p v,p* 216 ”
6* NisEwar, i, p. 15*‘Pustat, a city of multi-storied building'
HadT, according to the findings of Professor Scanlon, a 
complex system of privies* The buildings had flues constru­
cted within the walls* All of these flues gave on to 
deeply cut canals in the gnbal, which ran beneath walls, 
floors and courtyards; all ’covered, at times vaulted, 
running individually or en_ systeme to cess-pools which 
were cleaned from without" tlie complex. These canals v/ere 
constantly watered from within, and the ccss-pools covered 
at wi th sanch Ccf* The Islamic Gity, p * 188; o_______._____
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(n) Furniture :— -
t
Muslim medieval houses possessed very little large
furniture (e.g., tables, chairs, cupboards, bedsteads and.
the like). The Muslims were accustomed to squatting on the
floor and depending for their comfort entirely on cushions
and pillows without frames and supports; the only solid
furniture was chests to hold’ clothes and household linen.-/
Recesses in the wall, often as large as cupboards and closed
by wooden doors, held the household utensils. People anxipus
to display some luxury pieces or other treasures, divided
up a wall surface into ornamental'niches, each containing-
2a single object and sometimes even shaped to fit it. The. 
value of a room was assessed by the carpet of the floor, by 
the niches over a tiled dado in the wall, by the coffering 
or stalactite moulding in the ceiling etc. *
During the early Abbasid period, a diwan i.e., a sdfa 
extending along three sides of the room was also to be seen 
m  the houses of the wealthy people. A pictorial represen­
tation from the Maqamat al-Hariri shows the use of bed-„ _ ___ _^._^.1MmirBrn_1P_lrB_ri
lL
steads not unlike those of our days. It is-however, not 
clear when such bedsteads were introduced in Abbasid 
society. Chairs and tables for food were common in the
1. Nishwar, viii, pp. 190-91; Miskawayh, i, p„24zf; Sabi,
WuzaraT, p. 172; Mez, p. 584; cf. also, E. Kuhnel, Islamic
Art, pp.■1-2;
2. Tabari, iii, p. 556; S. Kuhnel, Islamic Arts, pp. 1-2.
3. Aghani, iii, p.145; Lane, s.v. diwan; cf. also, Hitti, 
History of the Arabs, p. 335
4. Arnold and Grohmann, The Islamic Book, A Scene from Maqama
19, MS. dated 734/1334-^  the National Library, Vienna.
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houses of the well-to-do people, The dining tables were
i
of-course very low,designed to suit the need of the people 
habituated to sitting on floor cushions,
A great deal of attention was paid to the interior 
decoration of the house with carpets, cushions, mats, 
hangings, curtains etc. The carpet industry was therefore 
developed to meet the ever increasing need of the wealthy., 
group in various Muslim lands. Carpets, being a symbol of 
luxury as well as a practical necessity, were woven in almost
p
all the important Muslim cities. Since they were made for 
different social classes and to satisfy varying standards 
and requirements, they could be divided into three general 
groups; (i) for court and caliphal use; (ii) for officials 
of high rank, wealthy merchants, and for export; (iii) for 
the simpler people in towns and villages and also for nomads. 
The variety, size and quality of the carpets, determined the 
name of the carpets (e.g., bisat and zuliya for large"o' ""
carpets; tinfisa, a knotted carpet; zarbiya, a striped,
\ 3 •multicoloured carpet, namat, a sur-carpet etc,)".
l i l I’Mirri-rtn
Carpets of Armenia and Tabaristan are mentioned with
4great admiration by contemporary writers. The caliphs5 
palaces were adorned mainly with Armenian carpets which 
aroused general appreciation in the Islamic world and were
1, Muru^j, n, 269; Dhakha5ir, pp, 27,179? 195) 261; Mez, p,386,
2, See, for example^ k H~7"Suppl, s,v. Kali (R. Ettinghausen),
3, W,H, Worrel, "On Certain Arabic terms for "rug" ",Ars 
Isiarnica, i(193/0,pp,219~222; ii(l935), P P »  65"68; cf,
also, EI^(Suppl„) s,v, Kali,
4* See, for example, Aghani^ * v, pp, 428-29; vi, p„181;
Jahiz (?) Tabassur birl-Titjara, pp, 21,3Z|-; Muruq ; vi, pp,
234,433; Tabari, iii, pp, 536,602; Azdi, Hikayat, p«36;
Maq, p, 374,360; Ibn Hawqal, pp, 244,246; Ya5qubi,p,277<>
o
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cited repeatedly from Umayyad times among very precious 
1objects, The high regard was due to their characteristic
2red colour? qirmiz and their fine wool. The consort of
Iiarun is. said to have sat on an Armenian carpet, her women
on Armenian cushions. A vassal is said to have presented
4the Caliph Muqtadir with seven Armenian carpets,
'The Persian woollen carpets especially those of Isfahan 
matched the splendid Armenian carpets and were highly 
esteemed in this period,^ The so-called 'Art carpets’ (al- 
busut al-sani4a) were sometimes woven with the technique of,1 r o cT
Susanjird — - a technique much prized in this period.^
AghanI mentions in the hall of Eadl b. Rabi4 a large
glistering Susanjird carpet of satin which was embroidered
with gold,^ The city of Amul in the province of Mazendaran
was an important centre of carpet weaving which started in
the 3 th century and continued for centuries-together,^ One
of the famous varieties of carpet known as 'qaliqala1 does
not seem to have been in use in the 9‘fch century,, a-^ki,
9however, mentions it to be equal to Armenian carpets
—  —2 -  11, Aghani , vi, p0 181; Muru j, vi, pp, 234-? 4-33? cf, also, El,
"(Suppl) 0 s„v* Kali,
"5 -
2, Jahiz (?) Tabassur, p, 31? THn Hawqal, p, 24-4-; Lata ’if, 
pp: -183, 23S7-*-5- " "
3» ‘Arib, p, 4-8; cf, also, Mez, p, 464
4-o Elias Nisib, p. 202 —  cited by Mez, p» 4-64-„
3, Ibn Rust.a, p. 153; Istakhri, p. 153; cf** also, Mez,464—
6, Azdi, Hikayat, p036; Lata’if, p» 111; Mez, p„ 464
7« Aghlni^T Vj P« 374
8, El2!7~TSuppl), SoV, Kali, cf, also Serjeant, Islamic
Textiles, Index,
90 Lata’if, ppD 183,236; Thimar, p» 538« The word Kali, is
derived from Q al i q al a, EiTferurn, where large carpets were 
made, but on account of this^long name^ they were referred 
to by the short nisba0 cf. Yaqut, Buldan, iv, p*20o 
Serjeant suggests that it was introduced in Abbasid 
society by the BuwayhidSo cf* Islamic Textiles, Chapo vi,
p» 97 o
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Apart from the carpets of Persia, Tabaristan and’Armenia- 
there were good carpets produced in Hlra and Nusmaniyya,^
o
The Hira carpets are described as having designs of elephants, 
horses, camels and birds; these designs were imitated in 
Nu4maniyya with the result that the local product itself 
came to be known as Hlra carpetsSimilarly the districts 
of Maysan and Hast Maysan v/ere also celebrated for manufactu-
ring good quality carpets and curtains. According to
„  A
Jahiz, Wasit too produced tapestry v/oven carpets,o o
Ibn Zubayr in his Kitab ai-Hhakha5ir wa'l-Tuhaf has" ‘ ",'n“    o
mentioned the list of the articles left by the Caliph Harun 
al-Rashid m  the caliphal palace —  a list; which shows 
extravagance and splendour of the Abbasid court. The number 
of the carpets, curtains and cushions mentioned in the list 
is as follows:— - ^
1,000 Armenian carpets (bisat)
5 00 carpets (bisat) of Tabaristan manufacture
1,5 00 knotted carpets (tinfisa) of khazz (beaver skin),. . Mil!, n
1,000 carpets (bisat) of Darabjird manufacture
3 00 MaysanI large carpets (bisat),
43
100 sur-carpets (namat) of khazz,
4,000 curtains (sutur) of unspecified material.
1,000 curtains of khazz silk.
300 curtains of brocade (dibatj),
5,000 + 
1,000 cushions (wisada) !!
5}ooo- pillows (mikhadda)
1, El, Suppl, SoV, Kalio Mez, 465; Serjeant, Islamic Textiles, 
Index, cf, also,~°Duri, Mesopotamia, p, 106 ^
2 , Ibn Rust a, p „ 186; Hira," p, 83, quoted by I)ur l, Mesopotamia, 
p,106,
5, Ibn al-Faqih, p. 253; cf, also,JDuri, op,cit, p„106
4. Tabassur, p, 346,.. quoted by I)uri, opoCiU 
5° Phakiy^ h r , pp, 214-217-
So Dardbjird was an import ant ’city noted for valuable kinds 
of costly robes, mats, carpets etc, (cf, Maq, 442-43),____
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1.000 cushions (wisada) of brocade
1.000 cushions of khazz-silk.
1.000 cushions of khazz raqam (perhaps with some
inscriptons)•
1.000 pillows (mirfaqa)«
After carpets, mats v/ere the common far ash which was 
spread on the ground,, It could be spread on the floor with 
or without the carpets,, Hats were made of rush (halfa),
A
reeds, papyrus and palm tree leaves« The most :reputed mat 
which was commonly used in this period by the wealthy class,
was that made in Abbadan, a small island at the mouth of -■
2 - !the Shatt al~eArab. Some of these Abbadani mats were thin,
o o
neatly woven, very soft and could be folded like cloth.
4
They were copied m  Persia, as well as in Egypt. Later-on
(probably in the 10th or 11th century) the reed-mats woven
in Baghdad acquired wide popularity and became proverbial
5 - 6for their excellence. Haysan too, produced excellent mats,,
It will be perhaps of some interest to quote here a •
passage found in ‘Abu'l-Qasim of Baghdad, an author of early
4th/10th century, who satirizes the Isfahanis and boasts
about the splendid furnishing of Baghdadi houses,
"By Allah ... nor do I see your houses with their
public rooms furnished with carpets (zulliya) of the Maghrib,
nor with Khurasan!• carpets (tinfisa), nor carpet-strips of
Andalus. (nakhakh) and Cordova, and Armenian carpets (mitrah)
and .Rum! (Byzantine) velvets (qatifa), and Tustari cushions
(miq*ad), nor Maghribi carpets (anta4), nor gold embroidered
1o Mezt p. 465; cf. also, Ghanima, in Ha,j alia Ghurfa al- 
Titjara, iv(194l )i?. P«
2o Muq. p« 118; Azdi, Hikayat, p.36; cf. also, Mea, p. 465
3. Azdi, opicit, p0 36~~
4o Huq.__ppa 4lll, 2 0 ^ Mez, p« 463»
5„ Tha‘ alibi, T.himar, p. 428.
6. Nuwayri, p.37^5 cf- also, Burl, Mesopotamia, p. 106
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pillows (makhadd mudhahhaba) of Dabiq, nor square-carpets 
(tarrahat) of Cyprus, nor Susanjird, nor Abuqalmun, and 
cushions (namariq) »—  a house full of which looks like 
ground covered with flowers”»
”Nor have you Sarnan or Abbadani mats (husr) which fold’o'" "o
in two as cloth does, lovelier than carpets (zurbiyya), and 
softer than Sus khazz-silk, of fine workmanship, perfect 
craftmanship (aushayrl) picked out (mufassal) with gold,l~'~  ^ ' a o ^
and cushions (dusut) of mamzuj (mixed) with Iraqi gold, and 
gold embroidered with pictures of elephant (mufayyal) and horse 
(mukhayyal), and carpets (mitrah) stuffed with feathers of
*" __________ t 0 - -r- - -g*
the Indian bullfinch and Tustar brocade embroidered (muqassab)
Q a
with gold”
The Abbasids, as a rule, did not sit, at times of
distress, on the carpets; rather they sat, on such sad
2 - 'occasions, on floors or under-carpets» This practice,
according to Tha‘alibi goes back to the time of the Caliph 
Harun al-Rashld* On the death of Ibrahim ba Salih ba ‘All,
he went to Ibrahim's house for condolence and refused to
sit down on any of the mattresses or cushions which were
arranged on the under-carpet, but only supported himself
by leaning on his sword„ He ordered the mattresses and
—    *'■ ■■■ ■ i« ■ i. ■ ■■■ i.i — i ■ ■ —  .,■■■- - ■' ■ .......... 1 '
1o Azdi, Hikayat, pp, 36-37 ■* English translation by Serjeant, 
Islamic Textiles, Appendix, i, Costume, p„ 76e 
2o Tha‘alibi, Lata»if, p0 21 = Eng, Tr- by C n E0 Bosworth,
P o 30 a
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cushions to be taken away and took his seat directly on the 
under-carpet commenting that 'it is not seemly rhat anyone 
should sit down on mattresses and cushions in the house of
-i
a dear friend and relative on such a day of misfortune'*•
The best type of curtain for hanging on the windows
P — T- 'and the walla was produced at Wasit. Wasiti curtains are
mentioned by Khatlb among the furniture of Muqtadir's
palaceMaysan, Mawsil and Amil also produced and exported
4excellent qualities of curtains. Curtains were, frequently
5embroidered and sometimes woven with gold thread,^
1 o hat a3 if ,'p, 21 = Eng» Tr« p» 50 i
2o Maq» pp0 123-29 o I
3° Ibii al-l?aqlh, p e 233; Tabassur bi1 l-fitjara, pp„ 34-4, 34-7 
(= ^Abd al-’^ hhabHaqanfeditM , Cairo, 1337V'1933, PP. 41-42) 
Lata’if, p„ 183«|^'1 o '
4 0 Muwashsha, p. 263; of. also, Duri, Mesopotamia, p. 106—  
quoting Trom IChatil, p# 32*
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Section II Hammam
One of the most conspicuous features of the social life
of the period we are studying is the abundance of hammam,
The ritual use of the hammam in the performance of the
purification of the believer, the fulfilment of the laws
of hygiene, and the need .for social recreation explain why
it has always been considered one of the essential amenities
of Muslim society. During the period of our study the hammam
became a source of considerable revenue for the individuals
1'or the authorities who established them , which furthermore*0
explains the* very large and sometimes perhaps exaggerated
I
2number of baths mentioned m  our sources*
1, It is said that Muslim b, Abx Bakra had a daily income of 
one thousand dirhams plus one kurr of wheat and barley 
(tatam) from his bath in Basra, (cf. Dhakha’ir, p. 222)
2, Both Hilal al-Sabi (d, 448/1056) and Khatib al-Baghdadl
(d. 463/1070) tried to do a demographical study of Baghdad
by enumerating the number of baths that existed in the
3rd-5th century hijra. It is claimed that 60,000 baths
.existed during Muwaffaq’s regency (870-891); 27*000 under
Muqtadir (908-9§2); 5,000 under Adud al-Dawla (d. 983);
3*000 under Baha’ al-Dawla (989-1012); 1,500 in the year
383/995; only 170 in 1029_and at the time of Sabi only a
little over 150. (cf. Rusum.p. 21; Nishwar, ijp. 65; Khatib,
— — - 1 ■ .
la’rikh,!, pp. 117-19; Manaqib Baghdad, attr. to Ibn al-
^ J p .__ .
Jawzi, p. 24; El , s.v. Baghdad (Durij; cf. also, Begg,op.cit
s.v. Section, Hammam. ------- The figures given for the
reigns of Muwaffaq and Muqtadir would seem highly exaggerated 
which imply various complications in_determining the 
population estimate of Baghdad. Xa<qubi (d. 897) (Buldan,254) 
however, makes the number 10,000 not long after the foundation 
of Baghdad, which, compared to the figures of the Buwayhid 
period, comes to double and treble, Ihe fact that all sources 
show a fall in the number of baths to be found in Baghdad 
over the years indicate that as time passed the relative 
affluence of Baghdad declined perceptively. It is possible 
that in counting the baths of Baghdad authors in the different 
period, confused between the public and household baths and 
recorded the number sometimes taking account of both private 
and public baths together, and sometimes counted the public
baths exclusively --  hence this gulf of difference between
the numbers of baths.
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Two Types of Baths : — -
SL
There were two types of baths (a) private baths
installed in the precincts of palaces or within large
town houses and (b) public baths which were run on a
2 .commercial basis* The majority of these public baths
served both men and women. It appears that on certain days
or at certain times they were reserved for men and at others
3 *for women* To indicate the turn of women most probably
a curtain was stretched across in front of the entrance 
4hall. When women were bathing the entire staff was 
replaced by women.In addition, the existence of some
baths strictly reserved for women was not uncommon.
- - 6  - — - — 7References to "Hammam nisawi" , "Abwab hammamat al-nisa,,r,--- ----- "—•    —r — • ■   . . i ■
and "al-Hamm am at al-nisawiyya al-milliya al-‘amina”^  in
the sources at our disposal are a clear proof of the existence
of such baths.
1. Sabi, Rusum, p.21; Hishwar, i, pp. 193*195,205; cf. also 
Creswell, Early Muslim Architecture, ii, p. 282.
2. Dhakha’ir, p. 222; HamadanI, Maqamat, p. 1 7 1  •1f ~ •  •
3. s .v . Hammam (J. Sourdel-Thomine)
4. Hitti (History of the Arabs,p. 338) notes this fact without 
quoting his source. >
2 —5- s.v. Hammam (J. Sourdel-Thomine).
6. Muntazam, viii, p. 228; cf. also, Badri, ‘Smma, p. 180.
..... # ’ 1 ri r I
7 . Shayzarl,1 Nihayat al-Rutba, p. 109 
8* Ghazali, Ihya>, ii, p. 334*.
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Description of the bath and its apartments : —
Bath houses generally consisted of certain number of; 
rooms with mosaic pavement and marble-lined inner walls
'i
clustering round a large central chamber- The rooms might 
have, as in modern times, had different names in different 
countries but their functions practically remained identical 
everywhere- The first room was used for undressing and rest; 
the second one was the first heated room or warm room and'-'
t
the third one was the second heated room or the "tepidarium"
—  2(harara) -
The first room was a cool chamber with stone benches 
covered with mattresses and carpets*^ Here the owner sat . 
behind his counter to receive the clients - Here, again, the 
clients put off their upper garments and hung them on pegs-^ 
Then they were taken to the second room the atmosphere of 
which was warmed by its proximity to the 'tepidarium1- In 
the second chamber the clients were given loin-cloths 
composed of towels knotted together (mi ?zar)- As soon as ' 
they became sufficiently accustomed to the heat and humidity, 
they proceeded to the third room or the 'tepidarium'»^The 
'tepidarium' had a number of stone benches for the staff 
who attended the bathers and was provided with numerous 
maqsuras (cubicles, alcoves)furnished with earthen-ware
o " 1
pipes bringing supplies of hot and cold water and also with
1, Miskawayh, Ta.jarib, i, p-314; Jahiz, Rasa»il,i,po 338-89;
* Iqd, iii, p- 492; kurutj, viii, pp» 4,7~8; El, s „v-Hammam-
2« Shayzari, Nihayat al-Rutba, p- 86; Ibn al-Ukhuwwa, Nac alim
al-Qurba, p- 134; cf - also, El*", s.v, Hammam ;
David, Whit©house, Excavations at Siraf,Iran, x(1972),73- 
3 o Shayz arl, op 0cit.; p - 8b; c f 0 also, _El2” si v - Hammam - 
40 BTmashql, Tiparay p- 35; Muwashsha7~2~2l ; BadrlTJ rImjipa, 180- 
5° El2,' si Vo Hammam - -
6- Ibid-
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istone basins which served as little swimming pools. In the
centre of this chamber there was a big swimming pool where
2
the bathers completed their purification.
After sweating abundantly for which they sometimes used
x _
to drink hot water , the clients entered into maqsuras .
for the scouring of the skin etc. These were sometimes
done by the clients themselves or by especially trained
staff-members who washed them clean with soapy lather,
rubbed them vigorously, removed their body-hair, shaved
4them, and if the customer wished, massaged them.’ Having 
finished this vigorous treatment, of the body, the bathers 
proceeded to the big swimming pool mentioned above, to 
give a final touch to their purification. After all these 
attentions which the bathers received, there come a brief 
period of relaxation in little rest rooms generally disposed 
around a pool with a fountain and provided with wooden 
benches covered with luxurious cushions.^
The ’tepidarium1 was built’ with thick walls with steam 
proof linings of marble. Sometimes the lower portion of 
these walls was faced with bitumen which looked like black 
polished marble while their upper portion was plastered 
with white mortar.b Inscriptions and drawings of animals, 
plants and human faces formed simple decorative jnotifs of 
'tepidarium1.^  To safeguard the floor from any damage caused
„ _ _ o _
1. Ghazali, Ihya?, ii, p. 334; EI^ s.v. Hammam; cf. also,
Hitti, History of the Arabs, p. 338- ^
2 -  ’ ■2. El, s.v. Hammamo , .
•3° Nuwashsha, p. 222.
4. Ghazali', ~'Ihy a 9, ii, p.33^5 N i ^ war, i,pp.193-93; El? s.v. 
Hammam. ;”A Zaidi manual_ of~hrsba of the 3^d century H »
RgTTT^ sc 1 953)Tjp^7: " ~ *
3. EfH, s .v . Hammam.
6. Ibn JubayrT^HmhTa, p. 228; cf. also, Creswell, ENA,i,276.
7. Muruej, iii, p.^Tf Ibn Slna, Hifz al-Siha, —  qutoTng from 
Ghazull, ii,p.7; cf. also, • Mlz/TT- 387? N. Jawad and others' 
Baghdad, ^83; To judge by those of the Umayyad baths, see,
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by;continual use of water it was generally coated with' 
bitumen brought from a well between Basra and Kufa, It 
oozed fluid like clay, scooped up and after congealing
'i
carried away for plastering purposes*. To carry off the
water used by the bathers the ’tepidarium' was provided
with several runnels. It had neither windows nor vontilation
so that its heat and steam could be ensured, A conspicuous
feature of the 'tepidarium1 was its thick cupola or dome
•studded with small round apertures glazed with thick pieces
%
2of glass through which the light penetrated.
The heat and the steam of the 'tepidarium' was supplied 
from a furnace room annexed to it„^ The latter was separated 
from the former by a thin partition pierced with numerous 
holes through which the steamy air passed rising from 
cauldrons of boiling water or a central jet of water in the 
middle of a basin. To maintain balance, cold water was also 
supplied to the bath proper by the system of ventilation 
from the stove. Earthen pipes were embedded in the walls
Z{_
or beneath the floor for the supply of water. The supply ■
of water from outside to the hammam was obtained either' ""1
from wells worked by a draught-animal or from canals through
c —
pipes. The waste water of the hammam was carried off to"a LTr"1 ^
nearby ditches dug especially for this purpose and was never 
allowed to flow in the canals and rivers which supplied
Athe drinking water.
1. Ibn Jubayr, Rihla, p. 228; cf, also, Nez, p. Huq.146,
Tacjarib, i,p.3l4; EI^ s.v, Hammam; DoWhitehouse, op ,cit,78
3, Ibn al-Jawzi, Dhamm al-IIawa, p. 474; Jahiz, Rasa *il, i,p<> 
388; El2, s .v .-— '------------ —
24, El, s.v. Hammam,
—  ■*   2 -
5« Dimashqi, Titjarat p, 35; cl® also, El, s.v. Hammam.
6° Huntazam, ix, p. 129-
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Personnel :—
The number of regular employees of the bath varied 
generally from five to six., Sabi, quoting from a third
o
century writer Ibn Mihmandar, gives six names of bath 
attendants viz s (a) the qayyim , (ra.?is al-hammam, sahib 
al~hammam) lesse of the bath whose duty was to welcome the
-11 t—■ T - n n .  in ...
clients at the time of their entrance and to receive•
***
payments at the time of exit; (b) sahib al-sunduq, the
o ~o o .
superintendent of the changing or dressing room; (c) waqqad 
the stoker who was in charge of the supply of fuel for 
the furnace; (d) zabbal, the sweeper who was in charge of 
cleaning the hammam; (a) muzayyin (or hallaq), the hair-
o ' a
dresser who in addition to his usual duties removed the
— ibody-hair; and (f) hajjam, the cupper or blood^letter*
Khatlb’s account differs from that of Sabi both in the number 
of workers and in the designation of the employees«
According to his account every bath had five workers viz ;
_  ^  ‘ _  _  -  2
hammarai, qayyim, zabbal, waqqad, saqqa’o In smaller towns“o 1 ’*'M ~ -11 •“'“' n ’ ■ 1 ' ’ "
we even find a lesser number of attendants in the baths»
Por example, it is known from the Maqamat of Hamadani that 
in Hulwan there were only three members in the staff of
'o
the bath.^ The staff of the bath was generally assisted by a
number of servants such as cubicle-stewards and the dallak 
4(masseur) ctc„
' 4
1. Sabi, Rusum, p0 19; Ibn Mihmandar,Padal,il Baghdad, p. 17;
Q ' “ _  * ■
cfo also, Nishwar,,i, p» 193; Jahiz, Rasa?il, i,pp*3SB-89;
— - q  a ‘ o ”
Bulchala 1, pT~3?i PI, s.v, Hammam; Mez, p 0 387*
2, Khatlb, Ta’rikh,. i, p* .117- 
3- Maqamat, p. 171*
40 H  , SoVo Hammama
Among the most important objects used by the bathers in
t
bammam for cleanliness of their body was (a)-nura a^ 
depilatory agent which, according to the beliefs of'the 
people, was an aphrodisiac* (b) tin Khurasani, a kind of
o T
clay brought from Khurasan and applied for cleaning hair*
The more fastidious people perfumed it with rose water, 
essence of rose geranium or orange-flower water ; (c) 
mihakka, curry-comb for scouring legs^; (d) khirqa , tatters 
used by the common people and mindll (towel) used by the 
men of elegant taste for rubbing their bodies ; (e) khitmi o 1
marsh mallow, and leaves of lotus trees for washing
5 '6 'bodies* The use of soap was not unknown to these people,
— 7though s^ e/ved ushnan (saltwort) was commonly used*
Maintenance and Supervision of the bath*
In view of the importance of the hammam as. 
a hygienic centre of social life of the people, the government 
paid assiduous attention to its cleanliness and to the 
observance of the rules of hygiene by the staff of the hammam
O -m n .-L -
as well as by the clients* One of the duties of the muhtasib,
r o
for example, *was to look after the hammam; to issue orders 
for sweeping and washing the hammam properly with clean . 
water before closing it; to issue orders preventing washing 
of utensils, or clothes in the,pool of the ‘tepidarium'; to 
keep an eye to the waste water so that its flow-into the
i
1* Jahiz, Bukhala7, p* 37; MakkI, Qut al-Qulub, iv,p*180; 
Sefjdant, A Zaidi manual of Hisba**,RSO, 28(1953)1P°27 •
_  _  r*z ° p „
2, Hamadani,. Maqamat, p. 171; cf. also, EI7 s.v. Hammam*a 0 ' ,
3* Saqatl, Fl al-hisba, p* 67
4 * Muwa§j,sha, p * 221, 0 :
5* Shayzari, Nthaya, p. 78*
6* Khatlb, Ta^nkh, i,p*118; Jahiz, Bukhala7, p*56; Manaqib 
bagbdad,_po' 2T-* Muntazam, vi,°]5*5 
7* fiuwashsha, p. 221*
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canal or the river might not pollute their water. The owner
i
of the bath (qayyim) on the other hand, cautiously maintained 
the rules of hygiene inasmuch as he cleaned the tank of 
water at least once in a month; fumigated the hammam twice 
a day; soaked the curry-comb into saline water; and washed
A
the loin-cloth (supplied to the bathers) everyday. The 
muhtasib was also responsible to see whether the bathers are 
entering the hammam in proper dress. The bath-owner should 
not allow anybody in the bath without a mi}zar (loin-cloth). 
The common people, it would seem, did not observe this ; 
restriction properly.^ Maqdisi writing in..the last quarter 
of the 10th century notes that he found the people of Shiraz,
Khuzistan, Fars and the Maghrib infringing this regulation
~  4
who entered the hammam without a mi’zar.
• o' " '
The popularity of hammam in this society was due to 
its manifold benifits. It was a place of ritual purification, 
of- salutory effects, of social recreation, and^above all,*it 
was a silent doctor. Its warm atmosphere producing abundant 
perspiration and the hygienic care and caution taken by i|?s 
staff helped to cure ailments like' cough and cold, all kinds 
of fever and especially various forms of rheumatism.^
Hammamswhich according to the local beliefs and 
superstitions of the people were the favourite haunt of 
jinns during the night, remained open from dawn to sunset' 
throughout the year.^ * i
1. Ghazali, Ihya*, ii,pp. 87,334; Saqati, Fi Adab aI-Hisba,p. 
£7; Shayzari, Nihaya, p.68; cf. alsd, El^, s.v. HaiTmiam.
2. A Zaidi manual of hisba of the 3rd century H .RSQ, 1933,27»
3. Munbazanu vii, p. 222. rbayEaqi, N ah a s m , p."584
4. "" “llaqdisi, pp. 239, 416,429,4407s
5. Ibn Jazla, Minhatj al-Bayan, Br. Mus. Ms. No. 5934, fol, , 
78b; Shayzari, Ilihaya, p„ 86.
60 Khatib,’ Ta?rikh, vi, p.122; Ibn al-Jawzi, Dhamm al-Hawa, 
p. 474; Shayzari,, p.87; Ghazali, Ihya?, i,p. 144";-Ibn al- 
Ukhuwwa,"HaG alirn al-Qurba, p. 155* °
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